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INTRODUCTION

Over 500 professionals involved in information systems in higher
education gathered at the Hyatt on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
November 30 to December 3, for the most successful CAUSE National
Conference in the organization's history.

The CAUSE 82 theme, "The Information Resource: A Management
Challenge," was addressed through 41 presentations in five subject
tracks--TRACK I: Issues in Higher Education; TRACK II: Managing
the Information Systems Resource; TRACK III: Technology and
Techniques; TRACK IV: Small College Information Systems; and
TRACK V: Innovative Applications. Conferees also had the
opportunity to attend more than a dozen vendor presentations, as well
as a Current Issues Forum on "The Role of Administrative Computing in
Computer Literacy for Higher Education."

A special slide presentation during the CAUSE Annual Business
Luncheon entitled, "CAUSE: Today and Tomorrow," provided conferees
an informative and entertaining view of the association. One out of
four conferees participated in the extra-curricular sports activities held
in conjunction with CAUSE 82--a golf tournament, tennis round robin,
and mini-marathon--and enjoyed a slide show of these events during the
Thursday evening Southern Country Bash.

We hope these Proceedings will provide a continuing reference to the
many activities of the Conference and the CAUSE organization. We also
hope you will' benefit from sharing the experiences of others and thus
become more effective in the development, use, and management of
information systems at your institution._

We encourage you to use CAUSE to complement your individual efforts
at strengthening your organization's management capabilities through
improved information systems.

vii
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CAUSE , the Professional Association for Development , Use and
Management of Information Systems in Higher Education, helps member-
institutions strengthen their Management capabilities through improved
information systems.

Formerly known as the College and University Systems Exchange,
CAUSE first organized as a volunteer association in 1962 and
incorporated in 1971 with 25 charter member institutions. That same
year the CAUSE National Office opened in Boulder,, Colorado with a
professional staff to serve the membership. Today the organization has
over 400 member institutions with 1,380 member representatives and
continues to grow..

CAUSE provides member institutions with many services to increase the
effectiveness of their administrative information systems: organization
publications such as a magazine , newsletter, and monograph series , the
CAUSE Directory and the Conference Proceedings; a Professional
Development Program offering workshops and seminars on subjects
related to information systems in higher education; consulting services
to review ADP organizations and management plans; the Exchange
Library to provide a clearinghouse for non-proprietary information
systems .contributed by members; and an Information Request Service to
locate specific systems or information.

The CAUSE National Conference is an excellent forum for the exchange
of ideas , systems and experiences among the many speakers and
participants. The Proceedings provide a continuing reference to the
many activities of the Conference.

Martin B. Solomon, Jr. Gary D. Devine
CA USE 82 Chairman CAUSE 82 Vice Chairman CAUSE Executive Director

Charles R. Thomas
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GENERAL SESSIONS
CA USE 82 was highlighted by a number of special General Sessions which

brought conferees together periodically throughout the Conference to hear

presentations on subjects of broad interest and concern to all. This year the

CAUSE Annual Business Meeting was held at the close of the Wednesday

luncheon at CAUSE 82 and included an entertaining and informative

color-graphics/slide presentation en!itled, "CAUSE Today and Tomor-

row." The following day, at the,Third Annual CAUSE Awards Luncheon,

recipients of the CAUSE Recognition Awards and CAUSE/ EFFECT

Contributor of the Year Award were honored, and awards were presented

to the 1982 CAUSE National Conference Program Committee.



KEYNOTE ADDRESS
THE UNIVERSITY AS A TOTAL SYSTEM
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dr. James Grier Miller, President of the Robert
Maynard Hutchins Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions, provided an enlighten-
ing view of "The University as a Total System."
He indicated that planning, operation, arid man-
agement of universities cannot be optimal unless
all their diverse components are viewed as a
single system. Such integration is particularly
important for the design of effective management
information systems.

James Grier Miler
President
Robert Maynard Hutchins Center for
the Study of Democratic Institutions

Martin B. Solomon, Jr., CAUSE 82 Chair, and Dr. Miller.



A'MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S COMPUTER COMEDY

THURSDAY MORNING ADDRESS

Featured speaker Edward J. Lias, author of
FUTURE MIND, presented what is believed to
be "the world's first time-shared speech" a
spoof of time-sharing but also a 'serious, infor-
mative address. Presented in fast-moving toast-
thaster's style, the interleaved speeches cleverly
combined humor, drama, and serious informa-
tion tomake the point that innovative computing
activities may be thriving all around us, but the
academic world sometimes fails to believe or
accept such innovations until many years later.
One speech presented scenes from the life of a
brain surgeon in which certain discoveries in
brain surgery were not accepted by the profession
for 17 years. The other speech presented alternate
strategies for economic computing which Dr.
Lias believed would save big dollars for users
who choose to adopt them. Supported by slides,
visual aids and a telephone monologue, the
address should be remembered for some time as a
stimulating and conscience-probing occasion.

1

Edward J. Lias
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CURRENT ISSUES FORUM
THE ROLE OF ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING IN
COMPUTER LITERACY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Panel Moderator Jim Penrod

FRIDAY CLOSING SESSION

The Conference closed with a forum on one of the most important
issues facing higher education today computer literacy.

Panel members Richard Breslin, Robert Heterick, Daniel Updegrove,
and James Penrod discussed the impact of computer literacy on the
administrative computing resource. The format allowed substantial
audience participation, interaction, and discussion.

Panel members; Oiled from left to right: Robeyt Heterkk, Virginia Tech; James
Penrod, Pepperdine University; Daniel Updelivve,-.EDUCOM; and Richard
Breslin, lona College.

Li
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AWARDS LUNCHEON

Program Chairman Martin B. Solomon, Jr. presented tokens of appreciation to members of the 1982 Program
Committee and Registration Staff. CAUSE President Ronald J. Langley presented the third annual CAUSE
Recognition Awards to Carl J. Gochenour for Professional Excellence and Joe B. Wyatt for Exemplary
Leadership, and the second annual CA USE/EFFECTContributor of the Year Award to William L. Graham,
W. Robert Biddington, William A. Richmond, and Reid M. Si7emore. President Langley also introduced the
three new members of the CAUSE Board of Directors and the new CAUSE officers. Retiring Board member
Charles A. Brooks was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation.

1983 CAUSE President James L. Strom presents out-
going President, Ronald J. Langley, the CAUSE Pres-
ident's Plaque.

AMIN
New members of the CA USE Board of Directors, from left to right:
Martin B. Solomon, The Ohio State University; James!. Penrod, Pepper-
dine University; and John A. Monnier, University of Arizona.

Outgoing CAUSE President, Ronald J. Langley, pre-
sents gavel to newly-elected President James L. Strom.

Retiring Board Member, Charles A.
Brooks, South Carolina Commission
on Higher Education.



RECOGNITION AWARDS

President Langley presents Joe B. Wyatt the CAUSE
Award for Exemplary Leadership for his advocacy and
support of administrative information systems in higher
education at both the university and national level.

President Langky presents Carl J. .Gochenour the
CAUSE Award for Professional Excellence in the field
of administrative information systems in higher educa-
tion at the University of Iowa and at the national level.

CAUSE/EFFECT CONTRIBUTOR OF THE YEAR

The CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award was presented Jointly to William L. Graham W.
_ Robert Biddington, William A. Richmond, and Reid M. Sizemore for their contribution to CAUSE/
EFFECT of a feature article entitled, "ODON TICS: Omnibus Dental Online Treatment And Information,
Control System."Pictured above from left to right: William L. Graham, West VirginiaUniversity; Ronald
J. Langley, CAUSE President; Charles D. Lamotta, Systems & Computer Technology Corporation; and
W. Robert Biddington, West Virginia University.

11



PR S ESSIONAL
PRES TATIONS

The CAUSE 82 Conference theme, Information Resource: A Manage-

ment Challenge, was addressed throu 41 presentations in five subject

tracks (see Table of Contents) as well as a nu ber of vendor presentations.

13



TRACK I
Issues in Higher Education

Coordinator:
Ray Clark

California State University

Robert Arns
University of Vermont

4

Kathhon E. Doty
Loyola University
Chicago
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INFORMATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

_FOR

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION.

-

Robert G. Arns and Fred A. Curran

The University of Vermont

Burlington, VerMont

ABSTRACT: Interest ih strategic planning and administration for in-

stitutions of higher education has been kindled by current economic

and demographic problems. Most information systems are designed for

operational purposes and stress historical, internal information

whereas strategic planning requires information about a range of

other v.ariables in the external, future environment. In addition,

the way in which strated,can be implemented is dependent upon 'organi-

zation design characteristics. Institutions of higher education are

characterized by an incongruity between organizational structure and

program structtde that suggests the need to identify "strategic

units" as a means for providing coordination across operating unit

lines in implementing strategy. After strategy is implemented, the

need for strategic planning continues--the energetic institution will

regularly scan its environment, consider alternatives, and be respon-

sivebut the information system now must also incorporate variables

to check whether the various objectives set in strategic planning are

being met. Data element definitions must contain descriptors to per-

mit the organization and presentation of information both by operat-

ing unit and by strategic unit.

Based upon a description of information required for strategic

planning and for strategy implementation, this paper will (1) present

examples of applications embodying these principles, and (2) propose

implicatides for hardware and software system requirements.
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Institutions of higher education have experienced an unprecedented level

of stress during the past decade. The end of the growth era, high inflation,

uncertain public support, and the onset of the demographic downturn have chal7

lenged the very survival of many colleges and universities. Ways of anticipa-

ting and.responding to these forces are being sought, often under the rubric of

strategic-planning-(Cope, 1978; Groff, 1981; Kotler and Murphy, 1981). It is

the purpose of this paper to examine the special nature of strategic planning

and strategy implementation in colleges and universities and to derive impli-

cations for the design of information systems.

Strategy and Strategic Planning

The survival and success of an organization depend in large measure on the

extent to which it looks to the future, identifies the opportunities in the

turbulent world about it, and adapts its special competencies to those oppor-

tunities. In general terms, strategy is the fundamental means an organization

employs to achieve a match with its environment (Hofer and Schendel, 1978, p.

23ff) or, alternatively, a pattern in a stream of actions or decisions which

relate an organization to its environment (Mintzberg and Waters, 1982).

Strategic planning may be defined,as the process(es) of matching the

thr'eats and opportunities of the present and future externalenvironment with

the distinctive competencieiof an organization in such.a way as to carve out a

niche in which the organization can successfully compete and improve its per-

formance.

Strategic planning requires an organization's leadership to come to grips

with the present and future external envifonment of the organization and with

its internal context, the internal past and present environment of the organi-

zation.

Next the organization's leadership taist decide how to bring the threats

and opportunities of the external envitonment together with internal capabili-

ties in a way which will provide a differential advantage for the organization.

This step is called strategic choice.. Strategic'choice is the selection, in

light of the distinctive competencies of the organization, of a domain in the

external environment in which to set goals. The goals are to be set in such a

way as to provide a unique position for the organization vis-a-vis its compe-

tition and to enhance the efficiency of the organization by making the various

goals mutually supportive (synergistic).

1
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Four additional steps must be taken between strategic choice and implemen-

tation of the strategy. The first step is the setting of goals, desired out-

comes, generally long-range and usually not expressed in measurable terms; the

second step is the selection of objectives, the corresponding measurable

achievements to be completed by a specific date.

One must then (third step) decide what is to be done in order to achieve

the intended outcomes and how it is to be done, i.e., the activities (tasks,

programs, or products) of the organization must be selected or, in an existing

organization, these must be modified so that they more fully support the goals.

It is at this stage of planning, in deciding how to get things done, that other

implementation elements come into play. These elements, which I will refer to

ructure, people, and infolmation and decision processes, together with the

activ tie., institute the domain of organization design (Galbraith and Nathan-
.

son, 1978).

Finally, it is necessary to specify the resourees (fourth step) required

to carry out the activities previously defined, to identify the sources of

these resources, and to determine the rate at which these resources can be de- ,

ployed.

Completion of the plan is just the beginning. Development of the organi-

zation--building and sustaining cohesion--is an even more important part of

making the organization responsive to its environment. Strategic planning most

often takes place in an existing organization with an established saga and a

full agenda of ongoing goals and activities. The issue then becomes one of

strategic evolution, of weaning participants from accustomed routines, of open-

ing eyes to outside forces and to the future, and of developing and focusing

attention on new and changing goals.

Strategic Choice in Higher Education

We now ask whether there are special properties of colleges and univer-

sities which influence how aggressively they can anticipate and respond to

environmental change. This,question implies that there are limits to strategic

choice in colleges and universities and that there is a range of behavior with-

in these limits. (Arns, 1982). The purpose of the inquiry is to identify the

role which information systems can play in.helping institutions.to press the

upper limit of this range. In particular, we note that few colleges and uni-
o.

versities can anticipate overall quantitative growth; individual programs can

grow and develop only if tradeoffs are made. The major algorithms for stra-
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tegic choice in the profit sector emphasize growth and are inappropriate to

this situation. Institutions of higher education must make conscious choices

and this places a heavier burden on developing.a rational basis, and the supr

porting information, for decision-making.

Strategic choice must also deal with the options available in the imple-

mentation of strategy. For example, the organizational structure of universi-

ties, differentiated into colleges and departments according to academic dis-

ciplines, does not match the program or goal structure; activities like "under-

graduate education" and "outreach services," ordinarily.involve several

separate organizational units. Implementation then requires the design of

coordination,mechanisms and an expanded role for information and decision

support systems.

When the authority relAtionships%do not coincide with the various insti-

tutional goals andthe means of attaining these goals, and when the organi-

zational structure cannot be changed to fit the strategy, it may be useful to

identify strategic units within the organization quite independently of the

bureaucratic structure. Strategic units (sometimes called "strategy centers,"

or "natural businesses") are naturally related sets of activities each of which

responds to a different mix of external environmental conditions and each of

which may require a different style of administration/management (Hollowood,

1981, p. 9). Each of the strategic units Sets goals consistent with the over-

arching goals of the organization, but the individual strategic units concen-

trate on different domains, i.e., on different, but overlapping, sets of en-

vironmental variables.

For the sake of illustration, suppose that there are five operating units

at a particular level in a hypothetical organization and that these five opera-

ting units participate unevenly in the various goals of the organization.. As-

sume that related goals are, in turn, grouped into five strategic units as

shown in Figure 1.

Each operating unit (college, department) has an administrator who reports

to the next level in the hterarchy and who administers an operating budget.

The administrators of the operating units are evaluated and rewarded according

to the performance of the operating unit. However, if the institution is to be

attentive to its strategies and to all of its goals and if the various opera-

ting units are to work cooperatively (and efficiently) in achieving these

goals, each strategic unit must also receive attention. There must.be "stra-

tegy budgets" as well as "operating budgets," and evaluation and rewards must

also flow along strategic lines.

3
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Strategic Unit A X X X

Strategic Unit B X X X X

Strategic Unit1pC

Strategic Unit D x ic

Strategic Unit E

.,

X

Figure 1. Representation of the relationship between the oiganiza-
tional structure and the goal structure at a particular level in a
hypothetical couplex organization. The X's in the cells indicate
where the organizational structure and the goal structure intersect.
For example, in this illustration Operating Unit 3 is involved in
Strategic Units B and D.

The operating units might be, for example, the five colleges of
a small university in which case the strategic units might be under-
graduate education, graduate education, off-campus continuing educa-
tion, sponsored research, and outreach services.

The mechanisms for administering these strategic units will depend upon

the context of the situation, i.e., upon the anticipated difficulty of achiev-

ing goal congruence and on tha degree of interdependency required for success-

ful performance. Galbraith (1977) has identified a range of mechanisms for

achieving such coordination, including spontaneous, informal contacts, group

forms (task forces or commititees), integrating roles (strategy managers), and

matrix organization. The Wreater the complexity and interdependency the

farther one must go down t$e list in order to assure coordination. However,

it is wise to go no fart r than required by the situation. For example, in

4 24
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Figure 1, while liaison roles may suffice to coordinate Strategic Unit D, since

only two.operating units are involved, attention to bureaucratic relationships

and collegial governance expectations may dictate an integrating role and/or a

group form in order to assure coordination. Matrix organization is to be

avoided unless the degree of cooperation needed is extremely high.

Information for Strategic Planning

The information needed for decision-making depends upon the kinds of deci-

sions being made. Figure 2 illustrates the changing characteAstics of the in-

formation needed as one goes from strategic planning at the one extreme;

through tactical planning/management control, i.e., through those decisions

involving the deployment of resources and their effective and efficient appli-

cation (Anthony, 1965); to operational control at the other extreme.

The Management Information Systems (MIS) of most organizations are de-
,

signed for operational control, i.e., for.collecting data, processing trans-

actions, and disseminating reports in order to record and assure performance.

.
Such systems keep a highly accurate and detailed record of the past, organized

according to°the internal, bureaucratic structure of the organization. For

higher education, information is typically maintained on income and expendi-

tures, personnel, students, facilities, and programs.

The information system serving strategic planning must be capable of pro-

viding information about a wide range of other varlables in the external, fu-

ture environment. It must also provide tools, e.g., modeling, simul ion, pro-

jection, and optimization, to aid in the delineation of alternative c urses of

action.

Information for Strategy Implementation

Once strategic planning moves to strategy implementation the types of de-

cisions needed move across the spectrum of Figure 2 toward operational control.

That does not mean that strategic planning information is no longer needed;- the

energetic institution will continue to scan its environment, consider alterna-

tives, and be responsive. But, in addition, the information system must now

incorporate variables to check whether the various objectives set in strategic

planning are being met; information must be organized and displayed according-

ly. Strategic choice redefines the relevant operating decisions by redefining

the dominant performance measures on which-operational control will be based.

Thl operational control system evolves as strategies change.

5 25
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Strategic Tactical Planning/ Operational
Characteristic Planning 4-÷Management Control 414+ Control

'

Time Horizon present and future 44---po past and present

Source of
Information external 4-----100' internal

Type of Information qualitative 41---10 quantitative

Level of Detail aggregate detailed
,

Accuracy low high4-----9
Range of Variables wide 41-------------* narrow

Frequency of Use infrequent 4-.----- . frequent

Curre'ncy of
Information low 411------00 high

Figure 2. Information Requirements by Derision Area (Gorry and Scott
Morton, 1971; Burch and Strater, 1973).

For many institutions of higher education--and for other organizdtions

that may need to distinguish between strategic units and operating units--there

is yet another complexity. The traditional MIS usually organizes and distri-

butes information along the vertical dimensions of 'Figure 1, i.e., by operating

unit. The implementation of strategy requires that tactical planning/manage-

ment control information also be organized along the horizontal dimensions of

Figure 1, i..e., explicitly by strategic unit. Data element definitions must

contain descriptors to permit the structuring of information both by operating

unit and by strategic unit.

Operating unit administrators are concerned primarily with tactical plan-

ning/management control and with operational control decisions. Those respon-

sible for strategic units are concerned primarily with strategic planning and

with tactical planning/management control decisions.

This level of complexity is not new to large dynamic organizations. But

the increasing needs for planned change and for information onwhich to base

difficult choices may make such complexity the rule rather than the exception

for many colleges and universities. Moreover, the emphasis must be placed on

painless and easy evolution of information for decisions and for operational

control if colleges and universities are to be responsive to chaniing circum-

stances.

6
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Application
r

In order to carry out our strategic and tactical planning, it has been

necessary for The University of Vermont (UVM) to develop and maintain a'number

of special kinds of information, including:

1. Trend Analysis, principally regarding applicants, admitted

students, matriculants (each involving quantity and quality

measures by college and major), full-time-equivalent studenti

taught (by ,college, department, level), student to faculty

ratios, and budgets. It must also be nossible to rearrange the

information when the organizational structure Changes;

2. Cohort Analysis, in order to study retention and movement of

students within the University;

3. Total Costing Analysis, in order to provide unit cost information .

at various levels;
a

4. Enrollment Projections, over a fifteen-year time span based on

known demography;

5. Enrollment and Budget Simulations, combining applicant and demo-

graphic information with various curricular change assumptions;

6. Quality and Value Assessments, of programs existing and
-

contemplated, usin$ program evaluatinn processes; and

7. Market Research; involving analysis of students' reasons for

selecting or not selecting UVM, student attitudes on various

isSues such as cost, and -churacteristics,of competitor

institutions. '6

Other external information, such as that pertaining to social trends and value

shifts., plays an important role in strategic and tactical decisions, e.g., in

the, setting of enrollment targets for the va:ious units, but is not part of the

formal information system.

Implementation of the University's various strategies has.been assisted by

the development of a number of strategic units. For example, in JulY 1980; the ,

University discontinued its School of Home Economics. Faculty and curricula

were placed in four departments in two of the UniversitY's colleges,'and an

interdisciplinary Home Economies Program was formed in order: (1) to stimulate

cooperation among the faculty in teaching, research, and service activities,

that transcend the individual departmental disciplines; (2) to provide oppor-
__

tunittes for students Oho wish to study home economics'as an interdisciplinary
,

field; and (3) to assist-in-matters such as recruiting students.
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The Home.Economics Program is administered by a Coordinator who is advised

by a faculty committee. The Coordinator is responsible for strategic and tac-

tical planning-and for operating the various activities of the Program, e.g.,

interdisciplinary Seminars, an interdisciplinary major curriculum, student re-

cruiting, sponsorship of events, etc.

Current performance information provided pertains to prospective and ma-

triculating students, FTE taught, projects sponsoredi and various quality and

value assessments.

The information needs of our 24 strategic units are nor unusual. The eaae

-with,which new information needs are fulfilled and new information reporting

lines established has enabled us to keep our attention focused on long-term

fundamental issues rather than becoming preoccupied with short-term details.

Implications for Information Systems

Because of the need to provide new information on short notice and to

change the organization of information frequently, we have avoided "production"

systems for strategic planning or tactical planning/Management control appli-

cations. We have a full array of production systems for operational control.

The operational data bases are of a traditional hierarchical structure. Sen-

sitivity to strategic planning/implementation considerations at the level of

the production systemd has been mainly directed to issues of data element

definition and to data integrity. Comprehensive, complete, and unambiguous

- data element definition is essential when applications cannot be defined-a

2112E1 (Arns, 1979).

Responsibility for providing those aspects*of strategic planning and tac-

1 tical planning/ianagement control information that are regularly required is

assigned to our office of Budgeting and Institutional Studies, currently

,staffed by eight professionals. Because of problems associated with the pro-

tection of information integrity, we have not and are not prepared to decen-

tralize to individual strategy managers responsibility for or authority over

strategic planning'or tactical planning/management control information.

Development of the kinds of information described in the previous section

has involved the use of a number of software packages, including:

1. Course Load Matrix, an in-house software package for deter-

mining student credit hours taught, average credit hour

loads, and curriculum interaction from the student and course

data bases;
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2. Interactive Query (IQ), a UVM general inquiry system allowing

relational-like access to hierarchical data bases. Originally

part of our data base management system (OASIS), the input/

output routines of IQ have been-modified to run under CMS on

our 4341 mainframe. We use IQ to create special snapshot files

from operational data bases and to answer nonrecurring questions;

3. DYNAMO, for answering questions that require dynamic modeling

of complex situations;

4. FOCUS, a-user friendly non-procedural application development

system which operates on IBM equipment in the VM/CMS environment..

With strong query and report writing capability, it allows a

relatively unsophisticated user to define relationships among

data From existing data bases;

5. SAS. (Statistical Analysis System), which We have found to be a

powerful tool for research, analysis, data and file manipula-

tion, report generation, etc.; and, a'modest amount of

6. Custom Software, written by our analysts for file merger, com-

putational, or information presentation purposes.

Hardware capable of handling our operational systems has not suffered sig-

nificant performance degradation because of the simultaneous support of stra-

tegic planning and tactical planning/management control applications.

Our production systems (i.e., for operational control) account for about

'75% of CPU usage; the strategic planning'and tactical planning/management con-

trol applications described account for about 3%. Of the 8 megabytes of main

memory on our system, approximately 7 Megabytes are available to users. FOCUS

or SAS require on the order of 0%5 megabyte of main memory for each user, de-

pending on the application. In terms of disk space, our custom software and

data files for strategic and tactical planning occupy about 25 megabytes (out

of a sYstem total Of about 3 gigabytes) with additional.storage (e.g., of data

base snapshots)" on tape. The major applications software packales require ad-

ditional disk storage space. For example, the essential parts of SAS require

about 10 meiabytes of disk storage; FOCUS takes up 5 more.

Terminal access by our analysts to all data bases and software has been
0

essential. To date, most external environmental information has been entered

locally. We look forward to the day when some of this information may be

available through, for example, national library networks.

9 23



In summary, The University Of Vermont is a comprehensive univeraity deeply

involved in strategic planning and actively changing strategy over time. We

have experienced the need for kinds of information not previously gathered--

much of it from outside of the iistitution, for regular evolution of the kinds

of data routinely gathered, and for evolutiOn of the waysim which those data

are-Used. In addition we have foUnd it naceisary to regularly provide infor-

mation not only,to the tra4itional operating units (i.e., to the bureaucratic

structure) but also to formal strategic units. We have found the=availability

of a non-procedural application development language and of a strong statis-
.

tical package essential to these tasks. Hardware requirements have been cora-

patible with the capacity required by our traditional MIS. We have not found

it necessary or desirable to decentralize access to our major data bases-for

strategic planning or strai.egy implementation purposes. The current approach

appears to be capable of meeting foreseeable needs.
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ABSTRACT

Today's senior opllege and university administrator
faces an ever-increasing gap between the-information he (and
his staff) needs to make appropriate short and long range
decisions and the information he has accessible to him via
traditional gathering techniques. Complibating the matterv
fiscal tightening has steadily reduced the number of support
personnel available to handle the,growing variety, of
information related activities, which requires those
remaining to do more than ever.

This presentation provides an analysis of the various
skills the high-leveLadministrator ne-eda to function in
this information rich-age and an outline of i method for
acquiring those skills both personally and.within a staff.
Also similar methods are provided for mid-level
administrators responsible for gathering and managing
information in an automated environment.
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PREPARING ANNINIEFRATORS FOR AIMNATED

IWORPIATION TECHNOLOGIES

The basic tools necessary to address the issues surrounding

information have existed for a number of years--administrative

information systems, word processing systems, d,istributed

processing, networking, etc. What does not eXist yet, however, is

any solid base of administrators with the knowledge and skills

needed to select and &Valuate computer hardware and software for

those applications. Furthermore, these administrators now must

apply similar skills to selecting hardware and software for academic

applications (previously left to academic areas, but as a result of

networking and distributed processing now a major administrative

responsibility); for telecommunications including private telephone

systems, satellite, microwave, and other forms of information
a

transmission; for automated office systems including electronic

mail, photocopiers, computer output to miorofiche; and for various

forms of energy monitoring and conserving devices.
t

Skills for Information Handling:

Before outlining the specific skills needed to work with

information technologies, some general principles about information

handling are necessary. The movement of information should be

considered cyclical because the basic steps are usually_repeated

over-and over again. Information seldom stops moving. In fact,

when it does, it is because it is "lost" or "inaccessible," two very

abnormal states for information.
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Information goes through three major steps in each cycle:

1. Information is searched for or acquired.

2. Information is sorted into or reduced to meaningful

portions.

3. Information s used (im a personal sense) or further

disseminated.

In this Information Age, the skills administrators should

possess to cope with the vast volumes of information they are now

exposed to should be developed-around the three steps above. The

technology provides us with significant support in completing each.

For example, an administrator can search for or acquire information

in a number of ways, including the traditional methods they were

trained to use. But some technologidai tools that they mdst learn

to use to find information include doing searches on electronic data

bases, receiving electronic mail, and, using telephone and computer

conferencing. The benefit of technology is that this step of the

Cycle can made more efficient, in terms of time and money, than it

is using traditional search and acquire methods. Thus,

admlnistrators must incorporate these technological skills into

their work worlds.

One of.the most difficult and the most tedious steps in the

information cycle is that of sorting or reducing information already

acquired. It is this step that allows the informatiOn user.to make

meaning out of the jumble he has acquired.by synthesizing it into

meaningful portions or "piles." Yet this step is the most important

one if the information is going to be able to work for us. Here

information technology helps by providing major tools for that

synthesization. Anyone who ties used4s VisiCalc type electronic

spreadsheet has a sense of this power, for this type of computer

software allows the user to analyze data in a myriad of ways before

deciding on which method(s) tosuse. Electronic spreadsheets give

-2-
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administrators power to go way beyond the calculator (which is

another tool yet unused by some administratofs) to make meaning of

data. Other tools for this step in the cycle include plotting and

graphing packages, word.processing (especially, the editing features

of searching, changing, cutting and pasting), and telephone and

computer conferencing. Here too administrators mustlearn these

skills to become more effective.

The final step is using 'or disseminating the information

acquired and synthesized in the above two Steps, Information

technology is beginning to play a bigger role in this itep.

Documents are prepared using word processors or on-line'computer

editors and then printed, but more and more they will not be printed

but sent electronically to another user to put into the beginning of

his information cycle. Other information is distributed via

telephone or computer cohferencing, electronic mail including Telex

and.facsimile transmisaion, and microfilm or microfiche (usually for

storage or infrequent reference).

What administrators should understand from the above is that

they must begin to acquire the necessary skills to use the

information technologies of today. These certainly include learning

to use a computer for data base manipulatiOn, electronic

spreadsheets, text preparation and editing (word processing)e, and

electronic maii.-'Furthermore, they cannot hope that these skills be

acquired by their assistants, for today's economic trends indicate
,er

that each of us will have to do more of the work pteviously done by

assistants. Other skills that should be acquired are implied in the

outline of the information cycle above And in the practical ways to

acquire those skills discussed below.

Implementation Activities

This paper is built on the following premises:

-3-



1. A structured awareness of a topic can lead to -

2. A usable base of knowledge on the topic that leads to -

3. Good decision making based,on_wide-ranged, informed input.

Each of the following are useful components in an overall plan

to prepare members of an academic community, especially

administrators, to deal-with decisions related to the rapid influx

of information technologies that are affecting us all. Some are

designed to be ongoing activities, rthers used once or infrequently,

and therest used as part of a particular project implementation

,plan.

Mandatory Technological Literacy:

Each of us realizes information related technologies,are

playingfa larger role,in our everyday work, as well as in our homes

and personal lives. To help each of us to understand better what

these technologies do and how they can be best used in our work,

each institution should begin to develop an on-going technological

literacy program for its administrators: (Staff and faculty may be

included later if it becomes desirable.) Much of the training would

revolve around the computer and the'lpany roles it plays in

information exchange (Linda Ludington Seitz, Director of MIS and

Educational Computing at Kalamazoo, College in Michigan, has

developed an excellent model for administrative computer literacy).

The focus of this training would be to develop various levels of

knowledge and skill within each major category of administrators.

This .could range from using electronic spreadsheets (VisiCalc, NCP

Cilc) to word processing to administrative data bases - student,

personnel, physical resources. What the president and his imtediate

cabinet should know to use the computer well would be different from

what middle management administrators should know and be able to do.

But beyond computer literacy, it is important to develop an

understanding of the many other aspects of information technology.

This could include private branch exchanges for telephone service

-4-- 36
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(PBX), word processing and other automated office techniques,

photocopiers, computer OAltput to microfilm/microfiche, etc. If

universities'are ttOrriike wise decisions regarding these

technologies-either to acquire or to fully utilize-then all

administrators must have a much better.understanding than they now

do,.

The training for this literacy must be on:going, i.e.,_the

institutiOn must commit to a long range plan for preparing its

people to manage and use these technological tools. Thus, it Would

be realistOto develop a three-to-fiVe year plan that is designed

to give all administrators the required literacy for bheir level.

This could include short workshops around a partinular topic, which

could be given any number of times and repeated for new

administrators as they come into the institution. Depending upon

. the degree of literacy,required,for each particular level, mqre

advanced workshops should be developed, possibly eaii aimed at a

particular level of administra:tors.

Any literacy program developed must be supported by all

administrators, especially at the very top. If the president and

the other, senior administrator? will not commit the time and energy

necessary, then.-0ther administrators will know that it isn't

important foi them either. "I can always get a staff mTilber to pick

that up," is an example of that attitude. The people responsible

for-the final decisions must become suitably infotmed to make the

best.decision possible.

Identifying Key Personne :

.

One of the most serious problems we face when making

information technology-related decisions4,is that we really do not

have a very good idea who is informed on a particular topic, if

anyone is. This is especially true today, because most of the

formal tracning of current admirlistrators hardly dealt with

information technologies at all. Yet learning goes well beyond the

3-f



formal training if the classroom, therefore we can assume some of

our administrators have tried to become informed on their own.

By identifying ahead of time key personnel familiar with

information technology, even if on a somewhat limited basis, an

institution can begin to become prepared for the time when a major

resource person on a particular aspect oi the field may be needed.

Also, once such people have been identified, some or all of them

might be appointed to an ad hoc advisory committee tothe president

or a ,vice-president. They could be charged with designing and

delivering the technological literacy program and other-activities

described in this paper. More'importantly, they would be
responsible for developing a base of knowledge on information
technologies and be able to act as a sounding board on possible

implementations.

General Technological Awareness:

In addition to formal literacy training for administrators,

each institution should begina general technological awareness
campaign for all employees. The purpose of-such a campaign would be

to begin to reduce potential anxiety,. andimore importantly,

resistance regarding changes that involve technology, e.g., a new

telephone system, general word processinE, on-line computer
applications, etc. Our technology has already begun to outstrip the

training of all of our staff and much of our faculty, so we really

cannot expect them to accept change that is baSicalfy unknown to

them.

The awareness campaign, spearheaded by the advisory committee,

could include the distribution of brief aiticles that are very
low-level yet informative, with a covet letter indicating change in

that particular area (e.g., word processing) ,is'iioing to probably

occur sooner or later within the university and that the university

leaders are concerned for all who might be involved. Feedback could

be solicited, and even some short demonstrations by vendors could be

-6-
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arranged with the understanding that the sessions are merely

informative.

A key point in such a campaign would include an effort,to tie

information technologies into the very lives of all of us. After

all, universities are expected to be disseminators of information,

and this topic provides an ideal opportunity for a university to

help its people to cope with a rapidly changing world. Brief after

work or noon-hour presentations could be made by informed staff or

faculty on such topics as purchasing a micro-computer for the home,

buying their own ,telephones and/or wiring the home for telephone

serviCe, etc. The benefit of such is not direct to the institution,

but people who plan for information technologies in their personal

world are certainly better prepared for it in their work world.

Project Coordination:

Possibly the most important step a university can take in

making an informational technology change is to assign someone to be

totally responsible for the project and to be the focal point of it,

i.e., everyone identifies the pro3ect with that'person. This

coordinator should be appropriately titled and have the support of

and access to the senior administrative official behind the projeOt.

The task should not be "tacked onto" an existing workload of an

administrator already fully-eecupiediigt c-h-tile-ractivities. If it

is, it may be difficult for him to keei up with the task and others

within the university will perceive the project as not really being

"that important." Implementing change is difficult enough, and

implementing technological change demands a great deal of prior

attention in order to bring it about effectively. Therefore, if the

project is assigned to an administrator's existing workload, then it

should be defined as a recdgnized portion of his job and formally

identified as such.

The coordinator's role should include working directly with the

vendor(s) providing the equipment and services of the project. To

-7- 36`
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'function effectively, he must learn as much as he possibly can about

the technology involved 'in the change. 'Re must learn the
terminology, how the equipment works, what must be done when it
doesn't work, etc. A major task will be to develop a realistic

schedule for implementation and then hold all parties, both the
vendor(s) and the university to it. The coordinator Bust be the

only university official authorized to make changes in the plan on

the university's behalf, and he must be capable and willing to
bargain strongly to protect the university's interests.
Unfortunately, there is often a gap between what the salesman says

the technology will do and what the technicians actually are able to

implement. Compromises are often sought by the vendor after the

contract is signed, and the coordinator must be prepared to

negotiate the most favorable solution for the university. Unless he

knows the project, the terminology, and the equipment extremely

well, however, he may be at the mercy of the vendors.

The second major role of the coordinator is that of public

relations man. Since he will be the primary spokesman for the

project, he must have very highly polished interpersonal skills. He

must be patient, understanding, and willing to spend much time going

over again and again the general aspects of the 'change with the many

constituencies inherent in a university.

A less attractive alternative to assigning an internal

coordinator to the project is to hire an outside consulting firm to

handle the installatioh. Nevertheless, even with contracts
containing non-collusion clauses, it is very difficult for the

university to protect Itself unless it has someone within the

university who is very knowledgeable to handle the project.
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Newsletters:

All schools are Aware of the necessity for good public

relations with their alumni and"other outside constituents, and most

now know that good "intra-university" relations are important also.

A most effective method of controlling resistance to and positively

shaping people's attitudes toward Change is to publish a-series of

newsletters exclusively devoted to the project. These newsletters

have four major effects:

1. They show official interest in the project on the part,

of senior administrators. Furthermore, the project is

a "go," and there- is high level concern for its

success.

2. They demonstrate by their very presence a sense of

organizAtion and planning in the project and make the

project coordinator known to all. They should also

encourage direct communication with the coordinator,

who must make himself accessible both in person and by

telephone.

They provide the coordinator with a vehicle to respond

to issues as they are raised. Thus administration

appears to anticipate problems and shows an interest

in a wide basefor the solutions.

4. Finally, they imply continuity in the project and keep

the.topic'Current so people do not forget about it.

Most importantly, the newsletterd build the vocabdlary

of the information technology in the university by

using and defining key words.
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Each issue of the newsletter should focus on a different aspect

Of-the change by effectively raising pertinent questions of
individuals or groups and providing the formal answers for all
readers. Early issues can provide the rationale' for the change, the

long-range benefits, and brief comments from senior administrators

supporting the change. As the time for the change grows nearer, the

topics, should become less abstract and more concrete. Pictures of

any equipment being acquired should be included.

Utilizing Library Resources:

One of the most overlooked reiources for acquiring information

about information teChnology is the university's own library and,

especially, its Staff. Most libraries assign specific staff members

to become major resource people on particular topics important to

members of the university. As welall know, it is very difficult to

keep,up with the many periodiCals'and professional journals in our

respecOve fields, let'alone try to read all the generally free

trade journals in information technology (e.g., Computer Decisions,

Telecommunications, Mini-Micro World, Cciputerworl4,.InfoWorld, Mag

DEC ProfesgionSl, which are generally meant foevery will informed

technologists, and those such as The Office, Modern Office
procedure ,c. for the layman). A better solution is to request

the library staff to prepare a monthly list of pertinent readings on

information technology compiled from the journals in the field for
each group of administrators. If proper care has been taken through

interview techniques, it is possible for a reference librarian to

prepare only the most pertinent readings, thus saving administrators

the time of sorting out the readings themselves. A second bpnefit
is ,that all administrators.in a siMilar group will receive.the same

readings thus asOuring a common base of knowledge. This doesn't

preclude anyone reading on his own, but it does make getting through

all the journals more efficient.

A secOnd valuable service most universitylibraries haye is the

-10-
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capacity to access many on-line data bases. Whereas it is now

standard behavior for graduate students to use such data bases for

research, most administrators are as yet quite unaware of this tool,

yet the payoff is almos't always better information in a highly

reduced, time frame. Two data.bases are already on-line: NTIS

(National Technical Information Service), which is very rich in

technical information, and DMS (Defense Marketing System), which has

an incredible amount of information on high technology companies who

have defense contracts. Even more applicable to universities,

however, is a third on-line service. Most of us have used reports-

plepared by Datapro and Auerbach. Now both companies are planning

on-line versions of their reports, and Datapro is scheduled to be

available in a year or so: There are others, but the above give

examples of what university administrators should be aware of as

they prepare to work in and use information technology.

Change Tactics:

Once a university has decided to implement a technological

change, it is iMportant to brOadcast widely that the change is

coming. The message must come from the highest level possible of

those responsible for the decision, such as a vice president. From

the early stages on, the change (word processing, new telephone

system, on-iine data bases, etc.)- must be discussed at staff

. meetings, even if informally' at first. Very early after the

decision the topic should become a standard agenda item for all

major meetings of administrative staff for three reasons. It keeps

the issue present in people's minds until implementation and shows

the importance, it allows for formal,airidg of the resistance that

always arises during a change, and finally it makds the change a

"fact of life," not an issue.

Generally, ft can be assumed that resistance to any change is a

fixed quantity. Thus, the treatment to the resistance should be

spread out over.a greater period of time and the resistance allowed

to dissipate rather than,having to try to apply the majority of the



treatment at the time of the change itself. Also, the staff should

be encouraged to express concerns openly and in formal settings such

as meetings to avoid rumors and informal"resistance that may

undermine the success of the project. To this end, the project

cootdinator phould appear at as many of these meetings as is

feasible to discuss how the change is coming and to address
particular points-of resistance.

When a change is going to be made, 1) begin eatly, ,2) use

newsletters,'3) hacie a Coordinator, 4) provide 'plenty of training",

and 5),stick to the plan. This last item is especially ithportant.

Once implemented, the change must look permanent. The first
response of many people is to compare the change to the previous

state, notice'the differences, and then try to force the change to

look and behave like the old state.. Ely formally announcing that no

major modifications will be made in the project plan for at least

six months, it is less likely that users will be able to reduce the

intended effect of the change. Furthermore, they will becoMe
conditioned to the change and will actually learn to use it in the

new ways originally planned: This is not to imply that the change

cannot be introduced gradually. When it can be, it should, but with

some changes, it cannot or should not be done so (a new telephone

system).

*inferences:

With registration and travel expenses rising, it becOmes even

more important to get the greatest benefit from conferences attended

by university administrators. Attendees at conferences that'deal

with information technology and its related subjects might spend

some time after the conference discussing with the ad hoc advisory

committee (see above) implications for the university. Usually one

important benefit of attending conferences is that new contacts are

made that could be USeful to the university, whether it be the
computer center staff, central administrators, or others. By

briefing the committee on the conferenCe these contacts can be

-12-
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shared and the information network effect of the conferencegreatli

extended. Furthermore, administrators may begin to perceive a

relationship between attending a conference and a decision that may

be made later. By rotating the individuals Who attend information

technology conferences, each 'university can begin to'develop the

necessary base of knowledge it needs to keep up with the information

explosion.

Technologies Clearing Center:

As each university becomes more and more'involved in

information.technology, it is incumbent on administration to procure

wisely. Often, it is discovered after the fact that one office uses

one type of word processor while another office uses one entirely

different. If word processors were-all about the same, this would

not make any difference, but they still are not. The net effect is

duplication of training if people are moved about, inconsistency in

applications, and often extra expense. One way to cope with this is

to establish some office as a clearing center-for all technologies.

Essentially,,the office would be .the first contact for any vendor

dealing in information technologies who wishes to sell to the

university. The office-VOuld not necessarily act as the final voice

on any purchases, but it could work to make sure vendorp talked with

the right people from the start. Furthermore, with the assistance

of senior administration, it could develop a policy for consistent

acquisition of all information technologies.

For exaMple, although a university may have a number of

computers, both large and small, it is not necessarily true that

they'can communicate with each other. Also, word processors are

computers. It may be necessary that some or all of the word

processors be able to access larger computers for information in

order to most efficiently handle tasks such as merging student names

and'addresses with specialized form letters. Certainly, it would

-13-



seem more practical to use existing data from an on-line student
data base than to enter all the data again into a word processing
system.

With a clearing center, which could 'be part of one person's

job, the university could begin to get maximum utilization of very
expensive equipment and software.

Conclusion:

The implementation of the above program would insure that each

university develops the necessary wide base of knowledge about
information technologies in this Information Age and begin to use
the ikills outlined above. The primary philosophy of the plan is
that with proper planning and preparation, a university can make
maximum use of its human.resources at a time when skilled
information technologies people for universities are hard to find.4

Furthermore, the costs, both in dollars and human.energy, of making
a mistake dictate that we become very organized and develop long
range plans. It is obvious some of that long -range planning must
involve the types of preparation outlined in this paper.

It is difficult to see how any planned technological literacy

program can succeed, however, without the support of the
administrators at the very top; and yet, it is difficult to

(

see how
it Could fail with theie full support and cooperation. Universities
are expected to show leadership in all fields. Information
technologies are no exceptions, and as we implement,-let us
implement wisely and economically.
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT KEY TO A

COMPUTING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Presentation by Frederidk A. Gross, President, and

Claire Reid, Regional Manager and Director of

Computing Improvement Program Services

Systems & Computer Technology (SCT) Corporation

Four Country View Road

Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

December 2, 1982

CAUSE '82_National Conference, TreCk I

The importance of the,Return on Investment (ROI)
relative to an institution's comOuting improvement
program. Those'steps necessary for initiating abd im-
plementing such a program are outlined. Parts of the
improvement process discussed include effective govern-
ance structures, long-range master planning, budget
management, administrative versus academic priority-
setting, hardware evaluation, systems development, and
personnel administration. Exploration of these issues
will focus on the dost-effeCtive development of a
computing improvement program.
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In today's fiscally restrictive environftent, colleges and universities must

receive a good return on any major-investment. State-ofthe-art computing offers ,

'institutions of higher education enormous potential for increasing productivity

while controlling costs at the same time. The key is the implementation,of a

computing improvement program. In order to successfully initiate this process,

however, an institution must evaluate the current return on its computing invest-

ment. Let me begin by reviewing some of the points' I made in my CAUSE '81 pre-

sentation on this topic.

ROI FORMULA

What is higher education receiving for its $2 billion computing investment?

In measuring this aspect of ROI, it is critiCal to identify what it is that

/shoiad be measured.

ROI ISSUE ONE: PEOPLE

The first measurement criterion is people, primarily because they represent

the largest ROI formula expenditure -over $1 biilion yearly.. In examining staff

caliber and performance, it is necessary to break down the people resource ihto

two groups--management,level and technical staff--before asking the following

questions: What kind of budget success are my managers promoting? 'Have they

.developed and implemented a comprehensive Data PrOcessing Master Plan? From a

technical staff perspective, do I have sufficient depth and experience levels?

Is the staff stayihg abreast of rapid advances in technology?

ROI ISSUE TWO: -ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS

Begin ehis cLIsessment by focusing on the current state of administrative

systems in your institutional environment. Are they fragmented, static systems,

-1-
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or efficient, data base applications? Are.projects-produced On time and within

budget? How many dollars are spent yearly to maintain obsolea technology?

Should you "reinvent the wheel" in-house, knowing the high cost of building new

systema from scratch; or purchase already develoPed software applications?

ROI ISSUE THREE: HARDWARE

Evaluate your hardware from a'cost/performance perspective. Have you pur-

chased current hardware technology at today's reduced prices, or was your hard-

ware purchased years ago under long-term'financing stipulations.- Some institu-

tions are "loOked in" to what is already obsolete for the next three to seven

years!

ROI ISSUE FOUR: USER SATISFACTION

There is an excellent, yet easy way of evaluating this criterion. Go to

Your filing cabinet and compare the letters of complAnt to those of commendation,

relative to computing. User satisfaction is directly related to the responsive-

ness of Data Processing to individual requirements. If users can't get the in-
,

formation they need, when they need it, in a form they can understand, expect

codplaints to far outnumber commendations.

COMPUTING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS INCREASE ROI

When the four areas above have been assessed and documented, you can begin

defining and implementing solutions. A computing improvement program is a viable

approach to increasing ROI, but to be.stkcessful, it must become one of the

highest priorities of your institution.

The process of"providing computing services is expensive and requires a

great deal of communication and agreement among managers, users,and technical

-2-
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professionals. There is no substitute for a written improvement program which

identifies objectives; recommends activities and projects olier time, consistent

with expected resources, needs of users, and other noa-computing activities; and

estimates resource requirements to achieve the statedobjectives.

The procsss involves communicating, negotiating, Ind compromising to

achieve an initial statement of objectives. It is.an essential dotument to force

the resolution of policy issues, to elicit key management decisions and to focus

attention and resources towards ,the accepted goals. The improvement programs

can and must be changed as circumstances warrant; so as not to waste resources

due to indecision and the inability to properly focus'them.

_PURPOSES

The)purposes of the computing improvement program are to:

Establish the institution's computing service objectives;

Document existing and future information needs and data"processing re-
,

quirements and resources;

Serve as a proposal document to pOssible funding sources;

Provide key managers with.an understanding of their/role in the systems

development process;

Describe, in detail, work activities for systems development, user coor-

dination; and operation;

Present priorities, schedules, milestones,and costs for performing these

tasks; and

Serve as a management tool for monitoring the progress of service

objectives.
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TASKS

The tasks necessary to prepare the computing improveMent program include

the following:

Interviews with'User departments regarding their needs;

Analysis of needs on an institution-wide basis;

Development of alternative solutions to meet needs;

Cost/benefit analisis;

Development of resource requirements and budgetary strategies;

Presentation of the computing improvement program to users; and

Approval of the Computing improvement program by users and institution-

al management.

COMPUTING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM CONTENT

An outline for a computing improvement program follows:

I. MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

A. Management Philosophy.

B. Policy and Governance

C. Organization

D. Personnel Administration

E. Planning

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMINT

A. Introduction

B. Systems Development Approach

C. Systems Overview

D. Operational Systems

E. Recommended Systems
-4-
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F. Proposed Development Work Plans

COMPUTER OPERATIONS/ENVIRONMENT

A. Introduction

B. Hardware

C. Software

D. Computer Operations Group

E. Environmental Factors

IV. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Introduction

B. Work Plan Summary

HOW TO GET A COMPUTING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM GOING

Begin the planning and-execution of a computing improvement program by

addressing the areas of:

Data Processing Management;

Technical Support;

Systems and Programming;

Operations.

The Data Processing Director and Data Processing Senior Management should

then meet to discuss and ascertain:

The depth and caliber of ydur Data Processing professionals;

Budget levels, restrictions and distribution;

The currant computing master plan; and

The governance structure.

-5-



Discussions must also be held with.technical support'personnel to examine:

Depth and experience levels;

Technical expertise and professional commitment;

Extent of development and training activities;

Attrition statistics and causes; and

State-of-tile-art tools available and utiliXed.

In the systems programming area, the following topics should be addresSed:

Current state of administrative systems;

Degree of new development and maintenance of old systems; .

Use of integrated, data base, and on-line system approaches;

Methodology for systems development,including the decision process to

"make or buy;" and

Degree of responsiveness to user requests.

Operations are to be reviewed on the basis of:

Hardware utility performance.and reliability;

Financial commitments and laRroaches to hardware; and

Procedures and controls employed.

Optionally, Meetings may be held with key users in.,the areas ofl

Financial management;-

Human resources; and

Student information.

These meetings are held to help evaluate:

User satisfaction level;
-6-
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Degree of user computer literacy; and

Service levels required and received.

The analysis of information gathered and the formulation of recommendations

and approiches for the computing improvement program should include:

A summary of collected findings;

A prioritized "action plan" for the first steps of the computing improve-

ment p ogram; and

Suggestion:Et for short-term improvements, where applicable.

This evaluation must include the Data Processing Director and all appropriate

Data Processing Management and staff. In addition, it is beneficial to review

the importance of such topics as:

ROI;

User liaison approaches;

Computer literacy training.

LONG'TERM SOLUTION ENVIRONMEk

After the initiation of the "action plan" longer term computing improvement

program activities should begin. These will include the following:

STEP 1:

MEET WITH STAFF

Hold group meeting;

Meet to explore employee suggestions for improving operating unl.t

performance;
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Instill a aense of unity and cohesiveness in operating'Units, and foster

a sense of service to end users;

Impart a feeling of challenge and opportunity.

EXPLICATE PROBLEMS/REMIREMBNIS

Define current employee duties and responsibilities and explore'ways to

improve rhese activities;

(0. Determine employee career goals and plans;

Ascertain problems, personal or professional, which are barriers to

employee performande:

OUTLINE SOLUTION MATRIX, PRIORITIES AND BUDGET

Attract, retain, and provide career'paths for professional growth of

employees;

Foster organizational development (struCture, Job descriptions, external

procedures, organizational plan);

Initiate staff development program (career counseling, staff profile,-

training plans).

STEP 2:

MEET WITH USER GROUPS

Assess current levels and types Of services provided to individual users;

Review uSer plans which might have impact on service requireMents provided

by computer center;

Determine user perceptions of current service.levels and perceived prob-
c

slems with those service levels;

Identify user-requirements which need id be addressed.
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EXPLICATE PROBLEMS/REQUIREMENTS PLUS SOLUTIONS

Assess current status and problems;

Pled for short term/long term improvement;

Prioritize'problem areas;

Develop work programs with specified staff and resource requirements,

objectives and outcomes to be expected.

SHORT iERM EXAMPLE

Management improvement (development life cycle, standards, policies,

procedures);

,
Operations (control systems, production schedule, improved tape library,

security and disaster recovery plans, utilization statistiOs, problem

repOrting systems);

Technical Support (network crisis center, software problem reporting,

utilization reporting);

Systems and Programming (user request, fast response unit, applications

specialists, procedures and standards, resystemization).

USER LIAISON

Maintain high level of responsibility and authority in aomputer center

for user information services and satisfaction;

Assist i1i establishing priority and policy setting;

Establish communication with user departments;

Be prepared to troubleshoot problems;

Keep users abreast of state-of-the-art technology;

Train user personnel;

Recommend improvements in manual systems and procedures;

-9-
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REQUEST VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

STEP 3:

MEET WITH GOVERNANCE. STRUCTURE

Participate in policy and priority setting;

Identify priorities, approve budgets, review statua and perfOrmance;

Participate in and guide development of computing improvement program.

EXPLICATE PROBLEMS PLUS SOLUTIONS

Reverse the "problem-set" process and begin the computing improvement

program process;

Foster awareness that a computing improvement program is not a "line

itemyone year.program;"

IP-Focus on a Multi-year process which requires a Capital investment.

BELL COMPUTING,IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Recognize the changing role of data processing in higher education- be

responsible for marketing and selling 4 service, not the ones currently

provided, but rather the service wanted by the user;

Educate the users through computer .literacy programs;

Evaluate the competency of the data processing staff;

Be creative in aeveloping hardware configuration and upgrade approaches;

Assist in the process of identifying the "required budget" for the

"expected service" and provide alternatives.

REAFFIRM COMPUTING AUTHORITY AND CHARTER

-10-
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OVERVIEW OF CAMPUS CCMPUTING STRATEGIES

by

Carolyn P. Landis

Eruccm

Abstract

This paper reviews'major elements in the planning processes and in the

resulting actions and plans for technology of ten colleges and

universities. Similarities and differences are highlighted. Common

assumptions and common actions are noted. The ten inetitutions

partinipated_in,an EDUCCM study of long range planning activities regarding

technology on campus conducted during 1981-82. Case St'udy institutions

ranged from Hamilton College (enrollment 1600) lo the 19-caspus system of

the California State University.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper, and of the book on which it is based, is to share

campus computing planning processes and resulting plans/actions. Full case

studies and an overview have been published for EDUCCM in Campus Computing

Strategies by Digital Press
1

. The challenge to higher education V

opportunities in converging information'technologies is similar to the

challenge posed by changing demographics and the shifting financial base.

During '1981-82, EDUCCM coordinated a study of 10 cases of long range planning

strategies for information in colleges and universities. The studies focused

not on hardware, software, and budgets but on goals, objectives & plans of the

ten institutions. Criteria for .inclusion in the study included demonstration .

of innovative, active planning to confront the information revolution; and the

presence on campus of computing professionals who were willing to describe the

internal strategic planning processes.

This Paper and the _presentation given at the CAUSE meeting Were based
substantially on the introduction to the book, Campus Computing Strategies,
published for EDUCCM by .Digital fress (Order Fulfillment, Digital Equipment
Corporation, 12-A-Esquire Road, Billerica, MA 01862) and on an article
"Strategies for Campus °Disputing" by John W. McCredie publiihed in IBM
Perspectives Vol.2, NO.3, October 1982.

5
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,lhe ten institutioni participating in the study were:

California State University System

Carnegle -Mellon University

Cornell University

Dartmouth College

Hamilton College

University.of Iowa

University of Minnesota

Pepperdine Uliversity.

Rensselaer Iblytechnie Institute

Stanford University

EDUCOM's role in the study was to bring together different approaches,

viewpoints, and proposed solutions. The book attempts to answer.the question

"What are people planning to do about these technologies on their campuses?"'

Developmental work and publication of the book was funded in part by AT&T,

Control Data Corporation, Digital Equipment Corporation, IBM, and Xerox

Corporation.

Common Assumptions

Many of 'the ten case study institutions based their planning processes and,

their plans on the same assumptions. These assumptions are important to

individuals considering initiating planning processes on other -campuses.

First, most of the institutions aisumed that the creation, storage, retrieval,

processing, use, and dissemination of'information are at the core of academic

effort, and computer-based information processing activities are central to

this effort. The investment of significant.time and effort by many individuals

in the planning process js justified by theimbortance of information

processing to the academie enterprise.

Second, virtually all.of the case study institutions assumed that information

proceSsing technology is fundamentally different, particularly in the academic

environment, from other technologies. The ability of computing systems to

process .abstract symbols enables computers to-be interactive participants,

rather than passive tools, in teaching and research activities. Advanced

systems available today are helping schorarsAiscoVer new knowledge in addition

to communicating information and processing data.
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Third, the academic tradition is often viewed as antagonistic to strategic

planning. However, since information processing activities span several

'disciplines, are expensive, and haVe such a potentially central role in higher

education,'planning for them is an important institutional activity in which

leading faculty and administrators must be involved.

Fourth, the costs of computer hardware capable of performing at a specified.

level will continue-to decline during the next ten years, as they have for the

last thiky, at a compound yearly rate of about 25 percent. However,

institutions in higher education must be prepared to make large incremental

capital investments if they are.to participate in, and contribute to, the

movement of the United States to an information based economy.

Fifth, regardless of their area of expertise, faculty, students, and

administrators should all have opportunities to learn about the capabilities of

modern information processing systems. Often college and university staff

concerned with informationtechnology,'disregard one or another of these groups

when planning for the use of specific resources such as text processing

,facilities. Most of computing professibnals planning for use of information

techdology in the ten case-study institutions, assumed that'all groups, even

students, should have the opportunity to learn aboutf-the capability of modern

information processing systems for text processing. ,

Sixth, the convergence of computing and communications technologies will cause

academic departments that have not had much in common in the past to work
.

together closely in the near future. For example, libraries, computing

centers, telephone offices, printing departments, audio-visual support

services, and campus mail services have operated, and often continue.to

operate, independently. As all Cf these services increasingly rely upon

digital equipment and communications techniques, the individuals who superVise

andlimplement these services will have to talk to one another: and work more

closely than in the past. In fact, in-many of the case study institutions,

planners assumed that these functions would report to a single officer:
1

Finally, most successful uses of computing systems to date nave concentrated on

the processing of numeric data to support scientific and administrative .

activities. Since most of the Work in colleges and universities deals with

words and images, not numbers, the greatest future growth in computing Will be

.the support of individuals who have not been the traditional community of

computer users.

6u
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bifferencesin Planning Processes

Among the case study institutions, planning processes differ based on the type

-and length of elch institution's involvement with computing: mature

institutions are more evolutionary and planners strive for consensus while, in

schools moving rapidly from a nontechnological base to an intensive computing

environment, planners generally make more drastic changes in computing and

communications policies and equipment.

Planning styles aiso differ based On the size of institutions. .In the case ,

study group, the smaller institutions tehded to display more informal planning

styles, and the larger institutions were more complex and bureaucratic.

Institutional planning processes also differ as management styles differ. In

the case study institutions that are characterized by direct management styles,

planning processes are not necessarily direct, but they are more.structured.,

In the case study institutions.that are characterized by lazziez faire

management styles, planning processes are less structured, seeming to "happen"

as part of the daily operations of the college.

Similarities in Planning Processes

-

Some techniques for planning for computing and information technology were.

. common to most of the case study institutions. Most of the following were used

by eight or nine of the ten institutions. Although all institutions will want

to vary the implementation of a specific technique to meet theo,demands of their

environments, the following techniques might be very useful to any college or

university seeking to plan forfcomputing and information technology on campus.

Task Forces All institution's used task forces to obtain suggestions from

diverse constituencies.on campus.

High level advocacy At each case study institution, an indivfdual or group

provided a high level of advocacy for the planning process. The "high level"

of advocacy in some cases meant advocacy by an officer of high rank in the

administration. In other cases, the "high level" of advocacy meant a high

level of enthusiasm and perseverance from the director of computing who at the

time of the,planning process was several lemels down from the president in the

admihistrative hierarchy.
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A single administrative focalpoint for planning - Seven institutions (CMU,

Cornell,.Dartmouth, Stanford, Iowa, Pepperdine, CS(J). established a position ae

the vice president/provost level for,coordinating the development of

information processing faculties to support instruction, research, and

mtministration. These institutions also have computer science research

departments, mature computing operations, high level administrative support.

Periods of rapid change have led to more formally structured approaches -

In 1969, Pepperdine University owned one dial-up terminal and enrolled

one-third the 1982 current enrollment. At the present time, Pepperdine

University has a strong central computing service, a five year plan to

tmplement an on-line decision support system, and a high level of microcomputer

support for administrators. In 1974, RPI provided batch computing for academic

,purposes from one small central computer. By May 1977, the Board'of Trustees

had approved RPI's move to academic leadership in computing and information

technology. Now in 1982, virtually all of RPI's 5,500 students use interactive

computing routinely.

Smaller institutions have less formal planning processes - At Hamilton College,

the president's cabinet is responsible for planning. There is no long range

planning commi,ttee, and no "milestone" planning reports are produced. Goals

are to provide high quality resources and service utilizing remote resources.

Large state universities have more formal planning processes - All of the

large public (state) unilersities in the ten institution sample (Mannesota,

Iowa, California) currently have foymal planning efforts underway covering all

aspects of information technology for all parts of the institutions.

Statewide system planning processes must be more complex - Only one statewide

system was included in the ten institution cass studies. However, from other

EDUCCM activities, it is evident thlt the complexity in planning processes and

in the implementation of those plans exhibited by the California State

University system are not unique. The political processes present in

multicampus statewide systems are so complex, that planning processes taking

place in that environment are, of necessity, also complex. These institutions

haire similar goals and procedures in planning for computing to those of large

public singlecampus ihstitutions. However, they must also plan with.the added

technical and political Complications of.developing networked communications

amOng campuses with gateways to national networks.Cm
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Common Strategies

Just as they made similar assumptions, the ten case study institutions

developed strategies with similar characteristics. These similarities should

be of interest to others seeking to plan for computing and information

technology in their institutions.

Organizational Structure Seven of the institutions have a single

administrative office or individual to coordinate information.processing

related issues. Of the remaining three, two are actively considering the

creation of such positions.

Decentralization ,All of the organizations are moving to a more decentralized

information processing environment. This trend does not necessarily imply that

centralized facilities will cease to exist, or even get smaller. It does mean

that an increasing amount of information processing activity will occur outside

of a centralized facility. ,

Personal Computers All of the organizations have, or are formulating, plans

related to the growing potential of personal work stations for students,

scholars, and administrators. Rather than resisting the avalanche of these

systems (the way many organizations resisted minicomputers in the early 1970s)

the ten campuses are actively encouraging innovative uses of personal computing

systems.

Networking All ten campuses are involved with both local and national

networking activities. They are investigating, and a few have installed,

experimental, high-capacity, digital local area networks. Some are even

designing their own networks. Five of the universities have facilities

connected to national packet switched networks, and all use such networks to

share remote hardware and/or software resources. Several of the larger

organizations are studying combined voice, digital, and video networks. Many

face major investments in the telephone area, and are seeking to make such

investments serve more than one purpose.

Library Automation Once again, all of the schools have plans to deal.with the

convergence of computing and Communications to help provide access to library

resources. Many project participants are using local computer systems for
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.circulation and serials control: Several are using national networks and

resource sharing organizations for cataloging, bibliographic, and interlibrary

loan services. Stanford's task force on libraries proposed a major transftion:

"from an emphasis on colleating and storage to an emphasis on selecting and

sharing."

Information Processing Literacy Groups or task forces in each of the colleges

and universities are studying what level of literacy about computing and

communications activities is required of a welleducated graduate in the 1980s.

This definition will vary for each institution, but all'are working on the

problem.

Text Processing In all ten institutions, text processing services are seen as

important to academic computer literacy and to administrative support. In

fact, text processing is the most tnportant service that can be provided to

many humanities faculty and students whose work deals with words, not numbers.

Electronic Mail Several of the campuses.have extensive electronic mail

systems currently in operation, and,most are actively considering how to

provide this service in the future. Today these systems are used locally to

allow convenient communications among faculty, students, and administrators.

Many individuals are also using national computerbased mail systems to reduce

travel costs and increase the effectiveness of communications for task forces.

Conclusions

Three conclusions may be drawn from a review of the similarities and

differences in the planning processes and strategies developed by the ten case

study institutions. First, all of these institutions are now activeli

planning. This characteristic, is exhibited not only by the ten case study

institutions, but by many EDUCCM member institutions.

Second, the planning processes in these ten case study institutions will_

continue beyond the current planning cycle. In fact, most of the institutions

have already taken steps to incorporate the planning cycle into daily

operations so that the next round of planning will be simply a part of ongoing

management.

Finally, planning is serious and crucial for the future for all of these6,
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institutions. Information technology is affecting the lives of' all individuals

employed by, and studying in', our institutions of higher education. Certainly

it is important to incorporate technology. into curricula and into

administrative functions. Such incorporation will simply not take place

without adequate planning; the institutions in the case study set recognize

this, and they have taken steps to be sure that they are not left behind by the

'information revolution.



PUBLIC SERVICE COMPUTING: CAN IT HELP YOU?

BRUCE E. TURNER

INDIANA UNIVERSITY-PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

In these times of shrinking budgets.and chronic belt tighten-

ing, m6st institutions can benefit from an idea that may be

lying dormant on their doorstep. There is a tremendous

potential for gaining resources, income, and goodwill by

providing information systems support to the various "Public

Services Agencies" that interface with an institution of higher

education. By properly marketing the expertise of a knowledge-
,

able staff and unused or 'hiarginal hardware resources, both the

coMmunity and the institution can,benefit. This paper outlines

the procedures, successes, and failures of the Public Service

CoMputing Group at Indiana University-Purdue University at

Indianapolis over the past seven years.
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Most institutions of higher educationrinteract with their

surrounding communities in an effort to be good neighbors and t* provide

service that will benefit the community and the institution as well. At

Indiana University7Purdue University at Indianapolis (IUPUI) these

services take many forms and service many -publics".

The use of IUPUI's atheletic fac4ities serves the amateur

atheletics and sports medicine "publics". The campus' research and

investigation capabilities can are utilized by the scientific community.

The schdels of Law, Business, and Public and Environmental Affairs all

serve the business sector. The activities of these areas in support of

the community outside the institution are all well accepted and

considered to be standar&practices by most universities. The benefits

for the university take many forms, including goodwill, grants, matching

funds, and public recognition. Most of these activities could be

justified on the basis of their goodwill value alone.

If this idea of public service and community support works so well

in other areas, why not provide information system support as a public

service?

The idea of public service computing is not new at IUPUI. Almost

seven years ago, the Computing Services Department was asked by a

national medical certifying board to consider developing and operating a

medical recertification data base. The idea was investigated and

approval was sought to begin a large development project for a client

outsidethe university. The approval process was long and involved but

resulted in the establishMent of a set of guidelines for public service

computing projects.

- ='
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Simply stated, the policies are that any public service computing project

must be endorsed by a vice-president or academic .dean as being in the

public service interest of the institution. Clients are limited

primarily to not-for-profit organizations such as government or social

service agencies. Commercial accounts are only accepted if their need is

unique and cannot be readily met by a local service bureau. The

implementation guidelines for public service computing at IUPUI are yery

specific to our limitations, needs, and concerns. Being a state

supported instituion has some impact on how services are delivered.

Although the guidelines for delivery will vary, the benefits, problems,

and management of a public service computing activity can be addressed in

general terms, and the idea is one that can be adapted to any institution.

Of the many benefits to be gained from public service computing

the first and most obvious is the positive image and goodwill that can be

generated for the institution as a result of providing high quality low

, cost service. In the case of state supported institutions, the providing

of services to other state agencies at a very low cost can allow the

double use of state dollars and lower the cost of state government.

Another benefit is the opportunity to expand resources as a result

of providing external services. If a client requires resources that are

not currently available and is willing to pay a service fee to cover the

cost of acquisition and use, the institution can then benefit from the

marginal use of the equipment. For example, an institution may have a

need for optical scanning equipment but not have the.volume to justify

the expense. If an outside client has a volume need and is willing to

pay for the service, both the institution and the client benefit". This

type of sitution can be used to expand the computer system, add software

- 2 -
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packages, apquire word processing equipment, or any other resource that

may be needed by the public service client. The key to maximizing this

benefit is io charge the client for servide, not the actual purchase of

an item. For example, a client niay need generalized retrieval software

that costs $50,000. The institution can purchase the license and charge

a service fee of $50,000 for the first year and a maintenance fee

thereafter. The advantage to this.approach is that the instftution holds

the license and can use the product for any purpose it chooses eiren if

the client should decide to abandon the original project. Remember that

the usual restrictions of goveenment grants do not necessarly apply to a

given public service client.

Depending on the policies and guidelines of the institution,

public service computing can be an excellent source of.income. This area

has to be approached carefully and should involve the legal counsel of

the university.

Public Service Computing opportunities often allow the acquisition

of special expertise that may not have been available before. A data

base expert, statistician or other specialist can be hired for a specific

project and the expertise shared throughout the organization, on a

marginal basis.

The benefits of the public service computing activity.are not

without some problems. To be successful on a continuing basis the

activity must be supported by the top adminisiration of the institution.

When the President,'vice-presidents, and deans speak to community groups,

it is imperative that they promote public service computing as well as

the other services of the institution. .The contacts made by'this group

of individuals combined with their level of influence on the community

- 3 -
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can mean the difference between success and failure of the public service

computing activity.

The "red tape" associated with some external projects can be

prohibitive. _All external activities should be secured by contracts

which is normally a reasonable burden, but SOMR clients may have

contract, audit, or billing requirements that make the situation

unworkable: These areas should be carefully evaluated before committing

to a project. The approval cycle for accepting a proposal,must be as

simple as possible, and the institution must be willing to provide the

legal, accounting, and audit services required to support the project.

All of the costs for this support can and should be figured into the fees

charged-te.the client.

Another area that can present a problem is resource allocation.

The most common approach in starting public service computing is to
'0-

uti ze the marginal resources available. This may mean that public

service jobs are run late at night or on weekends. However, by,surveying

clients needs and available resources it is possible to expand

gradually. Ingenuity must be a major attribute of the person responsible

for securing the resources needed for a project.

When dealing with outside agencies, the need for good planning is

'even gteater than normal. Having a plan and sticking to it is essential

if you are to succeed in the"publid service area on a project by project

basis and for the long term as well. Because of the up and down cycles

that may be encountered in the public service activity, it may be neces-

sary to plan internal "filler" projects to maintain staff productivity.

Staffing and budgeting are two areas that require very, careful

analysis and attention. In order to respond to new client needs, the

- 4 -
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capability for budget and staffing modifications is essential. If a new

project is secured that requires three new staff members and a hundred

thousand dollars worth of budget modifications you must be able to

respond quiCkly. The other side of the probleM is what to do when a

project ends or the development phase winds down. Cateful planning and

project balancing is critical.

The task of managing these problems is difficult bilt not

impossible. It can be done if approached properly and if adeqUate

institutional support is given. Once the mechanisms to approve and

support projects are in place the problem becomes one of manageMent.

Getting started in public service computing may seem like an

impossible cbore,-but actually just a few steps are required. First, the

internal support of the institution must be secured. The idea that

public service computing can be valuable must.be sold at the highest.

,level in the organization. There must be a commitment to spreading the

word in the community that the institution is willing and able to provide

a wide variety of information systems services. There must also be a

commitment to provide the budgetary and staffing flexibility required to

respond to client needs. If public service computing is encouraged and

supported by the top level administrators, it can be highly successful;

if it is just allowed to exist, it will be doomed to a struggle for

existence.

The second step is to promote the service availability to

potential clients. Local governmental and United Way agencies are

usually good prospects. A systematic approach to reaching these groups

can yield active interest from several agencies. A brochure outlining

the services available can be very helpful in getting the message to

prospective clients.
- 5 -
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The third step is to schedule the resources needed to get

started. Depending on the implementation plan, the first projects should

either be small and handled easily on the margin, or large enough to

provide the additional resources required to support them. If it is

decided to start with small projects, it will probably be necessary to

-- juggle staff to provide support. This might be accomplished by using

parttime programmers. In either case, it will be important to plan the

project well to insure success.

The fourth step is to deliver a quality product. In dealing with

outside clients it is extremely important to deliver on time and under

budget. It is essential that the first few projects be done

exceptionally well, because the best possibility for future projects will

come from satisfied clients. Experience at 1UPUI has shown that these

, agencies share information and that one good project can lead to five

more.

Finally, if things go wrong,,make them right. From time to time

problems will arise that may require extra effort or unforeseen budgetary

expense to resolve. A willingness to do what. is right for the client

will result in rewards greater than any expense involved.

Public service computing at 1UPUI has been in operation for over

seven years. It has been successful in that new resources have been

acquired each year and the pool of satisfied clients continues to grow.

One objective that has not been met is the goal to have a public service

computing center that services the institutions needs on the margin. The

momentum required to shift from running public service on the margin of

other computers to running other projects onthe margin .of public service

has not been achieved. However the institutien;continuee to benefit frOm

the activities of public service computing.

6



FINANCIAL ISSUES IN HIGER EDUCATION

Kathlyn E. Doty
Loyola University of Chicago

Maywood, Illinois-

APSTRACT

The Reagan administration's actions to reverse the 30 year
trend of increasing aid to kigher education have generated a

voluble response on college campuses.

How .serious are the budget reductions? How do they

interact with the other financial issues fa6ing colleges and

universities? In an attempt to answer these questions, the author

interviewed two senior university administrators to gain their
views on the impending budget reductions.

Fr. Raymond C. Baumhart is President of Loyola University
of Chicago, a private liberal arts institution enrolling 15,000

students. Dr. Ronald W. Brady is Executive Vice, President of

the University of Illinois, whin...has a combined student body of

60,000 on three main campuses. Neither is necessarily "typical"

university, but they represent both the private and public higher

education sector with differing missions and student

demographics.

This is an update of the article,. that appeared in the

November 1982 issue of CAUSEIEFFECT.
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On February 6, 1982 the Reagan administration added yet another note

to the blues being sung oh American college campuses. Throughout the

1970's educators voiced concern over the ability of the American higher

education system to survive extra-inflationary costs and a declining college-.

age population. Spared for the moment from the projected enrollment

detlines, administrators carefully managed costs and emerged from the decade

without a significant decline in the number of American colleges and

universities.(1) Now colleges and universities find themselves attacked on the

revenue side of the ledger.

Although recessionary economic conditions are strangling other sources

of revenue, it is the administration's position on student aid that has

generated the most controversy. The proportions of college and university

revenues from various sources, including the federal government, have

changed very little through the last decade, except for indirect aid in the

form of federal student assistance which has grown substantially.(2)

Consequently the President's request last February to, cut federal student

assistance programs by one-third in fiscal year 1983, following a 12% decline

in 1981, elicted a new round of dire predictions from campus prophets.

Student Aid

Despite the wide-spread feeling that the growth in student aid has

helped to support enrollments and influenced college choices, the precise

nature of the relationship between indirect aid and university revenues is an

unknown. University of Illinois Executive Vice President Ronald W. Brady

(1) W. John Minter and Howard R. Bowen, "The Minter-Bowen Report, Part
I", The Chronicle of Higher Education, May 12, 1982, p. 5.

(2) Ibid., p.6
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explain's: "I ao not believe there is a direct correlation between a one dollar

loss in Federal .aid and a loss in students; there are no statistics to support

that view. A controversial study by W. Lee Hansen found that the

percentage of fligh school seniors expecting to complete four years of College

barely changed over the period 1972 to 1980. when federal student aid

quadrupled. According to the University of Wisconsin at Madison economics

professor, the changes that were found cannot be directly attributed to the

increased availability of financial aid.(3) Nevertheless private institutions,

which 'tend to be more dependent on federal student aid than their public

counterparts, are especially concerned about the impact of these reductions.

.At Loyola University of Chicago, the President's budget proposal

translates to a 52% decrease in student aid between academic years 1980-81

and-1983-84. The cutbacks may not reduce revenue dollar for dollar but, as

Loyola President Raymond C. Baumhart, SJ points out: "If a student decides

not to go to a school because of financial aid rumors, and that student would

have completed a degree, that university lose- ' ur years of revenue."

In the recent past financial aid qualification rules masked the higher

costs of a private college education. As a result, the out-of-pocket cost to

the student might be only a few hundred dollars more than the public

university system alternative. If the cost differential increases because of

the the reduced student aid, private institutions feel they will be less

cknpetitive. The National Association of Independent Colleges and

Universities and National Institute of Independent Colleges and Universities

(NAICU/NIICU) projects that the loss in federal student assistance funds

(3) .Wlet Hook, "Increased Federal Aid Has Not attracted More Low-Income
Studeks.", The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 17, 1982, p. 1.

2
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could mean that more than 500,000 students will be priced out of a private

college education, in the 1983-84 school jiear.(4) Preliminary enrollment

statistics for academic year 1982-83 indicate that these-fears are already being

realized; independent schools are losing enrollment to public colleges and

universities. Moreover, comprehensive and Ph.D. granting schools in both .

categories are 'losing enrollments while specialized and two-year institutions

are making modest gains.(5)

,Since public institutions are much less dependent on federal student

assistance, the affect of the budget reductions at the University of Illinois is

much less clear. According to Executive Vice President Ronald W. Brady,

"The UnCversity of Illinois turns away 6,000 students each year who apply at

the Champaign-Urbana campus. Most.of those students. list the (University of

Illinois) Circle Campus as their second choice." In fact, the University may

gain students who would otherwise go out of state and those who are priced

out of private institutions.

State Support

Public university systems depend on state appropriations for the majority

of their revenue, not tuition. Federal cuts in block grant programs

administered by the states (e.g. vocational programs, Medicaid) are

disquieting, but the major concern at the state level is the nation's continuing

poor economic health. Since they must compete with other public institutions

and services for a share of the state budget, any loss of state revenues can

(4) Virginia Hodgkinson, "The Impact of the President's Budget Proposals
'Upon Students Attending Independent Colleges and Universities", Findings of
the National Institute of Colleges and Universities, Washinuton, DC, March,
1982.
(5) Jack Magarrell, "40,962 Fewer Students Enrolled at Private Institutions
This Fall", The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 24, 1982, p. 1 ff.

3



be a financial threat to public universities and colleges. Twenty-four states

have cut public payrolls in the last year.(6) The 6$ average increase in state

appropriations for higher education in 1982-83 is the smallest in more than 20

years.(7) Dramatically reduced appropriations for higher education are

creating an academic exodus in Oregon and Washington..(8) In response to a 7

per cent cut in state appropriations this year, However the economically

hard-hit Pacific northwest is not necessarily a harbinger for the rest of the

nation; nor are ,past legislative attitudes towards higher education a good

predictor of the states' responses to the current economic cutbacks.

Governor Richard D. Lamm of Colorado, a state that 'Placed 47th in

appropriations per .student in fiscal 1981-82, is calling for increased state aid

to education as an investment in recovery. On the other hand, New York,

which placed third in appropriations per student in the same time period, is

being urged by Governor Hugh Carey to seek private sources for higher

education funding.(9) Carey's trend towards Reagan's "New Federalism" has

been echoed by other governors.

As state appropriations diminish, more state universities and colleges will

have to offset their loss of revenue, at least in part, by raising ttiition.

Tennessee plans to- raise the students' share of instructional costs by

indexing tuition to the state appropriation starting with the 1982-83 academic

(6) Jack
Times to
10, 1982,
(7) Jack
Chronicle
(8) Barry
of Budget
(9) Jack
Times to
10, 1982,

Magarrell, ItIng State Revenues, Cuts in Payroll Bring Hard
Public Institutions , The Chronicle of Higher Education, February
p. 1.
Maggarrell, "Recession Hits State Support for Colleges", The

of Higher Education, November 20, 1982, p. 1.
Mitzman, "Professors,. Deans, Vresidents Leaving Northwest in Wake
Cuts", Tke Chronicle of Higher Education, May 19, 1982, p. 8
Magarrell, "Falling.IState Revenues, Cuts in Payroll Bring Hard
Public Institutions ,11 The. Chronicle of Higher Education, February
p. 6.
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year.(10) Higher tuition in the public university systems will help to restore

the price equilibrium with private schools.

Research

Compared to the slashes in student aid, Washington's proposal to

increase basic research spending 4.4% seems generous. However, given the

the administration s projected inflation rate of 6.5% this modest budget

increase actually represents a loss of support for research. Moreover, the

increase is not evenly allocated among all agencies. Although the Defense

Department will expand basic research more than 19% in fiscal year 1983,

support for science and engineering education, which plummeted 67% in fiscal

year 1982, would be slashed another 34%. If, like the University of Illinois,

the school has broadly diversified research activities, the affects may be

minimal. According to Brady, "No single agency, department or thrust, by

itself, will .have much effect on research revenue at the University of

Illinois."

Other Factors

As Federal and state assistance become less certain, alternative sources

of revenue must be exploited to offset these reductions.

Exacerbated by inflation, the fraction of revenue provided by endowment

income continued to decline in the past decade (11), though there have been

exceptions. "Loyola has been doing well in increasing contributions from

alumni," notes Fr. Baumhart. "We have recently added endowed chairs in

(10) David P. Garino, "Some Colleges Try New Ways to Raise Fees", The Wall
Street Journal, May 19, 1982, p. 1.
(11) W. John Minter and Howard R. Bowen, op. cit., p.6

5/
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departments as diverse as medicine, piychology, philosophy, theology, and

business administration."

The private sector is a potentially substantial revenue source which,

traditionally, has not provided significant support for public-colleges. Public

institutions are awakening to this fact and aggressively pursuing alumni ind

other potential donors. In the four year period from 1974-75 to 1978-79

public universities captured a greater percentage increase in private gift and

grant revenue than private universities (49 per cent versus 41 per cent).(12)

Both public and private sthools are stalking another source of funds,

private corporations. Carnegie-Mellon has been particularly successful in this

area. Private industry now provides $9 million of its $42 million research

budget, up from $4 million six years ago.(13) Unfortunately, this avenue

seems limited to a small number of major research instituiions, despite

Washington's ex,hortations to business to offset the cutbacks by increasing

private giving. Thomas E. Drohan, President of Foremost McKesson Inc. and

a leading spokesman for corporate philanthropy, explains that businesses

would have to increase their charitable contributions to 15% of pretax income,

from the current 1% average, to meet the anticipated $36 billion reduction in

government social service expenditures, an expectation he labels

"absurd". (14)

Auxiliary-enterprises will probibly grow in importance as other revenues

(12) James Henson and Pamela S. Tolbert, Patterns of Funding in Public and
Private Higher Education, (University of Ca(ifomia at Los Angeles), quoted in
Jack Magarrell's "Federal Cuts May Prove EsPecially Painful for Private
Universities", The Chronicle of Higher Education, February 24, 1982, p.9.
(13) "Facing Cuts in Federal GrantsBig Schools Try to Get Research Work
From Business", The Wall Street'Journal, February 9, 1982, p. second front.
(14) Dun's Business Month, July, 1982, p. 55 ff.
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shrivel. These include the exploitation of patents, the sale of sports

insignia, and- the rental of meeting rooms. Major operations such as hospitals

and clinics are also auxiliary enterprises. While auxiliary enterprises by

definition will never approach tuition or alumni contributions as a source of

reve.nue, they represent a series of creatuve opportunities, particularly for

smaller institutions that have few other channels for fund raising. Appraisal

of an institution's resources and effective marketing may be a real boon to

smaller schools with less optioni. Universities may no longer be able to

afford an altruistic philosophy towards institutional resources.

Revenue Summary

Not- all of the news is bad. Congress has responded to the outcries of

higher education and restored ,sOme of the Reagan administration's proposed

budget cuts. Democratic gains in the recent elections may make it. more

difficult for the administration to institute further budget reductions. The

defeat of Republican Senator Harrison Schmitt of New Mexico may mean that

the chairmansip of the Senate Appropriations Committee on Labor, Health .and

Human Services, and Education will pass to someone who is more supportive

of student aid.

Since spring the Consumer Price Index has been signalling a decline in

inflation, which would be very beneficial to colleges and uniyersities. For

every percentage point decline in Treasury bill rates, the government saves

approximately $200 million in interest subsidies. (15) As the interest subsidies

decrease, the pressure to curtail spending for higher education might also

diminish. Lower interest rates would also make it practical for families to

(15) Janet Hook, "Interest Down; Student Loans to Cost Less?", The
Chronicle of Higher Education, November 27, 1982, p. 1 ff.
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borrow to meet college tuition, costs which has been a near impossibility at 21%

interest.

Educators' concerns are legitimate; all institutions will have to manage

their resources better, but for some it will be a matter of survival. In real

dollar terms, higher education will have less money than at any time in recent

history. Unless a new administration reverses the tide of the "New

Federalism", the generous funding that has been flowing out of Washrngton

will slow to a trickle. Collegesk,and universities will have to sperid more to

recruit students. Public and private schools will be contending for private
donations and spending more for each dollar gained. The predicted decline in

enrollments has been averted because non-traditional students (wOmen,

minOrities, returning workers) have supplemented the dwindling supply of 18
year-olds. As the economic environment changes, this trend may not

continue. Nevertheless, a recent survey showed that college presidents,

especially the presidents of private schools, are confident about the

futu re. (16)

Recently, some schools have usid endowment funds to supplement their

institutional student aid. As a dramatic gesture, this centers attention on

the current federal budget problem, but colleges and universities cannot

endure by depleting their capital to purchase today's revenue. Nor can

higher education continue to mortgage its human capital to avoid today's ,

problems. The deferral of maintenance and replacement costs and the

reduction in the real compensation of faculty and staff to meet the fiscal
crises of the last decade may have lowered the resistance of many institutions

(16) W. John Minter and Howard R., Bowen, "The Minter-Bowen Report, Part
III", The Chronicle of Higher Education, May 26, 1982, p. 10.
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in ways which do not show up on the balance sheets.(17) To increase the

survival rate in the 1980's colleges and universities must find ways of

responding to these problems that do not weaken the institution in the long-
\

run. This is where data processing can make a contribution.

Information Systems to the Rescue

-The effective use of information systems can hetp to provide solutions to

the financial problems iacing higher education. Rost colleges and universsties

have already implemented a basic portfolio of computer applications which

automate major clerical activities such as student recordkeeping and payroll.

These will continue to be important in the labor intensive higher education

realm, especially since cutbacks in the Federal Work Study Program are

increasing the cost of student labor, a traditional low-cost source of clerical

support. But higher education must look beyond these conventional

applications if it is to utilize the full potential of data processing to help meet

the current fiscal crisis.

One of the reasons that colleges and universities experienced extra-

inflationary costs in the past decade was their inability to improve

productivity in response to rising costs. "Data processing is one of the few

things around that can reduce costs in the long run. There is not much

other opportunity to substitute capital for labor in the university

environment", according to Brady. The substitution will mit be in the

classroom; CAI (computer assisted instruction) may supplement, but cannot

replace, faculty. But there are many other opportunities for automation to

reduce administrative costs. As an example, Dr. Brady suggests: "Source

(17) W. John Minter arid Howard R. Bowen, "The Minter-Bowen Report, Part
I", The Chronicle of Higher Education, May 12, 1982, P. 7.

9 8,
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data entry at the department level could eliminate the large cost of data

transcription. However, single-purpose terminals are too expensive when you

consider II the costs. The marriage of data processing and word processing

allows source data entry offline. This combination is incredibly exciting-from

a productivity standpoint."

Most important of all is the potential of data procesSing to improve

managerial productivity and effectiveness. Decision support systems can make

a significant contribution to both short and lOng term institutional planning,

particularly in times of rapid change.

bata processing can also provide the organizational flexibility to adapt to

clfanging conditions. In response to the massive reductions--in federal

student assistance, the current emphasis is-en-flexibility in the tuition area
____--------__---

which cannot be readily---aChieved without automated system support. Fr.

Baumhart suggests,"Universities need to develop programs for financial aid

and payment plans for those who are willing to provide a college.education for

their children but cannot pay all the tuition at once." Another approach is

the variable rate concept, matching tuion with instructional costs.

Even though revenue problems are the current fo9us of concern, Dr.
Brady feels that "With tight resources, tight accounting control will be

critical -in the long run, especially in the grant contract area." Support for

the recruitment and retention of students will also be vital. Other data

processing priorities may exist depending on a university's unique needs and

mission. Data processing management must be Sensitive to these needs and

find ways to respond.

10 ,s
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LEGAL PROTECTION FOR SOITWARE

This panel discussion focused on the types of protection

for computer programs. The source of the information was the

1980 CAUSE Monograph, LEGAL PROTECTION FOR COMPUtER PROGRAMS,

by Laura Nell Gasaway and Maureen Murphy, Panel discussants

were Jon Mosser and Maureen Murphy.

The types of legal protection available for computer software

include copyriglit, patent, trade secret and unfair competition.

Simple distinctions among these forms of protection are;

(1) Copyright protects the expression of an idea. The

author has-the riglits of reproduction, adaptation and

distribution. Protection is granted to the author for

a period of the life of the author plus fifty years.

A copyrighted work performed "for hire"- is held by

the employer. In this case, protection is 'granted for-

75 years from the year of original publication or 100
-

years from the year of its creation, whichever expires

first.

(2) Patent protection involves protection of the'idea and

the inventor of the idea. It grants the inventor' a ,-

monopoly for 17 years to use, manufacture and sell the

invention.

(3) Trade secret protection is granted at the state, not

federal, level, and the definition of "trade secret"

varies from state to state. AS long as secrecy is

maintained, the duration of protection is potentially

indefinite. ,
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(4) Unfair competition protection strives to prevent

dishonesty in business dealings--to promote business

integrity and fair competition., It is governed by

state lawand the rules are not well-structured as in

federal patent and copyright pro'tection. This '!lay"

protects the honest trader, punishes the dishonest

trader and protects the public deception.

A discussion was held by CAUSE conference participants

regarding 'current cases involving copyright infringement, software

contract requirements, and an institution's right to protect its

software development and products.

-Summary by Maureen Murphy
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DEVELOPMENT OF OFFICE SYSTEMS NETWORKS

AS A BASE FOR SHARING ADMINISTRATIVE

INFORMATION RESOURCES WITHIN UNIVERSITIES

Charles R. Blunt

Kamal A. Hazboun

Office of Information and Administrative Services

Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

The parallel development of centralized, administrative data-base
oriented computing facilities a d networks of compatible office systems
(word processing stations, elligent printers, etc.) offers a -powerful
systems architecture for shafting information resources. By linking office
systems technology With data processing operations within Colleges, it is
feasible to improve administrative support in the areas of (1) office recOrds

,
management; (2)_d_ccument _creation and dissemination; (3) management
information; (4) data processing; and (5) office communications. This paper
presents the results of several studies and systems implethentation efforts
at Penn State that have led to this concept of resource sharing through a
network architecture. A practical implementation of this concept is
outlined that,links the department, college, and institutional resources into
a hierarchical communications network for administrative support.

s
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INTRODUCTION

The Pennsylvania State University is a labor intensive institution. Over the past

decade, Penn State's total expenditures have grown from $211.3 million in Fiscal Year

1971-72 to $478.8 million in FY 1980-81. Personnel costs (salaries, wages, and benefits)

consistently average between 62-64% of these expenditures. Supporting staff (full-time

non-academic employees) expanded `from 6,811 in FY 71-72 peak of 8,495 in FY 77-

78. ApprOximately 69% of this supporting staff are orjefcted primarily to information

handing and processing tasks (e.g., admitting students, collecting fees, scheduling

facilities, planning budgets, maintaining vital records, typing manuscripts, etc.).

The problems of providing quality information supporting services are becoming

more difficult each year. In an era of tight budgets and high rates of salary inflation, the

institution's ability to expand supporting staff is limited. Still, Penn State must cope with

increased demands on its operations. It must, for example, respond to griming state and

federal reporting and record keeping requirements; provide flexibility as the University

continues to offer greater diversity in its research, instruction, and public services
activities; and support the on-going growth of applicants and students who choose to come

to ixs 22-Campus system of resident instruction.

In 1970, Penn State recognized the need to manage data as a vital resource in

support of both operations and planning functions. The University embarked on a program

of central administrative systems deVelopment to place institutional data into integrated

data-bases and provide administrative offices (such as Payroll, Admissions, the Bursar,

etc.) with on-line terminals for data entry and inquiry. High-level "user-oriented"

languages and procedures were introduced to expedite the retrieval and presentation of

data for ad hoc analysis and reporting efforts.

However, there a is growing awareness that although these advances in the

administrative data processing facilities are necessary, these technological advances in

centralized, institutional supporting systems are insufficient to meet the administrative

needs of the academic departments and college offices. Since 1979, the Office of
Information and Administrative Services Coordination (IASC) has initiated a number of

studies of the administrative information systems needs of Penn State's eleven Colleges

In April 1982, Penn State entered into a contract with Electronic Data. Systems
s(EDS) to accelerate and enhance the University's development of integrated data-
bases and institutional data systems.
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and seventeen Commonwealth Campuses.' These studies reveal that thereare significant

differences between the administrative support operations of the academic offices and
those of central administration. These differences affect the organization of the
supporting staff and the functional requirements for their office information systems.
Moreover, there-are important. ference between the information system requirements

of the aCademic departments and the college offices as well as between these academic
divisions and central administration,

In 1980, IASC postulated an hierarchical model for an administrative support
concept that was based on the emerging properties of word processing systems, tightly

coupled with "the communication capabilities of local area networks.2 Recently, in s

cooperation' with the College of Engineering, IASC and the College have completed a

major investigation of their administrative information requirements and have concluded

that the hierarchical model is feasible and cost effective in (1) satisfying the unique
support requirements of the academic department; (2) meeting the information processing

and handling needs of the College Offices; and (3) providing compatibility with the
emerging institutional data systems of the University.

This paper examines the administrative information requirements of the academic

departments and contrasts these needs with those of central administration. It presents
the fundamental rationale underlying the model for the hierarchical administrative
systems and outlines the functional design of the College of Engineering's system as one
example of this concept.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

To some extent, the present organization of the University's central administrative

operating units reflect the Institution's historical solution to the growing mountain of
administrative paperwork. The processing and control of University-wide information
activities have been compartmentalized into organizations such as the Registrar, the
Bursar, Payroll, Accounting Operations, Admissions, etc. to, gain efficiency and uniformity
in operations. Each unit is responsible for the University information process in its
functional area. Thus, all adjustments in any employeels salary or withkOldings are
processed through the Payroll Office. Similarly, all changes to any student's academic
record are processed through the'Registrar's office.

As the University expanded in size, diversity, and scope Of operations, each
centralized supporting unit further subdi-ifded its operations to more efficiently cope with

8 Li
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the growing flow of paper forms that transmit,information. The Transcript department,

within the Registrar's office, was subdivided into "Graduate" and "Undergraduate" units.
,Later, as these office activities grew, the "Undergraduate" unit was partitioned into
working groups handling "two-year" degrees and "four-year" degrees Often, supporting

staff were further organized into specialized information processing subdivisions, e.g., one
group of clerks might cross-check student registrations, course drops and adds, and grade

repprts while another group filed, retrieved and copied paper transcripts for academic
record- uses.

These labor intensive information operations were ripe for the automation programs

of the 1960-1970's. In many offices, concentration of personnel were performing well
defined tasks on large volumes of data. It Was feasible to utilize computer processing to

cross-check different operational data (e.g., course registrations, 'drops and adds) to help

isolate errors (e.g., missing grades) and update vital records. Moreover, because large

volumes of similar transactions were processed at the same time, centralized, batch
processing operations were cost-effective in reducing .the labor requirements in these
administrative offices. During this span of almost twenty-years in the maturing of
central data processing, the University has developed an impressive array of forms and
office procedures to collect and disseminate administrative data throughout the

institution.* In the Student area alone, 40 different forms are used to collect and,
maintain the institutional data-bases; moreover, some 450 different computer reports,
listings, and sets of mailing labels are produced from defined applications against these
files.

If the Central AdministratIve operations were characterized by a large

concentration of staff working on a limited number of well defined information tasks
against large volumes of data, the operations of the academic depamments can be
described as being at the opposite end of this information systems spectrum. Typically, 2-

4 clerical staff support the entire administrativ&1J,rmation needs of the department.
This includes handling the majority of the forms uti ized by all central offices (e.g.,
Accounting, Payroll, Personnel, Purchasing, Registrar, tc.). These univasity forms, plus
many additional, parochial forms and data formats, c mprise the departmental office
filing systems. In order to provide the Dean and department heads with 4o-to-date
information on budgets, facilities, faculty, angl students, the clerical staff maintain a

Penn State's Forms Usage Guide, for example, defines the formal application of
approximately 150 different forms within the administrative operations of the
University.

u
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number of manual files that reside in 3 x 5 cards, notebooks, and filing cabinets. These
manual systems contain copies of the "official" data elements pertaining to faculty (e.g.,

name, address, salary), students (e.g., name, major, term standing, current registration),
etc. They also contain extensions of these data to sdpport "local" information require-

ments (e.g., faculty publications, committee-and course assignments, areas of research
interests, parking and key assignments, etc.).

Institutional data records, organized by social security number, student identity
number, purchase order number, etc. are limited in meeting the parochial
processing needs of academic dePartments. These data records do not reflect
important college and department activities; their organization is inefficient in
responding to analytical studies (e.g., how many upperdivision engineering
majors come from outside the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?). .

Although there are important differences in the information requirements between

the central offices and the academic departments, another fundamental difference is
their need for word processing support. The academic divisions of a University live under
the guideline of "publish or perish". Faculty members create knowledge through their
research efforts and disseminate this information in research papers, course offerings, and
public service bulletins. The ability to publish technical materials is an important part of
the academic department's support to its faculty. Unlike her clerical counterparts in
many central administrative offices, the departmental secretary not only types a large
number of individual letters, memos, etc., but also produces a large volume of scientific
reports.

as>.

The word processing activities of academic departments are often unique in
their requirements for handling large volumes of statistical data and
mathematical/scientific notation.

Unlike the relatively newer administrative buildings, the older ivy-covered academic
buildings compound the problems of providing efficient supPort to faculty offices
scattered throughout the colleges. Many central administrative units concentrate their
clerical and professional staff within a small number of offices; mail delivery and
telephone monitoring js easily accomPlished in this physical arrangement. On the other
hand, many colleges at Penn State have faculty members scattered throughout different
floors and even across different buildings of their academic sub-divisions.

The delivery of administrative supporting services (e.g.,- mail delivery,
telephone monitoring, calendar maintenance, etc.) to faculty is impeded by the
physical scattering of academic offices throughout the colleges.
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The basic problem of providing administrative support in the academic departments of
Penn State is that a relatively small number of clerical personnel must render a wide
range of information services to support students, faculty, and the management of the
department's resources. No single thrust of central administrative systems development

(e.g., place the University's budget preparation efforts "on-line) caA have a major impact

on these wide ranging, labor intensive operations.

ASSESSMENT OF SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS-WITHIN A COLLEGE

A project team interviewed both professional and support personnel and surveyed a

significant range of information tasks to assess the administrative information needs
within the College of Engineering.3 The investigation included all staff offices of the

Dean and five of the ten academic departments. Although it was discovered that the

specific information needs varied between these two groups, both areas. could define their

information requirements in six categories. Figure 1 illustrates the perceived importance

of these needs, expressed by the personnel in the Dean's and departmental offices, in each

information category. After interviewing key personnel, the team examined the present

support operations in 'some detail. In brief, the survey of information support activities

can be summarized as follows:

Document Preparation --- a significant amount Of personnel energy is devoted to
typint, revision, duplication, and dissemination of textual materials from every
office of the College. Approximately 32 FTE clerical personnel are devoted to..
these tasks each year. In the department offices, approximately 34% of this typing
effort is devoted to produce technical materials, which are estimated to consume
three times the effort needed over standard letters and text.

Management Information -- this area has a high level of need but has no
measurable amount of clerical effort devoted to its support. Examples of informa-
tion requirements in this area include projeaing the effects of changing enrollment
demand on the resources of the College; assessing the impact ol proposed academic
policies on the admissions and persistence of engineering majors; etc.

Office Fecords Management --- throughout all offices of the College, about 16% of
the clefical staff efforts are devoted to the maintenance and use of office records.
In addition to the University's requirements for record keeping, the College offices
maintain files for their own operations. These include proposals, grants, and
research reports; minutes of committees; graduate student applications, assistant-
ships; and academic activities; faCulty vitae; etc.

Data Processing Applications -- presently, the College offices have some access to
on-line, institutional data (e.g., Accounting, Alumni, and some student information).
The departments do not have access to these data; both areas express a strong need
for access to up-to-date administrative data and a .capability to apply data
processing applications to their information problems. Example applications include
tracking student progress towards degree objectives; preparing budgets for academic
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Fig. 1 - EVALUATION OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
WITHIN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

CATEGORY OF NEED IMPORTANCE
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TO
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1.
,
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academic purposes.' .
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functions within the College. This need spans the capability
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making
to process

5 4
, .

5

etc.) and resource data (personnel profiles, alumni information,.course
offerings, equipment inventories, etc.). .

1. Office Records Management: The general storage, and usage of doc-
uments and other data maintained in office files. 4 4

.

4

4. Data Processing Applications: The execution of computer-
based procedures to expedite and control administrative

.activities.
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Local

5

3

4

3

5
.

3

5. Office Communications: The transfer of dala ("hard" copy
materials such as memos, forms, letters; as well as "soft"
copy materials such as video displays) and telephone
conversations among office(s) of the Univemity.
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2

1

2

1

2
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6. Office Support Operations: The maintenanCe of calendars,
scheduling meetings, arranging travel accommodations, etc. 2 1 1
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1 I i
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programs and research projects; maintaining inventories and ordering supplies for
laboratories; scheduling preventive maintenance efforts on equipment; scheduling
College facilities for instructional and research uses; etc.

Office Communications --- throughout the offices of the College, approximately
41.4 FTE in clerical staff are involved in distribuiing mail and using or monitoring
the telephone. Although the investigations Clid not examine the flow of communic-
ations, it is anticipated that a major amount of --this activity is between the
department offices and the Dean's offices or other administrative units of the
University.

Office Support Operations very little time is seen to .be devoted to the
maintenance of calendars, scheduling meetings, etc.

Figure 2 summarizes the percentage of clerical time (and projected FTE) for the
major inforrriation tasks -of the College's administrative support operations. This survey

T%.

indicates a need for improvement in the area of DOCUMENT PREPARATION. Typing,
duplicating, and forms processing consume the full-time-equivalent efforts of 31.89
clerical personnel (46.3% of all supporting operations).

In a survey of over 50 word processing users at Penn State, IASC found that
significant typing productivity is gained by the use of this office systems technology. The
users estimated that original entry (typing) of materials was increased by an average of
40.1% and that the time for subsequent revisions was improved by 75.0% . A spot study of

one word processing installation supported these reports. The measured increase in
original typing was 30% and the time for revisions was improved by 70-100% (depending

on the complexity of the materials) over the use-of a standard office typewriter. It must
be noted, however, that because word processing systems provide a significant increise in
office support, the users tend to expand the load on the secretary. Our experience in
IASC is that we have raised our standards for output documents. We now revise our

draft efforts more extensively since this poses less of a burden on o6r secretary once she
became proficient with a word processing system. The College of Engineering study team
estimates that 30% of the document preparation efforts can be saved with the
introduction of word processing technology. This move alone could save the equivalence
of 8.73 FTE in the College's support operation.* Across all office tasks, it was estimated
that the utilization of electronic-based systems could save 19.3% in all clerical operations
(an FTE of 13.3). This potential savings in human resources is needed to invest in

supporting operltions that are not now possible within the College, i.e., improved
management information and decision support services; improved support to faculty, etc.

It is of interest to note that the College employed an FTE of 9.0 wage payroll
employees to augment the office operations of 60 full time supporting personnel in
1981.

7



Fig. 2 - DISTRIBUTION OF CLERICAL TIME (BOTH FULL AND PART-TIME)

CATEGORY

,

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENTS DEAN'S OFFICE
,

COLLEGE TOTALS

(FTE 68.95)
FTE %

.

FTE % FTE
.

Office Communications
Mail 5.3 2.86 11.0 1.65 6.5 4.51
Telephoge 9.2 4.97 12.8 1.92 10.0 6.89

14.5% 7.83 23.8% 3.57 16.5% 11.40
Document Preparation

Transcribing 2.1 1.13 1.8 .27 2.0 1.40
Typing 29.5 15.93 18.3 2.74 27.1

.

18.67
Writing 3.5 1.89 4.6 .69 3.7 2.58
Duplicating 7.1 3.83 5.3 .79 6.7 4.62
Forms Processing 5.5 2.97 11.0 1.65 6.7 4.62

47.7% 25.75 41.0% 6.15 46.3% 31.89
Records Management

Data Gathering 4.5 2.43 5.6 .84 4.7 3.27
Records Keeping 8.4 4.54 8.4. 1.26 8.4 5.80
Filing 2.2 1.19 2.1 .31 2.1 1.50
Computer I/0 1.7 .92 -- -- 1.3 .92-

'16.8% 9.08 16.1% 2.41 16.7% 11.49
General Office

10.0 5.40
,

6.2 .93 9.2 6.33Personal Meetings
House Keeping 1.6 .86 1.7 .25 1.6 1.11
Organization 3.2 1.73 3.1 .46 3.2 2:19
Planning Session 2.6 1.40 2.2 .33 2.5 1.73
Attending Class
Ordering

.3
2.5

.16
1.35

2.7
1.1

.40

.16
0.8
2.2

.56
1.51

Other .8 . .41 2.1 .31 1.1 .74
21.096 11.33 19.196 2.84 20.696 14.17
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The potential savings in time for faculty and academic administrators was not
estimated, but is judged to be considerable. Many faculty members type and revise their
own papers and-perform other "clerical" tasks in the office. These activities could be of f-
loaded onto the supporting staff once automation removes some of the present burden.

It is also clear that, as Penn State advances its Institutional data systems,
improvements in the quality and timeliness of administrative data can be achieved only by
the direct entry of source data now conveyed by forms and manual procedures from the
academic offices. Moving the data entry function from Central Administration to
College/Campus offices will necessitate further expansion of the supporting systems in
these academic units. This study of the College of Engineering was undertaken by IASC
to help further formulate a model for administrative support systems development that
can satisfy the administrative needs of the academic offices and link these systems with
the evolving capabilities and processing requirements of the Institutional data systems.
Thus, the model would allow (encourage) parallel initiatives by the colleges and Central
Administration that would be compatible and synergistic.

HIERARCHICAL MODEL FOR ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Technological trends continue to package significant processing and storage
capabilities into desk-top computers. Within 1-2 years, a personal computer will be
available with a 32-bit processor, 1-2 Mbytes of internal random access memory, and 50
Mbytes of direct access disk storage. The distinctions between word processing systems
and micro-computers are disappearing. These work-stations can also access mainframe
systems as interactive or remote batch terminals. User-oriented software, such as Data
ManagerTM and VisiCalcTM, provide professional users and clerical personnel with
significant processing capability (without assistance from Programmers and Systems
Analysts). These important trends open the opportunity for significant advances in the
work-stations made available to faculty, professionals, and secretarial/clerical support
personnel. Data, documents, and messages can be forwarded and stored in unattended
work-stations overnight. Reasonable amounts of data can be extracted from large data
bases for "on-line" analysis at the work-station, which is "off-line" from the central
computer. Faculty research results can be transferred to the secretarial work-station for
revisions and publishing.

Although the cost/performance curves for memory and processors remain
impressive, the trends for archival storage devices, communications controllers,
mechanical devices (e.g., office quality printers and sheet feeders, high speed copiers and

9
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collators), etc. are not as impressive. Moreover, these peripheral devices are not used as
frequently as are the processing units, thus can be shared among a number of work-
stations. Data, itself, is a vital (and expensive) resource that must often be shared within
the University or college offices.

In general, the resources of an information system include data, personnel,

equipment, software/processing procedures, and communication linkages. Considerations
in the development and application of these resources must balance the user's

requirements for function and convenience against concerns for cost-effectiveness and
administrative control.

In postulating a model for the evolution of Penn State's administrative system, it is
recognized that:

1. micro-computer-based work-stations can be oriented towards any of the six
functional areas identified in the IASC's survey;

2. micro-computing and word processing are becoming more cost effective than
mainframe computer support for certain tasks (see figure 3 for example);

3. some data and functions must be controlled along the same echelons as the
University's administrative hierarchy (e.g., Institution-College-Academic
Department);

4. it is not yet feasible to disperse policy and quality control over Institutional
data among a network of data-bases, thus these data will remain in a central
processing facility (to be both shared and protected); and

5. emerging concepts in communications and com tibility provide the means for
integrating work-stations into networks that all w a user/operator to access
expensive resources when needed, thus the cost per station remains lqw while
the network expands to add new functions.

It is plausible to consider the administrative information system of the University
separated into a number of processing echelons that include:

1. the user's or department office work-station;

2. a college (or regional) set of resources that are shared within this geographical
area; and

3. institutional processing and data-base facilities that provide important
University-wide resources and uniform services.

The relationship among these echelons must be technically close so that the end-user can
access any level with ease.

10
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"stand-alone"
office system

D $13,000

B $10,000

C $ 7,000

Hours

Fixed Costs --- Equipment Purchased, Maintained, and Depreciated
fully over five years.

A. Teleray 10M CRT terminal, Diablo Printer, 1200 baud modem
B. Lanier EZ-1, IBM Displaywriter, etc. approximately $10,000

purchase costs
C. A purchased work station for $7,000
D. A purchased work station for $13,000

Mainframe variable costs include:

$1.80/hour connect time
$0.21/second for estimated 17.5 seconds/hour connect time
$0.03/19Kbytes storage/day (storage estimates range between

"0" at no utilization to "5 Mbytes" at 1400 hours/year
usage).

Fig. 3 - Comparison Annual Costs (over five years) between Stand-Alone
Word Processor and Computer-Based System
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Figure 4 illustrates a proposed concept for delineating reponsibilities for the parallel

development of administrative systems resources at the Pennsylvania State University. In

this view, the departments can install stand-alone work-stations that provide immediate
relief to their problems of word processing. The College orchestrates these compatible

installations and, eventually, links these units within a local area network to provide
improved services and to share resources that are too expenive to beLisolated in
departments that have only occasional need for these facilities. Similarly, the Institution
establishes standards and develops communications transport paths to network College-

department systems with the University's data systems and services, Figure 5 depicts a

functional representation of the administrative support system planned for the College of
Engineering. In this system, several multi-function work-stations (CRT, keyboard,
processor) share an office-quality printer (with 'an extended-character set for mathe-
matical and scientific notation) and a local data storage facility. Software, down-loaded

from the College-level processor, provides (a) word processing, (b) local records manage-

ment, and (c) low-level data processing capability. All work-stations in a department can

be oriented to the same task at the same time or can be applied to support different
office functions. Departmental work-stations are linked with the College facilities by a
high speed communications cable. This connection supports electronic messages, mail,
and document distribution throughout all offices of the College. Departmental work-
stations also access and share college-level resources (e.g., data files on college
personnel, curricula, VIP mailing lists; high speed printers and collating equipment; over-
load and specialized technical typing support; a document archive of microfilmed records;
central depository of software for connected work-stations; and communications
controllers and transport paths to allow office work-stations to link with Institutional
facilities. Presently, Penn State is scheduling the availability of a number of electronic-
based systems and services to the academic units. These include sophisticated on-line
bibliographic searches of the University's subject-author-title catalogues in the Library
Information Access System; integrated administrative data bases, application systems,
and access to sophisticated resources (e.g., Computer Output Microfilmer,
Photocomposer, Ink Jet Printer for bulk "personalized" mailings) and communication
linkages across Colleges and Campuses.4

In examining the purchase costs for some 243 word processing systems acquired by

offices of Penn State over the past five years, it was found that the average cost per
stand-alone Work-station rose from $8,750 in 1976 to $10,890 in 1982. The majority of
these rits provide only word processing capabilities. A small percentage of them support
technical typing and some do support records processing. Fewer than a dozen units

12



Fig. 4 - MULT1-ECHELON CONCEPT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS
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Fig. 5 - EXAMPLE OF MULTI-ECHELON ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM
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support communications with host computers at the University. Figure 6 illustrates that
the costs of providing full multi-function capabilities within a shared resource environ-
ment is less than what is being now invested by offices seeking only word processing

support. Furthermore, by integrating these compatible office systems at the department,

college, and institutional level as outlined in the proposed model, the integrated system

user can achieve the desired added utility of (1) sharing workloads among personnel within

the departments of the college; (2) sharing college-level resources such as data-bases,
high speed printers and large on-line storage; (3) distributing the overhead costs of
interfacing to the institutional facilities; and (4) being part of a managed program for the
operation and development of a University-wide information system.

CONCLUSION

The information requirement and parochial processing needs of the various academic

units within a University overlap the well defined set of data and procedures at the
institutional level. Further development of the institutional supporting systems, though

deemed necessary, is insufficient to meet the growing administrative needs of the
academic departments and college offices. This paper .proposed a 3-level hierarchical
model for the parallel development of a University administrative system. At the lower
level, the departments install standalone, yet compatible, work-stations that provide
immediate relief of their problems of document preparation. At the middle level, the
college/campus integrates these units within a local area network to provide improved
services and to share resources that are too expensive to be isolated in individual

departments. While, at the top level, the Institution establishes standards and develops
communication transport paths to network the college/department systems with the
University's data systems and services. Once this multi-level hierarchy of systems
integration is achieved, the combined systems network becomes synergistiCr able to-yield
something greater than the sum of its components by providing a powerful mechanism for
resource sharing, increasing productivity, improving the information flow and satisfying

the needs of the academic units.
The major problem is not, therefore, to increase the capital investments made in

office equipment, but to focus on the manner in which these systems are acquired and
integrated as part of the administrative systems planning and development efforts of the

Institution. Network planning and development are difficult and require high-level
professional attention and administrative focus, but the return on this investment appears
to be extremely high for the academic units of the University.
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PURCHASE COST
PER WORK-STATION
(x $1,000)

18 -

16 -

14 -

12 -

10 -
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4

s9\
ti§T mIm = ea. A
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si5tei)

4 LEVEL OF
FUNCTIONAL
CAPABILITYW.P. -W.P. -W.P. -W.P.

-Maths -Maths -Maths
-Records -Records -Records

-Scientific -Scientific
D.P.

Communications

A. Average cost per work-station purchased at Penn State in 1982 ($10,890).

B. Cost per stand-alone work-station at various levels of functional capability. At
level 4 the cost includes a dedicated terminal, scientific printer,
communication board, modem, telephone line and required software.

C. Cost per work-station as part of a local area network segment consisting of
twenty terminals. At level 4, each two-terminal node share 256 Kbytes of
internal memory, 5.6 Mbytes of on-line diskette storage, and a scientific
printer. The 10 nodes are tightly coupled through a high-speed coaxial cable
and a local area network controller. The intelligent controller provides
additional storage of 16 Mbytes disc drive, the required software, and a
communication gateway to other local area network segments and/or
Institutional systems.

Fig. 6 - CoMparative Investment Costs per Work-Station between Stand-Alone
Word Processor and an Integrated System.
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MIS CNARGEBACK

E. Nancy Markle
General Manager
Management Information Systems
Georgia Power Company

To strengthen the user involvement in the allocation of resources, and

to help ensure that services are coat beneficial, a methodology for allocating

information processing costs back to the user requesting the services

has been developed. The strategy of chargeback is that it be readily

accepted by the users; easy to implement, operate and maintain; arid

provide useful cost information in a timely, efficient manner. Only those

costs that are under the direct control of the user organization'are

allocated.

10,-)
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-MIS CHARGEBACK

1. "It's just bureaucratic red tape."

7Everything has to be evaluated, documented, justified,

and approved."

2. "What do you mean you are too busy to do my project?"

3. "I don't need help, I can do it myself."

4. "How -much is that costing me?"

"XYZ vendor promises to do it cheaper and faster."

5. "Don't ask me a lot of questions, just do it."

6. "I can't figure out how to track these procedures, let's

automate it."

"Help! The vendor won't listen to me, and I can't make

it work."

These are comments typically addressed to the MIS organization.

How can,we, as mIs Management, effectively deal with these

comments? How can we promote efficient, cost effective use

of the information processing resources? How can we encourage

resource and capacity planning? How can we meet the ever-

growing information processing requirements?

MIS Management is continually seeking to provide more reliable,

more responsive levels of service. Due to limited resources,

the allOcation of MIS information processing costs back to

the requesting user will further strengthen user involvement

and help ensure that services are appropriate and cost-

beneficial.

MIS chargeback is defined as a procedure to identify and

allocate the costs of MIS services to the end user depart-

ments that utilize those services.
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While chargeback can be a significant effort, the basic

philosophy and tenants of the methodology should be simple

and straightforward. The purpose of this paper is tip

address these issues. Topics to be discussed are:

The objectives of chargeback

- The key considerations in developing the chargeback

approach

The implementation approach at Georgia Power Company

OBJECTIVES

By charging users with the cost of MIS services, the follow-

ing objectives should be met:

1. The user will be provided with.a tool to monitor and

control the costs of information processing. MIS

personnel will te more careful to control the.cost of

the services provided since the user organization as

well as MIS management will be reviewing and comparing

the actual versus the estimated costs.

2. The existing MIS resources will be allocated based on

user established priorities. The user will be more

aware of the cost of his request and consequently more

selective about the number and scope of those requests.

3. Planning for MIS resource and capacity requirements

will be improved since the user will be required to

estimate future requirements of MIS activity.

4. The process of developing the cost of a program based

on MIS services will in itself provide a vehicle for

improved communication between the MIS and user staffs.

Both will have a better understanding of the information

processing costs, and both will have a better understand

ing of the user requirements and the information processing

cost components to meet those requirements.

- 2 -
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS

There are a number of ways that chargeback can be implemented.

The key considerations will be dictated by the objectives of

'charging back. If the objective is cost recovery, where all

costs must be fully absorbed, theh the approach will be

different from an objective of solely controlling.costs.

Since cost control is generally a driving force behind charge-

back, it will be an important ingredient in the alternatives

discussed.

What Costs To Include

The first consideration is the determination of what to charge

back. Only the information processing function may be con-

sidered, or the entire cost of developing and maintaining the

system; that is, both information processing and user partici-

pation may be quantified. Regardless of the approach, it is

important to know and identify the user resources in order to

evaluate properly the cost of the system. The user organiza-

tion represents a significant portion of that cost, oftentimes

more than 50 percent of the total cost for system development,

and an even higher maintenance proportion.

The second consideration is the allocation of costs. Where

exact cost recovery is an objective, then the allocation of

the full cost of service can be made to the requesting user.

This is the most common approach taken to chargeback. An

alternative is the allocation of direct, "controllable" costs.

In this way, the user is being asked to be responsible only

for the costs that he can influence and OVer-which he can

have direct control.

Many of the information processing functions benefit not

only the users but also the corporation or university.

3
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Overall programs in support of the corporation, such as

strategic planning for information processing, quality

assurance, or an executive advisory committee, are activi-

ties which are required regardless of the volume of a

particular user's information processing activities.

Some of the,costs are difficult to relate to any one

Aparticular Service.- For example, if the computer goes

down during a payroll job, it is not the accounting

department's responsibility that the computer malfunc-

tioned, nor should accounting be charged for the job having
to be rerun.

In order for a user to control his costs, it is imperative

that he understand the basis of the cost and that he be'

given the opportunity to modify those costs.

Which Costing Methodology,

Many chargeback 'systems use a methodology of adding all

the actual costs dividing the total by the number of users
to derive the unit cost. With this methodology, all actual
costs will be absOrbed. However, the unit cost will fluctu-

ate depending on actual expenses and volume of use. The

user has no control over actual expenses and while he may

have control over his own volume, he has no control over

the total Volume of use.) With this methodology he is a

victim of circumstances making budgeting an ambiguous process.

All the actual cOsts can be charged at each time period, ot

,a standard rate can be charged. With a standard rate a

fixed price is set for an activity or product. While a
standard rate is more difficult and risky for the. MIS

organization in that there is strong propensity for over

4
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or under absorption of actual costs, it is a much simpler

methodology for the user. A standard rate allows the user

to-plan better for his charge.s.

The user's charges will be specifically influenced by his

consumption. If, for example, a user were being charged

five cents for each invoice processed, then the volume of

his invoices would determine his charges. This is an /

environment with which he is familiar and over which he

can exert control. Furthermore, a standard rate provides

a measure of the efficiency,of the infOrmation processing

function. Deviation from the budget immediately points

up a change in plans, and it is easier to monitor actual

against budget when the pricing for service is clearly

understood.

Most importantly, the'user will be able to determine more

readily the cost benefits of the alternativeyroducts and

services. He will be able to make more knowledgeable deci

sions about which of the'information prOcessing solutions

would be best for his organization or even whether an

information processing solution is in his best interest.

Conversely the information processing organization is in a

position to price products and services in such a way as

to encourage or discourage their uses Assume for example

a page printer has just been purchased, and MIS would like

to phase out the old impact printer. Reducing the price

of a page-printed report would encourage the user communiy

to make the change.

HOw Much Integration

The degree of integration with the total planning, budgeLing

and controlling process of the company is both a function



of the objectives of MIS chargeback as well as the stage of

implementation. Stand alone memo accounting may be the only

integration desirable or it may be the first step toward

total integration. A stand alone memo function is the captur-

ing of MIS costs and identification of those costs to the

requesting user. With this process, the user is made aware

of what his information processing charges are though he is

not held accountable for those costs. When chargeback is a

part of the overall planning and budgeting process, the user

is held responsible for his information processing costs. Be

is responsible not only for the costs of production, but for

the identification and quantification of future requirements.

It is he who must get management support for the programs he

desires and approval for the cost of those programs. Informa-

tion processing costs are a part of the operational.cost of

doing business. As 'itch it is appropriate for.the user budget

to reflect that cost, and consequently reflect the actual

cost of the user function.

One of the important advantages of complete integration with

the planning and budgeting process is enhanced communication

with the user function. Too often the MIS organization is

perceived as restrictive bureaucratic hurdle. By putting the

decision-making for information processing in the.hands of

the user community, where the user must convince his Manage-

ment that the cost is beneficial to the enterprise, MIS

is in a position to change the perception of its role. The

MIS function can be one of providing a service-and helping

to support the user in the planning process. MIS, will provide

alternatives, cost estimates, and assist in developing cost

nefit analysis. Restricting information processing costs

will come from user management because of an unwillingness

to bear the cost of an Information processing solution. It

6
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will not come as a result of constrained MIS resources.

As the price of information processing equipment decreases,

interestingly enough the overall corporate investment in

information processing is increasing. The obvious reason

is that with increasing labor costs and decreasing computer

costs, it is wise to turn to computers for buginess assist-

ance. As more and more individual functions turn to computer

solutions, the sum total of data processing costs to the

enterprise is increasing. When the data processing costs

are fully integrated with the planning, budgeting, and

controlling systems, it becomes readily apparent that the

increase in costs are due to increase in utilization; these

costs are reflective of a sumnarization of individual data

processing applications. Furthermore, anticipation of the

increasing growth provides enhanced strategy and capacity

planning for the MIS-organization and provides the senior

management of the enterprise with an awareness of expected

growth and accompanying requirements. Where this growth

is undesirable, it will be the management of the enterprise

who will'be in position tO control proliferation.

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

At Georgia Power Company the primary objective of the charge-

back project is cost control. For this reason, the project

has been renamed Information Processing Cost Control System.

A good cost accounting system is essential for any type of

chargeback or cost control.

The first step in a cost control process is the accurate and

.timely reporting of costs currently budgeted and being in-

curred. This step includes the establishment of a procedure

for communicating changes, revisions, exceptions, and

1 1,;
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modifications to information processing activities. This

includes the development cf a system to accumulate and

report controllable cost components by project as well as

all budget variances by controllable cost component and

by project. The reporting scheme is'an interim measure to

gain experience with the cost of data processing and to

establish a level of detail. This is important for.,two

reasons: first, in order to have a basic understanding of

what costs will be needed for budgeting by the user area;

and second, to form the basis for the allocation of costs to
the various users. Cost accounting requires that the costs

be based on a volume of Work activity; for example, the time

required and the key strokes for entering and verifying data
for a system. The cost accounting.system will provide the

actual cost of doing a Specific volume of activity.

The next step is to convert costs into a pricing mechanism

that will be readily understandable and controllable by the
user community. This pricing mechanism must be integrated

into the total planning, budgeting, .and contr011ing process.

At Georgia.Power Company, the planning, budgeting, and con-

trolling process is called the Integrated Management System.

Chargeback or cost control is being implemented as a part of
.that system.

The following discussion addresses the merging of chargeback

into the total planning, budgeting, and controlling process.

The.Integrated Management,System begins with the planning phase
where corporate objectives are established, and a dialogue

between senior management and the staff leads to the setting
of goals and objectives. The goals and objectives are trans-

lated into action programs which include the identification of

information processing systems and their associated resource
requirements. For example, assume that you are the appliance

8
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service department and yov wapt a system to keep track of

hdw many service calls are made by category of appliance.

You will work with the MIS department to define the overall

scope of your desired system and develop anticipated volumes

and associated costs. Your management, that'is the manage-

ment of appliance services, will approve or disapprove the

allocation of those costs for your desired system. If those

costs are approved, and the costs are also approved by senior

management in the aggregate, then they become part of the

basis for the information processing budget. It will also

provide the resource requirements of the MIS function. The

costs themselves will be included in each requesting user

budget so appliance °services would have a cost for their

system in :their budget. As a system is developed, implemented

and put into production, the charges flow into both the MIS

budget and the requesting, user budget. Indirect information

processing costs such as computer reruns are monitored by

the MIS organization as well as the MIS Executive Steering

Committee. This'committee is composed of the senior executives

of the user functional/administrative ateas.

Both MIS and the users monitor the costs of each system. This

provides a.strong incentive to reduce costs. The pressure is

on the user by his management to keep control of his informa-

tion processing costs and to ensure the benefits of each

activity. dPhe pressure is on the MIS organization to provide

most efficient and effective service. When the user knows

the ice, he can make an intelligent decision as to whether

the system, or part of the system is cost beneficial. He can

also work closely with the MIS organization to reduce or

eliminate unimportant activities and reports.

At least annually the MIS organization reviews the allocation

rates to ensure that over ansextended'period of time the

- 9
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amounts being charged closely equal the controllable costs
of the MIS organization. An Appliance Service System was

used as an example to illustrate the importance of integrating
chargeback into a total budgetary system. In Georgia Power

Company several years ago it was determined that appliance

service was costing the company money which it was not re-
covering. Senior management began to take steps to phase
out this function. Without the integration of planning and

budgeting with the information processing function, it is

conceivable that this project would have been undertaken and

the resources allocated to it totally wasted.

By developing chargeback systems which make sense to the user,

which are understandable, controllable, and consistent with

the user's environment, the user is in a position to min5mize

his costs and, more importantly for the MIS organization, to

substantiate his portion of the overall increasing data pro-

cessing costs of the enterprise.

- 10 -
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ABSTRACT: The professional.experiences of the speakers and those

gained at the University of Maryland and the University of Illinois

are used to provide users with directions in working their way

through the office automation maze of new technology and this

immature "discipline."

It's Not Likely to Get Better Soon

Today we have about a decade of experience in word processing behind us

since the time in the early 1970's when Lexitron bet the standard for our-

present-day systems. Now we must be concerned with technologies beyond word

processing. Tbe pieces of the office automation puzzle include electronic

filing, word processing, micrographics, data processing, data entry, repro7

graphics, electronic mail, decision support, calendaring and scheduling, and

are based on workstations which serve as both autonomous personal computers

and on-line terminals. Office automation is now closer to data processing,

than to word processing, but it continues to focus on fhe interactive needs ,

of an Office, and is characterized by aheavy emphasis on human factors.

The proliferation of office automation products and the pace of techno-

logy have left the average manager's mind in shaMbles as he tries to develop

a plan for coordinated office systems. Recognizing that few managers have

-the time to become expert in all the functional areas of the-office, this

paper is designed to take one heroic step to fill that void. Failing this,
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or adopting AndreW Jackson's Civil War philosophy, "We'd better elevate

those sights a little lower," it is believed that the manager will become

more aware of the scope of office automation and be alert to the more

obvious pitfalls.

Office automation is not a product, or a set of equipment and software,

but an attitude, a commitment to a new way of thinking about the offite and

its processes. it is dynamic and ongoing, a continued re-evaluation process

which governs the cost-effective and productive ate of human resources and

equipment.

aves AL Minger to Do About Office Autametion?

"It's a jungle out there!" is the cliche in the OA seminar circuit.

One is overwhelmed by aver 160 models of word processors alone, offered by

60 vendors; FromA. B. Dick to Xerox, you can select the color, size, and

shape to suit your heart's desire. Haw can one approach the problem? We

suggest you ask these questions:

1. Haw committed is this vendor to office automation as a total

system?

2. What pieces of the OA. puzzle are present and which are missing?

3. How good are the current OA products in comparison to the market?

4. How does the company compare to the competition?

5. Does the systen Dffer a good foundation on which to build an

organization-wide OA system?

6. What 'does the system look and feel like? ,Are the office people

going ta accept it into their environment?

7. What are the,strengths and weaknesses of the system?

8. Who are the intended buyers? Who has had success with it already?

Are these users in a similar situation to yours?

The 80/80 Theorem holds: In today's word processing industry about 807

of the boxes will do 80% of what you will need. Features common to all the

major word processing systems:

* word wraparound * global search and replace

* -automatic centering * automatic decimal align-

* automatic headers and footers ment

-2-
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* block move, copy and delete

* arithmetic calculation

paragraph asseMbly

simultaneous inut of one

document While printing another

pagination and repagination

list processing and merge

columnar move, copy, and

delete

access to other documents

In spite of the similarities, what you will find is that the saleaman

who darkens your door wants'you to focus on the one or two features which

distinguiSh his system from all others. Don't let him get away with it!

Focus on a feature only if your user has demonstrated'it is critical to the

operation, such as asPeliing checker for a publications area, or massive

storage and paragraph reassenibly in a pUblic affairs area.

But we are talking only about equipment selection, one of the easiest

parts of the problem. )Ahat about the other, aspects of planning,faced with a

marketplace already crowded with imultiple vendor offerings? Does your

campus have eighteen different kinds of word processors, ien types of

personal computers, and twenty types of mini-computers, and yet want them

all tied together into a shared-resource system which hooks into the

main-frames?

Talkie Talk

A common problem with our electronic systems today, be it tele-

communications, data processing or word processing, is the lack of facility

in talking to each other. At least you might expect an office automation

company o make all its products Able to talk to eadh other, or to be.able

to take a floppy diskette from one machine and use it on another model. But

this is infrequently the case. The industry practice of incompatability is

geared to keep you buying from the same vendor, and lock you into.the "tie

that binds." There are some benefits to a single-vendor environment, but no

vendor today offers a complete OA system suitable for every office. If the

system is good.for administrative typing, there is no guarantee that it is

also good for scientific typing. If it is good for calendaring, it may not

work well for form letters.

Even if you are committed to a multivendor environment, there are some

planning guidelines:

-3-
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1. Define an acquisition policy whidh can allow for overall

planning, flexibility,,and yet can be enforced. Those who want

to go their own way can, but they should be fully aware of the

consequences.

2. Don't assume any two pieces can be tied together within the

system, even if both are marketed by the same vendor. Use a

benchmark test to be certain of haw the interface will be done.

This is especially true for heavily formatted data or text, as

formats are the most lifficult part to transfer successfully.

3. Have your users become aware of the different compatibility levels:

Physical connection: the plug fits in the receptacle, but no

transfer of meaningful data is guaranteed (an alternate

description is that the diskette fits in the drive, but no

transfer occurs). ,

Data transfer: content of a data stream is transferred across

the physical connection, but the format may not be.

Print imAge: Data, with format seemingly intact (but without

codes to permit further editing), is transmitted.

Editable text: The data stream, with most format codes

translated to the receiving system's codes, is transferred.

Complete transfer: The user does not need to consciously deal

with the transfer problem.

4. Conversion software can be written, but vendors will write it only

when it pays them to do so. Nb matter who writes it, the con-

version is limited to what the receiving system can do.

5. Users should'first investigate and clearly define their needs for

information integrAion, then try to mapch these needa to either a

standard single-vendor environment, or to a multiple-vendor system

tailored to individual user needs.

"Don't Bother Me With Details, Just Tell 14e idist To Buy"

Too often our users don't want to fully investigate the feasibility of

putting-in a system. "It's too time consuming. The market place is too con-

fusing. Just get me a machine that does the trick." Application definition

and procedural analysis are frequently difficult for the office worker Un-

accustoiried to information systems. And in many cases, definition of office

-4-



system applications are equally difficult for the analyst with data pro-

cessing orientation as the office is a dynamic, frequentlychanging arena of

activity. One of the best methods for determining applications is to list

the most ciltical ones, frequently found under the word processing function,

install a small pilot system, and then chart the later uses (such as

computer-assisted file indexing, records processing, list maintenance)

developed creatively as the user gets to know the system._

Ptoblem definition isn't the only difficulty faced in this "hurry-up"

situation. The benefits of pre-implementation are completely overlooked as

an added assurance of system success. The introduction of new technology is

frequently unpredictable and disruptive. The new system can leave office

workers with vague feelings of uneasiness. The feasibility study, even at a

casual level of need determination, can be used effectively to bridge the

gap between the decision.to buy "something" and the people who will end up

using the new boxes.

Consideration must be given throughout the decision process to the

human impacts of the new system. Resistance to change in all of its forms

should be encouraged early as a useful monitor for revising the system to

better fit the real needs of the users.

Keep in mind the old adage: "select a small, salient problem and solve

it with visible success within a few months." InnoVation in the office

arena comes at cost and risk, and is best driven by "demand-pull" -rather

than "technology-push."

Fran Oz Carts to Jets

In travels to BoliVia one is struck by the fact that the country has

progressed so rapidly,in the area of transportation that it has gone

literally frow ox carts to jet aircraft. What are the affects of the

transition? Can we go in a similar leap from an electric typewriter

directly_to an integrated office automation system without any intervening

steps? What are the consequences likely to be ?

We generally go through four phases of'development in,word processing.

The initial stage is the electric typewriter approaCh,-WhiCh inclUdes such

office technologies as a Rcdadex address file, a time/date stamp machine,

3-drawer filing cabinets, a ditto duplicating machine and the famous IBM

-5-
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Selectric typewriter. Mind you, this is a very comfortable setting. It

does not require much training and the secretaries and clerks are not edgy

about new technology.

In the second stage the standalone word processor appears, acquired to

raise prOductivity (read that "line counts"), keep up with the Joneses, or

because a salesman sold the secretary on a slick, new piece of equipment.

Other benefits are garnered: the saved keystrokes reduce proofreading time;

the output is of higher quality with attractive formats, better selection of

words, correct grammar and spelling. Also, when the author does the initial

draft on the machine, a great time reduction is realized (for example, in

preparing this paper using a word processor, it took only about one-fourth

the time). With this introduction of a visual display terminal, some resis-

tance to change is already evident: secretaries are leary of being trapped

behind the screen without the more interesting interpersonal relationships

normal during the working day. But after a year, the boss and the sec-

retaries learn not only to cope, but refuse to go back to typewriters.

The third phase we see in word processing is the lame to shared re-

sources. The more costly peripherals (such as Winchester disk storage, an

optical character reader, or a file server) can be accessed using intelli-

gent workstations as'well as terminals linked through a minicomputer. More

sophisticatd word processing can occur, as well as other functions such as

records processing, extensive file searches, retrievals and"sorts.

The fourth phase is the integrated,office automation system. It's

spirit is-reflected by such catchy phrases as "the paperless office," "the

electronic office," or "the office of the future." This approach calls for

an office philosophy that has moved from,the limited, short-sighted single

solutions of the standalone machines to a systems integration approach ehat

features multiple functioned workstations capable of word, text and data

processing as part of a network of such devices within the building or

campus, linked to remote locations. It means a combination of shared-logic,

multi-terminal systems and intelligent, standalone workstations which will

provide for not only word processing, but all the rest of the pieces of the

puzzle: electronic mail, calendar management, meeting scheduling, query

languages, report generators, interactive time-sharing, networking and data

Communications, a window on corporate or institutional data processing

bases, voice store and forward, electronic filing and retrieval, spread
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sheet and local computing,.records processing, business graphics, and

computer conferencing. It is possible that the jump from phase one to phase

four, or even frum phase tmavto phase four, 'may be'too great for the average

office. The transition fram ax cart(the electric typewriter) to the jet

(integrated office systen) may be successfUl in only rare occasions. The

more probable path to Success is a slower evolution which allows the office

workers to become comfOrtable.with the new technologies in a more gradual,

natural" manner. We humans.are slaw to accept change, or to change our own

behavior. It takes time, training, and patience to assimulate the

capabilities of these new teChnologies into our office procedures.

"Well, WtgrEbeet We Just Welt and See?"

Back to ground zero. Our users ask, "Isn't it true that if we wait

long enough the technology will matCh our needs even better?" and of course

the answer is "probably." But in the meantime those needs which originally

stimulated thinking about office automation are not being met. "Adminis-

trivia" is having a compounding effect on the amount of paper we have to

push around .the office. Maybe, just maybe, we can cut down on some of the

paper if we resort to electronic media. In the 1960's, we had terminals but

paper was the media to read the output of the system. Today we have

sCrapped the punched card and the teletype in favor of the visual display

terminal (VDT). Soon we mity even be willing to send and file memos and

letters electronically. The technology is here today to do just that.

Perhaps the following data will help motivate us to tuin our backs on the

paper chase and go now for a solution which will meet many of our needs:

The Story on.Files and,Filing

* Only 20% of those things you file are ever used again.

* 987 of things filed will be used within 90 days.

* 7 copies are made of every document.

* 80% of these are filed in your own department.

* Stanford'University admits to using a ton of paper per day!

* Only '57 of our tiMber remains!

-7-
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Goliath The Winmess

"Consolidation" of the word processing industry has been predicted for

years. This is a polite wird for the concept of the survival 6f the-fit-

test. True, we.have seen some hOusehold names--AM International, Savin,

Vydec--bail out-of fhe word processing business in recent months. But that

has not stopped some well known names from jumping on the band wagon in

office automation, NCR, Sony and Honeywell, to name a few.

Because you plan to be around for the rest of the decade, you probably

want to select an office automatiOn vendor who can say the same. Managers

want to deal with as much certainty as possible, but-picking a "winner" in

thisbusiness is almost as chancey as a trip to the race track. However,

Most vendors will spend the time to tell you about the corporation direc-

tiOns. Although the SEC rules will not allow them to make preannouncements,

they can discuss "statements of direction" and even get into some specific

areas if you are willing to sign non-disclosure statements.

The factors you must consider in assessing the likelihood of corporate

success is similar to playing the stoCk market. However, consider the

following indicators:

* Tide in the office automationuarket plate. Names, Although common

to the-office place, like Xerox and.NCR, may have just entered the

field of office automatiod, so.you.muat decide if it is a long

term commitMent or a "toe into the water." Note that some com-

panies went into the word processing business and bailed out in

less than 24 months.

* R & D Commitment. How much capital a corporation is willing to

invest in deaigning leading edge technology is a vital indicator,.

as is the placement of those R & D dollars. Some vendors, like

Exxon and NCR, bought their boxes from CompuCorp and Convergent

TeChnologies; they'd rather invest their R & D money in software

development than in hardware, or so they say.

* Servite and Support.. It takes time and money to build An'adequate

service (maintenance) and support (user training) base.. We all

know of firms, like Wang, that have been growing at better than 70

percent annually, and then have a hard time building a good S & S

base at the same pace-its marketing staff is placing orders. Yet,

-8-
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if there is no ccomitment to S & S, one, should consider it a good warning.

'By the way, the industry standard for service response is 4 hours, but you

will be wise to cheek out-the real performance history with customers rather

than taking the vendor's word for it.

Going with the winners can also mean selecting the company that is most

successful in this industry. If you conaider the total volume of word

processor sales bY nunber of stations placed, your choice. would be Wang (40%

of the market), but Lanier has been the leader in standalone word processor

sales. Or if you want the corporation that has the greatest:revenues from

selling office automation equipment, then it is an easy choice to go with
,

IBM.

Going with the winners also refers to paying attention to those Who

hame gone before, and through trial and error or some other process have

established some successful guidelines for developing office automation:

Considerations of Review

Initial dollar outlay and cash flow to be expected after

initial installation, as weli as maintenance and supplies

cost, cost of adapt'ing and furnialing office environment for

best usage of new equipment.

Availability, reliability, and quality of supplies, service,

training and troubleshooting.

Versatility of the equipment and upgradability into that

utopian system Of the "office of the future."

Wall-defined, and carefully selected applications to be

addressed by the'first phase of the solution, with a larger

definition of the future, total picture.

Scheduling of the pre-implementation, system selection,

installation, training, and full implementation phases.
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Reorganization of-procedures. (and possibly reporting lines,

as well as jcib assignments) necessary to utilize the proposed

,syStem effectively,

How the system will interact with present and proposed

systems already in place or being developed.

AlternativeHmethods of-satisfying needs, including' the con,

tinuation of manual methods, but with procedural revisiams

Which get rid of blockage points and needless: loops..

Eileen factors suCh as personnel selection, psychological

impacts of the technology, ergonomic and environmental

factors.

And always we:need to remember that the office is a continually

Changing, interactive environMent, the product of over 200 years of

development and refinement;:office autOmation planning requires our bese

systems planning skills, total cooperation at all levels, and recognition of

the need for continuous re-evaluation, for THERE IS NO SINGLE, LONG-LASTING

SOLUTION,
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THE FOUR P'S OF SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT

by

. David R. Young

Associate Director for Administrative Services

Old Dominion University

Norfolk, Virginia

A strong mnemonic model to aid in getting on top of and staying

on top of the management challenge of computing in its 'many

forms is presented.
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THE FOUR P S OF SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT

VEIL LIFTED

The shroud of mystery surrounding the secret to successful management
,

can now be lifted. And, it reveals,four pillars -- the four P's -- support-

ing the edifice of success. These four pillars are:

PLANNING PROFESSIONALISM

PRODUCTIVITY PEOPLE

ENEMY AND ALLY

But, beware. There is a pitfall. Seeing is not believing and believing

is not doing.. The principles must be put in practice. They must be prac-
-

ticed and polished -- every day.

This is a difficult path. And, there is,an easy path down the hill

of good intentions and into the pitfall of PROCRASTINATION.

But, while procrastination is the enemy of success, there is an enemy of

procrastination. Our ally in this battle is PROCESS. If we can Organize

a process for each of the four P's that involves other people and has con-

tinuity and momentum, then we wiLl have an ongoing mechanism that will

minimize the likelihood of procrastination.

MANAGEMENT OF DP

Much has been written and spoken on leadership and management. Does

it apply to the information resource environment? Are there differences?

I think we need to note five distinctions. They do not change the

underlying principles, but they accent the challenge.

13u
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First, there is technology. How many hours a day could we spend keeping

up with publications, services, mail, phone calls, vendor prsentations and

seminars? Few other occupations come close to the constant barrage of innova-

tion in and near this field. Keeping up with the technology and how to

apply it can become a preoccupation. But, unless we keep up, we find our-
-

selves a generation behind -- talking about data processing when everyone else

is talkirig about information resources -- talking about computer terminals

when everyone else is talking about work stations.

Second, there is the service nature of computing. Few other occupa-

tions require the extensive communicating With users, our own staff,

committees, our boss and many others too numerous to mention. We have to

translate a foreign language. We think we have commqnicated, but it turns

out that we haven't. And, the call we haven't had a chance to place leads

to more problems.

Third, is the impact that we can have on the entire organization. As

we continue to bring technology to our use, we take over more and more of

the nervous system of the organizat'..1. It becomes more dependent on us and

the impact of system failure can be crippling.

Fourth, is the work scheduling challenge that exceeds most othera. We

prepare a five year plan to show staff and equipment required to design, pro-

gram and run systems that have not been defined. We have 54 projects in

our latest schedule and a payrol... change comes along that must go in today.

Fifth, is the sellers market for programmers and analysts. Few other

offices are faced with the same difficulty in hiring and keeping good

employees. This is especially noticeable when budgets keep us from com-

peting.

2
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PLANNING PROCESS

Planning, for some, takes the fun out of the voyage.

"We know basically where we want to go, right? Why spend.half our time

talking about it?"

These are the immortal words of Simone, the French explorer who did not

become famous after sailing in a circle for many years.

Simone did have a point though. We don't want to spend half our time

talking about where we want to go. And, since we need to involve many people

in an effective planning process, this would be all too easy unless we get

organized and establish a functioning process. We need to delegate res-

ponsibilities, come op with appropriate planning instruments, put some
-71*

procedures into place, and follow up to make sure that it keeps moving.

Any planning that we do must support institutional planning, policies,

and priorities. We can also make suggestions to institutional planning.
/

At the upper stratosphere, we would be looking out over an expansive

vista, far into the future. We would ask questions such as, "What is the

role of the Computer Center? What will it be 5 years from now, 10 years

from now, 20 years from now? What are the trends in technology? What are

the human functions, individually and in groups, that electronic devices can

be used for? What role will communications products play in the future?

What is the relationship of data base to comMunications to electronic work

station?"

The basic white collar tools that were very distinct and isolated from

each other have spread out in capability until they are now running together.

The typewriter became electric and then electronic. It developed memory, then

word processing power, then communications capability and now operating

systems with application programs, disk storage and mainframe compatibility.

3
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Typesetting has begun to follow a'similar path. Copy machines could become

facsimile transmission devices which could feed optical reading devices. The

old dictating recorder evolved through shared electronics and communications

,and could continue into voice recognition and direct input to word processing

or data processing systems.

Without looking ahead, we're likely to be behind.

A few organizations are recognizing the possibilities of reorganizing to

bring like technologies and work functions closer together. Anything that

deals with communication, information storage and processing or computing

could conceivably be brought together in the reOrganization. A vice president

for communications, information and computing services might be a,logical

aggregation of functions.

If we go from a truly long range plan to a more structured five year

plan, we will want to examine the functions currently served, how they

could be better served, anticipate the near range impact of improved tech-

nology; and attempt to translate this into staff, equipment, and dollars.

Budgeting is important, not just because we need to have money before

we can spend it. The way budgeting is conducted will affect the way com-

puting develops. Will budgets develop from well justified application

requests? Will there be chargebacks? Will departmental budgets for com-

puting services and products be hard or soft money?

-

Major projects require their own project management. Like all plans,

they should be consistent with and support other plans

Operational planning is the bread and butter, ongoing process that keeps

life interesting on a daily basis. Because it is such an ongoing process,

there is no real beginning or end. I would like to describe the process I

use at Old Dominion University.
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The keys to this process are: four planninrinstruments, priority setting

with users, staff participation in estimating required hours to complete, and

regular feedback.

The four planning instruments are:

1. SerVice'Request. This form initiates a request for analyst/programmer

services and has space to describe what is being requested and when

-J
it is needed and other spaces for us to respond with estimated hours

to complete and a tentative completion date.

2. Staff Allocation Plan. Thii is a form prepared by each application

group supervisor at the beginning of the fiscal year to show the

first six months, another is prepared for the second six months, and

a third is prepared to cover the next full fiscal year. Each form

has lines to enter each person in the group and then there are

columns to show weeks 'and percent of total for each of the five

following categories: supervision, administrative,.education, systems

maintenance and projects. The lower half of the form provides

space to list individual projects and the estimated time to complete.

By subtracting this list in the lower half froin the total in the

project column in the upper half, it is easy to determine whether

there will be enough time available to complete those projects or

not.

3. Project Log. This is a computerized system for tracking pertinent

information on projects that have been received and logged in.

4. Time Sheet. This is a form to record analyst/programmer time to

the five categories of time, application area and individual pro-

ject, if applicable. We are working on an on-line screen for this.

13,1,



The preceding list of instruments is used in planning sessions with

users, tracking project progress and verifying that we are spending time

according to our allocation-plan.

The planning sessions w.ith users has been best formalized with the

financial applications. The Vice President for Finance, the Budget Officer,

and the Assistant Vice President for Support Services (which includes Per-
.

sonnal) meet with me and the financial applications group supervisor every-

six to eight weeks to review the allocation plan and the project log. Man-

power availability is discussed, priorities are reviewed, and commitments

are made, both for us and from them if information or decisions will be

needeL.

The preceding illustrates the complete planning process which does not

exist just to create a plan. It exists to carry forward the complete

cybernetic process of planning, monitoring progress, taking corrective

action, and reviewing the wisdom of the plan.

Effective planning provides an opportunity for communication and

building consensus and commitment to goals. It depends on participation

of the right people. This may involve many committels and meetings and

should be well organized.

For example, aE Old Dominion we have a University Computer Policy

Committee, an Academic Users' Committee, an Administrative Users' Com-

mittee, and the direct planning teams that I described above. In addition,

we have entered an agreement with Systems & Computer Technology Corporation

to acquire new applications systems. Concurrent with this we also acquired

an IBM 4341 to install these systems and others to offload our DEC 10_ with

administrative systems to leave it as an academic machine. To oversee this

entire effort, we have a contract team with vice presidential representation,

6
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a project management team and an implementation team for each of the systems

being acquired: As an adjunct to this, we have a Director of MIS outside the

Computer Ctnter and database custodians for each major system selected from

the user community.

How do we function with this approaCh? 'First, we attempt to define the

role and responsibilities of each entity. Second, we attempt to use them for

prcductive purposes and keep meetings efficient. For example, we ineist that

a carefully prepared agenda precede eacb_meeting, preferably with timefor

attendees to prepare in advance. Meetings genefally are started promptly,

are limited to an hour, and stick to the agenda'. Written minutes noting

decisions, actions taken, and open assignments or issues are promptly dis-

tributed afterwards.

PRODUCTIVITY

Going fast on ehe wrong course is rather pointless; however, assuming

that we have regular planning to establish the right direction, then we

want to get the right sails up and get the crew trimming the sails to give

us maximum speed.

Productivity for the offiLe depends on coordinated individual pro-

Individual productivity is a function of talent, education, experience,

skills and work habits. We need to evaluate these factors carefully when we

hire new people. Hiring the wrong people can be expensive. We should also

be sure that we provide adequate training, reviewing and coaching after people

have been hired.

Another important factor is the work setting. There should be minimal

distractions and interruptions. Tools of the trade should be readily

accessible.

7 1.36
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In addition to good planning, it is important that clear direction be

given with an assignment. Miscommunication probably accounts for more wasted

effort than anything else. Also, prompt decisions and ready access to needed

information will minimize roadblocks and wasted time.

In addition to tools of the trade, such as a terminal, "programmer

productivity software should be investigated and acquired when cost justi-

fied.r

Finally, there is one final link between what a person could do and

what that person will do. That link, of course, is motivation. There is

no single answer to this challenge since there are significant individual

differences. I believe that,having reasonably high expectations, getting

commitment to dates, providing adequate srecognition for work that is

accomplished, appearing to be fair and expressing genuine interest in a

person's wOrk are Major factors in addition to pay.

PROFESIONALISM

Professionalism is a term that has been used too casually too.often.

To me, it stands for mastery of skills, maturity of judgement, awareness of

role, willingness to use discretion, concentration on a job, respect for

others, avoidance of petty office concerns, communications polish, diplomatic

assertiveness, ability to provide knowledgeable consultation, and a recogni-

tion that we are judged by others as they see us and their perception of

what we accomplish.

Professionalism is a quality product with a good paint job that gets

regular waxing to prevent corrosion and potential disintegration.

PEOPLE

Each of the other three P's have dealt with people. The emphasis here

is on people in the sense of humanness. It is how we treat people and how

13
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we are perceived by them. Respect, interest, caring, and faiiness are

characteristics here. There are many situations where firm, positive

:action is required. Anything less is perceived by others on the staff as

weakness and undermines respect.. People look for strong leaders. So

, don't misconstrue this P to stand for softness.

But, that doesn't translate to aloofness. People.need to know that we

care that they are coming to work.

SUMMARY

There you have it. In easy to remember, but rarely easy to use form,

The Four P's of Successful Management. Beware the pitfall of procrastination.

Build the machinery for ongoing procPss. And, build the four pillars of:

Planning, productivity, professionalism, and people.

I 30
9
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Containing the Damage - Quality Control

of Local Data Production

Norman A. Blair, Director
Budgeting and Institutional Studies

University of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont

The human/judgmental,aspects of effectively converting data into

meaningful information--information that supports superior decision

making--presents a problem not yet completely solved. This paper

discusses this problem and some of the reasons behind the disappointment

and disenchantment with management information system development to

date. Tirls paper assumes a skeptical stance and suggests that the

problem can only be exacerbated by the continuing.proliferation of major

improvements in hardware as well as "end-user" software. It discusses

the reality of increasing numbers of institutional operatiffg department

managers trying to perform the "data-to-information" function-- a task

requiring information professionals --with. sometimes damaging results.

Examples will be"used to illustrate the problems that arise from

inappropriate local data production. A discussion .of the potential for

"quality control" of this kind of data will be offered.

13,7i
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Introduction - The Source of the Damage

"One of the more persistent delusions to cloud our minds, in public as
in private affairs, is the belief that for every problem there exists a
solution if only we were clever enough to find it. Most of the real
problems are intractable, if not insolvable; otherwise, we would have
solved them long ago. It's just that we will not accept that reality."

It is not the intention of this paper to be negative. However, there is

ample justification for a significant ,level of cynicism about the past progress

toward legitimate and viable management information systems. No literature on

the progress to date of MIS design may be considered completely honest if it

does not acknowledge the areas of disenchantment that have occurred at the level

of Ole top decision maker. We now understand quite well the basic reagOns for

the general feeling tf-lat MIS has not been successful as a decision maker's tool.

The villains in this evolutionary process go by the names OVERSELL and OVERLOAD.

There is no question that the promises of management infortation Systems

and data base management systems have significantly exceeded achievements; they

have been OVERSOLD. The false expectations resulting-from unrealistic

assurances of computer professionals has inevitably resulted in occasional

bitterness from management.

It is not difficult to find traces of past OVERSELL from those most

knowledgeable of management science: Baldridge, for example, states,

"Unfortunately, the availability of computerized data gcstems helps promote the

silly notion that things are important if they can be measured, counted and

reduced tb computer printout."2

Van Horn very recently emphasized restraining enthusiasm over the computer.

He said, "In a world appropriately filled with glowing promises for Computers,

managers are well advised to reflea on what compueers are not." "A computer

system, no matter how successfully applied to a problem, does not guarantee

improvement...A healthy skepticism about the accuracy of the output is the best

antidote to being stung by a hidden program bug.

Overload is an equally bitter complaint of top decision makers. We now

understand the generic problem of overload. Very simply stated, operating
-

systems contain huge quantities of-necessary data but operating systems are not

manUgement informatiqn systems. They have, however, been sold as such. The

u3

production of vast quantities of data from operating systems has hindered rather

than helped institutional management decision making processes. Meg Greenfield

1.
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once raised the interesting question in NEWSWEEK, "How is it that we have all

this information but we never seem to know anything?4
It should be noted here that the design and implementation of computer

assisted operating systems has undeniably been hugely successful in higher
education'. The general state of financial distress in the industry depends upon

computer assisted operations to increase productivity. The production of highly

effective computerized tools has also greatly assisted management. Many
institutions depend heavily on the ICLM, cohort studies, cost studies,

enrollment simulation studies and all the other tools that would not be

available without the computer. However, true management informati.on system
development remains a promise to top policy makers that is yet to be accomplished.

In the 1977 monograph "Appraising the Information Needs of Decision

Makers," #15 in the New Directions for Institutional Research series, several

authors express criticism of the status of information systems. The problems
seem now to be well understood; Sheehan's summary seems fairly compiehensive:

1.) the lack of understanding about decision-making processes

2.) weakness in the total information systems approach

3.) an overemphasis on computational techniques

4.) the lack of progress in the identification and measurement of
education outcomes

5.) the difficulties in integrating operating systems with decision-making
systems

6.) the potential conflict between systgmatic management and the preferred
decision-making style of academics.

Although an enormous oversimplification, the solution lies in closing the

gap between decision makers and technical staff. ,The emphasis clearly must be
on the human side of inforMation processing rather than on the system.

McCorkle, speaking from the perspective of a decision maker, seems distressed by
his experience with "staff". He pointS out that staff often lack in-depth

experience with academic program management, that they "tend to become obsessed

with accuracy" and that they often don't understand the basic nature of policy,
decisions. (To be fair, he states that top management may not have bothered to
explain!) He points out that this schism between staff and management can

result in a rise in management coSts and the management decision process
inadequately supported.

6
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At the point that decision makers, staff analysts and technicians all "wear

one hat" (or, as Sheehan suggests, all wear three hats),
7

the problems of

information systems support will be solved. We will know when our information

problems are largely behind us because all levels of an institution--technicians,

staff analysts and decision-making managers--will be "information professionals."

Each of these participants in the decision process will have the qualities of a

professional as emphasized by Bacchatti: "the sharing of responsibility for

outcomes as well as output, for context as well as analytical episode or

management event; recognition of the power and influence of conceptual

structure; 'partiapation in the construction of meaning as well as provision of

data and information. The definition of professional involves acknowledging

that information is neither neutral nor necessarily benign; that the management

scientist's responsibility can extend back to each beginning, to the organizing

concepts within and through which the work will be carried out.

The entire information technology movement has been characterized by

unrealistic promises. It would be equally unrealistic to offer as a solution to

information "quality control" the requirement,that all managers become

information professionals. That is a solution for the long run.

Quality Control in the Short Run

In the short run, there is much work to be done to insure an acceptable

,level of information quality control. The basic issue is that described by

Balderston, "Raw data always needs to be aggregated, transferred, interpreted

and appropriately conveyed to serve as information for decisidns. The task

expands far beyond this description, to the establishment of information

production processes and controls but begins at the level of institutional

decision-making processes. We find that most institutions--some reluctantly

perhaps--have decided that an analytic/quantitative decision-making process must

co-exist with the traditional collegial/political model. This direction implies

attempting to rise above costly crisis style management, with its sometimes

exhiIerating'action but chaotic results.

The analytic/quantitative process requires.that there be standard

information definitions that are generally accepted and shared throughout the

organization. The organization must then USE this generally accepted management

information as a basis for actual management decisions.

3. 1 44:



This is not a short run.task. It involves compiling reliable data

longitpdinally using well discussed and acceptable definitions. The data must
be shared at all times with interested parties and reach the point of

acceptability where discussions related to decisions do not have to debate the

quantitative data involved but wholly ,the issues. Reaching this level of
central information reliability and acceptance may be a long and painful
process. However, the institution which has matured to such a level will find
that it has achieved a very desirable level of quality control for central
management information.

Operating departments may be swept up in this analytic/quantitative

management style. For most departments,.there will be a genuine desire to

compile local data to assist in their own management. Some departments will
have as a primary motivation for local data production, the need to "defend
themselves." Still other departments will enter into the local data game out of

curiosity or to "keep up with the Jones."

Conditions today, with more and more operating department managers
convinced that they must enter the "data game", may exacerbate quality control
issues. Computer hardware is rapidly becoming inexpensive and computer software

is promising a level of "user friendliness" that will allow nearly anyone,
regardless of sophistication level, to perform wonderful data feats. We have
the bright promises of distributed data base technology that will allow us to
"download" data from central files for the nser to manipulate on his micro-
computer. We have non-propedural languages to assist the user and we will soon
have relational data base technology which will permit the user to structure the
data any way he chooses rather .than relying on the hierarchical data structure
defined by the data base construction. The desk that does not have a terminal

or a microcomputer will soon be the exceptdon at some institutions.

The technology appears to be cost effective as actual prices are reduced.
Ever mindful of the previously identified villains OVERSELL and OVERLOAD, we
find operatirg departments enthusiastically plunging ahead with the construction
of their own, essentially local operating systems and even what they believe to
be "management information systems."

It seems logical and costseffective that centrally there is assistance for
this movement to local data production to download the burden from central MIS
functions. An example of the current thinking on this issue is found in a

4.
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memorandum circulated at the University of Vermont in 1981 entitled, "The Need

for a User Oriented, Data Management System." Outlining the heavy load on

central staff, the memorandum pointed out user demand for "the design and

development of new systems that are localized in a specific office which will

improve the cost effectiveness of their operation." Because of acute staffing

shortage in the industry, it stated, demands were not being met and the "offices

are increasingly frustrated in their efforts to respond to the management demand

to use the computer to reduce costs since requests are indefinitely deferred."

A software product was recommended (eventually purchased) which was "user

oriented, friendly, forgiving, flexible and non-procedural." One of the uses of

such software would be that "many small, self-contained systems tould be handled

by the individual offices." The quality control issues in this kind of

environment are enormous. Those who have struggled to contain the damage of bad

data/bad information in the past can undoOtedly look forward to increasing

pressures as local data production expands.

The potential damage from lack of information quality control occurs on two

fronts--on the workings of internal management and on the information sharing

dialogue between the organization and its various publics.

The internal damage has as its primary effect the slowing down of an

efficient management process while the "right" data is sought and has a

detrimental effect on communication among interested parties. If the bad

information is not detected, however, the damage factor could be critical to an

institution, resulting in potentially fatal bad decisions.

The external damage from bad information can be equally serious.

Information supplied to outside constituents is linked to obtaining support

through the "marketing" of the institution to donors, grantors, alumni,

potential students and their parents, and government bodies. Great care must be

used in the release of information outside the institution. There is the

requirement in this instance for a blending of the information professional and

the public relations specialist. Information must be accurate, easily under-

standable and consistent. This latter point suggests that information released

by various units of an institution must tell essentially the same story. This

has always been a major challenge to those concerned with information

management; movement to local departmental information production will add

another dimension of difficulty.

5.
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Quality control of information in the internal management decision process
is achievable but requires significant attention and commitment to the problem.

The following guidelines are minimally required to cause this to happen:
1.) A true information management function must exist, staffed by

information professionals. This may be the central MIS group:the
Institutional Research Office or other staff. Ideally, those key institu-
tional functions which control critical segments of the data base--
admissions, the registrar, personnel, accounting and physical plant--
should be part of the information management function. Efforts to insure
this are recommended, for it is virtually impossible to prevent these
functions from collecting and

disseminating operating'system data.
2.) There must be staff training and management development to raise

the information consciousness level of operating department manager's. Thisis obviously critical but easily avoidable! Many administrators are nottrained in basic management practices and the complexities they find in
mature'institutions. Such

16complexities require more sophisticated
management traIning needs.

3.) Top management must be part of the information management team.The entire information process is too important to be left entirely tostaff support. Top management must be aware of what information is being
developed and the process for information management an4 the quality
control function. The top decision maker obviously can't perform
information management personally but must have intimate knowledge of howit is being done.

4.) When "damage" occurs from bad information, there must be
managament follow-up. Investigation and analysis of the situation is
essential in order to keep the attention of all managers strongly on
information quality control.

With these policies and principles as a foundation, there can be focus on
departments where local data production may be a problem.

Departments such as Development, the Alumni Office, Career Planning and
Placement, Intercollegiate Athletics, Residential Life, Financial Aid and, of
course, the Dean's Offices of individual colleges are the places to look for
local data bases and information in need of'quality control.

Information from deans' offices is often times produced to argue for a
larger allocation of resources in the budget process. It is very possible
that the local data base in a dean's office will show information that seems to
differ from the central files in terms of student majors, credit hours taught
and FTE faculty. The quality control here is simply that the central data base
information is considered correct (and will form the basis of decisions) unless
proven incorrect. Any data presented that hasn't been reconciled is not
acceptable.

6.
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It should be noted that certain presentations of "local" data may be a

manager's honest interpretation of the environment that differs from the central

institutional interpretation. We know that a key element of strategic planning

is environmental scanning in order that an institution may assess external

forces and respond to such forces. Arns points out that environmental analysis

must be open, lively,Aand creative and not left solely to staff. He states that

there is "...the need.for regular development programs for key line and staff

officers aimed at maintaining and increasing their sensitivity to external

environmental factors."
11

However, the perception of the environment varies

from individual to individual. The only quality control of this kind of data is

analysis to determine if there is a defensible basis for the perceptions. The

final test of environmental data is whether or not it "fits" the "generally

accepted" institutioral perception. For example, if a Dean of the College of

Agriculture provides data from his local data base that shows an environment

ready to causq significant enrollment increases in his College, this could not

be dismissed directly. There must be careful analysis of the data to discover

whether there was any basis to it other than blind optimism!

There is one critical element of quality control that must receive constant.

attention in the current technological burst. The central information

management group must have veto power of those local data base constructions

that, because of their faulty design, would draw on inordinate and inappropriate

levels of central system resources. There must also be veto power over those

faulty system designs where the "local" data base may someday be part of or

dependent on the central system.

Examples of potential local data problems might include the following:

1.) Local "student information systems" for "special" students (Graduate,
Continuing Education, etc.) whete data elements do not match the central
student system.

2.) Local files on space, faculty effort assignments, equipment inventory,
etc., that do nbt match the central system.

3.) Standalone subaccounting files that cannot be reconciled to central
accounting systems and that are intended to "feed" central systems in the
future.

4.) Departmental costing models which do not use central system data.

5.) Local files of donors and gifts in the Development Office.

6.) Local files on "clients" in Student Service departments.

7.



Summary ,

The following points relating to local data production are clear:
o It is unwise to be casual about unsophisticated users designing local
data systems, regardless of the "user friendliness" of the software
involved.

o Bad information released outside the institution can be most damaging.
Policies and processes in this regard must have "teeth" in them.
o Quality control is,.expensive but lack of it may be significantly more so!

For the long run, a real effort should be made to educate managers in the
science, and art, of information management. When managers at all levels become

information professionals, the quality control function should be much lesS of a
problem.

In the meantime, it is imperative that top management decision makers are

themselves information professionals and/or have a strong, reliable,

professional quality control staff and quality control process. Also, the
design and construction of "local" data basea must be carefully reviewed by

professionals to prevent bizarre designs and inappropriate data definitions.

Hardware and software purchases must be reviewed, so that some attention be tiven
to cost effectiveness.

There will be some damage in the short run. We must be wary and skeptical

but we should also be optimistic. We have learned much in a short time. Local
data production will of necessity feature some trihlanderror, improving in
quality over time.

We must remember that the perfect information system, featuring perfect

quality information, will not make decisions for us. Meg Greenfield hinted at
the larger issue when she suggested that it may be downright disagreeable to

have perfect information--to KNOW. somethiDg. She points out, "there is the
fact that when you actually KNOW something, you are likely to be held

responsible for ACTING on it!"
12
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT - THE KEY TO
EFFECTIVE SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION

Presented by
Herbert R. Hansen, Jr.

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

An implementation effort of the magnitude required for a new financial

accounting system requires more than just the software to be a suCcess.

Careful consideration must be given to.management information requirements,

organizational needs, paper flow and work efficiency, people upgrading by

training, and a host of other related activities.

The role of project management is critical to the successful implementa-

tion of financial accounting software packages. Good management techniques

will contribute to the task of monitoring and control of the implementation

process. The lack of effective project management will leid to frustration

on the part of project participants and usually user dissatisfaction with the

new financial accounting system.

The implementation of a financial accounting system at,a college or

university presents project nanagement with problems beyond the monitoring

and control of the implementation process. Typically the implementation

of a new financial accounting system requires a long p.:4riod of time (usually

9 tc 12 months) and the participation of many technical and nontechnical

individuals from the college community. Project zanagement's challenge is to

ensure that project participants are motivated to perform the necessary

implementation tasks throughout the implementation:- To encourage the proper

focus of project participants, individual tasks ard sub::asks need to be

assigned along with target completion dates. These individual plans should

be reviewed jointly by project management and staff on a weekly basis to

14111
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monitor and 'contrOl project progress. Timely and effective communication

among all project participants is a key element which project management can

contrdl through frequent projeCt status meetings.

Project management should .be supported 1;37 a project organizational

.structure which allows for the contribution of ideas from a broad cross-

section of the institution and establishes effective monitoring and control

during the implementation. The components of the project organization are: ,

o Project Team - The project team should be composed of a cadre

of people working full time on the design, development, imple-

mentation7, user training, and documentation for the new financial

accounting system. This team should include:

- Project manager -.The project manager will have prime

responsibility for coordinating the day-to-day

! implementation. This individual should have a strong

background in fund accounting and have good inter-

.
personal as well as proven management skills. The

project manager should expect.to spend 100% of his/her

time on the implementation. The ianager should chair

the user committee, supervise the project team, and

be the focal point of all communication and corres-

pondence with the software vendor.

- Functional team members - One to four accountants

should,be assigned full.time to the project depending

on institutional size arid complexity. These account-

ants will perform the tasks necessary to successfully
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implement the'new financial accounting system. They

should have-a strong knowledge of the institution and

fund accounting, and be familiar with system implemen-

tation requirements.

- Technical team members - One to four systems analysts/

programmers should be assigned full time to the project

depending on institutional size and complexity. These

individuals will be responslble for all project data

processing (e.g., review of functional specifications,

progranning modifications to systems of original.entry

and interdepartmental charging systems, program docu-
/

mentation, program testing, and'system testing). They

should be familiar with the application and system

implementation requirements.

o User Committee - The User Committee is a key working group and

normally consists of 8 to 15 representatives, from the following

areas:

1. General AccoUnting

2. Budgeting

3. Sponsored Research

4. Auxiliary Enterprises

5. Internal Auditing

6. Data Processing

7. Selected School,Business Managers
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The User Commiitee should meet weekly, and members should expect

to devote-20 to 30 percent of their time to the project. This

group will function as a review forum for establishing poliey
,

and procedures for the new system.

o Polio- Committee The Policy Committee should be composed of

key ienior management personndl (e.g., Vice Presidents; Provost,

and Deans). This group Should meet periodically to review imple-

mentation, progress and discuss general Concerns and policy issues.

These meetings should function as a political forum to ensure

that everyone is informed.

Successful implementation of a new financial accounting system software

package requires proper planning on the part of project management. Full

implementation will require these phases:

o Phase I - Project Planning and Organization

o Phase II - Requirements Definition

o Phase III - System Development

o Phase IV - System Testing

o Phase V - Documentation

o Phase VI - Training

o Phase VII - Conversion

o Phase VIII - Post-implementation Review

The preparaLon of an implementation pert chart and supporting detailed

workplan will assist project management in monitoring and controlling the
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implementation. The pert chart provides project management with a graphic

diagram of major implementation tasks to be accomPlished by phase and the

sequence of activity. The detailed workplan is a focus on individual tasks

and subtaski and a comparison of targeted vs. actual start and end dates for

each respective part of the implementation.
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Buyer Beware:
Managing the Software Selection Process

JAMES W. CARSE

MANAGER, FINANCIAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

As sophisticated software packages become more prevalent, cost effective, and qualitatively

improved, many colleges and universities are turning to this approach as a solution to their

administrative computing software needs. Purchased applications software has, however,

created ari,entirely new set of problems for Project Managers charged with the selection process

and implementation responsibilities.

The selection process is critical and commits the projeCt to a course that is difficult and

cosily, if not virtually impossible, to change. The success of the project is significantly enhanced

through the application of a reasonable and systematic apProach to the software selection

process. By following a sound selection methodology, the Project Manager is able to make an

informed recommendation to 'executive management on the best approach to satisfy the user

needs.

In practice, the functional and technical capabilities and limitations of purchased applica-

tions software have not received adequate review. The system study, needs development, and

avaluation of alternatives have not been adequately defined as a total process. A fragmented
and, thus, incomplete analysis results in a software selection decision baser! on Misinformation,

a lack of information, or an improper weighting of the known information.

The PRiject Manager is responsible for directing activities culminating in (1) a compre-

hensive needs study, (2) product/vendor evaluation, and (3) selection recommendation for the
application software. This paper will expand on this process and, specifically, on the activities

Project Management needs to engage in.

PROJECT FORMATION

When does a system project actually begin? When_ does a system project actually end? Both

questions are difficult ones. The usual answer to these questions is based on an individual's

involvement with and perception of a given project.

I would have a tendency to answer both questions with, "Not soon enough." However,

my perception and involvement at a Project Manager necessitates that I view system projects

differently than a -User Department or the Software Vendor.

Let us ask for a moment, "When does a project begin?". Usually, a project is in an

enbryonic state when there is an awareness or perception ,of deficiencies with the current

system. This current system could be completely manual or have various degrees of automa-

tion.

1 1 5 6-
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Deficiency awareness surfaces in the organization in a number of ways:

1) Audit

2) User Dissatifaction

EDP and operational audit findings often bring
this awareness of system deficiency dramatically
to the surface in an organization.
Users voice the scope and intensity of their dis-
satisfaction with a system.

Deficiency perception can be an effective catalyst to bring an organization to action. This
action may typically initiate in one of two ways:

1) Vendors

2) New Management

Vendors employ product marketing methods that
directly or indirectly reinforce a belief that current
systems are inadequate and need to be replaced.
Executive or middle management, new or new to
the position, often desire to initiate activities
leading to a system change.

The Project Manager's awareness of how a project was conceived is vital to his effective-
ness in implementing that project

A Steering Committee should be appointed early in the project, The Project Manager
should serve as an official member of the Steering Committee. At a minimum, Steering
Committee responsibilities will include:

Review and approve project activities,
Establish and maintain an information link with others in the organization,
Serve as the official group to receive and distribute project communications, and
Make a selection recommendation to executive management.

I will now present and review several activities to'be performed prior to the execution of a
software contract From a Project Management perspective, the project does not begin at the
point of contract execulion, but rather a dozen steps earlier. It is important to be aware of this
process, of how each .step contributes to the whole, and how partial or incomplete attention to
the formal process can sabotage the entire effort.

THE PROCESS

System Study

The iunctional and technical characteristics of 'the current system must be documented
throbgh a system study. To compile this system study document; the Project Manager must be
sure there is a comprehensive interviewing of staff, a complete review of all forms and reports
associated with the present system, and verification of all existing documentation.

In a completed form, the System Study Report should include the following:

1) A summary of the system's functional charateristics,
2) An itemization of all system deficiencies,
3) The history of the system,
4) A Repok and Forms Inventory with description and purpose statements, and
5) A program inventory with descriptive narrative.

1 5
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It is critical to solicit and encourage maximum involvement from all areas either directly or
indirectly affected by the new system. The initial contact should be made during the system

study to identify the area involved with the current process.

This document will be a valuable reference during the development phase of the new
system. The Project Team must have a common basis of understanding, with the user, of the
current system that is being replaced.

Needs Document

The most important activity prior to selecting a software package is developing a Needs
Document. The Needs Document can be developed by hiring an outside consultant to perform
the study and draft the document, or by using your own staff and a formal methodology.

The content and format of the Needs DOcument will depend on the standards or method-
ology used. The document should serve as a ' definition of need' for the user, project members,

vendors, and others with an interest in the system. In the Needs Document, the Project
Manager should require the following:

Basic functions of the system be clearly identified,
Answer the question 'What is required?'
Identification of areas requiring procedure definition,
Interface requirements to or from other systems,
Sufficient narrative to eliminate interpretation, and
Listing of general and incremental benefits.

In developing die Needs Document and interacting with all types of users, Project Team
members will encounter "functional expectation awareness". Coming from different back-
grounds, users will have different knowledge of computing capabilities and different percep-
tions of what the automated system should or should not be doing for them. Project Team
members must be attuned tO theusers' expectations of the proposed new system.

However, functional expectations and functional needs are definitionally distinct. Func-

tional Expectations include the level of automation that a user believes can be provided.
Functional Needs provide the level of automation the user requires to effectively conduct
business.

Bi-diewational lines of communication must be set in motion, especially in formulating the
Needs Document. Frequent meetings, telephone calls, informal discussions, and the distribu-
tion of minutes or status reports are all helpful in developing a-sense of project-involvement.

All feedback - positive and negative - should be continually reviewed by the Project Man-
ager. Some questions can be answered and items clarified now which will enhance the cred-
ibility of the total Needs Document. Enough cannot be said on the value of open and honest

lines of communication.

In summary, the Needs Document is not a statement of personalized need as the title
might indicate, but rather an acceptable compromise of needs to expectations.

3



Review and Approval

The Project Manager should personally deliver a copy of the Needs Document to each
individual contributing to the draft for review. Sufficient time for the review must be allocated.

Others, because of their position and/or influence, should be given a copy for review and
comment The best approach to take with this group is to be totally up-front Analyze critical-
ly the diversity of comments received and be willing to change the document accordingly.

Your primary goal should be to develop a Needs Document that has a wide base.of support
for sign-off approvaL This is not implying that you should make changes that would lessen the
quality of the product Modifications to the Needs Document should only, occUr after the
diversity of opinion has had a proper forum and a consensus or compromise has been reached.
Use the framework of your Steering Committee to facilitate this process.

A difficult part of this review and approval process is for the Project Manager and/or Team
Members to divorce themselve from the document as much as possible and to be flexible on
change. This change often takes the form of a major document re-write necessary to obtain a
sign-off and commitment to the project. To repeat, the primary goal of gaining a support base
is-imperative at this stage of the project.

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATIONS

Vendor Identification

Up to this point, the Project Manager has directed a System Study, developed a Needs
Document, gained formal approval, and established a base of support for-the project. Now, the
Project Manager is ready to determine feasible products in the marketplace and take a syste-
matic, logical approach in evaluating them.

First, identify assmany software vendors as possible with a product to fill your functional
needs. There are a number of ways to locate potential vendors:

Previous Vendor Experience,
Professional Organizations,
Software Reference Manuals,
State Agencies - such as the State Purchasing Coinmission,
Other Universities,
Publications,
Computing Hardware Firms,
Professional Conferences,

159

The primary objective of this step is to identify the software vendors with a product that
may meet your needs. Once identified, make a telephone contact to the Marketing Division of
each firm. Explain your project and inform them that a Needs Document is being sent for their
review and initial response with a specific deadline.
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Product Review

Upon receipt and initial review of the Needs Document, interested vendors will respond to

the Project Manager. Initial responses, or lack thereof, are important and will help to narrow

the field.

At least two or three of the responding vendors should be asked to make an on-site pre-

sentation of their package and to gear this presentation to the Needs Document. The Project

Manager should ensure that adequate facilities are available and a räpresentative audience is

invited to these sessions. The continued involvement of individuals in your organization is

critical to 'maintaining a base of support' for the project

Subsequent-to the vendor presentations, review of available documentation on the system,

and personal conversations with employees of the software firm, the Project Manager should

now consult with the Steering Committee to,assess the product in the following areas:

1) Technical Requirements - Ability of the system to operate in the organiza-

tion's computing environment.

2) Functional Requirements - Ability of the system to perform the functions
specified in the Needs Document.

3) Implementation Requ i re-
ments - Subjective evaluation of the required level of

implementatiqn effort.

If the software product adequately fills these requirements, then a formal bid request

should be made at this time.

Bid Evaluation

The Project Managers request to selected vendors for submission of a written bid, should

specify the following as required:

Product description and program inventory,
Itemized cost schedule,
Vendor support days for installation and training,
Definition of what constitutes product delivery, and

Options for supplemental modules/programs.

--------Ventiefs-etien-kciew- -the- fcrtieI hid dngument as a-final onportunity to formally market tile

product. Recognizing this, the Project Manager can expect a great deai of product market-

ing narrative. This extra verbiage can make the task of finding and summarizing the essential

items difficult and time consuming.

The Project Manager should locate and summarize each essential item outlined above. Only

by going through this exercise can the Project Manager compare written bids. After this com-

parison, a summary should be prepared noting the differences in the bids for the Steering Com-

mittee. The Project Manager's role is to facilitate the selection process through timely and

relevant information dissemination.

5
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Vendor-Review

Concurrently with the bid evaluation activities, a vendor review is conducted. A purpose
of the vendor review is to be knowledgeable of the vendor and the product, to be comfortable
in a contractual relationship.

Project leadership, should recognize that a vendor bias may exist in the current environ-
ment. 'This bias can be dealt with by involving enough people directly in the review activities
to minimize the impact of this bias on the decision-making process.

Review activities should be concentrated in two areas: (1) Client Contacts, and (2) Vendor
Contacts.

The first, client contacts, can be handled in a number of different ways ranging from tele-
phone contacts to on-site visits. Planning ane coordination of the activities in this phse are
important Otherwise, the process would lead to the collection of incomplete and non-co are-
tive information.

Telephone interviewing offers an inexpensive, effective way to contact a sampling of vendor
clients. Assign serveral contacts to each member of the Steering Committee. Develop a stan-
dard questionaire and get documented answers to the following types of questions:

How does the system rate overall in meeting your requirements?
Was the vendor support satisfactory 'for implementation and training?
Does the system interface well with your other systems?
Was the vendor documentation understandable and comprehensive?

Subsequent to the telephone interviews, conduct an open discussion of these comments
with the entire Steering Committee. Trends indicating vendor and product strengths or weak-
nesses may become apparent.

Often on-site visits to other user locations are non-productive because they are premature.
On-site visits to evaluate vendors and the product are costly and often timed poorly. If the
on-site visit is to become a part of the total selection process, then planning, timing, and site
investigation are imperative to cost-justify this activity.

On-site visits to the vendor's place of business are quite beneficial. Corporate organization,
01 amiliarity can be observed first hand. Try

to keep these visits as unstructured as possible and spend a little time wandering through the
offices to meet employees. Remember your objective: to reach an awareness level where you
can feel comfortable in a contractual relationship with a particular company.

Contract Negotiation

The Steering Committee is now ready to make a software selection recommendation to
senior management. The selection process_ has taken a deliberate and systematic appoach to
accumulate and evaluate information about the implementation environment, current fystems,
and functional and technical needs. The necessary approvals have been obtained. In addition,
vendor identification, product reviews, vendor reviews, and bid evaluations have been addressed
systematically.

b
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Given this informed selection recommendation, a formal request for a contract should be

made.

In the contract negotiation phase, at a minimum, the Project Manager should ensure the

following:

1) Immediate involvement of University legal counsel,

2) Clear contract definition of product delivery, and

3) A payment schedule tied exclusively to product delivery.

CONCLUSION

A brief description of the software selection process, will give the reader an overview of each

phase and present approaches for Project Management activities. By following a reasonable and

systematic approach to software selection, the Project Manager can expect several benefits:

Set Project Tone

Maximize Information

From project "inception", the Project Manager

can establish this as an organized endeavor.

The Project Manager can ensure that the plethore
of information available is complete, relevant and

comparative for the Steering Committee review.

Encourage Involvement The process helps to create an environment that
encourages project involvement.

Enhane Decision Making The Steering Committee can make an informed
recommendation to exicetive management.

The benefits will carry over to the project implementation phase. Implementation success

will be enhanced by viewing the selection activities as a 'total' process and directing the project

accordingly.
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COMPUTER SERVICES: IS THIS A CONTRADICTION TN MRMS?

One of .our users and I were discussing the meaning of the word "oxymoron" the other day.
Webster's' Dictionary defines it as "a figure of speech in which opposite or contradictory ideas or
terms are combined." I came up with "sanitary landfill", to which he responded with "athletic
scholarship". I said, "How about 'prep sex' or 'military music'?", and he suggested 'legal brief',
'greater Toledo', and 'COMPUTER SERVICES'. I would like to say that I was surprised, but as I
thought about how we got to where we are, I could understand why he considered 'computer
services' an o.yrnoron.

Genesis

In the beginning, data processing meant punching holes in cards, sorting them on a card sorter, and
feeding them into a machine to produce some type of report. While this saved a lot of time in
manual sorting, it was not really computing. The 8K machine rapidly gave way to the 64K
machine, however, and capabilities increased with the power of the computer. Storage went from
cards to tape, and more data was available for manipulation, providing more and better
information. While data processing was still considered somewhat of a novelty, people started to
rely on the machine to help with the tedious tasks. The Computer Services organization became
more and more important to the success of the operation, and managers started asking more and
more from their computer shops. The m'anager of the shop was usually the programmer who had
been there the longest and had the misfortune to be chosen as director. With little or no planning,
the Computer Services departments evolved in one of two directions:

A. Some shops really relished all of the attention. The Director was eager to show everyone what
the machine could do, since he firmly believed that "anything is possible". As a result, he tried
to solve every problem of everyone who came in the door. The Director was busy
programming like everyone else, so management of the programming activity was nonexistent.
When a user got a report produced that s/he liked, s/he would return to the programmer that
had created it with the next request. Since the systems were almost always stand-alone, the
programmers could modify, add, or delete functions without anyone ever noticing. As other
managers started to see results in the departments of their peers, they started going to the
programmers as well. When a programmer left the organization, a different progn.:nmer
would modify the programs in response to the user's next request, but no one really had any
idea, of how an entire system worked, since documentation hadn't been invented yet. Finally,
the individual programmers weren't able to keep up with all of the requests, and changes that
they did make to systems they hadn't worked on before turned out to have problems. As they
fell behind, the users got upset that Computer Services was not being as resp,)! sive as it had
been, and went complaining to the director, and then to the director's boss. The boss fired the
director, and brought in someone to clean up the mess. To sort out what systems existed, what
was in production, and who was familiar with what systems took the new director eight to
twelve months, during which no new work got done. The users either gave up in disgust, or
went out and hired their own computing people.

B. Shops with directors that were technical wizards (i.e., that knew how to wire a board for an
interpreter) did not want any mere user slowing down their machine with some trivial need.
They would talk to the user about what the user thought he needed (at that time it was always
a 'he'), and would then sit down and design a system that would run well on the machine. When
the user timidly explained that the system didn't meet his needs, the
director/analyst/programmer/operator would give out a resounding "hurumph" and tell the user
that he not only didn't know what he wanted, but also was incapable of understanding anything
that would run on a computer anyhow. After two or three rounds of this, the user would
develop his own manual system and leave the Computer Services shop to 'twiddle their bits'.
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W hile these shops were on opposite ends of the organizational spectrum, the effect on the user inboth, cases was the same. He was in need of data processing capability, but was unable to get anymeaningful level of service from the Computer Services department. What was becoming woreavailable, however, was package software developed by outside vendors. .They were springing upbehind every bush and tree, advertising in professional magazines, holding 'hoSpitality suites' atconferences, all claiming to have just the software to meet the users needs. All of thedemonstrations and sample reports looked good, so the user plunked down his money and took thesystem home (this was in the old days when everyone had money). The people in the ComputerServices shop back home installed the programs (they had a new director now) but no one reallyunderstood how they Avorked. Since'the user had never done a serious requirements analysis, hewas really surprised when the new software didn't do everything in the way that. he expected it tobe done. The Computer Services shop was asked to make some modifications, but given thecomplexity of the system, it was like punching a marshmallow - a fix fo one problem ended upcausing another. Computer Services, who felt that their integrity had 'been slighted by thepackage purchase (it was a "hog"), said, "Don't ,come crying to Us when it doesn't work; we don'tknow anything about that system", and further isolated themselves frpm the users. Some of .theusers even started buying packages that came with maintenance so that they didn't have to hasslewith Computer Services. When that didn't work, they resorted to hiring their own systemsanalysis staff.

So Where Do We Stand?

There are still data processing people out there .in the basements of higher education that thinkthat they are doing their job well because they don't have a backlog. They cannot figure out whythey still report to the Second Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Gutter Repair (SAVCGR), andwhy their budget requests for more computing power are ignored year after year. They do notrealize that, were it not for the fact that many users have had no alternative but to use theirservices, they would have been Jeclassified to receiving clerks years ago. It is precisely thissituation that has led to the establishment of companies that specialize in the management ofdata processing departments on contract. The time is rapidly approaching, however, when the-user will no longer have to rely on the Computer Services shop for performing the day-to-daytasks of the office. Service bureaus have been capitalizing on user dissatisfaction for a long timeby selling cost-effective data processing support to users who do not want the problems involvedin dealing with the Computer Services shop. The horror, stories from organizations with internalcomputing departments have often been sufficient to convince new organizations to use servicebureaus from the outset and not even bother with having their own data- processing capability.More recently, however, the "second technological revolution" has provided the user with cheapcomputing power over which s/he has some degree of control. Machines are now available thatcan sit on the manager's desk or in the mop closet and out-perform some of the largest computersin use ten years ago. Often, this computing capability is integrated with an office automationsystem that will permit the manipulation of data until the numbers are right, the inclusion ofthose numbers into a letter or report, and the electronic distribution of that report to othersthroughout the organization. The networking capability of these systems provides for moreefficient communication as well as text processing and data processing support, and it is all underthe control of the userl The disgruntled manager no longer must rely on Computer Services toprovide information. The only interface necessary is the ugly business of getting raw data, butthat can be tolerated if Computer Services will then disappear. When applications become toocomplex for the manager to handles s/he need only hire a systems analyst to work in the user area(and therefore be responsive to the needs of the user area) developing applications that addressspecific user problems.

The Computer Services director can (and probably does) be smug and point out that sooner or laterthings are going to be such a mess that the users will have to come back to his/her shop for help.
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In their excitement to use their new toys, users are going to deveiop "transaction processirig

systems that require a great deal of data input, data storage, an-cl periodic execution cycles.

,Certairf key intormation will be duplicated among systems resulting in inconsistent reports. 'With
systeMs being developed.by users they will be poorly documented, and with Changes, in personnel
there will be no one wl-fo understands how. tbe systems work when modifications are required, even
though the.software salesman said the tlevelopment language was "self,,clocumenting".

While the Computer Services director may be right, s/he cannot affort to sit idly byqind watch the
users hang thernselves. For one thing, the director's boss is going to get tired of seeing purjchase

requests from users who are requesting hardware primarily to avoid dealing with the data
processing shop. For another, when the anticipated end comes and all of the users dump their

, home grown systems in the figurative lap of Computer Services, the director is not going.,to have
the personnel, the.knowledge, or the computing resources to manage the mess. S/he would be well
advised to drain the swamp before the alligators get large.enough to be dangerous. -

A Structured Approach to Swamp Draining

There- a key word in the'title of "Computer Services" that describes their reason for existence.
The data procesSing shop exists sOlely to provide services to the users,- ta -assist the user
depth-tments in performing their fUnctions more efficiently. How this concept escaped early
Computer Services directors is unclear; perhaps they became caught up in the technology. It must
be foremost in the minds of present day directors, however, if their shops are to grow with
technology instead of being swallowed up by it. The users of Computer Services services must be
considered customers, and treated in a manner that will make them want to return when they
have additional needs. It must be easier and more cost efficient for them to come to Computer
Services than fo go to Computerland.

To develop an understanding of what it means to be a service organization, it may be helpful to
consider what we look for from our vendOrs.

We expect a prompt response. If we call a software house and ask about their product, we
expect a salesman to call or to send out some literature within a couple of days. When we
decide to buy, we don't expect the vendor to say, "Well, we can't schedule 'installations
more than thirty clays in advance. When we can fit you in we'll let you know."

We expect adequate documentation. When you buy a bicycle for your .kid, and it comes in
pieces, yOu expect that there will be some directions fot putting it together. When you buy
a new calculator that has the capability to rio everything excepl' defrost the refrigerator,
you expect a book of instructions to tell you how to make it work.

We expect the product to work the way it is supposed to work, as defined by the
documentation. If we don't read the documentation and the product doesn't work like we
thought it would but does work like the instructions said it would, we can't complain much
about that. But if the instructions say one:thing and the product does another, we are
rightfully upset. With a contract programmer, we would consider this breach of contract,
and wouldn't pay for the work until it was fixed.

We expect service after the sale. When the Maytag breaks down, we expect that ser`vice

man to wake up and come fix it. We get upset if he says, "I'm only one repairman, and
there are a lot of broken machines. I'll fix it as soon as I can, but I 'can't tell you when that
will be."
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We expect courteous service. We don't expect the person behind the counter to either say
or imply that we don't know what we need or that we don't know what we're doing.

We expect answers to our questions. When a fuse burns out in the car on a cold, rainy day
and you call the dealerto find out where the fuse box is, you don't want to hear, "Did you
read the Owner's Handbook, you nitwit?'.'

We expect technical expertise. The Electrolux salesman would starve if he came to your
home, poured some vile substance on your,carpet and couldn't clean it up.

To determine the objectiVes of the Computer Services shop, therefore, the question that must be
asked is, "What services should be provided to make the data processing organization most
valqable io the user community?" These services fall into three major categories:

1. Operational Support

The Computer Services shop has historically had as its primary activity the support of
administrative functions such as payroll, accounting, budgeting, admissions, registration*
and student bil1ing. If academic computing is part of Computer' Services, operational
support also includes providing ,gtudents and faculty with the computing resources to
complete their projects or accomplish their research: This must still be the primary thrust
of jhe data processing shop. But it 'is certainly possible to perform this function more
efficiently than it has been performed in the past. In order to do this, it is necessary to
understand, and to be sure that the users understand, the concept of data ownership. The
systems being deVeloped,, maintaine& and run by ,Computer Services do not belong to
Computer Services. The systems arid the data they Contain are controlled by the
departments who use them. Once this is clear, operational support is simplified, because
the user decides what processes should occur, when they should occur, and the sequence in
which they should occur, and the Computer Services shop is responsible only for insuring
that the requested schedule is met. With responsibilities clerly defined, the completion of
prodtictioh data processing activity becomes a team effort, with each of the team members
controlling the part of the process about which they are most knowledgeable and which
they are capable of controlling.

2. Technical Expertise

Data processing, for all of the advantages it provides to non-technical users, is a highly
technical field which users find hard to understand. And since data processors have an
aversion to documentation, they abbreviate everything they write and most of the things
they say, resulting in a language filled with acronyms. This is all very confusing, and the
user needs to have someone to help sort through the mess to determine how technology
might be of some help. Computer Services should provide that assistance. There are some
managers who want to. know all of the technical details. This is sometimes a conditioned
response to the years when sThe received nothing but bad advice from the old Computer
Services director, or the result of purthasing an Apple II Plus to balance the checkbook at
home. It more usually results fr'om an interest in wanting to know what<they are paying
for. Computer Services has a responsibility, as the resident technical experts, to teach the
users anything that they want to know about computers and data processing that will assist
them in doing their jobs or in making better decisions. If this means explaining different
hardware options and their associated costs, there should be no reluctance to do so. It
should be understood, however, that the typical user doesn't want to know Tnodel numbers,
doesn't care about baud rates, and wouldn't recognize a communicationS Controller if it bit
him. The expertise must exist in Computer Services to understand the user's problem, and
to develop a solution that the user can understand and work with. To do this, Computer

1 G
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Services must have a grasp on current technological trends, and be able to put that

knowledge to use in developing an optimal solution to the users problems. In the past,

these solutions haKe been irnplemented,by the Computer Services shop; in the future, the-
assistance given to the user may consist of recommending which microcomputer and

associated software to buy, and then either developing the application or training the user

in the manipulation of the package software.

Technical expertise is not limited, however, to knowledge about, hardware and software.

There is most likely, no one in the organization .that has done as many projcts as the
*Computer Services shop. In many cases, the same project has been done two or three

times. There is therefore no ong better qualified to provide guidance in project

management than Computer Services personnel. In some cases, there will be system

installations that do nOt involve the host machine, but are serving specific needs in user

departments with standalone proCessors. The systems may be being developed by contract,

help or through the installation of a package system. In such cases, Computer Services can

be of assistance by providing guidelines for needs assessMent, assistance in hardware

and/or Software seiection, and standards for programming and *doqumentation. Such

assistance is not only helpful to the user, but it- provides a familiar framework for
Computer Services when, two years down the road, the -user finds that modifications are

necessary and the contract programmer has moved to Portland.
_

Finally, technical expertse covers the internal workings of production systems. While

Computer Services shoulci make every attempt to document system functions for the user

before they go into prOduction, there are always going to be questions arise that can be

answered only by reading the program documentation or by looktrig at the code. It is true
that the systems belong to the users, who control the rules governing the system functions

anci the processes used to carry put these functions. But the users are dependent on
Computer Services to make the program perform the processes, and the data processing

shop should therefore be prepared to respond to users questions in these situations. If the
users begin asking without first reading the user manuals, they should be referred to these
documents and be encouraged to examine them more closely before asking the next,time.
But thei4- questions should not go unanswered, since Computer Services is the only group

with the technical expertise to answer them.

3. System Develo.pment

As computers have increasingly become a fact of life, more and more day-to-day tasks

have been taken over by application software, freeing up people to do other things. Over
the years, we have developed transaction processing systems to address high volume,

repetitive processes, to the point that almost every person in America is dependent on the

computer in some way. these systems are still our bread and butter; they are what we do

best becatise we have had more practice at them than at anything else. The process used in

their development still has a great deal of room for improvement, however. The systems

that have been designed in the past have tended to be poorly documented, inflexible when
modifications were needed, and cumbersome to run. Computer Services must give more
consideration to these areas of the application development process to keep from being

overwhelmed by a backlog of maintenance, and to keep up with the user's requirements for

modifications to the systems brought about by changes in their operating environment.

The systems we have developed in the past are capable of generating enough paper to keep

every man, woman, and child in the world confused for life. In fact, there is so much
information being produced that users are now asking for systems to control their systems.
As the keeper of the operational data of the university, Computer Services has a
responsibility to work with the users to massage that data into a form that can help

16 ;
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managers to make better decisions. This' means getting the right numbers to the
appropriate people in a form they can use in time for them to use it. The information
needed will often be more than just an aggregation of current data to provide statistics. It
must also be projections of that datato permit the manager to,look into the future before
making the decision today.

As with operational support, development of managernerit information systems/decision
support systems must integrally involve the user. ten years ago, most users could not see past
their green eye shades, and the infOrglation they needed to make decisions was as hard to
define as the meaning of the universe. Today, with more models available, users are finding iteasier to state what inIormation they need to make decisions, even though they do not always
know precisely how the information will be used. The Computer Service's shop must be
prepared tO assist the users by providing the needed information and helping to manipulate itin a timery, efficient manner.

But How Do We That?

Talk is cheap. How can any of these thin gs be done when the computer capacity and personnel
resources aren't even available to operate and maintain the systems that are currently in
production? The key to progress is to take advantage of the new technology rather than to workin competition with it. In og.der to do this, it is necesgary to be aware of what advances are
occurring in, terms of both hardware and sof twe. This could be accomplished by hiring 45graduate students to read all of the publications that cover, advances in these areas.Unfortunately, budgets for full-time readers are hard to come, by these days. A second, less
costly albeit less efficient, option is for the 'Computer Services director to set aside part of his orher time to read a few key publications ach week. In addition, reading the junk mail that is
received from vendors provides some ideà of the kinds of products available to- help with the
problems being experienced in the typical data processing shop. A number of options are availableto address the hardware overload problem

Distributed Processing

Mini- and micro-computers are available that can handle moderately sized files arid do the job
of the mainframe with, acceptable levels of response time. Even if the files are archived atthe host site, data can be sent to remote locations periodically and processed, taking a majorburden off of the central machine. This approach also has the advantage of reducing theimpact of mainframe downtime, which always occurs during the time of heaviest processing
loads. Thesystems to which distributed processing is applied must be selected carefully, with
consideration being given to the nature of the data being .processed remotely and thecapability of the machine doing the remote processing. But this technique can effectively free
the central computer of a portion of it's processing load, permitting it's use in tasks thatcannot be so easily distributed.

Stand-alone Systems

There are many applications in the institution that require little or no data from central data
bases, and need not interact with any other systems. Consideration should be given to using
mini- or micro-computers in a stand-alone fashion to address these needs. This is not to saythat the user should be giverfa machine and a box of floppy diskettes and be left to design asystem. These are still application systems for which the Computer Services shop isresponsible, and as such are subject ' to all of the standards for analysis, programming,
documentation and training that would be used for any other system development project. It
may, in fact, be necessary to develop special standards for systems developed on these smaller
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machines, due t& the nature of the general purpose software used in the applications.
Whatever the nature of the standards, however, they should prepare the User to operate the
system to the same level that a person using a mainframe system would be,prepared.

Allowing the user to have their own small computer has the added advantage of easy acceSS to
package.software for word processing and data analysis that is not readily available on most
mainframes., With appropriate software and/or hardware, these small machines can also
function as terminals to the central computer when necessary, resulting in increased access to
central data bases for authorized personnel, and the possibility of low volume distributed
processing. This could be especially helpful in the offices of upper level management, where
summary information, from central data bases could be analyzed quickly in support of
institutional decision making.

- Office Automation

The "Office of the Future" can be purchased from any one of a number of vendors and be on
the receiving dock within a week. These systems can do almost anything you want them to do,
as well as a few things you wish they wouldn't. What they do best is word processing. Word
processing is like air conditioning - it is hard to imagine how anything ever got accomplished
before it was invented. It can be helpful to any office that has to correspond with the inside
or "outside world (yes, even for Computer Services), but it is especially helpful to those offices
that do a great deal of revisions to documents (e.g., user manual maintenance) or send out a
large number of standardized letters (e.g., admissions). Office automation systems are often
capable of communicating with the host computer, permitting the access to data such as
student" addresses This eliminates the need to print labels that are later affixed to envelopes;
the word processor can type the envelopes when it types the letters, saving a step in the
process. Office systems usually have an electronic mail capability, making the production of a
paper document in multiple copies optional. The document can be sent to the appropriate
electronic mail boxes, read, answered, and electronically filed or discarded without ever being
printed to paper. This capability can reduce the amount of "telephone tag" that occurs in any
institution by allowing the sending of messages that would be too lengthly to leave with the
best receptionist. Some of these syS-tems even have the the capability to keep calendars
electronically. This, of course, results in the undesirable capability to poll calendars when
setting up meetings to see when everyone is available. Managers are thereby forced to enter
their golf games on the computer, which could lead to'all sorts of unacceptable results.

It should be noted that, while free standing word processors arecomparatively inexpensive and
can be purchased without a great deal of planning, the installation of an office automation
system is a significant and expensive undertaking, and must be well thought out before a
commitment is made. Networks require cabling, which tends to be a labor-intensive task. It

also means a great deal of disruption in the workplace. But the cabling will not be nearly as
disruptive as will the manager whose office is not included in the office automation network.
This means that a thorough study of institutional needs, system capabilities, and expanion
possibilities must be undertaken before any system is purchased. Most vendors will be more
than happy to assist in the planntrig effort, but the results of such a study tend to be
predictable. It is usually advisable to do the study yourself or get help from someone who has
no vested interest in the outcome.

The systems that the Computer Services shop designed and installed in the past were not
particularly flexible. They were built to address a specific need, but when the users requirements
changed, it was a major undertaking to modify the system to meet the new needs. As more
systems have been put into production, the number of personnel necessary to maintain them has

also increased to the point that a large majority of the programming resources of the typical
Computer Services shop now goes to maintenance. One way to meet the users demands for new

1 6,
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development is to hire more staff to do the work. If the users are willing to wait for this to
happen, however, they don't ,need their systems very badly. Given that additional personnel will
probably not be available before the second Ice Age, the Computer Services director must look at
ways to improve the productivity of the people currently on the staff. This can be done by making
systems easier to develop and easier to maintain. There are several advances in software that can
help.

.Data Base Management System

Data base systems have been evolving since the mid 1960's. Over the years a number of
packages have been developed based on three basic models. But they have all been
attempting to solve the same problems. First, data base systems reduce the need for data
redundancy, resulting in moi-e consistency in the analyses performed and greater
confidence in the data by the user, from accountants to auditors to chancellors. Second,
they reduce the amount of time needed for system development, since most file
management tasks are handled by the data base software. Third, additional data elements
can be added to a data base with minimal impact on existing programs. This permits the
expansion of an application system without a major conversion effort. Fourth, it is often
possible to join one or more data bases together using common data elements, resulting in
almostunlimited flexibility in terms of data access.

Data base management systems come in all categories, from generic (suitable for everyday
use) to "integrated families" of software. These megasystems' usually contain a data
dictionary, query facility, communications software, and an application development
system, among other things. Data base systems are also available to run on almost any
hardware, from micro's to mainframes.

Application Development Systems

In an attempt to reduce the time needed for developing a system (and to make a little
money as well), a number of companies have designed application development aids that
are meant to increase programmer productivity by reducing the work required to get a
program into production. t of these systems deal primarily with on-line application
development, and address the cumbersome proceSses involved in dealing with the
teleprocessing monitor. With the increased emphasfs-on timeliness and accessability of
data, more and more on-line applications will be required from users, and anything that will
help in this effort should be considered. While application development systems don't fall
into the same category as Dr. Casey's Snake Oil, the Computer Services director must
exercise some caution when listening to the fast pitch. Vendors make a big point of how
their interaotive screen design capabilities perrnit the programmer/analyst and the user to
sit down and design a system together. It should be noted that "Screen Design Does Not a
System Make", and the productivity aid has not yet been develope4 that can eliminate the
need for good front-end analysis. Also, consideration must be given to what modifications
will be required to existing documentation standards when the programming is done in
something other than the shop standard language. While it is necessary to keep an open
mind in terms of taking advantage of new ways of doing things, it is not necessary to
compromise one phase of the process for improvements in another.

- Query Facilities

Timeliness and accessability - there are those words again. Users are insisting on having
data at their fingertips when they need it and in a form that they can use it.
Unfortunately, they cannot predict exactly what data will' be needed and the format in
which it will be needed for the next ten years. There will be times when the users wish to
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access their data -files without submittMg a programming request and waiting for six
months for a system to. be developed. Some .clever vendors out there have developed
systems to permit this kind of rapid access, presenting the data in a plain brown format.
Some systems permit the reques-ts to be made interactively; in others, they must be run in
batch. Computer Services must be cautious here as well, making sure that data is secure
and that users don't develop a myriad of systems in the query language that take inordinate
amourn of processing time at Month end. But while the purpose of the query facility must
be made clear, the capability for the users to access data quickly is helpful both to them
and to Computer Services, since it reduces the number of requests that are in the
programming backlog.

Security Systems

With all of this access to data, the chances for abuse are greatly increased. The Computer
Services shop, as the keeper of the university data, is responsible for its security. There
are a yariety of systems available to assist in this task as well. Most security systems
utilize name and password protection at various levels. While some protect only to the file
level, others provide security at the screen level, the transaction level, the data eiement
level, and, occasionally, the value-of-the-data-element level. It should be noted that
security systems are often integrated with data base management systems or application
development software, making their implementation dependent on the purchase of the
entire package. "Plug compatible" software, for the most part, is not yet a reality.

peraiions Support

As the Computer Services shop grows and the programmer with cards in his hip pocket is
replaced by an operations group, a customer support group, and a system development and
maintenace group, the number of systems in production increases dramatically. While
many have on-line capabilities, most (including the interactive systems) still require batch
updating and/or batch reporting. Timeliness. of data dictates that-the systems be updated
more frequently than ever before, resulting in a significant workload for operations. In

order to get the work done and the data into the ,hands of the users, some
production/operations support , software should be considered. Production scheduling
systems are available that will accept run sequences and will release a job when the
previous one has executed satisfactorily. This reduces the amount of operator intervention
required, theriby reducing the time lost when the system is idle waiting for the operator to
finish removing and bursting the output from the back of the printer. These systems also
provide status reports of which jobs finished suCcessfully, which did not, and which are still
waiting to be run.

Tape management systems can be extremely useful in reducing the time currently spent
specifying volume serial numbers. The job control language need only specify a fixed data
set name, and the system assigns tapes from a scratch pool, records the tape numbers, and
determines the generation number. If a tape file goes to multiple volumes, the system will
remember it. In addition, with a retention period specified, the system will return tapes to
the scratch pool when they, are the proper number of generations old.

Change management systems provide .operations with an orderly approach to problem
control. Such systems are usually associated' with a "help desk" facility of some sort.
When a terminal or some hardware component fails, the problem and the person assigned to
handle it can be recorded in the system. Any subsequent action can also be recorded,
making the status of the problem instantly aailable to the user who calls to inquire. These
systems can be used to control software changes as well, including both corrections of
program problems and system enhancements.
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While these tools can make the operations seclion rup more efficiently, they must beapproached with the same caution used in evaluating any product. Operations support
software tends tb require a large front-end conversion effort. If done improperly, or if the

, software is not fully understood before installation, the works can become terminallygummed up. If used properly, however, they can peovide significant increasesdn
productivity.

Stalking the Elusive Management Commitment
tThere seems to be a Catch-22 here. Computer Services cannot take advantage of these

productivity aids to increase their level of service without increased resources. This means thatthe managers who allocate the institution's resPurces must be commitied to an improvedinformation system. At the same time, top level management is reluctant to allocate funds to
Computer, Services when the only "services" of which they are aware are computer breakdowns
during registration and incorrect payroll deductions. The key to breaking this stalemate is tostart small and work up. A concept widely discussed in recent years is that of Information
Resource Management, or treating information as an asset of the institution, giving it the same
priority as physical plant, personnel, or investment funds. This is our goal. To make it topmanagement's goal, we must demonstrate that they can get the same or a better return on aninvestment in computing as they get from an investment in more people or more buildings. When
top management funds a project to develop a new system, Computer Services must work withthem :to set goals and objectives, keep them informed about project 'Progress, produce a useablesystem, and demonstrate improved results in the department for which the system was developed.When top management asks Computer Services for data, it should be supplied to them with aminimum of hassle in the form that they need it. If Computer Services wants more software, therequest should be well thought out, with justifications and expected results, along with
alternatives for solving the problem in other ways and their associated costs. If the softwarepurchase is approved, Computer Services should document the resulting improveMents in
productivity as backup to the rave reviews that will be coming in from the users.

Initially, the steps taken to gain management commitment should be the high visibility, highreturn type of activities (e.g., improving on-line access to existing data files). As confidence inthe capabilities of Computer Services increases, and possibilities for further improvementsbecome more clear, top management will be more willing to allocate resources to improvementsto the foundation of the shop, in areas such as computer hardware and personnel. With this levelof management commitment, and with a service orientation toward system users, 'Computer
Services' will never again be used as an example of an oxymoron, a contradiction in terms.
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Tallahassee, Florida

In a bold attempt to reduce the data burden on educators, provide timely admin-
istrative information to decision makers and provide sufficient academic comput-
ing at a reasonable cost, the Florida Information Resource Network (FIRN) blends
the two,dominant communications technologies with the service needs of the entire
Florida educational system. FIRN augments an existing IBM SNA network in the'
State University Systerdwith an CCITT1C.25 facility, along with the capability
for users to easily transend from one domain to the other. The combination is
intended to service a very high percentage of the terminal types and processors
that exist in the State education system.

While this program is significant from the standpoint of technology, it's pont-,
ical implications are likewise noteworthy. After seven years of jousting,
Florida's State University System and Public K-12 Schools merged their network-
ing needs and talents for a unified legislative appropriation request. Funding
of this project has produced a somewhat unique management structure, crossing
once taboo lines of educational autonomy.

The FIRN pilot project, starting in January 1983, will be a one-year test to
insure that all of the technical requirements of this data communications por-
tion can indeed be met.

The Florida Information Resource Network document to be-submitted for this pre-
sentation is a public record document to which I was a major, but not sole,
contributor. Many knowledgeable people in the state of Florida also contribu-
ted to the final document which is now, covered by Florida Statute 119.

7,i
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Mill FIRN's Grow.In.Florida? - October 1982

by

Glenn W. Mayne

The State University System of Florida (SUS) computer network has exper-
ienced a broad and comprehensive evolution over the past eight years. Starting

in 1974 as a single phone circuit to allow Board of Regents staff (BOR) access
to computing capaCity at the Gainesville data center, the network has blossomed
into a maze of circuits, modems, multiplexers and terminals that stretches from
Pensacola to Miami and from Jacksonville to Ft. Myers. The network now offers
batch job access to all five SUS computing centers from any job entry station
in the system along with multi-center interactive terminal access from eight
universities for administrative, instruction and research processing.

Growth of this facility has been piecemeal, based on individual prot:essing
needs and has always been implemented in the most cost-effective fashion at the
time. The result is a configuration that does not offer the reliability needed
nor is it possible to quickly and effectively maintain the network when break-

downs occur.

The SUS computer network user community has experienced the benefits of
the existing network and continues to ask for more sergices. What is needed is
an improved communications facility that is separate from the computing centers
and will support the three main types of terminals used in the SUS as well as
a wide variety of computer types. Such a facility must feature high reliability
and ease of maintenance. It,must also .feature a'Technical Control Facility that
will set and enforce network standards, be responsible for daily operations and
act as a focal point for maintenance throughout the entire network.

With recent legislative interest in the development of an educational
computer network, the slow but steady growth An the number of non-university
educational users gaining access to the network, and the emerging emphasis on
providing automated reporting capabilities to school districts and community '

colleges, it is clear that a morg reliable, maintainable and cost\effective way
for handling data communications must be implemented. It is the general feeling
that the SUS Computer Network logically should serve as the foundation upon
which an improved educational network facility is built.

During the Fall of 1980, the BOR MI office established a network technical
committee comprised of the associate dir ctors of each regicnal data center,
and charged it with the identification of the next step to be taken by the net-

work. This group reviewed the history of the existing facilfty, its current
limitations, current positive factors and anticipated needs for the future. -It
was quickly determined that the IBM System Network Architecture (SNA) portion of

the facility should be retained and enhanced. How to do this and add the features
that SNA lacked or did not perform well was the issue at hand. In addition,

this group felt strongly that the end product must be capable of evolving into a
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statewide facility for all Florida educational entities and, possibly for all
state government agencies. Thus, representatives from the Department of
Education and Department of General Services ws,re asked to join in the deli-
berations and proceedings.

After several visits by this committee to vendor communications develop-
ment sites, it was determined that a formal Request for Information (RFI)
document, to be released to the vendor community, would be of great benefit
in telling what the state-of-the-art in communications could offer. The RF1
was developed so that it contained all of the functions and features that are
sought by the Florida educational system. After considerable effort, this
document was finalized in late December, 1980, and issued to sixteen computer
and communications vendors.

-

In March, 1981, the committee received eight formal responses tc5 this
document, and found that four were very complete. Each of these four were
asked for an oral presentation on how they would configure and install a pilot
project between Miami, Gainesville, and Tallahassee. This pilot would be on a
one-year lease and would be used to test out all desired features and functions.
At the end of the one-year term, the SUS would have the option of purchasing
and expanding this solution or start seeking other alternatives. In any event,
the capabilities of the solution would be a known factor before fully committing
to a long term, expensive investment.

During two days of intensive evaluation, the committee found that only two
solutions were acceptable. While there were still numerous questions on the
solutions presented, it was obvious that:

1) At least two vendors could provide the functions
features and interfaces necessary for the next
step in the SUS network.

2) Both viable solutions use the international
standard packet switching protocol X.25.

3) Access to public data networks was possible and
could be of great benefit.

4) Such a solution could be the foundation for an
educational network in Florida and could possibly
be expanded to serve a/1 of Florida government.

An attempt was made to secure funding for the pilot during the 1981
legislative session', however, it started too late and was not successful.
During these attempts to secure funding, however, the committee learned that
the Legislature was asking the School District Comprehensive Council on MIS
(SDCCMIS-featuring representation from each of Florida's 67 public school
districts) to develop a plan for information gathering and reporting. With
the ambitious goal of having an interactive terminal in every Florida school,
this concept became known as the Florida Information Resource Network' (FIRN -
aah, it finally has an appropriate acronym!)

1 7
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rIRN obviously has a challenging data communications requirement that is

very similar to that of the university system. This, however, is the trivial

portion of the effort! Needs for applications software in the districts and

at host repository centers, along with the need for a rigid data administration

function are monumental, for FIRN deals not only with a statewide network, but

with data collection software, sharing of operational software, summary report-

ing data bases, ad hoc queries to all districts from the State level, forms and

data element control and management considerations that transcend all of

Florida's public education entities; Why such an ambitious undertaking?

A very simple question with a rather simple answer - Florida, like most states,

funds its educational system based on the number of students it serves. Thus,

timely and accurate information on the student population, what it is doing and

how it is supported, available in an understandable format by state decision

makers, is the motivating force behind FIRN. There are, of course, numerous

other benefits that come from such a facility - more efficient use of communica-

tions circuits (currently telephone lines), availability of instructional

computing by more Students, and reduction of paperwork demands on teachers are

a few noteworthy areas.

Recognizing the similar data communications needs of the public schools and

universities, the legislative staff suggests that perhaps the SUS network solu-

tion might be applicable to the FIRN Perhaps the SDCCMIS and SUS should work

together on a joint solution, at least in the data communications area. It was

felt that such an approach would be favorably received by the Legislature.

Asking two or more legal entities in the Department of Education (DOE) to

work together is done quite often, but with rather limited success. Regardless

of the logic associated with the given assignment, autonomy, turfdom and who is

in control usually surface as the major issues. Over the years, DOE-wide

computing efforts have certainly experienced their share of inter-divisional

jousting! Thus, this noble and logical suggestion was not given much of a

chance, based on past history.

From the outset, this joint venture was different. Sharing only the data

communications portion of the problem reduced a lot of the "who is in control"

issues and the numerous advantages of having a state-of-the-art communications

facility quickly established a non-conflicting common objective with mutual

-benefits to all concerned. Throughout the summer and fall of 1981, each side

worked to gain the confidence and respect of the other. The result was a team

effort with enthusiasm rarely seen in the public sector. FIRN was steadily

taking shape, as the SDCCMIS and SUS participants molded thoughts into reality.

The plan included data communications, data administration, information pro-

cessing and a governance structure across the DOE divisions.

The FIRN plan (also known as 'the green book') was submitted on time to fhe

Legislature in January, 1982. While data communications represents only one-

third Of the plan, a network pilot project (as previously defined in the SUS

effort) is the first step toward full implementation of the plan. This project

would feature cwo major network technologies (IBM's SNA and the CCITT X.25

recommen0.--Lion) blended together to sezie the wide variety of terminals and

processors in the Florida educational system. Equipment installed in Miami,

Gainesville and Tallahassee would be tested for one year, to determine if all

functions can really be achieved. Existing.terminals at UF, IFAS, FIU, BOR,
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Putman and Broward Schools plus new equipment in Gadsden and Dade Schools
(to include IBM 3270 type, ASCII start-stop devices, JES2/NJE remote job
entry workstations and X.25 compatible equipment), will be used to perform
this test. B.ased on the success of this data communications pilot,,the much
more complex job of applicatiOns implementation and data reporting will be
incorporated into this facility.

During the 1982 Legislative session, FIRN surviveC the test of time and
politics. The project received an appropriation that will provide for the
network pilot project and start identifying and developing aPplicationS
during FY82/83. Legislative acceptance of the FIRN plan and the pilot
appropriation was based on several factors: They, themselves, felt the needfor stch a facility. The report was clear, concise and accurate. &solution
for communications was available in off-the-shelf form. .Alr of these are
Nialid points, however, it must be noted that the shock effect of having
results from two DOE divisions working together was certainly a major influence .

on the final decisions to support the plan!.

Will FIRN fully come to pass? Only time will tell. At this point, speci-
fications for the pilot have been prepared, a bid has been.let, and the DOE has
made an award to Tymnet, Inc. 'Installation of the pilot communications equipment
is currently set for January, 1983._ Public school student registration data
transfer to Tallahassee is set for March, 1983. University production data
traffic is scheduled for cut-over in April, 1983. The project continues to remain
on schedule, which is in itself a significant accomplisfiment! By the end of
calendar 1983, we should have a sound answer to the question, 'Will FIRWs growin Florida?"

Glenn Mayne is Associate Director of the Board of Regents office
vf Management Information Systems and serves as Coordinator of the
State University System Computer Network.

1 70
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USE OF ASCII TERMINALS WITH A

PROTOCOL CONVERTING CONTROLLER

by

W. H. Branch

Universivy of Central Florida

December, 1982
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This is a case study concerning the im-lementation of a REMEX translator

(protocol converting controller) to utilize ASCII terminals as IBM 3270 equivalent

terminals.

HISTORY

The University of Central Florida, with a student population of 14,000

students, has made an effort in the last year to increase on-line activity. In

ehe fall of 1981, the Department of Computer Services received a number of requests

for new on-line terminals from several administrative departments. At the sAme

time, Computer,Services was utilizing ASCII terminals (ADM3A and Televideo 920)

as interactive terminals to a Harris 550 computer and ITT Courier terminals to an
,

AMDAHL V6 at the Northwest Regional Data Center (NWOC) for development/maintenance

work. Most of our programmers/analysts commonly switched back and forth from the

two types of terminals in performing their duties. Further, a number of ASCII

terminals (ADM3A) had been assigned to key personnel for home use during off-duty

hours. This allowed them to locally dial into our Harris computer facilities and

save travel time to the University. Since the NWRDC was located in Tallahassee,

it had nol been economically feasible to set up dial-up facilities for work there.

In light of these circumstances and the fact that UCF was also utilizing a MICOM

port selector (allows port concentration) for general campus use, it was obyious

-that a protocol converting controller (PCC). would:

1. Allow better utilization of existing ASCII terminals.

2. Provide local dial-up facilities to the NWRDC computer.

3. Release the ITT Courier terminals for administrative departmental use.

"NI

180
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PROTOCOL CONVERTING CONTROLLER

For those of you not familiar with a PCC, it is a device which allows

asynchronous ASCII terminals to communicate with' an IBM or equivalent computer

as 3277 or 3278 terminals. This allows access by ASCII terminals to all appli-

cation software (full screen edits, etc) which normally requires a 3270 type

terminal. The ASCII terminals may be directly connected to the PCC o,, by use of

asynchronous modems, the ASCII terminals may dial-in.

IMPLEMENTATION

At the time UCF was investigating a PCC, only two vendors responded to iriquiries.

Both RENEX Corporation and 6rterfone Communications Corporation provided on-site

demonstrations that convinced us that indded a PCC would be beneficial to our

operation. Further, we felt the added keyboard activity (see Appendixes A, B, & C)

required on the ASCII terminals could be handled by our programmers/analysts.

There were doubts about placing this additional burden on administrative users.

However, using the dial-up facility for infrequent on-line inquiry di- placing

isolated terminals in remote locations would certainly be economically justifiable

when compared to synchronous terminal implementation for administrative users,

Keyboard awkwardness has been overcome by several vendors now offering ASCII

terminals with 3278 equivalent keyboards (notably Beehive Corporation's DM78 and

RENEX 378). Configurations of equipment before,and after implementation of the

RENEX Translator is illustrated in Appendix D.
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COST EFFECTIVE

Appendix D illustrates the hardware configuration UCF operated prior to

acquiring the RENEX translators and after .implementation. You may note that a

second RENEX unit was added and terminals requiring only NWRDC support have been

placed in administrative departments utilizing Beehive DM5A terminals with Okidata

Model 82A dot matrix printers attached. We have also utilized EPSON MX80 dot matrix

printers with the Televideo 920 terminals within Computer Services. Cost factors
-

are illustrated in Appendix E. As you can see the hardware was cost-effective.

Although maintenance prices 'are not illustrated, cost savings are evident there,

also (depending on location). The equipment we have utilized has been very reliable.

BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS
.

Benefits experienced by use of the RENEX'translator are illustrated in Appendix

F. Cost savings and dial-up capability are the major benefits experienced. I might

add that programmers/analysts, if given a choice, would stitl prefer synchronous

terminals.

Major problems experienced are illustrated in Appendix G. The greatest

Problem by far has been maintaining a mixture of ASCII terminals. In other words,

the staff stuck with the lesser expensive terminals (i.e.,'ADM3A) requiring more

keyboard activity versus the. Televideo or Beehive are always grumbling for a

better terminal. Standardization of terminal equipment would improve the work

environment.
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ARVANCES

Appendix H illustrates some advances in PCC equipment since UCF first

implemented their RENEX translator. PCC's are available that will support

multiple hosts with restrlction options for terminal port usage. Almost any ASCII

termilal now available on the market place can be suipported by a PCC. I=Cersonal

and desk top computers can now be interfaced to a PCC for added capability. IBM's

personal computer and displaywriters can now emulate the IBM 3101 which can access

most PCC's. As an experiment, UCF Utilized an option of a Commodore 8032 personal

computer to eMulate a Televideo 920 terminal to effectively utilize it as a 3270

terminal with our RENEX translator. We are not productively utilizing this

capability, but I'm su-e more development in the personal computer arena and local

networks will,further enhance the use of PCC's. Appendix 1 illustrates the

CC76 PCC available frcm Beehive International which, includes TOPPER which is a

standalone personal computer.

SUMMARY

Implementation of PCC's have been useful to UCF, allowing programmers/analysts

to easily switch activity from one computer system to another, establish a VTAM

dial-up capability and support VTAM on-line applications in remote department

locations inexpensively.

18,
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192S. APPEND I X A

ADM3A

FUNCTION KEY (OR SEQUENCE)

CLEAR CONTROL C
DELETE CHARACTER CONTROL D
ENTER RETURN
TAB CONTROL I

BACK TAB CONTROL U
RESET CONTROL R
HOME HOME

-ERASE INPUT ESC

ERASE END OF FIELD ESC "

INSERT MODE ESC #

PF1 ESC, 1

PF2- ESC 2

PF3 ESC 3

PF4 ESC 4

PF5 ESC 5

PF6 ESC 6

PF7 ESC 7

PF8 ESC 8

PF9 ESC 9
PF10 ESC 0

PF11 'ESC :

pr12 ESC -

IDENT ESC ? nn*

COPY ESC @

PAl ESC [

PA2 ESC )

PA3 ESC

TEST REQUEST ESC )

DUP ESC

FM ESC

NEW LINE CONTROL N
CURSOR LEFT CONTROL H
CURSOR DOWN CONTROL J
CURSOR UP CONTROL K
CURSOR RIGHT CONTROL L
CURSOR SELECT (Light Pen) CONTROL T
Screen Refresh CONTROL V

Status Display CONTROL A

*nn = 2 decimal digits (01,through 08)
device.

which defines the target

The chaiactgr options should be set for
parity inhibited and one stop bit.

8 data bits, kit 8 equal to

B-4

1.8:)
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APPENDIX B

SPECIAL VERSION FOR UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

TELEVIDEO 912, 920 (B&C); 950

FUNCTION KEY tOR SEqUENCF)

CLEAR
DELETE CHARACTER
ENTER
TAB
BACK TAB
RESET
HOME
ERASE INPUT
ERASE END OF FIELD
INSERT MODE
PF1
PF2
PF3
PF4
PF5
146
PF7
PF8
PF9
PF10
PF11
PF12

7

CLEAR SPACE
CHAR DELETE (on 920/950) or 1.4C W
RETURN
TAB
BACK TAB
CONTROL R
HOMR
ESC t
ESC "
CHAR INSERT (on 920/950) or ESC Q
Fl
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9,
F10
Fll
ESC -

193

IDENT ESC ? nn*
COPY ESC @
PA1 ESC f

PA2 ESC f

PA3 ESC "
TEST REQUEST ESC
DUP ESC f

FM ESC
NEW LINE NEW LINE (on 912B/920B) or CONTROL
CURSOR LEFT LEFT ARROW or BACK SPACE (on 912C/920C/90)
CURSOR DOWN----A . DOWN ARROW or LINE FEED
CURSOR UP UP ARROW
CURSOR RIGHT RIGHT ARROW
CURSOR SELECT (Light Pen) CONTROL T
Screen Refresh CONTROL B
Status Display CONTROL C

*nn 2 decimal digits (01 through 08) which defines the target device.

Option switches should be set as follows:
UDIMUUDUXX (S2 on 912/920);
XXXXUUXXXX (51 on 950), UXUDUXDUXX (S2 on 950)
U Up
D pown
X Don't care

B723
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APPENDIX C

BEEHIVE DM5A

FUNCTION KEY (OR SEQUENCE)

CLEAR CLEAR
DELETE CHARACTER DELETE CHAR
ENTER RETURN
TAB TAB
BACK TAB BACK TAB
RESET RESET

HOME HOME
ERASE INPUT CLEAR EOP
ERASE END OF FIELD CLEAR EOL
INSERT MODE INSERT CHAR
PF1 .11F1

PF2 PF2

PF3 PF3

PF4 PF4

PF5 PF5
PF6 PF6
PF/ S. PF7

PF8 PF8
PF9
PFIO PFIO
PF11 PF11

PF12 PF12
IDENT PF16 nn*

T c#3 T3 COPY PACE SEND
PA1 PF13

PA2 PF14
PA3 PF15
TEST REQUEST AUX SEND
DUP ALT D
FM AUX ON
NEW LINE ALT J
CURSOR LEFT LEFT ARROW
CURSOR DOWN DOWN ARROW
CURSOR UP UP ARROW
CURSOR RIGHT 'ttr RICHT ARROW
CURSOR SELECT (Light Pen) ALT T
Screen Refresh ALT V
Status Display ALT A

r ss pi LOCAL

vI

*nn 2 decimal digits (01 through 08) which defines the target device.

The terminal should be in character mode, full duplex, and set for 7
bits plus a mark (always 1) parity bit data and one stop.bit.

The internal switch which sets all single key ESC sequences to be
local/transmitted should be in the off position.
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APPENDIX D

BEFORE RENEX IMPLEMENTATION

NWRDC

JES

H500

MICOM PORT SELECTOR

111111 11111
ADM3A D D D
Televideo
Terminals

OTHER
Sus

s

MICOM

VTAM

AFTER RENEX IMPLEMENTATION

NWRDC'

CC BLDG.'

COURIER
2710

CONTROLLER

HIM
(8) Courier

2700 Terminals

JES

H500

CC

RENEX

CC

RENEX

-1-1-1-17 (8)

PORT SELECTOR

111[111111111111 111 III
A15143A D D D Computer
Televideo 920 Science
Beehive DM5A

NWRDC - Northwest Regional Data Center
SUS - State University System

- 2710 Controller was upgraded to
handle up to 32 ports

Health
Clinic
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ADMN
BLDG

Physical

Plant

*COURIER
2711

CONTROLLER
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APPENDIX E

Equipment Purchased Equipment Relocated

Renex PCC $ 7,800

'(6) ASCII Terminals $ 3,780

(1) Epson MX80 Printer $ 750

$12,330

ITT 2710 COntroller $ 2,850

(8) ITT 2700 Terminals $14,800

Net Saving +$5,320

Estimated Current Equipment Prices

ADK3A $ 525

Televideo 920 $ 675

Televideo 950 $ 650

Beehive DM5A $1,045

Beehive DM78 $1,250

Okidata 82 Printer $ 480

Epson MX80 Printer $ 750 (41

$17,650

IBM 3278 $3,050

IBM 3271 $4,735

IBM 3276 $6,300

ITT Courier 2700-3 $1,850

ITT Courier 2710 $2,850

Renex - 8 port $ 6,950

Renex - 16 port $10,950

Renex - 24 port $14,950

Beehive CC76 - 8 port $ 5,625

Datastream T7CM 8 port $ 9,700

Datastream T7CM 16 port $15,950



iPPENDIX F

BENEFITS EXPERIENCED

1. Allowed more effective use of existing ASCII termtnals.

2. Via the MICOM Port Selector, obtained more effective
use of existing VTAM ports. A population of 16 ASCII
terminals are now using 8 VTAM ports.

3. Hardcopy printers are now available to programmer/analyst
for screen development and documentation.

4. Through.the dial-up facilities, branch campuses via FX
lines to the main campus can inexpensively access on-line
information. Ptogrammers/analysts may also dial-in from
their homes for full screen VTAM support.

5. Cost effective for hardware acquisition and maintenance
costs.

19,1
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APPENDIX

PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED

1. Adjustment period required for programmer/analyst to
get use to keyboard operation.

2. Maintaining different ASCII terminals and synchronous
terminals creates programmer/analyst and user cross
reference problems.

3. Qualified teChnical support staff needed to ease
installation problems (i.e. proper terminal strapping

4. Dropped phone connections, creates security risk.
Appropriate host system software fix is not readily

implemented..

1 90
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ADVANCES

Multiple Hosts Multiple Protocols

Protocol Converting

Controller

BSC/SNA, Burroughs

1 Imo

Personal
Computers

PR

Various
Printers
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To ""
torminals -"-

and CCTV,
RS232C

3
7
0
5

IIIM Host
SSC or SNA

Using bulttIn
modem eliminator .10

ISM or equivalent multi-point
communication lin.

CC76
NETWORK
EXAMPLES

327
Centred UnIt/DIsplay Station

III CONNECTIONS ILLUSTRATED
1 Direct-connected CCM* using buitt-in modem eliminator
2 Remotely-connected 3276
3 Remotely-connected CC780(squivalent to I2 above)
4 TOPPER* Of DM780 locally attached to CCM* with RS232

printer attacbed to auxiliary port
Printer occupies a dedicated port on CCM*
Diai-up connection of TOPPER* Of DM78* to CC-760; printer
occupies auxiliary port

COMMUNICATING MODES
IBM BSC. IBM SNNSOLC
ASCII Asynchronous

COMMUNICATING PORTS
One Bonchronous Host port
Eight Asynchronous Remote

SIZE
4-11x 16.75" W 20.5-

Ports

CCTV° SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT

12.4 lbs.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
117VAC Of 240VAC, 100 W

SALO RATES
Synchronous: 96:0, 4100, 2400, 1200
Asynchronous: 9000, 4800, 2400,

1203, 003, 300, or 150

BEEHIVE DISPLAY

TERMINALS SUPPORTED

TOPPER* Personal Computer
DM78* CRT Terminal (IBM 3278 Emulator)
OM3100 CRT Terminal (IBM 3101 Emulator)
0M50 Low-cost ASCII terminal
Each port works with multiple terminal types

EEHIVE SALES OFFICES

ASCII PrIntor
TOPPER*

D147110

FIELD SELECTABLE OPTIONS
Printer Support
Disconnect Auto. Timeout. and Inform
Keyboard Lock Inform
Terminal/Printer Type Support
Pwity, Slop Sits, and Baud Rates
OTE/OCE Interfaces for each port
Flexible Modem Support
Sell-Test and Monitor Modes

California, Co;ta Mesa (714) 540-8404 Illinois, Arlington Heights (312) 593-1585 Now Ten% New York (212) 922-1275
California, Sunnyvale (408) 738-1580 Massachusotts, Woburn .... (617) 933-0202 Maas, Dallas (214) 239-3330
Florid., Altamonte Springs .... (305) 7869000 Missouri, Independence (Ill) 3584402 Washington, D.C. (703) 356-5133

BEEHIVE
Mowed. Wow PnsoudmV .

si
%sumer I NTE R NATI 0 NAL al CE300) 453.-9454

4010 Armee Earhere Oriw gravamen sae Lies MIA Utah 114125 Phone MOO 31545410Q0 TWX EXCH11125131271
_

1. 9
MOWED le WI A.
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The Fourth Generation of University Administrative Data Processing

THE BRANDEIS SOLUTION

Charlotte Davis McGhee, Director, Management Information Systems

Background

Brandeis University is now completing the implementation
of a new information system using a fourth generation language
which promises to change radically its administrative data proces-
sing environment. The University's needs were not unique nor
was the dissatisfaction with the existing systems. Brandeis
administrators were devoting excessive time to problems of gather-
ing information. They were focusing their effort on the complex-
ities of that process rather than on the issues. It had become
increasingly clear that the ability to plan for the future was
severely hampered by the inability to define and control the
present. There was general agreement that administrators, faculty
and students were poorly served. However, we all know that
general agreement that something needs to be:done does not guarantee
that something will happen. This paper has a two-fold mission
- to discuss an exciting new product that-will facilitate the
management of the life cycle of new applications and to describe
in some detail how the decision-making process was managed.

The conscious development by an organization of a new model
for making a qecision does not happen accidentally; there must
be a high level of dissatisfaction with what has gone before
to evoke such a response. By definition it is a'process that
is highly disruptive of traditional power and influence patterns;
in practice it is time-consuming and the cause of great .anxiety.
Brandeis University was responding to an ever growing list of
application needs. It was about to launch a major capital campaign
which was ill-served by a batch system that captured name, address
and gift information in a most rudimentary fashion. The circa-1965
batch accounting system could not support management information
needs and was increasingly deficient in meeting the changing
reporting and control requirements. The data processing department
faced an ever growing backlog of program requests with the conco-
mitant rising dissatisfaction,in the user community. Turnover
in programmers was high as the escalation of salaries in the
for-profit sector lured those with any experience.

Successive generations of programmers coped with 2500 programs
specified by sudcessive generations of administrators written
for one computer and converted to another with almost no documen-
tation by either the requestors or the providers. An ever increas-
ing percentage of the university's resources were being used
to manage the problem leaving less and less to search for the
solution.

It was to have been different. Several years earlier the
University had installed a new computer. That decision bought

1
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time but little else. As the changing environment of higher
education called for new rigor in the management of scarce resour-
ces, it also called for new decision models. The President,
nearing the end of his term of office, resolved to improve the
situation for his successor. In 1981 he established of Office
of Management Information Systems with the mandate that it develop
a comprehensive strategy. This mandate extended into every
aspect of management, for he understood well that the design
of new systems and the development of management capabilities
must proceed concurrently. A Management Policy Committee composed
of the Dean of the Faculty, the Vice-President of Administration,
the Vice-President of Finance and Treasurer, the Budget Director,
and the Dean of the College was formed to guide the effort.

The scene was set. Several critical factors for making
innovative decisions were present: top level commitment, external
pressure, high level of need, widespread dissatisfaction.

The Decision-Making Conceptual Framework

Defining objectives is always less difficult than devising
a strategy of how to get from here to there. No deCision so
agonizes the academy as one concerned with data processing.
Evidence demonstrates that this is true regardless of the size
of the institution, its style of management, public or private,
the stage of development of its data processing, the cast of
characters involved. We have all heard the tales of horror,
there is no need to repeat them here. The process is not only
costly in actual resources spent, but also considor the price
of lost opportunity. The lack of proportion in the resources
expended in these decisions is astonishing. One major university
recently redefined its concept of a liberal arts education and
restructured its content - a venture that involved the entire
academy in negotiations. That assignment was completed within
a shorter time frame than its decision to purchase a new computer.

How to structure the process of decision to give adequate
comfort to the persons responsible while moving them rapidly
to a conclusion became the most difficult part of the assignment.
Personal experience of wrong decisions joined by tales of the
misadventures of others assert _themselves upon otherwise reason
able administrators imposing an overly rigorous structure on
the process of data processing decisions. This structure implies
that there is one best solution and only enough time and effort
and information are wanted to discover it. Of course, successive
decisions that fail to meet expectations are attributed to'a
lack in one of the three components,,which is remedied by more
of the same. We are thus projected into expensive time-consuming
searches that are so concerned with being risk-free that the
best solution would undoubtedly be rejected if in fact it could
be discovered.

We found our model in the early writings of Herbert Simon
who said that administrative man did not seek to maximize but
to "satisfice." Mhrch & Simon, p.261 There are never enough

2



resources nor time to discover and weigh all alternatives.
We have multiple goals and_atTliven time=a-solUtion might
be rational in the pursuit of one of them while at the same
time irrational in -the pursuit_lof another,:- Inany case, we
are not intellectually-Capable Of defining What is perfect infor-
mation, collecting it, and correctly assigning utility to each
alternative. Administrative man-therefore,seeks a satisfactory
solution rather than-the one bestSblutic6,

"An Alternative is satisfactory -if: -(1)there
exists a set of criteria that describes minimally_
satisfactory alternativesf-and .(2) the alternative
in question meets or exceeds all these criteria.
Mbst human decision-making, whether individual
or organizational, is concerned with the discovery
and selection of satisfactory alternativesi.
only in exceptional cases is it concerned with
the discovery and selection of optimal alter-
natives...To optimize requires processes several
orders of magnitude more-complex than those required
to satisfice.- An example is the difference between
searching a haystack to find the sharpest needle
in it and searching the haystack to find a needle
sharp enough to sew with." March & Simon, pp140-1

It may not sound convincing, but it was a major breakthrough
when we were able to agree that we would so, limit our search,
that at each decision point we would stop once we had found
a satisfactory_ alternative,_ The_ model informed each step of
the decision process beginning with the articulation of -the .

four premises.
(1) The first premise_ was the inevitability of imperfect

communication between adMinistrative and data processing personnel.
Administrators must carefully communicate their goals and objec-
tives to data processing professionals in order that thesegoals-__
and objectives be incorporated appropriately into the technical
product.

The administrator is the most important person in the defin-
ing of system needs. Administrators are not uniformly capable
of anticipatiq:v the way in_which they and their functions will
respond-to a new system. Definifton of need changes as much
-as-a reSult of eXperiencing a new system as from imperfect
conceptualization. A good solution would be responsive to this
fact of life.

(2) The second_ premise was that to arrive at a decision
within a reasonable time frame, we would have to deal with the
high level of uncertainty that surrounds data processing decisions.
This uncertainty ip partially caused by the rapidly changing
environment. Such decisions_canOnlyhe judged within the time
frame in which they were made- In addition, since the nature
of the problems which dp decisions are_ called upon to solve
are evolutionary in ,paturef 'the- decisions are made with tWo,
not one, moving targett. There is a very human fear that today's
decision will be obsolete tomorrow. This As utually expressed

3
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by an overly extensive study of "everything" available on the

market. Progress required recognition tha",,, in many cases,

there would be no definitive answers.

(3) Our third-lacemise_lias=that- the new system must include

the top. data-processing deciaions

which focuSed on_theneeds of-operations-managers, the new config-

iaration would add the needs of- top-level management. These
needs-Pdafire significantly different information support struc-

tures. Specifically they require the ability to have access

to data sufficiently integrated and timely to support spontaneous

questions in a world of changing requirements ald objectives.
For a long time the needs of top management had been largely

ignored because the technology to support them was prohibitively

expensive. Gorry and Morton, in writing about this, have noted

that with the advent of large minicomputers and database archi-

tecture, new systems can be built that dynamically involve the

manager's judgment and support him with analysis, models, and

flexible access to relevant information. Gorry and Morton,

p.2 The Management Policy Committee anticipated that this

new agenda 'would create tension between top management and the

persons tn charge-of operations who would view this as intrusion

into their area.
-(4) Our fourth premise was that universities coftd not

hOpe to compete with the private sector for the limited number

of -Competent programmers available. Indeed, even corporate

America seeks ways to extricate itself from the price competition

for this resource. Warren McFarlan of the Harvard Business

School has written, "The scarcity of trained, perceptive analysts

and programmers, coupled with the long training cycles needed

to make them fully effective, has.been the chief factor restrain-

ing CBIS Computer Based Information Systems:data processing
development-in--the-:cOmpanieS- we studied." McFarlan, p.78

James lartsay-s= that If_we assume no increase in'programming
rProduCtivitystimates the industry will need 93.1 times

as- many programmers as now. "There are approximately 300,000

programmers in the United States today. That suggests about

28 million programmers in 10 years' time." Mbrtin, p.2

Non-people solutions were clearly required.
Here you have the four premises that guided our effort: the

inevitability of imperfect communication, the existence of uncer-

tainty due to a rapidly changing environment, the necessity

of including management informatimmeeds with those of operations,

and the scarcity of data processing professionals. Within this

framework_ the Management Policy Committee made the following

decisions:
-to move as quickly-as possible from a batch-oriented data-

processing environment to an on-line databaee environment;
-to provide a query and reporting capability that would

deliver timely responses to spontaneous questions;
-to move access to the information on the system out to

the users (to the extent desired by management and under strict

security controls);



- to eliminate as much as possible .uSer dependence on the
data processing staff;

- to implement as quickly as possible an integrated university-
development -system, an integrated accounting system - begining
with the general ledger and accounts payable in the first gear
- and a new student records system.

A task force for each of the three systems was appointed
and weekly meetings were held to develop ,design specifications.
At the same time, at the suggestion of the President of the
software company Working on the development system, we began
to look'at the tools available to improve productivity, to explore
the world of fourth generation languages.

The Hardware Decision

The preliminary specifications for the Development system
were ready in May, 1981. We had first intended to upgrade our
existing computer but several factors caused u$ to reconsider.
The first addressed transaction-oriented versus program-oriented
software design. The existing computer environment was most
appropriate for iterative,. highly structured procesaes that .

required little user decision oapability in the jagon: tran-'
saction oriented design. Program-oriented designs are more
appropriate for systems we sought where spontaneous questions
are likely to be asked, where the elements of a record have
multiple relationship combinations.

Second, the question of hierarchical versus network or
relational database design was raised. The existing computer
supported only simple relationships between records; it tasically
employed a hierarchical structure which means that there are
parent-child-grandchild relationships established and .there
is only one way into the data. This makes it much harder to
describe complek relationships that may have multiple hierarchies.
A network or relational data base structure imposes no such
limit. It makes it possible to get into the database at any
of several points. This is especially important in the develop-
ment system Where name, geographical loCation, class,' industrial
affiliation, etc. are ,equally important ways of accessing.a
record.

Third, MIS noted the old system's complicated inquiry soft-
ware which was unsuited for general users, very powerful but
cothplicated. It was not dedgned for time sharing since every
user required a full copy or the program, a problem that could
only be overcome by, writing a new inquiry program.

Fourth, the lack of data compression capability was noted.
By nature a development system has a wide variation in the amount
of information to be stored oh each record. Without data compres-
sion such a'system is very costly.

Finally, an extensive search of other'college and university
systems revealed few had a'similar hardware installation. Those
university software systems that had been develOped for its
use were batch rather than on-line. Vendors of software packages

5
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were .either uninterested in modifying their packages for that
computer cr quoted very high prices because of the lack of a

market .for 'further sales. It became apparent that we would be
on our own in a number of ways. Software costs would be greater
because few universities have installed this cOmputer. Similarly,
costs of professional people and consultants would be higher.,

,

The Management Policy Committee was sufficiently impressed
with the questions to ask for information on hardware alternatives.
Several technical consultants were brought to the campus for

discussions of the various issues. Some of their comments were
especially compelling. The existing cOmputer environment had
all of the complexities of the mainframewithout the power of
the newer designs; that is, a complex operating environment
without much reward. 'The newer designs provided many more func-
tions in the system software, some of which were crucial in

the systems Brandeis needed. One consultant likened pioneering
with the existing computer to going to the North Pole there

are not many with you. He likened pioneering with the newer
computers to the Westward Movement: you are part of the wave

of the filture.* We spent several months examining different
equipment. We began with an analysis of the requirements of

the Development system with the need for,a system capable of
handling 200,000 records and a database of 400 megabytes of

data. Added to that were the requirements of the accounting
system and the student records system, and, in less detail,

the requirements of the twenty-three other proposed systems.
Hardware and system software needs were defined as follows:

1. 2 million bytes of memory initially
2. 600 million byteS of disk storage initially
3. 650 line per minute printer
4. 1600 BPI mag tape drive
5. 64+ terminal capacity
6. RPG and COBOL compilers
7. Network or relational database
8. Program rather than transaction oriented
9. User friendly inquiry facility
10. Interactive environment with shared programs
11. Not require an in-house system engineer to operate.

The Management Policy Committee found it relatively easy to

move away from the existing computer. What to move to was more
difficult to decide. The move to a large mainframe computer

was quickly rejected because of the high operating overhead
of such an installation. Within the minicomputer world, four

options were explored extensively. Guidelines for review included

how well the system met the above requirements, price, delivery,
ease of programming, user friendliness, ease cf conversion from

our current system to the new system, satisfaction at,other
user sites, software and hardware maintenance, and support repu-

tation. The University purchased a large minicomputer that

has the capacity to handle all of the Brandeis applications

for the foreseeable future.

6
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I am ever dismayed at the inordinate amount of time and
energy that go into most hardware decisions. Institutions tend
to become immobilized with what one person has described as
"hardware hypnosis." We spent several hundred man hours on the
subject. Were they necessary to make the correct decision?
Probably not. Were they necessary to make people comfortable
with the decision? Probably were. It is certainly true that
I receive more questions about this part of the decision than
I do about any other. The fact is that once we had established
the aforementioned guidelines, there were four reasonable ways
to go none of which were perfect and none oi which were bad.
The cost differences were insigniftcant.

The Applications Software Decision

Brandeis had been looking for software application packages
for some time. They had identified a development system that
met that offices design specifications. They had determined
that there was no interactive fund accounting system in a database
environment suitable for a complex university with about 20,000
accounting transactions monthly and 400 sponsored research projects
with an annual budget of over 18 million dollars to manage.
There were several interactive database student records systems,
but each would require significant modification to support Brandeis
practice.

We looked carefully at the several integrated college admin-
istration packages available for smaller computer installations.
The price was right but unfortunately none could support the
size and complexity of the Brandeis systems.

Once we determined that we would have to hire a software
firth to write accounting and student records systems as well
as the development system we knew that we had to find some way
to build on the process so the subsequent system development
assignments would be less costly. We not only sought a methodology
that would allow us to build on each application but one that
would ensure that the end result of our efforts would be a truely
integrated system. This approach also permitted us to take maximum
advantage of those cost-savings available through the standardiza-
tion of program development. To this end the Committee determined
that a methodology for the development of all systems be designed
and incorporated into tne system software of the new computer.
Thus we entered the fourth generation.

And what a world it is. There .are on the market today,
hundreds of software development tools and techniques, query
languages, report generators, application generators, and very
high-level programming languages. We did our homework. James
Mhrtin's books were circulated and read. We didn't want much.
Our ideal product was one that would perfectly capture users
wishes, anticipate changes, design screens, write code, optimize,
maintain, document and train, preferably without human intervention.

We had to settle for less, but not much less. We purchased
a product called FAST that does provide a complete set of automated

7
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tools for system development, maintenance and management. It's

comprehensive. There are seven modules which are integrated

through a design database which collects user specifications

for the system's design and implementation. Its's flexible.

We were able to establish for each project standards and procedures

suited to Brandeis management style and needs. It is relatively

easy to use. Within the two-day training criteria established
by Martin, it is possible for the non-technical user to learn

how to design and implement screens in the prototype mode.

In other more difficult aspects, users are encouraged to get

involved. Data processing professionals are supported in all

aspects of their jobs and have become more effective. Work

with FAST typically begins using the prototyping module. This

allows us to build a model of an application and permits both

users and developers to work with the system. This is one of

FAST's greatest strengths. It provides the user with the tools

necessary for them to actively participate in the design process.

It eliminates to a large degree the imperfect communication

problem earlier discussed. The user no longer specifies screens
to the DP professional; he specifies them to FAST. The DP profes-

sional is no longer the bottleneck but the facilitator, assisting

the user, moving him through the process. For all intent and

purpose, the we/they distinction disappears.
In the prototype mode the user can experiment and modify

until satisfied with "his" product. This experience with an
interactive on-line system educates the user about the new envir-

onment which evokes changes in his way of thinking abo4 his

needs very early in the life cycle.
The time lag between specification and seeing something

happen is miraculously contracted maintaining user attention

and interest and satisfaction at unusually high levels. To

give you an example of what can be done within the prototype
framework, the Brandeis Development system has fifty-three screens,
the smallest of which has twenty-five fields, the largest, over

one hundred. They were implemented in FAST prototype by non-tech-

nical people within a two month time frame. A screen can be

designed and implemented almost as quickly as it can be concep-

tualized.
Nor is the prototype model to be discarded. The beauty

of FAST is that nothing is wasted - it meets our highest expec-

tation of integration. Each succeeding phase of the life cycle

builds on its predecessor. The design moves into the prototype

and the prototype is modified and improved until finally the

user says "I'm satisfied". At this point the prototype becomes

the system.
FAST uses both procedural and non-procedural descriptions

to build systems. Nonprocedural descriptions tell what is to

happen rather than how or when. Procedural descriptions are

pore demanding. You must say what, when, and often how. As

a result, users can quickly specify their procedures non-procedur-

ally, while a more trained person is needed for a procedural

one. While the FASTDEMO module is nonprocedural, it is not

8
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rigidly so. It is possible to move to FASTCODE - which is a
procedural language in the prototype' phase, to achieve full
functionality. The ndnprocedural support can be extended, if
needed, to cover that case. A good example is a special edit
test. The first time it is described it is procedural and needs
FASTCODE. But if it is used widely, it may be made non-procedural.
Forever after it is non- procedural - the user need only specify
the edit test and FAST provides it. A programmer is no longer
needed to provide it.

Earlier I mentioned that a goal of the new system would
be the ability of successive projects to build upon what preceded.
Think for a moment about this interplay between procedural and
non-procedural components. Each new application will call upon
FASTCODE for those portions truly unique to it. Components
common to many systems, once defined, will reside in the non-pro-
cedural library, ready for user implementation. Think about
the the various units in university accounting systems and you
will begin to realize the power of FAST.

FASTCODE is a high level structured language. It can transi-
tion between prototype and production. Together with other
information in the design database it can be used to generate
code in other programming languages, to very high standards.

FASTCODE is used at the boundaries, it is the tool that
extends the range of the application, that explores new territory.
It is here that "how to do it" is determined, that optimizing
occurs.

Other FAST tools help in managing project workload, program
testing, system control during development and after installation
and writing documentation. It is impossible to do justice in
the time allowed to its many aids in tmproving productivity
while improving the quality of the product provided.

In summation let me say that university data processing
has moved beyond the needs of operations to those of top level
management. These needs cannot be prespecified. They need
an information support structure that provides access to data
sufficiently integrated and timely to support spontaneous questions
in a world of changing requirements and objectives. This is
best supported by an interactive on-line System with either
a network or relational database. To meet these needs the level
of productivity of data processing professionals must be improved.
Very high level programming languages such as FAST. provide, an
integrated set of tools that are needed if we are to,overcome
this problem.

Martin Buber has written that "one does not learn the measure
and limit of what is attainable in a desired direction otherwise
than by going in this direction." Buber, p.206 Brahdeis University
has determined that the time to incorporate the fourth generation
is now. I started this paper with the word "radical", that
this will radically change our data processing environment.
I conclude with the observation that it is in reality the conser-
vative solution if we are to meet the needs of the eighties.
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A SNAPSHOT OF EFFECTIVE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN ILLINOIS

Roland D. Spaniol, PhD, CDP

Eastern Illinois University

Charleston, Illinois

A report of the effective computer practices of the Colleges and

Universities of Illinois highlighting the computer applications, but

more importantly the reasons for their effectiveness. Identifying

the relationship of the user with the computer and how the work of

this relationship is effectively accomplished.
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METHOD

A letter and questionnaire were mailed to 238 colleges and

universities in the State of Illinois on September 9, 1982. Eighteen

forms (7.6 percent) were returned and used in the analysis. No

attempt was made to increase the response.

ANALYSIS

The responses from the Directors were transformed to sheets where

each response could be compared to all of the responses for each ques-

tion on the form. Based on the first question, "Please describe the

technology or technique you are using," it was determined that five

categories of response were apparent. Table 1 presents the categories

into which the responses were placed for further analysis.

TABLE 1--Categories of Response

Service Bureau

On-line Systems

Academic Systems

User Oriented Application Development

Do Not Use Computers

The Technology Or Technique Being_Used--Table 2. There are institutions

that do not use tae omputer for administrative computing. Those

respondents did itt icate, however, that the computer was being con-

sidered and that they would be interested in the results of the survey.

No further analysis of the responses from these institutions will be

reported.

Three responses indicated that the service bureau role is a viable

option tor some institutions. One institution each provided a service

bureau service, used another university service, or used a profit

making firm. No further analysis for this category will be reported.
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TABLE 2--The Technology or.Technique Being Used

On-line Systems

On-line

On-line system for adminisfration

Network processing, on-line and batch

User Oriented Application Development

User Files On-line (UFO)

Dictionary based high-level language

User oriented applications

Purchased application software

Information Center

Application development facility

Data entry system for the data entry source

Academic systems are not a high priority interest for CAUSE members
and no further analysis for this grdup will be reported.

On-line systems certainly reflect the state-of-the-art in hardware
and software, so it is realistic that this technology should be reported
by the respondents. Twelve years ago the centers who were using this
technology were being admonished for squandering the taxpayers money.
It is good to see that this technology is prevailing over the wimps and
witches of that conservative era.

The heart of the response to this survey is in the category of
"User Oriented Application Development." Maybe some day the large
centralized computer systems will really be able to provide economical,
flexible, usable and efficient computer service to the users in their
office, on their equipment, when they want it, at their direction, and
without hours, days, and weeks of committee meetings with programmers,
analysts, managers, and vice presidents setting priorities, budgets,
preferences, and other "helpful" administrative rules and regulations.
This category of response is what administrative computing is all
about--let the user manage his office, and let the computer people
provide the computer utility.

u
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TABLE 3--Application Or Method Of Use

On-line Systems

Enter data and run programs from offices

All administrative systems

Course scheduling

Registration

Student records

Grade and transcript processing

Financial aids authorization and repayment

Tuition and fee payments

Purchasing

Budgeting

Accounts payable

Payroll

'User Oriented Application Development

Student systems

Financial systems

Rem4tance processing

Cashiering

Financial aids

Inventory control

Admissions management

Personnel systems

Student recruitment

Room scheduling

Accounting

Admissions

Donor processing

Application Or Method Of Use--Table 3. The application systems in this

Table are familiar members of administrative computing environments.

Any of them might be operational at any given installation, but it is

unlikely that all of them would be operational at any one campus.

The on-line environment is making it possible for the computing

organizations to provide the user organizations with a self-help

21
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TABLE 4--What Makes It Effective

On-line Systems

High-level user involvement

Good equipment

Administrative backing

Good backup

Instant data availability to authorized users

Immediacy of interaction

User Oriented Application Development

No more card and tape data input

Easy to learn to use

Reduces specification time

Reduces coding time

Reduces impact of changes

Helps documentation

Makes users responsible

Eliminates finger pointing

computer utility. Later in the analysis, attention will be directed

to the hardware and software that has contributed to user friendly

computing.

What Makes It Effective--Table 4. Inspection of this Table shows that

it is not all computer hardware and software that makes computer tech-

nology effective. Where there is a will, there is a wax. There is no

substitute for people with an awareness of mutual benefits and will-

ingness to work together. Of course, reliable, responsive, effective,

and attractive computer systems are vital ingredients to success.

The transfer of application development from the computer staff

to the user office seems to stand out as the key to the effectiveness

of a technique. Most of the problems of management of the adminis-

trative computing effort are addressed in this section of Table 4.

Application development that is user friendly requires data to

be stored on a medium that can be manipulated by users from their

offices. The method must be easy to learn to use, which means that it

is relatively free of computer oriented jargon. Because the users

2 1
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TABLE 5--What Are The Potential Problems

On-line Systems

File security

Work stops when the computer is down

Need for more data entry persons

Security

Adjusting personnel to new technology

User Oriented Application Development

Risk factor increase on modifying unfamiliar code

Demand for service exceeds resources

'Flexibility constraints

Management of received data entry materials

Consumes additional CPU cycles compared to regular programs

Requires additional technical support

Hardware dependent

User personnel changes

Inadequate and out-dated documentation

understand their system and will be personally developing the appli-

cation, there is less need to explain the system,in detail to an

analyst, thus reducing the specification time. The coding requirement

- is more than likely performed by answering a series of questions and

prompts that are displayed on a terminal by the computer. These

parameters are stored so they can be used in future runs and they

are interpreted by the computer each time they are used. This method-

ology provides documentation and reduces the impact of changes to

the programs. User friendly systems obviously make the users more

responsible for their application processing and at least changes the

nature of the finger pointing that exists with batch systems.

If the director of the administrative computing effort is to be

effective, a disk-based on-line system with high-level user oriented

application development tools is a requirement.

What Are The Potential Problems--Table 5. Based on the authors

thirteen years of experience as a director of computing, it must be

5
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TABLE 6--What Special Things Should Be Done To Enhance Success

On-line Systems

Buy a second system

Training

Documentation

Good personal relations

User Oriented Application Development

Adequate review and testing before implementation

Limit or control exposure

Match application with utility

Provide for backup of data ,

Provide for deletion of data

Provide a backup transmission method

Establish one "expert" to assist others

In-house and contracted training

Establish conventioni/standards

Provide test facilities

Clear definition of data structure

User training

Good documentation

Reliable software

said that it is not clear that the potential problems reported by the

respondents can be effectively overcome in the mean time between new

directors.

The potential problems reported for on-line systems are traditional

and surmountable. The security problems are more severe where one com-

puter on campus is used for both administrative and academic computing.

Since the effectiveness of the- ne-t4er technology relates to user

oriented application development, the potential problems for this tech-

nology are more significant. Potential problems are management chal-

lenges. In situations where users develop their application systems,

the management challenges are shared between the computer center and

the user office management teams. It is teamwork that gets the systems

up and keeps them going. This newer technology is providing the oppor-

6
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__JABLK77"Mhat HardWare ISRequired--'

ApprOptiate Central ProcesSor

PDP 11[44

--Four-Phase IV/90 with 192K memdiify-

Modern computer system

IBM CPU with adequate memory

Hewlett-Packard3000

Peripherals-

CRTS and keyboards

Da ta,entry_ system

JES2/RJE coMmunitations

Character printer

_ Lihe-Printer

AdeqUate On-line storage

Disk drives

tunity to effectively share _the application development process which

changes the nature of_the effort for7the-anaJyit-TO-training and

consulting with the user.

These new-software toels_reqhire-additional technical support to

keep them tuned and current-with'IheTs-UpplierS-recinited-1-raease level.

Technical support persnnnpl are usually more expensive to train and

reqUire higher-salaries.TO-Wfset-thee factOrs the -center benefits

from a more effective employee:

There are those_who contend that user oriented'application tOOls

require-more=Central-PrOcessingitJCPU) :If this-is true,

and if CPU cycles are'in short supply, then this is a real-prohlem.

Of course,,you do not Use:One-1 technology_fOraIl SyStems ProperL _

analysis will determine the appropriate toOl to use for each system

which expands the role ahd relationship of the:anaIyat And-the4Ser,±:

It also emphasizes the need for effective use-of comparative

analytical tools.

Modifying unfamiliar code is 4 reported problem, This-tan be

verified by the number of the programmers who have a preferenCe for

rewritinga-system ratherthan modifying another programmers Code. If
_

there is an explanation, it seems reasonable that there must be a need'

to base code_on documentation-that'isappropriate to the system being

developed and that is easily understood. This being the case,

programmers should be able to modify code that has been imported as

well as in-house code that_was developed by programmers who are no

longer with the institution.

If documentation is not required as a tool to develop the system,

7 210



TABLE 8--What Software Is Required

Developmental Application

ADRS Customer written

CICS User written

COBOL

IDOS

IMS

MARK4

POISE

RAPID 3000

RSTS/E

SAS

TSO

UFO (Oxford)

then it will always be inadequate and outdated. This must be a natural

law for it is a common situation.

The current economy has affected the job mobility of computer

people. Regardless, personnel changes in the computer center and in

the user offices should be planned for at the time the systems are

developed and implemented in order to lessen the impact at the time

personnel changes occur.

Identifying potential problems is a major step in managing a

successful and effective computer based information system.

What Special Things Should Be Done To Enhance Success--Table 6.

Two major themes are evident in the respondents suggestions.

First is the knowledge required by the user, and then an adequate

working environment.

Users require training and documentation that will give them the

knowledge required in order to be effective. The training can be in-

house or contracted, and should be supplemented with a local "expert"

for continued assistance. Users need to be supplied with a clear

definition of the data structures and the established usage conventions

and standards. This will enable users to match their application with

the available software tools. It was suggested that it is a good idea

1 k'2
8
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TABLE 9--What Is The Effect On Your Computer Staff

On-line Systems

We get to go home on time

More time to manage the system

Less time with data entry

Less time "fire fighting"

User Oriented Application Development

Increased level of emphasis on education

81mplified the set-up of batch jobs

Provides backup of all data entry materials

Improved productivity

Productivity is improved by a factor of 10 in some cases

Preferred to COBOL

Reduces pressure on staff

Eases burden of operations staff

Eliminates the "scapegoat" role

to limit or otherwise control the exposure of the users to the tech-

nology. The author speculates that this control was suggested to assure

effective use and to give the computer personnel time to respond to

device availability and balancing plus normal problem aSsistance.

Secondly, the users require an adequate working environment.

This includes reliable software, test facilities, and adequate review

and testing before implementation. If they are to be able to rely on

the system they will need a backup transmission method, assistance in

assuring backup of data, plus a method for deleting data from their

application.

What Hardware is Required--Table 7. A variety of central processor

systems were mentioned. The systems are obviously disk based. There

seemed to be no significance by category of the response and no other

significance is noted.

What Software Is Required--Table 8. The respondents noted a number

of proprietary and hardware manufacturers software systems by their

acronyms. Two mentioned customer and user written application systems.

The reader will first require a knowledge of the listed software systems

21 /
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TABLE 10--What Is The Effect On Your Users

On-line Systems

More control of data and run times

Computer becomes an integrated tool in the office

User Oriented Application,Development

Demonstrates that . . . is state-of-the-art

Reaffirms progressive forward movement

Faster turnaround forAata entry applications

Eliminates loss of data after entry into the system

Rapid delivery of new application systems

Improved satisfaction with computer service responsiveness

Is transparent

Quality i§ better for time spent in defining needs 7
Some pressure moves to user to get requirements

Seem to enjoy independence

Initial shock of having to learn "production"

in order to be able to assess their potential effectiveness. There
seemed to be no significance by category of response or the items

themselves.

What Is The Effect On Your Computer Staff--Table 9. Amalysis of this
Table shows a definite transfer of responsibility to the user of on-
line systems and user developed applications. A feeling of pressure

and burden also transfers when the user accepts the responsibility.

Improved productivity, work simp'ification, and preference for

user friendly tools were reported. Staff development and increased

awareness for the need for education were reported.

What Is The Effect On Your Users--Table 10. Directors are proud that

they are progressive, that their center is state-of-the-art, and that

their users recognize these facts. They indicate that some of the

pressure moves to the user in system design as well as for production

scheduling. Evidently, users enjoy overall satisfaction because they
tend to enjoy their independence, perceive a faster turnaround for data

entry applications, feel that less data is lost, and feel that the

computer service is more responsive. New application systems are

10 2 l
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delivered more rapidly and the quality is better because of the time

users spend in defining their requirements.

Having an on-line environment and user oriented application

development tools has a positive affect on users.

SUMMARY

On-line systems and user oriented application development tools

represent the current technology.

The new technology is being used to implement the traditional

application systems.

Gdod personal relationships with the users and productivity

enhancements of the new tools are the reasons for effectiveness.

The potential problems seem to be people oriented and the major

ones are security, adjusting to new technologies, personnel changes,

and resource constraints.

Training, backup, documentation, good personal relations, and

reliable systems will enhance.the potential of success.

A variety of modern computer systems using terminals and disk

storage will meet the hardware requirement.

A variety of software systems are being effectively used.

The technology of this environment transfers the role of the

application analyst to the user office and requires a higher level

of computer technology of the computer, center staff.

Users are willing to accept the additional responsibility because

they feel they are in charge of their systems.

Users have a greater need for systems analysis and design

education because of the role they are assuming.
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS CAN HELP YOUR BUDGET

HERBERT W. BOMZER

PROFESSOR, INFORMATION.SYSTEMS

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

MOUNT PLEASANT, MICHIGAN

ABSTRACT

With the growing demand for computer resources and decreasing

budgets, it has become increasingly important to manage computer re-

sources at the central site as well as across the campus. By the

addition of communications, mainframe.users can download and upload

between the personal computers and the mainframe. In effect, dis-

tributive systems represent a DE FACTO configuration. With the

appropriate software and a printer, the personal computer also serves

as a word processing unit. Thus, the decentralized systeiTis justified

both from the system information processing requirements and word

processing benefits.

Capacity planning and resource utilization require an analysis of

functional needs, resource availability both at the central site and

the user site,.and symbiotic affects. This paper describes a planning

technique, the mission justification document, and the evaluation pro-

cedures that were developed at Central Michigan University to ensure

the orderly grOwth of computer dependent resources within the constraints

of budgets.

22o
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS CAN HELP YOUR BUDGET

Like the vast majority of schools today, Central Michigan University is

facing an increasing demand and reliance on its computer resources in both

the administrative and academic functions of the University. We experience

6oth the benefits and the problems of a school which has approximately a

16,000 student enrollment of which over 6,000 live on campus. The 860 acre

campus contains 19 academic buildings. Computer resources are called upon

to provide services for more than 650 faculty and nearly 300 administrative

personnel. Being located in a town of 22,000, off the beaten path, has

affected our choice of both hardware and software.

Figure I highlights the changes in the configuration of CMU from 1974

to present. The most significant jump is seen in 1980 when the decision was

made to establish the UNIVAC as the administrative computer and introduce

the Control Data CYBER as the academic computer. Both of these computers

are housed in a single facility and are under the control of the director of

computer services. This organization provides centralized service to both

the academic and administrative units.

The separation of the two computers was followetd by a veryrapid growth

in the use of communications. In the administrative area it was clear that

many of the applications systems could be functionally thore servicable if

they were available at the user's desk. On-line applications became the by-

word of the administrator. Where formerly one could overhear discussion of

punched cards, now one hears discussion about bringing up the screens.

Utilization was encouraged farther by the installation of the DMS/data base

system and CMS communications. However, with this growth came two other

factors. One was the desire of the administrators to have greater control

22_;,
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of their data. Microcomputers _and_ minicompute_rs appear to provide an answer

in that case. The second was the rapid growth of word processing. Although

formerly available on special machines, it began to look as though one could

have the same capability for a little extra cost on a small computer. This

appeared rather attractive to administrators.

In the academic area we found other motivating forces. Computer

literacy on a campus-wide basis was encouraged both through the intro-

duction of new courses and special courses for the education of faculty.

The advent of terminals increased faculty awareness-of what could be done

with the computer. The computer facilities were severely taxed in trying

to keep up with some of the requirements of individual faculty who desired

to do specialized research. Requests came for simulation packages, analysis

packages, functional packages, databases, etc. Faculty showed little re-

gard for how these requests affected available resources.

It became increasingly clear that from the academic point of view the

computer was being used in severaldifferent modes:

(1) ,as_a means of analyzing complex data and performing involved

computations,

, (2) as a means for storing large files of data which can be accessed

and utilized in research,

(3) as a means for storing programs which students could use-in

solving their problems,

(4) as a means forteaching by using-simulation and interactive

methods,

(5) as a means for teaching business application of computers,

(6) as a means for teaching programming, data structure, and

logical design.
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An .analysis of the ways in which the computer was being used revealed

that it is not necessary to have a large powerful computer in order to accom-

plish all of these academic applications. Clearly, some of these applica-

tions could be accomplished on personal computers or on minicomputers. In

fact, an analysis based on a simple breakeven approach shows that for ap-

propriate conditions it is less expensive to provide service via personal

computers than by adding additional terminals to a central site. Figure 2

shows a breakeven chart in which the cost of supplying a service veetus the

number of service units that are available is plotted.. The service unit in

his case represents a terminal, modem, and communications interface. Alter-

natively, a service unit can be represented by a personal computer including

a display and printout capability. It should be noted that in dealing with

a personal computer we assume that not every station contains its own print-

ing capability. This is consistent with the analysis since not all terminal

,stations contain an individualized printing capability. It is also consist-

ent with the general practice since on a central. computer facility, one

normally would route their output from the terminal to a central printer

or an RJE site printer. Analogously, with personal computers it is possible

to have some of the systems equipped with a printer and use this to print

from compatible diskettes.

The Line T
1
T
2
demonstrates a linear increase in cost as a function of

the number of terminal type service units. The line P1P2 represents the

linearly increasing costs as a function of the increasing number of personal

computer service units. We know that the increase in the number' of teeminals

depends on the ca'pability of the mainframe,to accommodate the load. At

some point, it becomes necessary to upgrade the central system. The spike

increase will vary as function of the type of upgrading required. In some

22,
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cases it may be just a matter of adding several ports, or it may involve

the addttion_af complete new_ un itsChangesinconftglirat

companied by'increased memory, storage, or other resources. Once the

spike is passed, the cost of .adding additional terminals is given by a line

which has the same slope as it previously did. ,Note that the addition of a

personal computer at the outset will tae more than the cost-of a terminal,

and furthermore each additional personal cOmputer will cost more than each

additional terminal (i.e., the slope of the personal computer line is greater

than the slope of the terminal station line). However, between the

points S
1
and S

2 the actual costs of personal computers is less than the

actual costs oT adding additional terminals because of the associated equip-

ment that must go with the terminal.

The application of this model will vary from installation to installation.

Figure 3 shows the academic computer installation at CMU. At the time of

these deliberations it was already planned to increase the central memory
.

from 130 K to 196 K words. Other changes were also planned in terms.of up-

grading the equipment to meet the increasing service requirements on campus.

The Network Processing unit supports four RJE stations which serve students

at three different:locations. It also supports 124 asynchronous inter-

active terminal ports from the Gandalf Data Switch. The.Gandalf accommodates

16 dial-up lines and 108 hardwire terminal lines. An increase in the number

of lines to the Gandalf is responsible in part for the spiked budgetary in-

crease. We also had to seriously consider whether the number of interactive

. ports would provide us with the service that was required. Figure 4 illustr-

ates growth in the use of CPU is we increase the number of terminals and of

computer resources. This S curve is generally viewed as a long term

trend.

4 2 2f
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A fundamental question that was of concern was "Can PC's satisfy the

needs of the department?" The users are spread over 37 departments. An

examination of the use statistics indicates that within the academic

sector the ways in which a computer is used varies significantly. The Com-

puter Science ,curriculum is classical whereas the Information Systems cur-

riculum is business oriented and similar to the DPMA recommendations.

Figure 5 shows the difference between the way the computer is used by stu-

dents in the two departments. A session refers to the time between sign on

and sign off. As the semester progresses, students in both Computer Science

and Information Systems tend to increase the amount of time per session.

However, a more interesting feature is revealed by CPU used for each session.

In Computer Science, at the beginning of the semester,yrograms are rela-

tively simple; consequently, the amount of CPU time used is comparable to

that used in the business courses. However, by the end of the semester the

CPU per session used by Computer Science students more than doubles, whereas

_for business students the CPU usage increases about 15%. In fact, the Com-

puter Science students on the average will be using twice as much CPU time

as an Information Systems student based ratio of CPU seconds per connect

time. A similar analysis of faculty utilization suggested the same differ-

ences in utilization between members of the Math, Physics, Chemistry, or

other science departments as compared to Finance, Accounting, or other busi-

ness departments. Although this may not be new information to people who

deal with computer utilization in an academic environment, it serves to

point out that the computer needs of the business school may not generally

best be served by a central computer which provides computational capability

and number crunching. The analysis indicates that CPU speed has less effect

on 6usiness students than on science students.

22j
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An analysis of student utilization of storage reveals that on1y ap-

proximately 10% of the students in the business curriculum that uttilize

the computer would need significant storage space. Further examihation in-

dicated that essentially the same parameters hold for students in the Com-

puter Science program. This leads us to the realization that 0 rsonal

computers could readily serve a number of students in the entry/ and medium

levels.

In considering expansion of computer service.by increasing personal

computers, it was important to consider faculty utilization. A telephone

survey of approximately 20 faculty members revealed that the'personal com-

puters were used for record keeping of a personal nature, Word procesSing

type of applications, lesson preparations, and checking sMall test problems.

To a relatively small extent did the owners of PCs find it necessary to use

the central facility. However, when they did, it was Clear that a communica-

tions attachment to the PC would serve to answer their needs. Figure 6 is

a list of the service factors that faculty considered important. It is in-

teresting to note that on this list we do not find the requirement for complex

computing power and high speeds. However, that requirement becomes evident

when we look to the users of the central computer rather than the users of

the personal computer.

Breakeven calculations Show that PCs can be economically justified.

Utility theory using a marginal analysis reinforces this finding. Figure 7

shows the type of curve that results from plotting utils vs. cost, where

util is a measure of personal satisfaction and service. As the number of

service units increases,the value in terms of utils to the user community

increases at a rapid rate, up to a certain point, and then begins to fall

off. This is Allustrated by the curve for terminals. Because of the many

22
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other functions to which it can be applied, the value of the personal com-
,

puter in terms of utils rises more rapidly than the terminal value. However,.

the cost of PCs also increases more rapidly than the cost of terminals.

Figure 7 shows that for a portion of the curves, the differences between

C
1
and V

1
are less than the differenceS between C

2
and V

2'
The amount that

V
2
-C

2
exceeds V

1
-C

1
is essentially the marginal profit that the institution

is garnishing in terms of utilization of its resources. Consequently, if

the funds are available, even though the cost of PCs exceeds the cost of

terminals, the return to the institution is higher with PCs. Note the

assumption that is involved in the personal cbmputer curve is that it can

perform more services than can the central computer at a given cost. To

provide the same service at the terminals may require an incremental cost

which would move the terminal cost line above the PC cost line (T
1
T ) For

any given institution this implies an analysis of just how one would use

the personal computer.

Having decided that personal computers could provide an effective way

of satisfying need and at the same time off-loading some of the major crunch

that was being experienced on the central computer, it WdS necessary to ap-

proach the problem of what personal computers to select. This investiga-

tion led us into some simple benchmarks of performance. Several units on

campus had already acquired a TRS-80 MOD 1, MOD 2. Apple 2, IBM PC, Com-

modore Pet. Comparative performance statistics were available from the As-

sociation of Computer Users, who had tested the Apple.2, the TRS 80 MOD 2,

Commodore, each with two drives. Our own internal tests were run simply as

a quick check on the various available data. Figure 8 shows the result of

these benchmarks.
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The planning technique which was to be employed was to a large extent

in place_ The planning function took aS its basic charge to provide adequate

computer capability to meet the demands of the curriculum, research, and

service as encountered in academic life. Emphasis was to be placed on de-

partMental concerns both from the point of view of fa-culty and students,.

flIis is consistentwith the University general planning objectives. An ad-

visory committee which had been functioning servéI as a coordinating group

as well as an advisory body to the various departMents. On an indivldual

basis, departments would take their recommehdations,ond purchase certain

pieces of eq-Uipment to Service their needs. A listng &terminals on campus

by location and by utilization was available. Listings of personal computers

and microcomputers and where they were located were also available. Table I

illustrates a summary of features that a user wanted. It also shows some

of his evaluations and comments. This was supported by a detailed description

of how the equipment would'be used, what the primary factors were, what the

secondary factors were, and,what trade-offs could 'he accepted. The committee

would further examine both hardware and software associated with the request

as a function of performance, cost, and the missicim of the unit.

Similar analyses were performed for the admiOstrative computer. How-
),

ever, several significant differences must be acknowledged:

1. Security is a prime consideration.

2. _Academic computers serve a large number of users, whereas

administrative computers serve a relatively Small number of users.

. Academic computers are much mgf apt to be CPU utilizers whereas

administrative computers are opt to be I/0 oriented.

These characteristics would lead one to believe\ that administrative

-users would best be served by a central facility. Fi+re 9 shows the
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facility that is available at CMU. This facility provides the major part

of the service and has tncreased its utility to the user through the in-

troduction of database and retrieval systems. However, administrative

users want the database available in a transparent mode for as many hours

as they wish to Use the databa e. This poses a problem for the computer

center since time must be set aside for backup, update of the database,

and maintenance. There are significant number of applications in which

administrative users resembl the academic user. A prime example is

represented by administrato s looking to enhance word processing capabil-

ity with the computer at th ir side. The risks involved in this type of

environment are well-known

problems in program Mainte

that in-several applicatio

o people in administrative functions (e.g.

ance, storing data). However, we have found

areas the personal computer is justified. In-

vestigations of these applifations are continuing at the University.

At Central:Michigan U iversity we have committed to expanding via

personal computers. The it itial steps of the implementation plan'have

I

been added at each of the/RJE public sites. Personal computers have also

been placed in six of the dormitories with more to follow. Computer clubs

haVe been started in the dormitories to ensure exchange of information and

improved Computer litergcy. Classes for faculty have been provided at

the introductory level. In the Business Education and Secretarial pro-

-grams, typewriters are being replaced by personal computers with word pro-

cessing packages. Th se can be used with other application packages.

Furthermore, all fac lty in computer intensive areas were provided with

either a terminal personal computer in their office. These steps are

just the start of more encompassing plan.

9
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In summary, we have found that personal computers can greatly augment

the central computer facility at the university. They can.provide a degree

of service which was not previously available. Finally, they provide an

opportunity to save the cost of enhancing the central facility.

2 0
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1974: UNIVAC 1106 - 256K words

3 RJE SITES

1980: UN/VAC 1100/60-786K words

CYBER 172 - 131K words

3 'LIE SITES

40 TERMINALS

. 1982: UNIVAC 1100/60

CYBER 172 - 196K words

3 RJE SITES,

125 TERMINALS

MICROCOMPUTERS

FIGURE 1 - HIS.TORY
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Personal Computers
P2

Terminals

T2

sl

Figure 2 BREAKEVEN

P2
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SERVICE UNITS
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PERIPHERAL
PROCESSORS

t 1

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
ACADEMIC COMPUTER CONFIGURATION

8/1/82

CYDER 172 CPU (2 Processors)

Compare and Move Unit I

CENTRAi MEMORY
196,608-0ords
60 bits (10 characters) per word

o

.

I 2 3 5 6 7 10 II

.

12 13

:71.

>

C CS

Opereto
Console

885-41
Disk
Dr ve

885-41
Disk
Drive

Each 844-21 has I removable spindle containing
237 million characiers.

Each.885-4I has 2 fIxtd spindles contsinlng
692 million characters per spindle.

DATA
CHANNELS

AMMO

580 Line
Printer
600 tines/min

251
Network
Process
Unit

FIGURE 3'

2550-10
Expansion
Unit

4 Cyber 18
RJE Stations:
IFoust
1Grawn
2.-Pearc

9-track
80o/
1600 bpi
odd
parity

100 12./
secon

CalComp 103,
Drum Plotter

124 Asynch, Interac
Terminal Ports
CATIoXIT torrrstrITC1T

line' Ilhes

/ //-.1 111-1

Iva

nal

(110-300 baud) (110-1200 baud)



MAXIMUM

TYPICAL USAGE PATTERN

FIGURE 4

23-±

NUMBER OF TERMINALS
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CPU SEC/SESSION

SI

MINUTES/SESSIO
18

16

14

12-

'SEPT
. OCT

Figure 5

NOV

COMPUTER USE
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SERVICE FACTORS IMFORTANT

TO ACADEMIC USERS

1. AVAILABILITY

2. RESPONSE

3. ACCESS TO pERSONAL FILE

4. EASE OF PROGRAMMING

5. WORD PROCESSING

6. AVAILABLE PACKAGES
1

7. USER FRIENDLY

FIGURE 6

OPERATING
SYSTEM MEMORY DRIVES SYSTEM , MIN:SEC

Apple II 48K 2 CP/M 6:17.4

TRS 80 MODII 64K 2
,

. TRSDOS 3:38.8

Commodore 32K 2 CPM 3:36.0

-7 FIGURE 8

?36
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uTiLs
Value of P.C.s

Value of
terminals

Cost of
Terminals'

UTILITY "ANALYSIS

FIGURE 7
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ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER CONFIGURATION

UNIVAC 1100/60C

1048K Word

(36bit words,
,4 bytes per

word)

.

CPU

BLOCK

WORD ,

BLOCK
,

WORD

WORD

ss0

CONSOLE

/0

---1-a17740

Communicat ons

=Ma

5046

FIGURE 9

5046

3

7.5 Mt*

2 3 u

0876

U24

00/1600
bpi

U24
100 ips

u24

U24

U24

Printer

0770

Punch
604

241

0876

Printer
0776

Card
Reader
716
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TABLE 1

Features
APPLE II + IBM

Comments Cost Comments Cost

Primary

1. Basic unit with
disc drive

2. Add on storage
3. 2nd disc drive
4. Graphics

5. Upper and lower case

6. Clock
7. SO column display

8. 10 key numerical
pad

9.. Ease pf use
10. B/W monitor

11. Technical manuals

12. DOS Diskette

Secondary

1. Color graphics

2. Software availabilit,

Total Cost

(with 48K)

(16K)

included
(Resolution
192 x 280)

(regular display
24 x 40)

good

Not obtainable
included

included

.good

1350

90
394

none

49
104
299 -

150

none
190

none

none

2626

(Configuration 42) 2316

included
included

Adapter needed
(Resolution
200 x 640)
included
included
included

included

good

Very good

included in
graphics above

limited

none
none
240

none
none
none

none

none
190
195
30

none

2971



'MICROCOMPUTERS IN ADMINISTRATIVE DEpARTMENTS

Gerry Leclerc

McGill University

This presentation examined the installation of

microcomputers in user departments, and the effect these

small.systems are having on the role.of the university MIS

department. Examples of microcomputer installations at

McGill University were discussed. Topics covered included

acquisition, typical applications, and problems related to

the microcomputer phenomena.

Additional information can be obtained from Gerry Leclerc,

University Management Systems, F. Cyril James Building, 845

Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal, PQ, Canada H3A 2T5.
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MICRO PLUS MAINFRAME COMPUTERS:

Neu Levels of Responsiveness in Budgeting

Jon Lehr, BUdget Analyst

Ian Strachan, User Liaison Specialist

SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY,COLLEGE DISTRICT

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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I. INTRODUCTIOk

The San Diego Community College District (SDCCD) is the third largest

community college district in the country with 6,000,fadulty sndstaff,

100,000 students and an ,annual budget in.excess of $100,000,000.

The SDCCD mainframe computer and Budget Preparation System (BPS)

provide the detail budgets for five 'separate educational institutions and

the various central administrative,organizations. BPS does an excellent

job of developing's budget. But, no matter how good a budget developmqnt

system is, it cannot answer the two key financial questions: Where are we

nd wbere are we going?

II. MAINFRAME

In past years, the San Diego Community College District developed

the:budget on ledger pages. Although that manual system allowed maximum

control it did not, without an exhausting effort, allow the District

offices much opportunity to review' the budget during the development

process or the capability to analyze the budget broken into the various

components of the District's account number structure.
a

The District, in recognizing this deficiency, purchased a budget

development system to assist in the huge effort of data.collection, modi

fication, and budget review. The system was installed on the District's

mainframe computer, a UNIVAC 90/80.

The mainframe budget.development process starta in February of each

year with the initialization process using the District's computerized

Fund Accounting System. Using records from the prior and current fiscal

1
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years, four data elements are initialized .for all active account numbers:

(1) Prior year actuals are used to give historical perspective during the

process (2) The adjusted budget for the current year gives the present

plan (3) An estimation of the current year actual is intended to reveal

the variance from the plan (4) The budget request amount is initialized

with the current year's adjusted continuous budget for General Fund/

General Purpose'accounts because many of them will remain unchanged. This

results in a considerable savings in data collection. Both the current

adjusted budget and the estimated actuals are updated periodically during

the budget development process to reveal any changes which have taken

place. Reports are sent to the major organizational units so that they

may start the'review and planning process.

Each of the District's four colleges, the Adult Education Division

and the Administrative Offices have considerable autonomy in the movement

of General Fund/General Purpose budget betWeen cost centers and programs.

They also have some latitude to move budget aMounts between sub-accounts

(object of expenditure). The District prohibits budget movement hy the

sites between major organizational unit and/or 'prime account. To assist

in and for control of this portion of the process, the BPS provides the

capability of entering resource allocation amounts at the major organi-

zation and prime account level and of reporting, both in a batch and

on-line method, the status of budget requests versus the allocated control

amount.

The development of allocation amounts starts with printing a report

that indicates the initialized budget request amounts summarized by major

cost center and prime accounts. These amounts are then revfewed and

adjustments made based on District policies and projections of changes in

student attendance. Allocation amounts are developed from this review

process which include modelling on the micro for some of the prime

accounts. The allocations are entered into the BPS on-line and the site

readjustment actiVity can then take place.

A report is sent to each major organizational unit showing their

allocations and the summarized budget request which was shown'in the

detailed report.they received earlier. Each site reviews the reports in

.light of organizational objectives and plans. The desired changes can

then be entered into the BPS by each site and reviewed for compliance

2 24
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with t e allocation restrictions. There are several formula (controlled

by st dent projections, such as supplies-of instruction) sub-accounts

with controlled prime accounts. Any changes in these sub-accounts

requa res action by the District Budget Office as the system will not

all w update access to individual sites.

The realignment, activity is scheduled to last approximately One

mqnth. After that period site update capability is stopped and any

esired changes must be,requestedthrough the District's Budget Office.

//

This is done because it is the Budget Office.responsibility to balance

the budget using the BPS and produce budget reports for Board approval.

/ At this time, Business Services enters budget request amounts for grants,

contracts and special.purpose programs. As these are District developed

and controlled funds they' are entered after completion of the site re-

alignment phase and may go through several iterations as revenue pro-

jections and grant status changes during the development process.

Another main phase in the process is the projection of the salary and

benefit budget.

The District developed an automated interface which provides in-

formation from the Personnel/Payroll/Position Control System to project

the salary and benefit cost for 2,800 positions. For current-contract

positions salary budget is projected for current employees based on the

current salary, annual increments to be received, and negotiated or

estimated salary improvements. Hourly positions are initialized at prior

year salary values and are then adjusted by each site. The total salary

budget is based on projected student attendance. This amount is monitored

by the Budget Office from reports they receive from the Student Information

System. These projections are updated in the budget system periodically

to reflect changes in employment, anticipated site needs and attendance

projections.

Prior to July 1st of each year the District is required to publish a

tentative budget which has been approved by the Board of Trustees. Basically,

it is last year's continuous budget (excludes adjustments for the current

year only) with adjustments in formula monies for the projected ADA (average

daily attendance) changes, any approved projections of negotiated salary

adjustments, any projected carry-over budget for grants and contracts on

a different fiscal year, and budget for encumbrances of,items not received.

3
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After Board approval .the tentative budget is entefed into the Fund Accounting

System for interim site control.

During July and August, adjustments are made to the Budget System

as the Board approves budget changes. And, aCtual carry-overs are auto-
/ .

matically entered. In early September, the/Board approves the Final Budget
/

which then becomes the Original Budget in *he Fupd Accounting System.

Budget reports are produced reflecting this budget and the budget develop-

ment process is concluded for that fiscai year.

.There are two major reasons for utilizing the mainframe computer for

.the development of the budget. The Hirst is the common use of the data

blee. The mainframe capability to prbvide many remote.terminals update

and inquiry access to the same items(of itifOrmation allows. Maximum

flexibility without requiring a riKid reporting and notification system.

The second reason is the caPabilitk to produce, in a timely manner,

detailed reports for review and aftalysis. The District uses over 30

different reports which have over 18,000 entries. The Budget Preparation

System provide8 the capability tp report in a variety of summaries and

combinations of the account numtkr'components.

Because of the multiple user access to the system, one area of

possible concern is the Budget ifteparation System security capability.

Although the and final budgets are public information, budget

projections an& the analysis performed during the development process are

not. Also, the system assureSjthat changes to the budget are being made

by individue's who have responaibility for that portion of the budget.

To use the Budget System requires a user to sign-on and identify his.

Aepartment, himself and the;appropriate paSswords. Once logged on each

transaction attempted Is.validated for the appropriate security clearance.

,

Although the Budget Preparation System provides the capability to moni-
s

pulate massive amounts of "data, it does not provide for_the development

of the allocation controlamounts nor does it completely answer the two

questions raised in the introolIction. Those are the functions which will

be discussed.next.

III. NICROCCIOUTER APPLICATIONB IR !BUDGETING

A. Modelling

Aggregate data, grounglrules and assumptions, a microcomputer, and

electronic spreadsheet aoftware can be extremely useful to financial

4 0 ,4
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staff as they attempt to answer the two key financial questions:

Where are we and where are we going? What the microcomputer does

and how it does it is entirely up to the user. The user's experience,

training, and judgement determine the analysis that is performed.

The microcamputer frees the user from the tedious detailed compu-

tational aspects of analysis. Of particular value is the ease with

which changes can be made -- either data changes or changes in the -

structure of the analysis. SDCCD categorizes revenue and expen-

ditures as being continuous (on-going or recurring) or limited (of a

one-time nature). Using an electronic spreadsheet to develop a

"General Fund Analysis" SDCCD aggregates revenue and appropriations

under the limited and continuous categories. The program is designed

ta'indicate Whether the operational budget is in balance. Any proposed

changes can be entered and the tnpact is seen immediately. The

program also projects to the following year. The projection metho-

dology can be specified just as the user desires. As the budget

evolves, a continuous analysis and multi-year projection can almost

be made without effort. Each time the model is updated, the user

can-iddediatelY print a copy. This,eliminates the time lag associated

with typing. Management can be provided with the impact of the

.financial alternatives within minutes. This results in a significant

improvement in the productivity of the financial staff.

B. Complex Formulas

SDCCD receives approximately $50 million annually from the State of

California for general education purposes. The amount is determined

by a complex formula using variables such as projected Average' Daily

Attendance (ADA), prior year District revenue, prior year state%dde

revenue per ADA, prior year District revenue per ADA, a statutory

percentsge-infl i it xalnlirance,--ADA-Mnntr Ot deUrne f acts:3r s , and

several others.

-The State funding formula is provided in State law. Each community

college district projects its own revenue based on local attendance

estimates. At SDCCD.the computations'are included in the fludget

document. The computations are presented in a multi-year :sonnet.

The presentation explains both the funding concepts and dollar amounts

to administrators and the Board of Trustees.

5
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Throughout the_ budget deVelopment protess the-Variable-8 ate 'subject

to Change.Meoause the State budget:is developed concUrrentIy 'with the

District budgets thefunding.concepts also are: SUbjett- .to change., With

the mictoComputer, SDCCD is able* to rapidly recompUte projected reVenue

as-Variables and.-concepts change. -Ihe Immediate response to change

CoMplements the _on7line BUdget 'Preparation Syston on the mainframe .

Fewer than five minutes are required tO recompUte a fOur, page formula)

print _a- letter: quality copy of -the formula: computations (using the

microCoMputer), and, update allocation amounts in the Budget Development

file on the mainframe.

This capability to manipulate complex formulas is available with

any of the electronic sOreadaheet.programs for mtcrocomputera. The

user-determines:the forMAt and computations with relative ease,

letter quality copies Can be prodUced immediately. The real Advantage

to the organization is that staff spend- lees time on computation and

more time planning and thinking.

C. Data Schedules

Schedules of data are simplY-lists with subtotals and totals.

Typically, there are no. complex concepts or sophisticated

computations involVed. Despite:the simplicity of schedules,

significant amennts'of clerical and Profesaional time ard-_consumed

in .the preparation, changing-snd_ typing of schedules-. While the

advent of word processing has made it much easier to update

schedules, the electronic spreadsheet programs for microcomputers

can eliminate the word processing component, of schedule production

and_Updattng.

in:14 tanualenvironment the worst thing:that can happen to 4

scheduleis-to AO-Another line in the, middle of -:A-set of data.

Cutting .and pasting of Worksheets, complete retyping and frustration

reSUlt. word processing isuaed,, the Updated worksheets return_ _

-_td the qUeUe-st the operator '4 station and probably receive a less_ . _

---'thin4mMediate priority :aasignment. SDCCD staff are preparing many

schednles onithe microCOMPUtet. With.-the=-electronic spreadsheet -
_

--.1Y-eb-grasiatsre liMited Only tw the Sime of the paper used for

the printed copy._ -It is_extremely simple to- insert or delete a row
_ .

or column of data and the computer will automatically recompute totals

f7'
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and subtotal's. The user, not a typist or word processing operator,

produces' a new copy of the schedule with a few strokes on the,

keYboard.

IV. CONCLUSION

Today's data'processing environment can be divided.into two distinct
areas: Maidframes and Microcomputers. Each offers unique benefits

accompanied byYwidelVarying costs and limitations. By using both tech-

dologies, organizations have:the opportunity to achieve new levels of

responsiveness in bOdgeting.

:1";
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Mainframes Characteristics are:

Ability esb Manipulate massive amounts of data.
Ability toAntegrate all administrative systems (e.g. Budget Pre-
paration Syatem, Personnel/Payroll System, Fund Accounting System
Student- Information System). -

Ability toprovide decenCraliZed, on-line access to data while
mairitaining,centralized,contrbl,
',Ability to mass change data.:
Ability CO provide:Omprehesaive, recurring reports.
High.hardware and3software'dosts.
RequireMent for prcifessional staff.to maintain and change software.
Time delays When software changea are fequired.

-

'MiCrocomputer characteristics are:

Low,cOst, hardware and user-friendlY software.
User-deVeloped programa that can he changed byyrelativeiy
einsOphisticatedusers.
Total usercontrol.
Flexible applications.

Limitations:in:processing and memory capabilities.
Interface With Mainframe requires professional ,programming support.

The tailCIacing managedent is to find the optimal;allocation Offunctions

between the two iooli. SDCCD has found that the micrOtomputer is:ideal for

addressing changes brought about.-hy external tactors, e.g., changeS inJ:finance

1-aw and changes inaasumptionsrregarding inflation, as well aa.assessing the

impact' Of internal: policY changes. Any situation that involves a "what if
7

question is.probablybeat addressed with Che microcomputer. Whenever posalble

avoid manipnlating.,the entire data base and avoid changing mainframe programs.

The answer is simple.-- useha microcomputer.

SDCCD believes 014t using the'mainftame for detailed data manipulation,-
recurring rePorts, interactive budget development, audit trails, traditional

fiduciary accounting and 'Widespread access to data best utilizes its strengths:',

2 4
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Microcomputer

BUDGET DEVELOPMENT DATA INTERFACES

IMainframe Computer

Fund
'Accounting

System

( Personnel/
Payroll
System*

1

On-Line
Update
-and

Inquiry ;)

1. Provides Average Daily Attendance Information for projections.

2. a. ProVides Summary AcCounting Information for projections.
b. Provides Budget Allocation Amounts for fortula expenditures.

* Includes position control capabilities.

3. a. Loads values for Prior Year Actual Expenditures; Cdtrent Year Adjusted Budget; Current'Year Estimated
Actuals; Initialization of Budget Request.

b% Loads Board Approva Budget into the Fund Accounting System.

4. Loads budget for salaries and benefits based on projected salary leads..,

5. -a. Allows on-line input of all allocafton and budget request amounts.
b. Provides Districtwide review of budget information and status.
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Sites

(erminal
Access
s needed

BUDGET DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONAL FLOW

Fund

Accounting
System

Initialize:

Prior Year Actual
Estimated Actual *
Adjusted Budget *
Budget Request

40INQUIRY

Micro
Computer

Budget
Office
Analysis

Terminal
Access

as needed

* Updated
Twice a
Month YES

Budget
Preparation

System

C. 743d

Reports for
Analysts
Sched. on
Reques

Delete

(Personnel/
Payroll
Position
Control

Salary
Budget

Projections

Budget
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Theory 'Z' Management and Computer Literacy:

Facilitating the Evolution of a Computer'Utility

Sally, Campbell'

Systems and Planning
Pepperdine University

Malibu, California 90265

A computer utility can best be defined by its characteristics:

a service available to all, and a ripository of information with

minimum direct computer center involvement and maximum direct usee

involvement. The service and central repository characteristics

are primarily provided by new applications of technology.

The shift in computer center anduser office personnel involvement,

however, transcends technology and is a management issue'link'ed

closely with computer literacy. This paper will explore how

Pepperdine University applies Theory Management 'to achieve

'administrative compute'r literacy, and then nurtures this user

literacy and involvement to evolve into a computer utility.

2 5
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Introduction

Over the past twenty years, administrative computer services has

evolved from a record keeping or number crunching activity to an information

service. Ultimately we see it evolving into a computer utility through the

use of decision support systems and advances in management techniques. A

computer utility can best be defined by its characteristics which are as

follows.

It is a service available to all.

It is a repository of information.

. It requires a minimum level of computer services direct involvement.

. Correspondingly, it requires a maximum level of user responsibility

and computer literacy.

It may be easier to conceptualize a computer utility by drawing analo-

gies with familiar utilities. For example, such services as electricity, .

telephones, and libraries are repositories for power, communication tools,

and information, respectively. A computer utility differs from these be-

cause the data or information of this utility must first be put into it

before it can be gleaned from it. Thus, more information storage and retrie-

val savvy is required of administrative users in order to evolve into,a com-

puter utility.

Administrative Computer Literacy

While a comprehensive definition of literacy is provided by the Associ-

ation for Computer Machinery, it may be more convenient to measure computer

literacy for administrative,users by grouping literacy items into four dis-

tinct categories. These are:

1. Control etc, program a computer.

2. Use and understand preprogrammed software.

3. Understand the impact of computers.

.4. Make use of ideas contained in applications for communication and

problem solving.

A practical operative definition can parallel these four categories. At

Pepperdine University we see that for category one, our users demonstrate

their literacy level by using retrieval packages. For level two, they must
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be able to use and understand application systems. Understanding the impact

on other departments, employees.and students of the university illustrates

the achievement of literacy level three, Finally, literacy level four can

be demonstrated by the use of decision support components, such as electro-

nic mailing, modeling or graphics.

If computer literacy can be visualized is a continuum of achievement,

literacy, levels can be characterized over time by users leaving a very depen-

dent state and becoming very independent in their use of computer services.

Figure I illustrates particular milestones in the systems development cycle

which indicates stages along that literacy continuum. The stages of the com-

puter literacy operative definition are positioned along this continuum as

follows: Once the users have requested assistance for computer services,

and before they are intimately involved in the design of their system, they

'are trained in the control and use of an apropriate retrieval package for

their administrative area. While they are involved in the design of their'

system, they begin to learn the impact that system may have on other user

departments, students or employees. Shortly before that new administrative

system is put into a production state, the user department personnel learn

how to use their preprogrammed application software. As is typical with any

new system, once the users have had it for a period of time4 they begin to

think of ways their system could be improved. Because our users as a group

are responsible for approving all system enhancements and for prioritizing

those projects, the user departments achieve a great deal of understanding

of the impact that those enhanceMents may have on the rest of the university.

Finally, as the users become more and more literate in the use of their system,'

they begin to'request the use of decision support tools such as modeling and

graphics packages. This, represents the most independent stage in their lite-

racy progress, since at that point they can use the ideas contained in those

applications for communication and problem solving.

rIt is our belief that there are three key success factors for achieving

administrative computer literacy( The first of these is to obtain top manage-

ment support. That support should be characterized by the commitment of

resources including time, people, and money. Without that top level support,

-2-
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neither will the appropriate training and involvement occur nor will those

who are skeptical or disinterested be appropriately encouraged to partici-

pate in the evolutionary process. The second key success factor is education.

This education must be relevant to each organizational level so that the

knowledge will be retained and sd that participants will become interested in

the educational process. This training is a natural outgrowth of the third

key success factor, which is involvement. At Pepperdine University the

involvement of our users is achieved through the application of many of'

William Ouchi's Theory Z Management components.

Theory Z Management

After studying Japanese management Ouchi discovered that a number of

their management chgracteristics or components were shared by some very

successful American corporations. He ealled this list of components a

Japanese template. A majority of those template items which are applied

at Pepperdine University are as follows:

. Long term employment

. Slow evaluation of progress

. Non-specialized career paths

. Wholistic concern

. Consensual decision-making

. Informal, implicit control

The resultant premise is that the organization is more important that the

individual. The application of Theory Z Management at Pepperdine Univerity

is not straightforward. Rather it is manifested through four discrete but

related items. The following paragraphs will provide a more comprehensive

explanation of each of these four items. Figure 2 summarizes how each of

the four items represent application of theory Z.

-3-
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The first ahd most straightforward is long term employment. Pepperdine

University encourages the retention of their employees through involvement

and non-specialized career paths. Also, it is not infrequent that employees

who have chosen to leave Pepperdine return to their previous positions once

they have discovered that "that the grass is not greener on the other side."

The second item is the committees which have been established to approve

and monitor the activities of computer services. Briefly, these comittees.

are: The Systems and Planning Committees (S.& P), The Data Administration

Group (DAG), The Inter-Office Communication Committee (ICC) and various task

forces. The S & P Committee meets bi-weekly and is composed of vice-presidents.

They review and approve all mainframe hardware and software acquisitions and

all staffing level changes within computer services. They are also responsible

for approving And prioritizing all new development projects.- The second

committee, DAG, meetsti-weekly and consists of mid- and upper-level managers who

are responsible for the approval and prioritization of all enhancement projects.

Soon, this committee will be responsible for the acquisition of all hardware

and software relating to microcomputers. The third committee, the Inter-Office

Communications Committee consists of first-line'managers and users of the

system from all administrative departments affected by computer services.- This

committee meets weekly and resolves such issues as the use and ownership of

data elements within the data bases and inter-office training requirements.

Further, a Subcommittee of IC is responsible for establishing the production

schedule approximately two months in advance.

Various task forces are established not only to monitor the progress of

development projects, but also to collectively perform the system analysis

function for that project. Usually, these committees are composed of two

individuals'from computer services and fOur to eight members of various user

office personnel. A collective responsibility for each of the new development

projects is encouraged. Further, these committees are typically chaired by

an inexperienced user office representative who.receives on-the-job project

.development training.
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The third item typifying Theory Z Management application at Pepperdine

University is the Decision Support Coordinators (or DSC's). These individuals

work within computer services as representatives ofthe various user departments

and as representatives of the best interest of the University. The DSC's

typically do not have a background in data processing but do have experience

in a variety of user departments. They function as trarislators, trainers,

planners and consultants. Their consultation transcends data processing in

that they also function as facilitators of change, Their long employment

record with Pepperdine (for which the DSC's currently average approximately

five,years) ensures that computer services has a "corporate memory" with

'respect to data processing at Pepperdine. As watchdogs of the good of the

University, the DSC's facilitate an wholistic concern throughout the entire

University. Although they report to the Manager of Systems and Programming

they participate actively in decision-making at many levels within computer

services. Finally, they help to facilitate informal _and implicit control by

encouraging users to fulfill their obligations in the systems development

process.

The fourth item typifying Theory Z Management at Pepperdine is the

application of linking-pin communication, which provides for information flow

not dependent upon our organizational structure. This communication serves

the dual purpose of encouraging wholistic concern through consenstial decision-

making, and facilitating slow evaluation and informal, implicit control. Linking-

pin communication is implemented by having cross-membership among various

committees overseeing the activities of computer services. Further, the

freedom of communication ensures that no individual in the organizational

hierarchy can have a detrimental effect on the activities with respect to the

good of the University. Yet another form of communication is our Service

Appraisal Report (SAR) administered by the University Data Administrator (UDA),

who reports directly to the Vice-President of Systems and Planning. The UDA

solicits from the users candid, written comments each month on some eight

areas relevant to the functioning of administrative computer services. Careful

scrutiny of the SAR report can also alert computer services to the need for more

education or more involvement of the administrative systems users.

-5-
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Systems Develoo0ent/Process

With Theo6 //Management facilitating the increase in administrative

computer liteiacy; and that literacy facilitating the evolution of the computer

utility, we Might' next question what effect this evolution will have on the-

system deveVOpment process. The typical computiflg environment requires a
/

great dealibf computer services involvement to develop new systems. A

variety of/ steps are necessary, partly to facilitate the education and

involvempht of the users necessary to achieve greater computer literacy.

Figure 4'represents the current involveMent of computer services and client

office .individuals during the life cycle of an administrative.system. The

variou's milestones are identified along a time continuum.

/The NAR (Needs AnalYsis Report) represents that point in time when

preliminary systems analysis.has been accomplished by the appointed task

force. As you can see, once the NAR has been written, client involvement

tapers off and a great deal of computer center involvement is required to

?develop the particular system. Before that system is moved from a development

stage'to a production stage, the client office becomes more involved during

the/integration. test process. This increased involvement is represented by

the shaded area between the test and implementation phases. During this time

the users learn their new system and have the opportunity to make modifications

before those modifications are considered enhancements (which must be approved -

and priortized along with all other requests). Because of that increased

involvement and because of the ability to modifythat system, the users

experience a corresponding increase in satisfaction with their system.

Once the system has been implemented, the client involvement remains

reasonably high. As time progresses, the users usually will request that enhance7

ments be made. During the enhancement definition periods, users must be directly

involved. The computer center's involvement at this stage is provided primarily

by the Decision Support Coordinators. However, once the enhancement has been

approyed, programmers are assigned to that project as their resources become

available.

This cycle continues as,more and more enhancements are made to the

existing systems through computer services efforts. You will note that the

2 5
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time period between enhancement definition and enhancement test is

lengthy. The delays.experienced while.waiting for adequate resources to

become available in computer services often are the result of the "big

bulge" of computer services involvement in other concurrent projects,

similar to that shown in the first third of this figure.

Some of the anticipated advantages of becoming a computer utility are

the elimination of the resource bulge required at the beginning of sytems

development, as well as a reduction in the time necessary to implement

enhancements to an existing system. With the user offices assuming respon-

sibility for the development of their new systems and enhancements to

those systems, client office involvement will remain high and computer center

involvement can remain relatively-low as is shown in Figure 4. It is antici-

pated that through the use of user development tools, heavy *technical and

detailed invOlvement of computer services will no longer be necessary. By

the time that we have achieved a computer utility, the user office will be

computer'literate and will no longer require the long and involved process of

education. Rather; through consultation with the DSC's, and through a process

of trial and error With their own development tools, the period of time

between need identification and implementation of a new system and of enhance-

ments will be reduced significantly.

Evolution of a Computer Utility

Implicit in the evolution of the computer utility are significant changes

within computer services. Because there is such a reduction in computer

services resource requirements, there will be a corresponding reduction in the

power wielded by computer services. Thus, we must be able to gracefully

relinquish that power and pass it over to the administrative clients.

This evolution also implies a change in the roles and functions of con-

puter services personnel. Consistent with our five year plan, we anticipate

the elimination of the data entry function. On-line systems and user

friendly ,retrieval packages will eliminate the need for the data entry

function to resude in computer services. The role of the Decision Support

Coordinators is also anticipated to evolve from problem solving to consulting.

-.7-
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We anticipate an increased need for-competent and conversant MC's which

may be fulfilled by developirigITID longer-needed ctrogrammer/analysts into -OSC's--.--

Computer services mu-St-maintain-this psture,of anticipation. With less
systems design and development effort requireC computer services will need to
provide more consultation Services- _To- beeffe1iiié tontultarits, we must
continue to anticipate what the_users next, both _in technology and
applitatiohs.- Further, -We must begin to anticipate-what the usersishoulsi be

thinking of next, so that we _can -provide them-with -adequate guidance and
education in a timely fashiOn.

With our dedi cation to evol ve into a 'computer ty, -there are_certaln
actions that we should-take to-advance-that evolution.. First,_we-must remember
to involve our clients in every asnect_of _the --systems -development, maihtenance,_____

and enhancement cycle. Implicit ia this involvement-is teaching_ our clients
by example. Often it is:wise 'to-let them flounder and therf-aSk for guidance,
becau se they will tie more receptive-to- what- we -have to= say.- Second i----WeiTIUSt

1 i sten careful ly to the jargoh-that is. _used by the cl ients_ a_s_ they try to
increase their understanding of coMputers,and guide-them---if they Mis0Se that
jargon. Third, we must hel p them- -keep-the task:forces andtdottmittees on track
and meeting regularly. We can also advance the evolutfoh by tapping administra-
tive systems expertise within various user offices. We have found it very =
beneficial to involve seasoned clients who can provide guidance Which is
both relevant and very understandable.

As with any evolutionary process, we must be able to monitOr our progress._
This can be done in a variety of areas and in a variety of ways. _First and
foremost is that an Information Resources Management division must be established_
Without a true IRM division it may be very difficult to integrate all the tethno-
logy that is necessary to evolve into a computer utility. Second, we must-

establish base on-line systems with supportive policies and procedures; These

on-line systems are necessary to move data input responsibility to the-source-
of that information.

-8-
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Next, feedback mechanisms must be maintained for accountability and

identification of educational needs. Our Service Appraisal Report quickly

and easily fills this function. Also, open communication between the users

and computer services, and between various levels within computer services,

provides a maintenance mechanism to ensure that this evolution continues to

progress. Additionally, the committees, DSC's and SAR's can serve as progress

maintenance mechanisms.

Finally, we must be able to monitor the achievements-of administrative

computer literacy. This literacy must be broad-based and applicable to all of

the various levels of management within the University. As employees move in

and out-of these different levels, their literacy should be brought

in line with literacy achieved by the other members of those committees.

Getting Started

-7_ In summary, there are six items which we feel.are important for you

to get started Wyour evolutiOn-towards-computer Utility.

I. Acquire top manageMent support and involvement: This is absolu-

tely necessary, for,-without that-top management support neither

Will, there be a commitment for adminittrative users to go through

the educational process necessary to achieve an adequate level of

computer literacy, nor will there be the support necessary to

establiA an IRM division.

2. Establish key positions.. We have found the DSC and UDA positions

tO be key in pur evolution towards the computer utility.

3. Establish menitoring mechanisms. Our SAR is an excellent mechanism,

not -only-,to-ascertain the relative satisfaction of the users with

their systems and with the servicet provided by the computer center,

but also ta indicate a particular problem area or an area where

additional education or involvement is required. Another monitoring

mechanism is the network of standing committees which meet on a

regular basis.

4. Establish effective committees. A Certain amount of persistence

is required to:establish effective committees and to ensurgthat

these commi.ttees assume -.the respontibility necessary to achieve that

evolution. We believe that there are three main components in

9 2 6



establishing these committee's to ensure success. They:,are

as,follows:

a. The chairman selected must be high enough in the

organization to be respected, and inexperienced enough'.

to gain a very personal understanding-of the problems

inherent in the systems life cycle.

, . The size and complement.of members are integral to the

success of the committee. As few people as possible from

,.

computer services should be members SO that the administra

tive users do not feel threatened. It is importanCto draw

from many user offices so that an increased understanding .

of the impact of computer systems on other departments can

be'readily achieved. This sharing of information not only

increases computer literacy, bUt also ensures that there

will not be'a conflict between the computer systems which \

will ultimately be integrated.

c. The committee must be given a charge. That charge will

'include the commiftee's purpose so that the members can

establish appropriate goals and objectiVes. Thecommittee

must be given a time frame in which to achieve those goals

and objectives. And, the committee should be given an

expected end product, whether it is a NAR, policies and

procedures, a proposal, or a request for information. This
0

baseline structure.provides the committee with direction

and an incentive to meet regularly.

-10-
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5. Maintain momentu. There Is nothing more discouraging to a group

of people than to have worked very hard on a project for a number

of months-'and achie4ed its end product, only to have that parti-

cular system or that development project put on the back burner

and ignored for a year. This loss,of momentum results in a loss

of enthusiasm which will make it very difficult for that same

committee to be effective once it has reconvened.

6. Guide, listen, and learn. Guide your users by providing back-.

ground assistance. When they ask, teach them how to lead a group

and what to do next. Listen to your users and prdvide encourage-

ment, enthusiasm and humor when it's needed to keep th-at mdmentum

going. Listen to your users for the way that they use technical

jargon land ensure that they, in fact, understand the implications

of the words they're using. Become a catalyst for inter-office

cohesion and learn from the experience yourself.

We have seen that Theory Z Management provides the framework for

involvement of the entire University community in computer center activities.

This involvement leads to a higher-level of administrative computer literacy,

and that literacy helps to facilitate the evolution towards computer utility.

As with any infant, in order to achieve a computer utility you must remember

td be empathetic, be flexible, be supportive but not doting, be nurturing, be

compassionate but not capitulating, and be political.. Try incorporating

some Theory Z techniques in your organization. Then, sow the seeds of computer

literacy and let the computer utility idea blossom and grow. Finally, have

conviction _that it can be done and that you can do it.

26
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Figure 1. User Independence Along the Computer Literacy

- Continuum.
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Figure 2. Application of Theory 'Z' Management Components

at Pepperdine University.
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Figure 3. Involvement Levels and Life Cycle Milestones in a

Typical Computer Center Environment.
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Uti 1 i ty Environment.
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PRODUCTIVITY AND THE INEXPERIENCED PROGRAMMER

ELMER F. HESSE and HENRY W. NEWSOM

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
MUNCIE, INDIANA

Ball State University, like many colleges and universities,

has difficulty attracting and retaining experienced computer

professionals. Because of this, we are often faced with, a large,

body of inexperienced programmers. 'With the tremendous demand's

for application development and enhancement that we have, maximum

productivity from ihis body of inexperienced programmers is

critical to our successful operation.

Because of this, we have put into place several tools and

techniques which seem Co work well in increasing the productivity

of our programmers. These efforts were made primarily in conjunc-

tion with our current project of redesigning and reprogramming

our student information system to a database environment but have

been applied with equal success to other efforts.

2 6
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PRODUCTIVITY AND THE INEXPERIENCED PROGRAMMER

This presentation on productivity and the inexperienced

programmer will- offer two distinct views of this, growing

population in data processing within bigher eduxation. The first

view will be that of management. The Second will be that of the

first-line supervisor. Though these two distinct views are alike

in many ways, particularly in improving productivity, they also

differ in their perspective and focus. The management view is one

of concern while the supervisors view is one of implementing the

techniques to improve the situation.

Universities like many other organizations continue to

suffer from a critical shortage of experienced data processing

professionals. Because of some unique aspects in our environment

- perhaps the most noteable being low entry-level salaries we

have had to face the very pragmatic situation of hiring inexper-

ienced programmers or learning to live with multiple vacancies.

Over the past several years productivity in data processing

has been written about and examined from almost every possible

angle, but in hiring the inexperienced programmer the very real

gap in productivity cannot be easily overcome by software tools

o development techniques. This paper will, however, address some

techniques that we have found successful in attacking the skill

gap that can only be bridged in its entirety through experience.

From management's perspective, the most critical element in

attempting to raise the productivity level of inexperienced pro-

grammers is to reduce, as quickly as possible, the lost time
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required to effectively train them. The criticalness of this does

not center so much hfound the lost time for the new employee

because this is alwe'ys a factor in any new employee becoming

acclimated tto a new jnb. However, is very critical in terms of

the lost time of the employee assigned to train the new staff

member, because that person is normally very exp2rienced and

frequently is one of the most productive persons on the htaff.

,Though we have made use of a "buddy" system so that each new

staff member has one person to address his questibns to, it can

even be more time-consuming for the "buddy': than if the new

employee were given free rein to ask questions of anyone. Another

facior that can increase the lost-time for the inexperienced ,

programmer is the fact that for the majority of them it is either

their first full-time job or it is a mid-career job chhnge.

Either way they are not only inexperienced in terms of data

processing techniques, but they are also quite likely to be

inexperienced in basic employee skills such as avoiding tardi7

.ness, etc. Thefinal factor that impacts lost time for these new

employees is that without exception, none of them that we have

hired have had any experience in higher education. Thus they must

also become accli-mated to the academic environment. They are,

however, not often involved in the mainstredm of campus activi-

ties such as teaching and research.

The second item of concern from the management view is to

express some dissatisfaction in the content of the formal educa-

tion that students are now receiving. Though most four-year

computer science programs offer a good to excellent conceptual

base of knowledge, it appears that they are not being very effec-
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-t iv e in terms of preparing the student for the "real world".

Things like the importance,of documentation, testing of programs,

the necessity of preparing code that can be undersood by others,

preparing a program for production turnover, etc may'not be very

important in, the classroom but is extremely critical in the

development of production systems, In some ways, the graduates we

have hired from twoyear programs have better vocational skills,

but their knowledge of concepts and the ability to synthesize

information is often not as good as the person with a fouryear

degree.

A third concern of management in the use of inexperienced

programmers is the overall skill level which most. of Olem

possess. Though this relates to the above point it,is important

to focus on the inexperienced person's ability to synthesize all

of the knowledge obtained in a formal training mode and adapt

it to form useful onthejob skills. To specifically address

this concern we have developed a skills inventory collection

instrument which we are in the process of implementing. Hopefully

this willnot only be meaningful in identifying training needs

but also for assistance in the development of meaningful and

realistic career path plans.

The final concern from management's vieW is finding a means

to communicate with the user community the lower productivity

level of the inexperienced programmer. User demands have not

diminished just because we are unable to hire experienced staff.

Not that the users are unaware of our plight, it's just that they

are faced with many of the same problems we face in termp of

3
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inexperience and lack of knowledge about higher education. How

ever, their problem is translated into requirements for improved

productivity which often equates to the development of additional

automated systems.

This concludes the.brief discussion of management concerns

related to use of inexperienced programmers. In a more practical

sense the following discussion will focus on the view Of ' the

firstline supervisor who must develop and implement techniques

to insure that there is a real increase in productivity of the

inexperienced. FortUnately, we have found that the techniques we'

have developed have been helpful not only to the inexperienced

but also to our more experienced staff.

In order to enhance the productivity of these inexperienced

programmers, we put into place, among other things, the follow

ing tools and techniques:

1. Skeletal programs for CICS and IMS batch programs_,

skeletal CICS maps, skeletal program specifications, and

skeletal catalogued procedure specifications.

2. Copy features, for both data and procedure divisions to

assist in IMS calls and other difficult routines.

3. Subroutines to pro-vide commonly used routines.

4. Programming guides and standards.

5. Various VM/370 components used during program development

and testing.

6. A data dictionary to assist in the documentation .effort

and to aid in field usage review, etc.

7. Peer review of work prnducts.

4 2 7,,
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8. In-house training programs for CICS and IMS programming.

Further details of each of these items follows.

Skeletal Programs, Maps, and Specifications

While not true prototype programs, these do contain the

basic information needed in programs for the CICS and IMS envi-

ronments. Three particular types were developed: CICS/IMS, CICS
.

non-IMS, and IMS batch. All of these skeletal programs contain

the following:

Identification Division with wre-formatted program-ID,

author, date-written, and remarks section which includes

program description and change log'.

Environment Division which is left blank.

Data Division with pC8 mask, error-screen layout for CICS,

and abnormal,termination parameters for batch.

Procedure Division mith basic errdt logic (condition code

processing, etc.), and required entry and termination calls.

The skeletal CICS map contains all the required macro state-

ments with twenty-four screen lines defined. The programmer. then

changes it to include names, positions,- lengths, and attributes.

Skeletal program specifications 'are available under CMS and

contain all the required elements for program specifications. For

example, it contains areas for filesisegmpnts used, sorts, report

forms, copy features used, control card layout, error messages,

etc.

Catalogued procedure specifications are in two parts, one

containing the basic JCL statements required to execute an IMS

program and another which is used to dochment the \cat'alogued

27 4
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Procedure. .The basic JCL statements included are those for, the

database files, any required libraries, log files, and the exe7

cute statements forA)L/I. The programmer then adda any JCL unique

1
to the particular.program to be executed.

The documentation skeleton, unlike the basic JCL, is not

L
specific to IMS; instead, it is required for all applications.

This skeleton cansists of all required documentation for the

catalogued procedure - programs executed, data sets and how they

are used, restart/rerun instructions, output preparation and

distribution, etc. The programmer completes this form under crs,

prints it, ard delivers it to the operations support staff, who

tben generates the actual documentation fOr the procedure.

Copy Features

Many copy features were created to assist the ine2:perienced

programMer with difficult routines. While the majority of these

relate to IMS, many others exist. Some of the copY features

that have been created are:

IMS Canso, including one for each' ftnction. They alsy pro-

vide SSA's, PCB's, and status checking.

String manipulation such as reformatting names.

Dale reformatting.

Standardized _report headings.

Subroutines

Subroutines were written to provide'far commonly used rou-

tines. Examples of them,are as follows:

COMPTERM - Unique to the university environment. This deter-

mines which of any two quarters was f'irst in chronological

order.
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FPRNTLBL Formats and prints 1 to 4up labels.

GREGDATE Converts a JuJian a'ate to a Gregorian date.
=,

IMSABEED Displays an dbend message upon '. console and

requires an operator reply so abends will not ge overlooked.

VAMECUT Reformats student name and shortena.it.to a given

length without losing initials if at all possibly.

Programming Guides.and Standards.

Programming guides and standards were written inhouse and

cover the areas of CICS, IMS, VSAM, JCL, Fasytrieve, and general

COBOL programming hints and standards. The contents of' these

volumes can be divided into two basic subsets: 1. Programming

guidelines and hints, and 2. Programming standards.

The programming guieelines and hints are voiuntary and are

designed to assist the programmer in coding uncommon routines and

to provide a reference Co- the preferred method to use in certain

common situations such as table searches, etc. These also include

some tutorial material written inhouse to supplement

vendor manuals.

avaiLalb,le

Among 'the topics covered are: concypts; IMS batcal

coding; IMS calls; .CICS concepts; CICS coding; CICS BMS; comillon

abends and &ttions_to be taken; JCL for IMS; VSAM error handPing;
;

when and.how to abend programs; available subroutines and their

usage; Easytrieve/IMS;' etc.

Thy
rprogramming standards are intentially limited but must

be-strActly followed. They address program design", coding, test

ing, and implementation. Some of the topics addressed are: naming

conventions for programs, jobs, files, etc.;

7 "1,-'
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documentation; data element usage (e.g. counters must be COMP-3);

editing requirements;

error

error message format; paragraph names;
,

handling; structured coding requirements; unacceptable

COBOL verbs (e.g. ALTER); required levels of testing; etc.

VM/370 Componen-ts'

The various components of VM/370 are' used to accomplish

"card-less" programming and testing. Specifically, CMS and EDGAR

are highly utilized. Each programmer has a terMinal at their work.

station, The terminal is used to design, code, test, and document

programs. As stated above, the programmer handles no cards.

While the full-screen editor is obviously a very powerful

tool, two others are also worthy of special mention. The first of

these is the CMS batch comOle facility, which enables the-

programmer to do a compile in one or twominutes without having'

go through OS/VS1. The second is a facility provided by our

systems Software group which enables Output to be routed direc\tly

back to the terminal instead of being printed or punched. This

has proven to save both time and money.

Another useful feature of CMS is that commorily used files

such as program skeletons and cntalogued procedure doCumentation

skeletons can be kept in an area that is available to anyone.

Therefore, a p:rogrammer -.simply copies the required file into his

individual work area and makes the necessary modifications.

Data Dictionary

The data tiel,ionary is the repository for nearly, all pf our

documentation.

program

Fo-r- example, it contains file documentation,

documentation, system documentation, field usage

documentation, and agreat deal of cross-reference documentation.

8 .2 ,
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Some of 'the things it allows us to do' 'are: link files to

programs, programs to catalogued procedures, reports to users,

Iris. segments to programs, etc.

As an example of how the dictionary is used consider cata

logued procedure documentation. When the programmer has developed

and tested a catalogued Yrocedure, the procedure documentation

shell is copied into his area and he completes it under CMS. When

the documentation shell is completed, the yrogrammer prints it

and forwards the Rrinted copy to the operations support group.

This group then enters the information into the dictionary and

prints the required reports. The result is the generat,ion of all

required user, system, operations, and control dOcumentation,

usually without the programmer actually writing a single line.

Peer Review

Peer reviews are used primarily in inspecting prOgram code,

but are also used on ofcassion to inspect designs and specifica

tions. As soon as posAle after the first "clean" compile, the

programmer contacts his supervisor; the analyst whb designed the

program,' and at least one other programmer to schedule the re

viewi or walkt-h-r, Usually, two or three days lead time is given.

The participants receive a copy-of the compiled program, a copy

the specifications, a Copy of the program test plan, and a

copy of the report or screen layout.

At the actual review session, each participant is given the

opportunity to point out errors in design or logic, offer sugges

tions for improvement, etc. The programmer records all rquired

changes as 'determined by,the analyst. After the changes are

P '7
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completed, the analyst reviews the materiel oB

the changes were made as requested.

in to insure that

Experience has shown ..thati4this process leads -td hetter-_

structured, comdented,'readable, and Maintainable programs. It '6

interesting to note that a remarkable simil-arity in style has

evolved throughout the shop. A very important side,ben-elit,is the

learning which takes place when other programmers review

programs. Ndt only does the author receive some helpful hints

about techniques,- but 'the other participants also learn new

techniques as well.

In-house Training

Two in-house training programs were developed, one for INS

concepts and coding, and one for CICS concepts and coding. The

CICS course was developed by a member of our databa'se team who

was formerly our CICS support person. The IMS course was devel-

oped by members of our database team. Both of the courses are

intended for beginners in CICS and INS and not for the exper-

ienced individual. Both also resulted in reference manuals for

use by the entire staff.

These courses have proven satisfactory for getting an indi-

vidual started id the CICS or INS programming environments and

have provided the foundation to progress- in reading and using

more advanced materials.

10
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dilemma,

0

a footnote, we now find that we have reach a new

we have been fairly successful in raising the produc

ivity level of both our inexperienced as well as our e,xperienced

programmers. So successful, in fact, that we can now produce.

programs fastet than our relatively inexperienced analysts can

prepare ,specifications. It appears that this will now be the next

challenge we face as we continue to attemPt to raise our overall

productivity level.

11
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THE DIPLEMENTATION OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER SYSTEM
IN A SMALL COLLEGE: THE MARYMOUNT MANHATTAN EKPERIENCE

Donna Clark Evancoe
MarymOunt Manhattan College

' New York,- New York

Computer technology'has advanced to the point where it has become
feasible for small colleges to purchase and maintain their. own computer
systems. Such an opportunity is, in many ways, very attractive to both
college executives and operational managers. However, the potential fet
problems is very great, especially if inadequate attention is given to
institutional needs and system capabilities and requirements.- This:
paper, describes issues and probesses which-were important in the
selection and implementation of an administrative computer system at one
small liberal arts college. Among the topics discussed are: 'system
analyais, system design, selection criteria, institutional decision
processes, implementation steps, user acceptance, And organisational
impact.

Paper presented to National CAUSE Conference, December 1982 in Hilton
Head, South Carolina
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER SYSTEM IN A SMALL

COLLEGE: THE MARYMOUNT MANHATTAN EXPERIENCE

Donna Clark Evancoe
Director, Planning and Management Systems

Marymount Manhattan Collegp

Marymount Manhattan is a small liberal arts college for women in

New Ybrk City. We have a student body of about 2200 students -- 900

full time and 1300 part time; a faculty ofabout 55 full time arid' 125

adjuncts; and an administrative and support staff nuMbering about 100.

In:1977 Marymount Manhattan recei'ved a 5 year grant under Title III's

Advanced Institutional'Development Program (AIDP). This grant included

funding for a Managpment Information System (MIS) which .led the Collegp

to the development and implementation of an administrative computer

system. This MIS activity was designed and written by an external

consultant but our college administrators strongly endorsed the need fot

computerization.

SYSTEMS ANAIYSIS AND DESIGN

The first step in our MIS activity was to'undertake a systems

analysis of our adminiStrative processes, which were, at the time,

'totally mahual. The'external consultant who wrote the MIS section of

the Title III grant was re-hired in a,consultant capacity to perform

this systems analysis. He'began this work in 1977. He met with our

vice-presidents, directors, and other managers, both individlially and in

groups. The focus of the systems analysis was the "student flow." We

rconcentrated almost exclusively on operations in terms of how they

served students and how they processed student information. We fiFst

1 2s
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identified the operations we wanted to computerize and then defined how

those operations functioned -- or should fUnction. One difficulty we

had during this stage of our MIS.development was a confusion about

whether we were describing the way things happened or the way they ought

to happen in a "perfect, computerized world."

We spent two years, off and on, onAhis systems analysis. We

talked about procedures, flow charts, forms,data elements, reports,

definitions, interactions among office -- all the things that you're

supposed to cover during a systems analysis. When we finished in 1979

we had a large book which documented in great detail the system needs of

each office we wanted to computerize.

At the same time that the systems analysis was gping on, the

external consultant was encouraging us to learn other things about

computers and the kinds of computer systems that were available to us. ,

The vice presidents and a few others visited neighboring colleges to see

how their systems operated. Through discussions with the consultant,

reading, and site visits, a collective consciousness evolved regarding

the kind of System Marymount wanted. We wanted an on-line, integrated_

system. The most frequently used analogy was that the registration and

payment process for the students was going to be just like getting an

airplane ticket -- the student would walk Up,to counter, be enrolled in

the classes she wanted, pay for the classes and walk away fully

registered. So simple!
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By the Fall of 1979 we were ready to define the specifications for

the system we wanted. It was decided that we would put the

specifications into an RFP (Request for Proposal) and solicit proposals

from whatever companies wanted to bid. The RFP, drafted by our external

consultant, identified:

1. That we were interested in purchasing compatible
hardware and software;
2. That we wanted software that would allow US to
computerize Admissions, Registration/Advisement, Financial
Aid, Business Systems, and Alumnae/Development;
3. That we wanted an online system;
4. The data elements we wanted to capture;
5. The system capacity we estimated was necessary;
6. The hardware configuration we were interested in; and
7. The criteria we fould use to evaluate submitted
proposals

The RFP was sent to about 50 or 60 companies. We held a oneday

Vendors Conference so that any company that wanted to could come to the

college and ask questions. Proposals were due to US by Feb

1980. We received 26 proposals -- some for hardware only; s

software only; some for both.

SYSTEM SEIECTION

To review the proposals, we established a Technical Review

Committee of two vice presidents, four administrative managers, two

faculty, and our external consultant. We used what the proposals said,

site visits and/or demonstrations, and DataPro information to narrow

down our choices.

3
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By this time financial considerations had led us to the conclusion

that we needed a system with pre-designed software which would7mot

require a DP staff to maintain and which we could implement relatively

quickly. As such, our discussions focused more and more on software

considerations; hardware was not considered unimportant, but it was

clearly secondary. Within this context, the following iSsues became the

"working criteria" for the Committee's deliberations and decisions.

1. How fully is the software pre-designed; how much
work would we need to do in order to use it?
2. How fully does the software meet our administrative
needs?-
3. To what extent do the varioUs administrative programs
interact with each other?
4. Can we manage this system without a DP staff?
5. What will the Start-up costs and on-going costs be?
6. Is the system installed in other colleges? If so,
how is4t Working?
7. Is one vendor responsible for both hardware and
software?
8. What is the stability of the vendor company?
9. Is the hardware expandable and is the software upward
compatible?
10. Are welimited to the "canned" programs and reports,
or will we be able to generate our awn?
11. Can the system be used for instruction and academic
research, i.e., can it support such languages as FORTRAN
and BASIC and standard statistical paCkagps?.

Using these criteria, we were able to narrow down the list of

viable proposals from 26 to 17 to 10 to 7 to 3 to 2 to 1. The three

were POISE software on a DEC machine, AIMS software on a PRIME, and,

COILEAGUE software on a PRIME; the final two were AIMS and COLLEAGUE.

The AIMS and COLLEAGUE systems are very similar; the deciding factor for

us wa6 that in the Spring of 1980, when we made our decision, we felt

Datatel Minicomputer Company (DMC), the COLLEAGUE vendor, was a more

diversified and stronger company than AXXESS, the AIMS vendor. This was

4
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extremely important to us because we knew we would rely heavily on the

vendor for support; thus we chose the company which looked the most

stable -- DMC. (Iet me say I'm not sure that that,distinction between

DMC and A)OESS exists anymore today.)

The Technical Review Committee made their recommendation to the

Council Of Vice Presidents, and the Vice Presidents endorsed the

recommendation and forwarded it to the President. In June, 1980, the

President gave us the approval to move into contract negotiations with

DMC. During the summer we negotiated the contract and we signed the

contract in early September. Finally, after three years of analyzing,

visiting, and discussing, we were, going to really do it!!

THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

In order to implement the computer system we established the

Office of Information Services under the Vice President for Planning.

The Director of Computer Services, my colleague, was given

responsibility for the hardware, peripherals, and operating system of

the computer. He hired one computer operator working to assist him. I

was named Director of Planning and Management Systems and given

responsibility for the administ.rative software and its implementation.

One of the things outlined in the contract with DMC was the

implementation schedule. We decided on a gradilal process, beginning in

'January, 1981 in which the various modules would be implemented

sequentially,over a period of about 18 months. Our primary objective

was to gpt certain student-related Systems operational for the Fall,

1981 semester. Where to start was a significant decision for us. Some

5
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wanted to begin with Admissions because that was the starting point of

the student. Others wanted to start with the Registrar because that was

the central point of the student record and all other things must relate

to it. In the end, the President made the decision that we woUld start

with Admissions. Exhibit 1 illustrates the sequence in which we

implemented the 11 modules of our system.

Implementation of each module really consisted of three staeps:

user introduction and training, user handson practice, and live

operations. User introduotion and training consisted of group meetings

of professional staff from the office directly involved in the

operation, representatives from other.offices which worked closely with

the office being computerized and myself. We would review their current

needs and office practices and procedures and go over'the software

documentation. Then a representative from DMC would-come on a

preinstallation visit. She would meet with the same group of people,

and describe the conceptual design of the module, give.a brief

demonstration of the module, and ansWer any questions about the module.

For the next three to four weeks the users were encouraged to try the

module out, and see what it did in the test account.

The user handson practice stage began with the second DMC visit.

The DMC representative would slowly and carefully demonstrate each

operation in the module to the staff who would be using it. Ey this

time the staff was expected to be familiar enough with the'module to

have specific questions about how to handle this situation or that

procedure which were not clear or not mentioned in the documentation.

After this DMC visit, it was up to the user office to become proficient

6
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in operating their software. I encouraged them to take a variety of

cases from their files and begin using the test account in the same

manner as they would use the live account. During this testing they

would often find thingp that didn't work the way they expected or

circumstances that they didn't know how to handle on the computer.

These questions were called into the DMC customer service staff, whose

primary purpose is to deal with such matters. The customer service

staff gaveus both factual answers about the software and opinions and

advice about the ways in which we might want to apply the software.

The live operations begpn when I felt the office director knew what

he or she was doing and when the director expressed the readiness. I

worked with the office to determine what tasks had to be done and the

order in which they should be done in order to become operational.

During this phase users usually slowly developed a feeling of ownership

of.the module.

The user introduction and training stage usually lasted 6 10

weeks; the length of the user handson practice stage varied greatly --

depending upon the commitment the director of the office had to the

computerization effort and upon the time during the fiscal or academic

year -- from 5 weeks to 20 weeks. Exhibit 1 also shows how these stages

occurred for each module at MMC.

USER ACCEPTANCE AND IMPACT ON ORGANIZATION

My judgement is that once people got over their initial anxiety and

became comfortable with what they were doing, they accepted and, in,

fact, supported the computerization effort. There are three reasonS, I

7
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think, for this. First, we have been very lucky to have had very few

and relatively minor hardware problems. Thus, the system has been

available to our users about 90% of the time. Second, the software

package is good and is very easy to use. And third, the computer takes

the drudgery out of many jobs -- like counting students, addressing

envelopes, and producing monthly budget reports.

The computer has become an integral part of Marymount Manhattan's

administrative operations. The impact of the computerization is felt in

many ways throughout the-organization. But there are, I think, three

ways in which the computer is having a major, significant impact on the

administrative organization of the college.

The first major impact that camputerization has had on Marymount

Manhattan is the creation of a permanent new box on the organizational

chart for the computer services area. We did not expect this. When we

began this venture, we believed that the Office of Information Services

would be scaled down after the installation period and that supervision

and on-going maintenance of the system would be part of the workload of

a Director and a secretary who worked for the Planning Vice President.

(Recall one of the decision criteria we had: can we manage the system

without a DP staff.) I now believe that we will not be able to achieve

the reduced staffing unless the College accepts a much lower level of

service and response than they have become accustomed to. The workload

on both the hardware and software sides is tremendous if the system is

to be kept running efficiently and effectively.

8
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The second major, and most important, impact that computerization

has had on the institution is the increased communication and

coordination among offices that is developing. Because it is a unified

data base system, no office can go about its business without concern

for the other offices' needs and practices. When offices do undertake

an independent action, problems usually occur and we must spend a few

days unravelling them. Examples of the interlinkages are 1) names (we

all have to agree on spelling rules for such names as O'Connor and

McCormick or else the name search facility is useless and alphabetical

reports are messy) and 2) general ledger nuMbers (the business office

cannot just create new numbers without advising the people who link into

the numbers like Development or Financial Aid). These are simple

examples; there are others that are more complex. The point is that the

computer is forcing 112 to work together and coordinate administrative

operations. Eventually, this will lead to both greater management

efficiencies and better service to the student.

A third major impact that computerization has had on the

institution is in terms of report generation, and this impact is just

developing. Since we no longpr have to do manual counts we can produce

reports that have more than two dimensions. We can also produce reports

which combine data from different areas for example payroll data and

instructional load, or budget expenditures and majors enrolled in each

department. Our data base has tremendous potential and the report

9
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gpneration language is easy to use and very powerful. The

administrators at Marymount Manhattan are learning how to use this

tool and are just beginning to appreciate its potentiai. The long term

benefits of this will be tremendous.

December, 1982
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PLANNING INFORMATION FLOW FOR A PROACTIVE INSTITUTION
USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE

Michael R. Zastrocky

Director, Management Information Services

Regis College

Denver, Colorado

Alternatives to home grown administrative information software

have become common. Turnkey packages have built track records

in many institutions during the past 10-15 years. How does an

institution which is proactively changing and planning its

future decide which package best fits its current and future

needs? Can 90% of the institutional needs really be met at a

10% cost? What problems can be expected during implementation?

How does an institution organize itself for the future? Each

institution must ultimately answer these questions as best it

can. The experiences of Regis College in selecting an admin-

istrative software package, THESIS, might prove useful to the

institution about to take the plunge into proprietary informa-

tion systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Regis College changed dramatically during the years from 1968 to tile

present. From an all male predominately 18-22 year old student body, the

College now serves men and women from 18-80 years old. A second campus

in Colorado Springs provides new degree opportunities for people in a

highly technical and growing area. Adult degree programs have extended

educational opportunities to persons who were largely ignored in previous

years.

In the midst of these planned changes the President of Regis College,

Rev. David M. Clarke, S.J., became concerned that the current administra-

tive computing system did not adequately provide the information needed

to effectively guide management decisions in operations and short and

long-range planning.

The current system evolved during the previous fifteen years from

a manual system .to an on-line interactive EDP system. Software was

developed, primarily in-house, by people who were busy putting out daily

brush fires and who designed and built the software in the'ir "spare time."

This resulted in almost an annual turnover in Computer Center staff,

poor documentation and basically a "system" which was unable to meet the

ever increasing needs of a growing and changing institution.

$erving 1500 adults in 22 off-campus sites caused many management

problems. Adding to the situation was an adult course schedule that

changed every 5 weeks requiring registration, billing, grading and tran-

scripting to be done almost continuously.

1
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The President assigned Dr. Michael Zastrocky as the project leader

and together they outlined the broad objectives and goals for the proj-

ect. These were:

Determine the current information needs of the institution.

Gather ideas on expected future information needs (through

the next 5 years).

. Identify possible strategires for meeting those needs.

. Establish criteria for measuring the effectiveness of each

strategy in meeting identified needs.

. Measure each strategy against the established criteria.

Make a recommendation on which strategy should be pursued

based on the measurements.

. Design an implementation strategy that meets the needs of

Regis and is especially sensitive to the people issues and

time constraints.

Design an evaluation and monitoring process that allows for

planned changes to the information system.

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions were made:

. It would not be cost effective to redesign the current

software to meet the College's current and planned future

requirements.

- 2 -
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.
All users would be put on "hold" during the next year (1981-82)

while the study was conducted and final decisions were being

made. (This meant that users would essentially have to get

by with current system capabilities, to avoid putting more

time and money into existing software.)

The major strategies to be pursued would involve "Turnkey"

(complete system) packages. (Although some custom software

designs would be explored to gain insights and make comparisons.)

The institution would shop for the software package and vendor

that best met Regis' perceived needs. Hardware would be con-

sidered only as the tool to drive the appropriate software.

. Regis would maintain the "architect's role in the system

integration; the software vendor would build the system and

maintain the software and Regis would control the operation

of the system.

Timeliegss of performance would be a major concern. The

ability of the software (and appropriate hardware) to be

delivered in a timely fashion would be used in evaluating the

packages.

.
The depth of the software organization and its ability to

support Regis in the future would be important.

.
The package chosen would be viewed as a five year solution.

After 3-5 years changes in the institution, software and hard-

ware might require neig visions.

- 3 -
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IDENTIFICATION OF USERS' REQUIREMENTS

The project leader met with the President and his staff early in the

project to identify the overall goals and major information needs for the

College. He then met with each presidential staff member to isolate

major needs for each presidential staff member's area of responsibility.

He then met with each user several times to identify users' requirements.

The reason for several meetings was to give users time to think about

needs and to make changes as necessary. He then met again with each

presidential staff member to ensure that the Summary of Users Require-

ments accurately defined needs and supported the goals of their area of

responsibility.

IDENTIFICATION OF STRATEGIES

During the fall semester, 1981/82, the project leader spent 'con-

siderable time talking with people at other institutions and software

vendors. Some contacts were made based on personal knowledge. Others

were made based on information giVen him from members of a planning

group, the Regis College National Commission Task Force on Technology,

Dr. John Minter, Mr. Charles Thomas and from the President of Regis.

Initial contacts were made and conversations outlined on a form that

listed the following software characteristics:

. Modules available

Overall quality of package

. Quality of documentation

-4-
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Support from software vendor

Need for major changes in the package

Ease in training Regis staff

Cost

Hardware needed

Strengths/weaknesses of hardware

Local support for hardware

Length of conversion and implementation time

Miscellaneous comments

Reliability and dependability of hardware

Literature and phone conversations with vendors provided additional

information on the packages. The characteristics of each package were

measured against the Regis College Users' Needs.

Those strategies which seemed to have the most potential for Regis

were explored further by phone calls to other institutions and visits

by the project leader to see the package in operation. In all cases

the primary concern focused on the ability of the software to meet

Regis' present and future needs; hardware issues followed. Schools

which exhibited characteristics similar to Regis in curriculum, history,

administration and size and which were using a package that might be

used by Regis were visited.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

The criteria used to evaluate the various strategies include the

following:

5



Does the software match the user's needs as outlined in the

Summary of Users' Requirements?

How difficult would it be to modify the software to meet

Regis' needs?

Does the software supplier have adequate resources to support

their software today? Five years from today?

Are other users of the software satisfied?

Does the software have the ability to grow to a larger system

as the Regis needs change and expand?

Does the software require a high degree of technical knowledge

on the part of the users?

Will the software supplier provide adequate support in the

installation and training phases?

How difficult or easy is it for weaknesses in the software to

be overcome to meet Regis' needs? (For example, it's not as

easy to overcome the weakness of a Turnkey Package which is

missing a marketing module as it would be to overcome a

weakness such as a missing inventory module for keys.

Is the software data based?

Does the hardware adequately match the software?

Does the hardware have the ability to grow as the software

(Regis needs) changes and grows?

Does the hardware have adequate local field service support?

Are other users of the hardware happy with the hardware?

Intuition and prayer. Does there seem to be a good match between

people resouices, software resources and hardware resources with

Regis?

-6-
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Cost considerations.

Does the hardware have areputation for little downtime?

(Is it reliable and dependable?)

A final recommendation was made to the President to utilize the services

of Computer Management Services, Inc. and the THESIS package. This recom-

mendation was based on the overall management strength of CMSI and their

perceived ability to meet Regis' needs in a timely fashion. There was also

a "gut feeling" that the THESIS package would allow other software packages

like the DATABASE TAdS package and Execucom's IFPS package to easily inter-

face THESIS and provide additional information and flexibility.

- 7 -
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Administrative Computer Systems
in Small Colleges

by

Robert J Denning
Director of Administrative Computing

Pacific Lutharan University
Tacoma, Washington

Pacific Lutheran University, a college of liberal arts, was

founded in 1890. The University is located in Tacoma, Washington

with an enrolled headcount of 3900.

The computing history of the University began in 1965 with

an IBM 1401. The software was designed and maintained by computer

center staff. Since that time the University has changed hardware

twice and has converted the existing software systems to the new

hardware.

In 1979 the University, in updating its planning, recognized

the need for an upgrade in computer hardware to support the academic

and administrative needs. A committee was established to defi.ne the

needs at the University and the selection criteria to be used. The

committees first recommendation was to purchase two computers and to

dedicate a computer to each faction of the University. This was not

accepted as some members of the University wanted to see a machine

with 32 bit architecture. The final recommendation for hardware was

to purchase a VAX 11/780 by Digital Equipment CorRoration to support

both academic and administration.

A very important consideration in the decision for new computer

3 0 ,,
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Isupport dealt with the software. The option considered were as follows:

1. Convert existing program software
s_.

2. Write new software

3. Purchase package software

In evaluating these options it was important to keep in mind the needs

as defined.

1. On-line system support

2. Speed and Accessability

3. Data Management System

4. Administrative Information System

5. Word Processing

When considering the needs it was obvious that options 1 & 2 were both

time consuming and costly. The committee then set out to evaluate

the software packages available. The software under evaluation

included SOARS, CMSI, AIRES, SOLUTIONS & POISE. The decision was made

to purchase the POISE software and install it on the VAX 11/780. The

two key reasons, beyond the defined need, for choosing the POISE

software were user friendly software and system flexibility.

The conversion plan for administrative systems called for the

installation of the VAX 11/780 hardware by April, 1980. The software

was to be installed by POISE beginning on May 1st. This plan would

provide a 90 Cay parallel conversion. The hardware was installed on

schedule, however, the software required the release of a new basic

language that was being tested by Digital Equipment Corporation.

This delayed the installation of the software until late June, 1980.

With conversion starting in July, 1980 the benefits of parallel

processing were impossible.

"Ar
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The imPlementation of the new Software on the VAX 11/780 was

a true pioneering effort. The software was designed to run under

RSTS and required extensive conversion to run under VAX/VMS. The

successful installation of the following systems was completed by

the date indicated.

* Registration July, 1980

* Payroll August, 1980

*

*

Admissions

Fiscal Systems:

September, 1980

Cash Receipts July, 1980
Accounts Payable July, 1980
Journal Entry July, 1980
Budget September, 1980
Fiscal Reporting September, 1980

* Student Billing January, 1981

Personnel August, 1980

Financial Aid August, 1980

Residential Life August, 1980

Word Processing July, 1980

* - systems that were installed by POISE. All others were developed by
the computer center staff using POISE Data Management System

There were two major impacts imposed by the new on-line systems.

The first being the absorption of data entry and maintenance of files

by.the user department. The second was relieving the fear of &

responsibility for the on-line data files. These were dealt with

through extensive training which has created a very positive acceptance

of the system by the user deportments.

To date many more systems have.been developed using the POISE

Data Management System; We have foupd that the key element in the

University use of this software is "flexibility". We are not confined

to a structured program that imposes restrictions that prohibit change

3 01i
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by the user. We are excited with the enhancements that are being made

by the POISE Company for the VAX and look forward to the use of such

packages as Visicalc and Datatrieve. They will only strengthen the

capabilities of the user at Pacific Lutheran University.

The Aoademic plan included support for the Math, Science and Business

Divisions. In the Fall of 1980, the University began offering a degree

in Computer Science. Since that time the new major together with the

other divisions have increased the student usage from'300 to over

1200 accounts. New academic interests are being developed everyday.

.The computer center has also developed some instructional packages using

the POISE Data Management System.

The growth in the use of he computer on campus has exceeded all

planning expectations. We are currently, considering additional hardware

to provide additional support to the user community on & off campus.

The decision to install Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11/780

hardware and POISE software has been a major step forward in computing

at Pacific Lutheran University.

30i)
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Implementation of Administrative Computer Systems:

The Swarthmore College Experience

Elizabeth R. Little

Swarthmore College

.Swarthmore, PA 19081

This paper reviews the process used in - selecting and

iMplementing a proprietary administrative information system at a

small liberal arts college. It describes the characteristics of

the, institution and the history of computing at Swarthmore

College. The selection of both hardware and software is

discussed. Implementation of the software system is addressed

from two prospectives -- planned and achieved! Finally, comments

are given on both the successes and pitfalls so that, hopefully,

others will profit from these experiences.

3
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Imblementation of Administrative Computer Systems:
The Swarthmore College Experience

Elizabeth R. Little
Swarthmore College

HISTORY'

Swarthmore College, founded in 1864 by members of the Religious Society

of Friends as a coedubational liberal arts institution, is located southwest

of Philadelphia. It is a small college by deliberate policy and present

enrollment is about 1300 students. The teaching faculty numbers 135 andlhas

an administrative staff of 450. Swarthmore College also offers a degree in

engineering.

The College acquired its first computer an IBM 1620 in 1964. In

1968, with funding from the National Science Foundation, Bryn Mawr, Haverford

and Swarthmore Colleges formed the TriCollege Computing Center and purchased

an IBM 360/40. This installation was located on the Haverford -campus some 15

miles from Swarthmore. An IBM 1130 was installed at Swarthmore to be used as

both a standalone computer and.to communicate with the IBM 360 at Haverford.

In 1974, again with NSF funding, Swarthmore acquired an IBM 3780, five IBM

5100's and five Tektronics terminals. The IBM 1130 link to Haverford was

replaced by a connection to a larger IBM 370 at UNICOLL

By 1979, a number of locally developed administrative packages were being

used on the IBM 1130 and at UNICOLL. An admission's and registrar's system

developed on the IBM 1130 'were converted to UNICOLL in 1980 because of

3t)1/4.)
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inadequate processing power and lack of storage. A fairly sophisticated

Alumni/Development system for biographical and gift recording had been

developed using Mark IV and ran on the IBM 370 at UNICOLL. Other

administrative applications included a -TriCollege library periodical data

base, several programs for Building and Grounds, the student payroll system

and a voucher check program.

SELECTION

Frustrations with the computer environment felt by faculty and

administrators led to the formation by the President of an ad hoc committee to

study the campus computing needs in Fall 1979, The Committee worked under two

basic premises 1) that one . machine could serve both the academic and

administrative community and 2) that the administrative software should not

be development locally both purchased from a software house. A consultant

worked with the ad hoc Committee to formulate an' RFP that was sent to 20

computer vendors in the spring of 1980. By the summer of 1980 the numerous

vendor proposals had been evaluated by the committee and the choices had been

narrowed down to IBM, HP, Digital and Prime.

Formal hardware vendor presentations were made to faculty and

administrative staff in the fall. While several administrative packages were

looked at the three most closely examined were from POISE, DATATEL, and

AXXESS. pie Computing Center staff worked with each administrative area to

determine their functional needs; what their current system, if any, gave

them and what was available or unavailable from the various packages.

3 0,
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Considerable time was spent by both computing center staff and people from the

administrative offices reading software documentation, attending software

demonstration, and calling and visiting other institutions that had installed

the systems that were being considered. In December, final contracts were

signed for two PRIME computers networked via PRIMENET. A PRIME Information

1000, with software developed by AXXESS, Inc., was selected to' handle

administrative systems, and a PRIME 750 was selected for academic computing.

Original plans called for a single computer; however, it was finally

determined that, with a marginal expenditure increase -two conputers could be

obtained and would provide improved data security and backup capability. See

,Appendix A for the current hardware and software configuration.

IMPLEMENTATION: PLANNED

Early in January 1981 administrators from each area met to discuss the

events of the months to come. A document outlining by weeks and months the

mutual assignments for both the Computing Center and the administrative

offices was distributed. Each department had to select a computer liaison to

work with the Computing Center staff. Each Member of the Computing Center

staff was assigned to a particular department. Documentation on the

administration system was handed out. By the end of February individual

departments were to have read the documentation and scheduled meetings with

their counterpart in the Computing Center. Written questions from the offic s

had to be given to the Computing Center one day before any scheduled meetings.

The Computing Center staff acted in a liaison role between the admininstrative

offices and the software vendor AXXESS, Inc. The Prime Information 1000 was
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scheduled for installation in March as were the communications iines and

administrative terminals. Training of the administrative staff was scheduled.

Demonstration modules with a small data base would be available for this

instruction. The plan continued rather ambitiously to April with the

conversion of registrar's and alumni/development data. Data entry fcr the

other offices was to begin. In'May, the initial testing of the admissions

system and the alumni/development system was to begin. The Admissions Office

was to go live in June. On July 1 the Controller's Office encompassing six

modules-was to go-live. Final testing of all other modules was scheduled for

August. Everything was to be running by September 1 and administrative

computing on the IBM 1130 and at UNICOLL would stop. The IBM 1130 and 3780

would be sold.

.IMPLEMENTATION: ACHIEVED

In fact January, February and March went pretty much as planned but April

saw the slow demise of the plan. The time needed to actually learn what the

software did and haw best to\k7 it was underestimated. There were problems

with "bugs" in the system. Just getting peoplc accustom to an interactive

system, terminals, and new terminolgy was hard. The real problems of the

//
relationships between the various modules, how tne data flowed, who "owned" or

had the maintenance rights to what data, and the establishment of support

files that the entire college would use had to be worked out. Just the

logistics of scheduling meetings where all departments were represented seemed

at times impossible. More modifications to the system had to be made than

expected. A Computing Center Open House on May 1 proved, in many ways, to be

31.;.
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a major turning poirA:t. A lot of wine, cheese and demonstrations of both the

academic and administrative systems seemed to convince people that computing

could be fun! People started to get traly excited about the possibilities.

In June the Admissions Office did go live and proceeded to load 9,000

prospeCts into the admissions fiTh'from ETS tapes. The Controller's modules

were running for the start of the new fical year on July 1. The conversion

of the registrar's data from both the IBM 1130 and UNICOLL into the new

system took place in August and the student affairi/housing office was up.

The month of September was spent in converting all the biographical data and

the six years worth of giving hiStories and giving summaries to the new

system. The IBM 1130 and 3780 wer.e sold and out the door sometime in October.

By December a number of other applications were written locally for the

Buildings and Grounds department. The General Mailings program was being used

by a number of departments.

The advent of 1982 found the ever elusive "BUC" continued to run from one

program to the next and compIete fumigation always seemed just around the

corner. Major problems were found in the data converted from the old

registration system to the new system. A new controller in the new year

caused numerous changes needed by the start of the next fiscal year.

Financial aid information was finally entered in late May and early June,

1982. A new chart of accounts was established for the new fiscal year. For

the first time in the history of the college, tuition bills were not done by

hand and were sent out on schedule in the middle of July.

During the spring of 1982, system response time went from very good to
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extremely bad almost over.night. The acceptance of the systèm, the increase

in number of users, and the true realization of the power of this tool Made 'a

major hardware upgrade necessary. In the summer the administrative machine

was upgraded' from a PRIME Information 1000 to a PRIME Information 750 with

more memory and ports thereby .doubling the capacity., See Appendii A fon.,

current configuration.

COMMENTS

The enthusiam for.computing by all segments of the administrative.Offices

is,rewarding in itself.. These offices are in control of their 'own data and

the timeliness of their reports which is a . comfort both to them ,and the

computing center. The key to success was the appoin'tments by the departments

.of computer liai'sons.. These people, with no previous compUter experience,

helped the computing center and the offices to feel that everything was a

joint effort instead of an "us against them" environment. In a little over

one year all administrative departments ar'e using the Software systems to

better their products and increase their productivity.

Time was the biggest pitfall. More time in planning, t aining,

documentation, and testing would have elimentated many problems. On the other

hand we would probably not be as far along if we had spent more' time in any of

these areas. Certainly one lessonithat was learned time and time again was to

have everythihg between users and the center and the center and the software

vendor in writing! Conversations are nice but written confirmation of those

discussions make life easier in the long run.

310
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When asked if we.would make the same decision on hardWare and software

today that we made two years ago, the answer is yes! Butnow we know how to'

Teeny make it work.



APPENDIX A

Swarthmore College

Administrative,Hardware Configuration

PRIME Information 750
2 megabytes main memory
1 - 75 ips tape drive
2 - 300 megabytes disk drives

48 - ports
1 - 750 lpm printer
4 - Diablo 630 letter-guality printers

50 - administrative terminAls

Gandalf PACX III Communications equipment

Administrative Software

Developed by AXXESS, Inc.
200 Central Ave.
Mountainside, NJ 07092
201-232-7600

Admissions General Ledger Payroll
Financial Aid Accounts Receivables Personnel
Student Affairs Accounts Payable Alumni/Development'
Registrar Purchasing Word Processing

3 l
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A MANAGEMENT RESEARCH SYSTEM

DESIGNED FOR THE PRESIDENT

OF A SMALL, LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE

%

Dr. John E. Weems, President
Dr. LaRose F. Spooner, Assistant to the President

Meredith College
Raleigh, North Carolina

Decision making, planning, managing, and evaluating are

critical functions of a college president. With these

administrative functions in mind, a special type of infor-

mation system, denoted a Management Research System, was de-

signed which would make available to college presidents

objective and timely information on all aspects of their colleges'

operations. The Management Research System has several uniqLe

features:

1. It is designed for the president of a small, private,
liberal arts college;

2. 90% of the research studies are longitudinal in
nature, covering a five year period;

3. An interpretive summary accompanies each management
research study tiighlighting trends, providing
indicators and revealing college directions;

4. The management research studies and interpretive
analyses are complied by categories and time of
presentation and published in six statisticai note-
books. These books serve as the basis for, and lend
credibility to the president's reports to all con-
stituents of the college. They further serve to

I enable faculty members, adMinistrators and members
Es of the Board of Trustees to become better educated

about their institutions and to make better policy
decisions.

31k,
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Introduction

The environmental, economic and attitudinal conditions surrounding

higher education have undergone significant changes in the past twenty years.

As a result of these changing conditions, it has been necessary for academic

institutions to shift their focus from one of rapid growth to one of care-

ful management of institutional resources. Thoughtful planning, rational

decision making, effective management techniques and objective evaluation

have always been important functions in college administration. Today,

however, as institutions are called upon to "achieve change and vitality

in a no-growth situation," (McCorkle, 1977) these administrative functions

have become more important than ever. Penrod and Wasileski (1980) state

"the coming decade will be one of accelerated change and limited resources.

The pressures of continued budgetary constraints will be felt in every

phase and at every level of the academic community and responses to these

pressures will, in large measure, determine the complexion of private

higher education into the next century." They warn also of "the abrupt change

from a relatively stable environment to one so volatile," and "as turbulence

in the environment intensifies." In the next decade, colleges and univer-

sities will be faced with the serious challenge of remaining healthy and

fulfilling their educational mission while confronting these difficulties.

Private higher education is especially vulnerable to changing economic

conditions. Today, it is difficult for tuition increases to keep pace with

inflation rates, for expenditures to be reduced in proportion to declines

in enrollment, and for the tuition differential between public and private

institutions to remain constant. Administrators and board members of private

institutions, particularly small, private colleges, are becoming increasingly

concerned about the future of their institutions and are devoting greater

attention to the'process of decision making in the planning, managing and

evaluating of the institution. In such institutions, the president of the

college serves as the chief planning officer, the person making the critical

decisions that will determine the future of the institution. The president

is the one who takes the lead in establishing the rationale for the planning

process, in deciding among alternative needs, in allocating resources, and

in providing for the efficient operation of the institution.
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Absolutely essential to the successful execution of these functions

by the president is the availability of accurate, timely, and historical

information concerning all phases of the college's operation. The "seat-

of-the-pants" administrative style that met with some success in the 1960's

and 1970's will not likely work in the 1980's. Agademic administrators

have little enthusiasm for "winging it" today (McCorkle, 1977). Successful

planning and decision making are administrative functions which require the

availability of appropriate information. Topping (1981) asserts "the

'winners' in the '80's will be those who can react quickly to good,

accurate and timely information."

In response to this need, academic administrators are increasingly

turning to information systems as one means of supplying this information,

and consequently, improving their capabilities for decision making in

planning, managing and evaluating. This paper describes a special type of

information system designed to meet this need for-a particular institution

of higher education.

The Design of the Management Research System

The design of this information system, denoted a Management Research

System, is based on the premise that timely, accurate and clearly-presented

information is essential to decision making in the planning, managing, and'

evaluating functions of the president of a small, liberal arts college.

Success An the, administration of higher education is consistently characterized

by the efficient and effective use of available resources, chief among which

is accurate and tiiely information.

Therefore, it seemed logical to create'a sY-stem that would present

pertinent information to the president at the critical points in the deasion-

making schedule. Such a system supports Williams' (1978) view that

"Decisions are increasingly based on systematically gathered data subjected

to quantitative analysis. This approach to administration requires accurate,

reliable information about an institution's fiscal and human resources,

cutrent operations and future programs."

Against this background, a model was derived which involved consideration

and inclusion of the following features.

2.

3
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1. Presents relevant information for decision making and,

where appropriate, alternative courses of action.

The Management Research System contains information grouped into

categories corresponding to areas of data-based decision making. Within

each of the categories, individual management research studies are pre-'

pared giving statistical and interpretive information for each category.

2. Synchronizes the presentation of information with the

decision making schedule_of the president.

Timetable for Presentation of Information

Categories of Information Time of Presentation
to the President

Student charges, Financial and
Enrollment Projections

Endowment and Investments,
Budget and Resource Allocation

Faculty Salaries, Faculty Tenure
and Promotions

Admissions, Retention, Enrollment,
Financial Aid, Continuing Education,
Alumnae, Library, Faculty Profile, March

Profile of Graduates, Trustees,
Space Utilization

Academic Departments, Faculty june
Course.Loads

Financial Health of the Institution July

On some occasions there is a need for certain information prior to

the specified date. On these occasions, Andividual studies are prepared and

presented to the president at the time required. Likewise, t)e need for

much of the information reoccurs at various times during the year. There-

fore the system is designed so that the information is available at the

earliest required point in time, and then remains readily available for

future reference.

August

September

January

3. Presents information in a longitudinal form, when appropriate.

This feature of the Management Research System enables the president

to,compare statistical information for several years and detect trends and

directions of the college. The longitudinal studies provide historical and

3$ u



current data and serve as a basis for projections.

4. provides anAnterpretive summary with each statistical study.

Each managementresearch study is accompanied by an interpretive summary

giving the purpose of the study and the source of the data being analyzed.

These analyses provide explanatory notes for eich.descriptive study, high-

light trends, describe indicators and suggest alternative Courses of

'action, where appropriate;

The interpretation and-analys.is oLeach study is an integral part of

the Management -Research System. While the indtvidual_management research

studies provide the quantitati-ve half of' the system,- the interpretive sum-

maries serve as the qualitative portion of the system.

5. Presents information in,a. concise and usable format.

Data for management research studies are obtained from computer gene-

rated reports, internal college documents, professional.journals, and

other sOurces. The data are analyzed,.presented'as a one,page management

research study, and accompanied by a corresponding one-page interpretive

summary. Each study is prepared, using photoreduction, if necessary, and

presented on two facing pages-. This format-enables the reader to study

the data and consider the interpretation simultaneously. An example of

one suCh study is gtven at the-end of this text.

6. Organizes the information by time of presentation into six

statistical notebooks, and

7. Makes information available to other college personnel and

various constituents of the college.

As with any system, the organization of the Management Research System

is critical to its usefulness and value. Two factors played a prominent role

inthe selection of a notebook ,format for the Management Research System.

If the use of the information contained in the Management Research System

were to be confined solely to the president, the organization of the system

would have been somewhat different. Information could have been presented

as single reports corresponding to the decision-making schedule of the

president and,later bound into a stngle volume.

4.
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_However, the management-research studies and -interpretations, while

prepared specifically for the president, have value and use to other members

of.the college community. Faculty, administrators, members of the Board

of Trustees, potential donors and other interested constituents Of the

college have appropriate portions of the information shared with them.

With this in mind, it is important that the design of the system enable the

president to pass on to these persons relevant information concerning the

college, its status, and its statistical history.

A thorough examination of the president's data-based decision-making

schedule revealed a natural grouping of six major periods. These times

and areas of decision-making are outlined on the following pages.

Taking into consideration these two important features, the format

for the Management Research System was selected to be six statistical note-

books, bound and titled to reflect their contents. This format enables the

individual studies and interpretations to be readily available for immediate

use and for historical purposes.

A description of the six statistical notebooks, their contents and -

audiences follows.

The first of these notebooks, entitled The President's Message, is

published in August of each year. This notebook contains studies on

financial, enrollment and academic tren4s. In addition to these longitudinal

studies, this notebook includes the president's persobal plans and pro-

jections for the college for the future.

This notebook receives the widest distribution of the six books

published. It is shared with faculty, administrators, members of the Board

of Trustees, interested constituents of the college and prospective donors

and supporters of the college.

The second notebook published, Budget and Resource Allocation Analysis,

contains an appraisal of the financial statement of the college. This

notebook is prepared upon receipt of the official financial statement for

the college and is published in September of each year. The studies in this

notebook are prepared for thepresident and vice president for business and

finance as a summary of the financial statement and as an aid in the planning

5. 321
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and budgetary projections for the following year. The Budget and Resource

Allocation Analysis notebook contains confidential information and is dis-

tributed only to members of the Board of Trustees at their semi-annual meeting

in September.

The third notebook contains information relating to facUlty salaries,

tenure and promotion. This book, entitled Full-time Faculty Salaries and Tenure,

is prepared from information contained in the budget control document and is

:published in January of each year. Comparative studies from other institutions

.and from the American Association of University Professors is included with

studies of Meredith College. This notebook includes confidential information

and is distributed only to members of the Board of Trustees at their semi-

annual meeting in February.

Profiles is the fourth in the series of notebooks prepared by the

President's Office. This book,gives a general profile and presentation of

the college for the current academic year, Contains studies on all phases of

campus life, and'is published in March. Profiles receives wide distribution

to faculty, administrators, members of the Board of Trustees and other

interested constituents of the college.

The fifth statistical notebook, entitled Departmental Studies is published

in June4immediately upon completion of the academic year. The studies in

this book relate to productivity and expenditures by academic departments,

with information secured from official class rolls, the college financial

statement and grade rosters. These studies are used in departmental planning,

projections, evaluations, and accountability. Departmental Studies is dis-

tributed to the faculty, administrators, and members of the Board of Trustees.

The final notebook in the seriesis entitled Assessment of the Financial

Status of Meredith College. This notebook is prepared in July upon receipt of

comparative dita provided by the National Association of Colleges and Univer-

sities Business Officers. The Source of information for the studies in this

notebook is obtained primarily from the official college financial statement.

This book aids in the appraisal of the college's financial health and high-

lights the fiscal strengths and weaknesses.of the institution. This notebook

6.
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is distributed to faculty, administrators and members of the Board of

Trustees.

8. Designedspecifically for the President of Meredith College.

The features of the Management Research System are those suggested by

the literature, other college presidents, the personal experience of the author,

and those of the President of Meredith College.

While this systeawas designed specifically for the President of Meredith

College, a review of the system by selected college presidents indicated this

system to be an adaptable model for institutions similar to'Meredith College

in $ize, structure and mission.

Conclusion

The Management Research System was designed to furnish the president

of a small, liberal arts college with timely and accurate information to be

used in the decision-making process.

The development of this system reaffirms the view of Harvey (1976) that

"each institution of higher education needs an effective radar system to alert

policy makers to impending danger." In addition, this system serves as an

important administrative and educational tool not only for the president. but

also for other college administrators, faculty, and m-mbers of the Board of

Trustees.

The design of this system reflects the fact that an information system is

an extension of the institution of which it is a part. The Management Research

System developed for the President of Meredith College was uniquely designed

to fit the institution, the president of the institution and the needs of

the current time.
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Management Research Study
Office of the President Meredith College

Shared Prospective Applicants

Profiles 1980-1981

1981 FRESHMAN CLASS

Institutions, in addition to Meredith College,
receiving ATP Reports as requested by students

Col lege TYPe Number Percent

1981-82,..

. Tuition

Room and Board

Meredith 4 yr. priv. ..,1,448. 100 4,000

UNC-Ch. Hill. 4 yr. pub. 631 44 2,4649

N.C.S.U. 4 yr. pub. 453 31. 2,608

E.C.U. 4 yr. pub. 379 26 2,168

Appalachian State 4 yr. pub. 300 21 1,998

Peace College , 2 yr. priv. 271 19 3,990

UNC-Greensboro 4 yr. pub. 234 16 2,195

Wake Forest Univ. 4 yr. priv. 230 16 5,745

UNC-Wilmington 4 yr. pub. 163 11 2,397

UNC-Charlotte 4 yr. pub. 112 8 2,104

Salem College 4 yr. priv. 107 7 6,245

Duke 4 yr. priv. 89 6 8,41Z

Campbell Univ. 4 yr. priv. 88 6 4,889

St. Mary's College 2 yr. priv. Ets 6 5,675

Atlantic Christian 4 yr. priv. 65 4 3,978

8. 324
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Management Research System
Office of the President Meredith College

Pubhcation: Profiles

Date of Publication: March

Circulation of Publication: Trustees, Administrators, Faculty, and Others

Title c)f Study: Shared Prospective Applicants

Source of Information: College Entrance Examination Board

IIIDescription of Study:

It is advantageous for a college to have information concerning other institutions

to which its applicants are applying. The Admissions Testing Program (ATP) of the College

Entrance Examination Board will provide Sub$cribing colleges with a list of those institu-

tions, in addition to the parent institution, receiving SAT scores of students at the
I'

student's request. This list gives a general indication of those colleges being con-

sidered by students who are also considering the parent institution and, therefore, re-

flects the college's main competition for students.

Tuition is an important consideration in a student's selection of a college. Conse-

quently, it is critical for an institution to maintain a fee structure that has the least

possible differential with close competitors.

The accompanying study, shows the four most competitive institutions for applicants

to Meredith College are state supported schools. Of the top nine competitive schools,

seven are state supported. Large appropriations of public funds enable these institutions

to hold tuition at a much lower level than can private institutions. This study indicates

that tuition and fee charges should be watched very closely. This study also illustrates

that maintaining parity of these charges with other private schools within an institution's

own area is not as important as typically would be thought. In recent years student

charges at private schools have been increasing much more dramatically than those at stet

supported institutions. This widening gap in tuition and fees could indicate potential

problems for private institutions, particularly during a time when there is a shortage of

freshman applicants.
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Managing a Small Business College with the aid of

a Computer Based Management Wormation System

by

Elroy M. Smith

IBM Corporation

Santa Teresa Laboratory

San Jose, CA

The purpose of this paper is to. stimulate administrators to become more fa-

miliar with the advances in the information technology, to examine their in-

formation needs, and to use the new technology to enhance the functioning of

their organizations, where feasible.

The paper focuses on the information needs of a graduate Business College,

then discusses a microcomputer system, which address those needs, and

finally, discusses the factors to be considered when looking for a solution

to management-information needs.
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I. INTRODUCTION'

Today, the data processing industry is marketing computer =systems at prices

that are merely a fraction-of the prices of equivalent systems sold a-few

years ago. The systems referred to, are the minicomputers and microcomput-

ers. The purchase of these systems is not restricted to business organiza7

tions but is fast becoming d routine activity of educational organizations

and of individual purchasers. For example, in October 1982 it was announced

that IBM and Carnegie-Mellon formed a joint venture to develop a prototyp#'

network to eventually link each student and faculty member to Carnegie-MelIonj

computers. The network will consist of some 7500 to 8000 powerful work
-

-

stations that will be located, in, campus 'laboratories, classrooms,

dormitories, off-campus homes and communication via the network and access to

library information and other data.'

In addition to these relatively inexpensive and powerful computers, there is

fast growing retail software business that develoPs and markets software

application packages that arerdirected towards an end user who has little or

no experience in the art of programming.

The understanding of the capabilities and cost of these small computers and

supporting application programs, should be of interest to all adminiStrators

Whci-Se rasponibiIity it is to develop efficient management informat4onsys

tems. Combining this. understanding with an.analysis of the information needs

of the organization can lead to the development of an effective microcomputer

system.

328
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II. A Management Information System for a Graduate Business College

A: Establishing the Information Needs of the Administration.

The initial step in establishing information needs is to clearly define

the goals and responsibilities of the administration.

Following is a list of some of the goals and responsibilities:

1. Provide students with strong academic training and those tools which

equip them for successful careers in the business world.

2. Ensure that the students welfare is protected and to offer aid where

possible.

3. Manage faculty to achieve and sustain a high leVel of mtivation. This

involves matters such as salary, tenure, teaching facilities, growth

opportunities.

4. Develop a curriculum and teaching programs that satisfy the needs of the

students, the business world, and meets accreditation requirements.

5. Achieve in an efficient manner the following:

a. Registration of,Students

b: Scheduling.of classes

c. Assignment of classrooms

d. Scheduling. and assignment of faculty

e. Maintenance and improvement of the physical plant

f. Maintaining a superior library facility

6. Develop dynamic recruiting programs that will attract high quality students

and faculty.

. Maintain admissions policy which meets the requirements of accreditation.

329 3
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8. Develop a sound public relations program designed to sell the school to

prospective students, faculty, business corporations, and the ruling body of

the college.

9. Manage and control the budget.

10. Construct future plans for continued growth of the college.

11. Develop successful fund raising programs.

12:- Solicit corporate and gOvernments granting of scholarship aid, internship

programs, research grants and outright gifts.

13. Successful career placement of graduating students.

This indeed sis an impressive list.of goals and responsibilities. To suc-

cessfully achieve them, the administration must have adequate and well.

trained staff, and reliable information. The required information may be

presented in,reports classified in several ways, namely -

a. Occasional reports (on demand)

b. iRegular ieports (fixed frequency)

c. Unit reports (by students, by faaulty member)

d. Summary reports (by groups)
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Following are examples of a set of reports which the'college 'administration may

use in the perfOrmance of its duties.

Entrance scores of enrolling students. Figure 1.

Academic standing of the student body. Figure 2.

Student Financial Aid. Figure 3.

Summary reports on recruiting programs. Figure 4.

Summary reports on applications, admissions and epróllments. Figure 5.

Monthly budget reports which compare the actual expenditures against planned

expenditures. Figure 6. ,

Report on funds raised and pledged. Figure 7.

Placement report. Figure 8.

Student profile report which provides pertinent academic information about

* the student.

,Faculty profile report.

Trends and forecast projection reports based on present and historical data.

5
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XYZ COLLEGE - ENTRANCE SCORES

YEAR xxxx SEMESTER x

NO. OF STUDENTS ENROLLING xxx

SCORE

STUDENT NAME SUBJ. 1 SUBJ. 2 SUBJ. 3

XXXX XXXXXX ,XXX XXX XXX

Figure 2 - GMAT ENTRANCE SCORES - Enrolling Students

orlo,

XYZ COLLEGE -,STUDENT'STANDING

YEAR xxxx- SEMESTER x

NO. OF STUDENTS ENROLLED

. GRADE POINT AVERAGE

NO. OF STUDENTS BELOW GRADE POINT 3.0

GRADE POINT BY AREA OF CONCENTRATION:

FINANCE x.x

XXX

X.X

:Figure 3 - Academic Standing of the Students
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XYZ COLLEGE - FINANCIAL AID.

YEAR xxxx SEMESTER

GRADE AMOUNT THIS PREVIOUS

STUDENT NAME POINT SEMESTER SCHOLARSHIP AMOUNTS
--

xxxxx xxxxX X.X $ xxx.xx XXXXXX $xxxx.xx

Figure 4 - Student Financial Aid

XYZ COLLEGE - RECRUITING REPORT

YEAR xxxx SEMESTER xx

COLLEGE STUDENT GRADE

NAME ADDRESS NAME POINT INTERVIEWER PROSPECP

,

xxxxxi xx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxx X. X. xxxxx xxxx

Figure 5 - Applications, Admissions and Enrollments
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XYZ COLLEGE - APPLICATIONS, ADMISSIONS, ENROLLMENTi

YEAR xxxx SEMESTER xx

DATES

STUDENT NAME COLLEGE DEGREE APPL. ACC. ENROLLED

X. X. XXXXXX XXXXX XX xx/xx/xx NA* NE*

* NA = Not Accepted

* NE = Not Enrolled

Figure 6 - Applications, Admissions and Enrollments

3 3 4
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XYZ COLLEGE - BUDGET REPORT

MONTH xxxx 1982 SPREAD REPORT

EXPENSE CODE DESCRIPTION .JAN FEB MAR 'APR :MAY JUN

XXXXX XXXX XXXXXX xx.x xx.x xx.x xx.x xx.x xx.x

Total Budget XXX.X XX.X XX.X XX.X XX.X XX.X

Total Budget (Planned) XXX.X XX.X XX.X XA.X XX.X XXX.X

Figure 7 - Budget Report

XYZ COLLEGE - PLACEMENT REPORT

YEAR xxxx SEMESTER . xx

DONOR ADDRESS $ AMOUNT PURPOSE

X. X. XXXXX XXX XXXXXX XX XXX.XX XXXXXXXXXXX

Figure 8 - Fund Raising Report

. 9
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XYZ COLLEGE - PLACEMENT REPORT

YEAR xxxx SEMESTER xx

STUDENT AREA OF GRADE STARTING

NAME CONCENTRATION POINT COMPANY POSITION

XXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXX

Figure 9 - Placement Report
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B. A Microcomputer Sys-tem-for the College

The reports discussed above can be prepared using a microcomputer

system.. There are many available program packages which contain the

functions that are capable of producing these reports. Two of these
TM

are the VisiCalc and dBASE II programs.

The VisiCalc program offers the end-user the following capabilities,

namely:

1) Computing

2) SavingInformation (Memory)

3) Displaying Information

The VisiCalc program causes an electronic worksheet to be constructed which

is organized as a grid of columns and rows, and part of which is displayed on

the Computer .screen. (See Figure 10.) The worksheet will be saved or

printed as required.2

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp

dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate
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E .

A

1 XYZ COLLEGE

3 JAN FEB MAR APR 'MAY

4

5 EXP CODE

6 SALARY LXX.X LXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

7 TRAVEL XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

8 EQUIPMENT XXX.X LXX.X XXX.X LXX.X

9 TOTAL LXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

Figure 10. SCREEN SHOWING WORKSHEET

12



This program also allows the end-user to write formulas that consist of num-

bers, arithmetic operators, functions and references to otEet locations. It

can calculate minimums, maximums, sums, averages, and several other calcu-

lations. It permits the user to set up charts, tables, r-ecords and commands'

for formatting reports.

I

VisiCalc allows recalculations and thus permits the user to look at alterna-

tive solutions, and play "what if" games.

The hardware system required to run the VisiCalc program consists of the fol-

lowing:

o A Microcomputer (such as the IBM Personal Computer)

o At least one diskette

o At least 64K memory

o Display monitor that will display 40 to 80 columns

o A matrix printer

o The VisiCalc program diskette

o At least one blank diskette

IBM is a registered trademark of the IBM Corporation

339.
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The Budget Control and Financial Planning applications are excellent applications

for VisiCalc.

The dBASE II. program permits the end-user to create and manipulate small and medi-

um size data bases by the use of simple English-like commands. Following is a liit

of features of dBASE IT:

Create a data base

Add, delete data to and from the data base

Display and edit the data on the screen and print it out

Perform arithmetic and logical operations on data in the data base

Product reports from one or more data bases

Use the fUll screen editor to construct report formats on the screen and store

them

Use LIo. aB&E 11 commands to construct entire applications programs. See fig-

ure 11.3

34
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STUDENT

DATA

STUDENT

APPLICATION

FACULTY i

DATA I

1AD1ISSIONS 1

1 DATA I

DATA BASE

MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

. dBASE II

FACULTY

APPLICATION

ADMISSIONS

1APPLICATION

Figure 11 - Relationship of the dBASE II program to data and

Application Programs

The hardware and software requirements for running dBASE II are:,

/FN
8080, 8085 Or Z-80 base microprocessor system (like the Ail PC, APple II with

Z-80 card, etc.)

3 41. 15
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48K bytes minimum or memory for most micros. CP/M (Version 1.4 or 2.X)

IZ

PC DOS operating system

One or more Mass storage devices (usually floppy disk drives)

A cursor addressable CRT if full screen operations are to be used

dBASE II is capable of handling all of the applications mentioned above. It

is a relational data base management system_in which data is represented as

it is, and a data element is identified by its position in a 2 dimensional ta-

ble. See figure 12.

1 .

COL. 1 COL. 2 COL. 3 COL. 4 COL. 5

.

STUDENT

NAME

STREET

ADDRESS

CITY UNDERGRAD

DEGREE

GRADE

POINT

I

JOE BLOW

DENNIS FINK

MARGE LEWIS

1

31 XYZ

800 LAMAR

9016 SETAL

COPUM

LAXAT

RATAN

BS

AB

AB

3.6

3.2 _

3.9

FIGURE 12

-Ym
Apple II. is a registered trademark of the Apple Computer, Inc.

CP/M is a registered traliemark of Digital Research, Inc.

1
PC DOS is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation
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C. FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

The selection of an infOrmation management.system.for any organization is-not a

,simple matter. In this paper, a microcomputer solution was suggested for a col-

lege administration. Hover, a microcomputer solution is not necessarily the on-

ly viable system solution that should be considered. Other solutions include the

following:

Manual.processing

Timesharing

Distributed system

A decision as'to which system solution is best for a particular organization would

depend on many factors. Some of these would include:

,Available resources (dollars)

Personnel leVels

w- Accessibility to other computing systems

Volume of information processed

Jrequency of information reporting

Characteristics of available computing equipment.

When considering the microcomputer as a possible solution, the following charac-
c,I

teristics should be evaluated.

343
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Microcomputers are relatively inexpensive. The purchase price for a microcom-

puter system with the VisiCalc and dBASE II programs should be within the

range of $4000 to $7000.

Program applications are generally easy to install on miCrocomputers.

Many available program packages are so constructed that the users of those

packages are not required to be full-time programmers.

Unlike Timesharing system terminals, microcomputers do not depend on a central

computer for the processing capabilities.

Microcomputers may not be the answer to an organization that requires several

computing jobs to be performed concurrently.

They also may not be the answer to organizations with heavy requirements for

voluminous reports.

344
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III. The Future

As the software business grows; an increasing number of application packages will

become available. Examples of these include new graphics programs and business

forms processors.4 Indeed, college administrators should be aware of these soft-
,

ware developments and acquire those which will enhance their operations.

As the administration becomes more familiar with the microcomputer system, consid-

eration may be given to adding additional microcomputer to,various departments in

the organization. These microcomputers may be tied together in a network using a

TMnetwork system. An example of a network system is one called PCnet.

,tm

]wimmerm,
t: 1;1No --vorsa.)...wer=mermeossictxxxamstanextommaxanw4

Wmwammerwr'ElmmePPLLI.
two:imam:1V

11

il;:!111;loni i

1.:averats=;rarueenFmrwrormes=*=.7xe': 14.=vgalowJ
--.,traztavrt:/

PC

rr-'117 PC

Figure 13 - diagram of PCnet reproduced from brochure (described in

reference 5)
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PCnet is a network designed to interconnect microcomputers via a'high speed

local network. Such a network allows expensive resources such as hard disk

units and letter quality printers to be shared, thus reducing the per station

cost. A network permits sharing of files, programs, etc., among several co-

operating users. Network increases the range of applicatiorth that can be

handled by inexpensive microcomputers.s

In conclusion, a variety of good equipment is available. The cost of this

state-of-the-art equipment is no longer prohibitive,. Programming support

makes the equipment easily adaptable to various needs. In view of this, ad-

ministrators must evaluate their needs and match them with the capability of

existing systems in order to improve the college operations and reduce costs.

PCnet
1M

is a Registered trademark of Orchid Technology
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WRAY IS VEONG WITH SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
.

C/CIL E. DENNEY
MARIST COLLEGE

POUGHKE/PSIE, NEN YORK

Sypteas Analysis is freguently compared to

other disciplines that Teguire advanced planhing.

Software need not te so permanent as a building or-

computer chip. is we gain experience with old

tools and reach the limit cf their productivity,

we'tend to develop new tools with'new 'levels of

productivity. In turn, thetools we.use tend tc

change the way we think. To imProve applicatiohs

.development'productivity we need new and better

tools.

Marist has had experience getting the' reAults

of Systems Analysis without using that set of

tools. Marist developed 21 subsystems in 18

months .which ended up well structured and

compatible. At vas possible because an unusual

consultant was bired to help us. It was his style

of almost iamediate code generation combined with

the highly productive API language that' helped

insure a very successful effort. Contrary to

conventional wisdos, we have been shown 'how to

'develop aajor systems'llithout the typical systems

development life cycle approach.

348



--What is wrong with Systems Analysis

Systems Analysis is frequently compared to the work ot an

architect. Before building a house, considerable effort is made

to specify the design in great detail. Some believe that the

transition to true soktware engineering is to be measured tv'the

degree to which we move the softWare development effort into the

analysis and design stages.'

In the case of a house, once the foundation has been poured,

a substantial comittent has been made tO the end result. In the

case of computer hardware, once the integrated circuits have been

placed in production a significant milestone has teen passed. And

for much of the history of software development, once the first

thousand lines of code were written, significant investments had

been made and eventual outcomes determined. But computer programs

need not be cast like foundations nor manufactured like chips.

That's why we call them "software".

Learning to use new tools and techniques is not smooth. A

study of experience curves2 clearly shows that when we develop

experience in a new idea or technology we tend to tuild

exponentially on prior experience. It also shows that as progress

reaches some learning or productivity limit, we tend to develop

new skills at higher revels of productivity. This is how our

technology advances.

Furthermore, as can be demonstrated throughout history, it is

very difficult for those who are active in using a new tool of

society to objectively see the way the tool itself changes our way

of thinking. Tribal societies tend to maintain their tribal

PAGE 2
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structures until they learn to read. "After reading catches oh,

the tribe often dissolves, the readers drifting off to towns to

work in factories. Beading instills a basic acceptence oL

sequentiality."s What may well be the problem of systems analysis

is its growth out of sequential reading through the early days of

. sequential tape based computer systems. Today, data base Systems

are non-sequential in many respects. Early products of systems

analysis tended to be oriented toward records, files, Pages,

tables. -Until a new tool evolves that breaks this reading

influenced- sequential mind tet, systems analysis as we know it

will prevail as a powerful tool to discipline,our structures to

conform.

"For,DP-developed applications a productivity of aPplication

development is needed many times hic:her than today. This will not

be achieved with sturctured programming or today's structured

-analysis."4 Vie are reaching the limit of what today's

methodologies can do at a time of great need. The number of

applications in today's data processing centers is growing at the

rate of 455 per year. It suggests that with current methodologies

the need for programmers will grow from about 300,000 toddy to 28

million in ten /ears. At this rate all Americans will be working

as programmers before long.s

The problem of finding applications programmers who are

capable of developing new systems and responding to the rapid

expansion of demand for computing support is difficult. For the

small college it may be more a matter of luck than anything else.

It most certainly is the case fot small colleges a development

team with systems analysts, programmers, and user services will be

PAGE 3
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the exception. If your experience is ike most other small

colleges you are finding it difficult to attract any experienced

and well qualified staff as teachers or programmers. In our area,

a graduating computer science major draws a beginning salary about

2011 greater than the highest paid Marist programmer. So even

though Marist's experience can not be attributed to a well thougnt

out 'mister plan it none the less has something to say atout

systems development.

Marist College, starting with two inexperienced applications

programmers developed a campus wide operational system on its IBM

4341 in 18 months. This included automation of several areas that

had never used the computer, several who were using 1401 oriented

batch systems written in Autocoder and several who were using code

developed by a local time' sharing service. The completed system

is highly structured, on-line, interactive with every production

component capable of being run automatically in a defered run time

mode during second or third shift. The system places data

responsibility and control in the hands of the user offices dnd

requires only one-half full time equivalent computer operator to

support production needs. The automated,areas include Payroll,

General ledgeri Accounts Payable, Budget Preparation, Student

Accounts Receivable, Atlmissions Office Inquiry System, Admissions

Tracking System with an ,Cffice System o interface, Continuing

Education student records input, Special Academic Programs student

records input, Student records, Master course history system,

specific course system, student registration syatem, grades

-management system, transcript system, Student housing management

system Alumni Records system, Development system, Campus Security

35i
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system, Library circulation system and a generalized report

generator.

It is my firm belief that had we purchased a comprehensive

package to provide all of these operational systems that they

would yet today, 30 months later not all implemented. It is an

unchallengable fact that had we used the current stateof the art

tools and approached this task with structured systems analysis

and design, we would not yet have completed the system. Having

written applications sySelf fOr over seven years before this

project, I Must. confess I was surprised as each new system went

on-line. Since I teach about the tools of structured systems

analysis and design as advocated by the Yourden Group 6,7 I have

been most curious as to,how the desired results of structured

analysis and design can be achieved without the methodology.

feel that some of the details of our experience can help me

support my conclusions.

Before we began our deielopment etfort, Marist employed an

external consulting firm to advise us on how to solve our software

backlog needs. Their recommendation produced a minor crisis at

Harist in the Computing Center. They recommended the purchase of

a software package written in COBOL to run on our 4341 that would

address the areas of Payroll, General Ledger, Accounts Payable and

budget preparation. The projected implementation schedule was one

year. The cost was in the order of $150 000. The maior reason

*for the panic in the Computer Center was based on two facts, 1)

COBOL was not a language on our computer, and 2) No member of the

staff had ever programmed in COBOL.

The Marist professional team had joined Marist from Shared

PAGE.5
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Educational Computer Sustems, Inc., a company providing API time

sharing services of which Marist had been a user. The thought of

being restricted to a COBOL instruction set to implement ideas

into code was abhorent. We were all convinced that AEI was

superior and now we were being directly challenged.-qHowever, even

API had not solved the outstanding backlog problem. But the seed

had been planted for buying software and a frantic search ty the

center began for the needed systems written in API

The search led to an unusual software contractor who wrote

code only in API and worked only on fixed price guotationsii.

Furthermore, his quotations were generally developed atter dnly an

hour Or two with the end user. He claimed that he could install

our Payroll system in less than 30 days. After researching nis

clients and becoming satisfied be had rproduced as .promised for

each of them, we invited him to quote on the Payroll, General

Ledger, and Accounts Payable system. lhe quotation was so

reasonable by comparison COBOL route, Marist, holding its treath,

decided to make the plunge. As promised, the Payroll package,

begun after the Thanksgiving holidays, was running by the first of

the year. The General Ledger and Accounts Payable .Collowed in

another JO days kith this success story, the cther systems were

taCkled and at the end of 18 months all administative offices that

could justify it were automated.

During this 18 month period, the software consultant worked

closely with the Marist staff to train our programmers. Marist

had recently employed two new, inexperienced programmers. In

addition to the developed software, he.trained these two staff who

now provide the major portion of the software enhancements, new
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subsystems and minor maintenance chores.

While I was supervising and assisting in thiS development

project, I. was teaching structured systems analysis and

development. It was constantly on my mind how the project could

be so structured, so well designed, so clean without using any of

the tools. On several occasiOns I asked the consultant how .he

learned to' develoP structured systems. He was not e4en awaie ok

the tools or termonology of systems analysis although he said that

many people had asked him that question.

Finally, I was able to discern a number of factors that led

to his successful style and using-them have been able to develop

systems quickly, and without the lung lead time required by

systems analysis. Unfortunately, the solution is sometimes too

hard to, swallow for someone who has been in the data processing

business for several years. Even in this rapidly changing field,

there are many of us who are hesitant to change.

I am only interested in dealing with what feel are a couple

of the most significant aspects of the development process now

used.at Harist. I want o lend support to what I can now kind

supported in the literature.

First of all, we do not spend much time talking about a

system before we write some code and get it into the hands cf the

user! Mere is a'tremendous temptation for programmers to write

too much code. Given sufficient lead time, any programmer can

design a very complex solution to a very simple problem. Getting

code into the end user's hands as soon as possible helps the user

keep the programmer focused on what is important - correct

results. left to their own devices, we programmers can spend
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enormous amounts of energy on the esthetic teauty ot the rinished

printout. If a system is to be useful, beauty may not be an

important factor. In any event, the form of the result is easy to

improve long after the contents are known -to produce correct

results. And, in the mean time the focus and energy is on the

significant result - accurate information.

As Nartin9 points out, there is an uncertainty principle with

data processing as well as physics. The act of providing what a

user says he needs changes his perception of those needs.

Another important key, is measured by lines cf code. The cost

or system maintenance will be proportional (maybe exponentially

proportional) to the number of lines of code required to run it.

It is tempting to develop systems that handle 99.9% or the

possible cases. But the 80-20 rule applies. The last 20% of the

cases you try to handle will require 80% of the code and 80X of

the modification requests. The value of a system over time is not

that it odels ,the world today at the 99% level, but that it will

model .tlae world tomorrow at better than the 50% level, Letter than

chance. The Clarist programmers are savey to the greater long-term

value to be stingy with code but high on quality; to pay close

attention to consistent style and standard . implementat,L.7-th

conventions; to value simplicity of file structures and programs

over speed of execution. Reducing lines of cude is so important

to us that we pay the user to retire little used menu items.

But the real.power of our process 'falls in two areas. First,

tne uie of a high level language, APL for all administrative

systems. Adrian Skit]] ,gives the following reasons for using

API.10 -
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Will get results in days rather than weeks

-Query langUage is easy to,build and quick to _modify:.

Paster, more concise, and:more flexible than conventional
languages

Gets the bugs Out of the design at very little Oost

May ce the only way to .get something off the ground tast
enough

The second source of power relates CO getOng the user to the
,

computer at the earliest possible stage. =There are really teree
-6

parties to a development; the end User, the analyst/programmer,

and the computen.11 The best way C
0

get4ll three together in- the

end is to get them together in the beginning. Every systet:should
a

begin as soon as possible as a prototype. As the prototype

evolves, because of the user's experience with the developing

tool, it may become his finished system. Eut, if the prototype

goes sour, who cares? Just start over with a newmodel.

The current efforts at Marist are carrying .tue development.

process another step forward. We ilave almost completed dn

Applications Generator that will allow out Marist offices to

develop their own subsystems with assistance from non-

analyst/Programmer tjpe staff. The products they generate will be

automatically documented and totally compatible with' other campus

software systems. Althoughrits not ready for telease, the word is

out and seven Aubsystems are already up and running.

Systems Analysis will be around for some time. Now that all

our.systems are installed, we have found it quite useful to have

users request enhancements' requirIng'more than a couple of hours

work to do So 'in writing. We then 'write up sode loosly defined

specifications an 4 give a fixed price quotation. But many'

requests take less than two hours because the system is 'well
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structured and highly consistent. Eecause of our success at this

level, we plan to actively pursue systems that will allow users to

install systems themselves. In addition to Our own Application

Generator, we will be proViding tools like ADES, OE- and other end.,

user tools, especiaily those that operate iu the.nighlY prodUctive

1ff environment.

What's wrong with Systems Analysis? Its out of date iOr aany

of today's needs, esEecially in small systems. The results of

Systems Analysis can-be achieved without the tool. We know, WOVC

experienced itl But, its hard to do alone. The test way i to Le

Shown by someone who already knows how - like the consultant

Macist used to change our methods.

Brian Dickinson, Developing Structured Systems, Yourdoh.
Press, Publishers, 1981 p.x

2 The -Boston .Group Staft, Persuctives on Eiperienoe, The'
Boston Group, Publishers, 1970 p.28

3 Lias, Edward J., Future dind, Wittle, Brown and Company,
Putlishers,.1982 E.179.

4 James Martin, Application Development Without Prggiammers,
Prentice-Hall, Ing., Publishers, 1962 p.6

5 Ibid, p.2

Tom DeMarco, Structured Analysis and'sSystems Specification,
Yourdon Eress, Publishers, 1979

7,page-Jones& ibe Practical Guide to Structurgd Systems
Design, Yourdon Press, Publishers, 1980

8 Andrew Schor, Comsci-Associates, Clinton Corners, New York,
12514 (914) 266-4343

Itid, James Martin, I). 61

loAdrian Sith, API A Design Handbook fcr Commercial Systems,
John'Wiley amd Sonsublisher, New York, 1982 p.20

11 Ibid, p.46
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SYSTEMS PROTOTYPING WITH FOURTH GENERATION TOOLS

Phyllis A. Sholtys, Ph.D.
Director of Planning and Research

Canisius College
Buffalo, New York

Traditional systems development is extremely time'consuening because
analysts must spend much time to accurately define users needs. End users
have difficulty visualizing the needed system in the abstract and, after
implementation, often revise their perceptions of what is needed.
Requests for Changes or enhancements produce frustration for both the user
and the programmer. The development of information systems using an
engineering approach which utilizes both traditional programming
techniques and fourth generation software tools is described.in this
paper. Fourth generation applications tools are used to quickly develop a
prototype system Which is revised and expanded as the user clarifies
his/her requirements. When fully defined, a combination of cost-effective
techniques is used to develop the final system. The report concludes by
discussing the development of a system at a private college which used
this approach.
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Overview

College administrators, like their business counterparts, are becoming

increasingly aware of the need for improved information as a basis for

planning and.effective management. Department and office heads are also

starting to realize that the availability of timely and accurate data can

make daily responsibilities easier to accomplish. As a result there is

increasing demand for new computer applications throughout our

institutions at a time when the higher education environment is one of

declining resources and overall instability. In this setting, there is a

limited supply of resources which can be committe4 to.the development of

new syStems. ,

A basic challenge facing campuycomputer centers is one of supply and

demand: the demand for information systems far outstrips the supply of

personnel available to develop the systems. Significant programming

backlogs..are a way of life at most centers; New software tools with the

potential to improve systems development productivity are available but

utilization is not widespread.

This paper describes an approach which avoids the major limitations of,

the fourth generation tools and builds upon their strengths. When

combined with other techniques, these tools can be used to develop systems

which provide greater user satisfaction than those Aeveloped with

conventional method-7 and which require less development time.
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Background

The "third generation" in the evolution of data processing introduced-

of a number of technologies and meIthodologies aited at increasing

programmer effectiveness and productivity: on-line progratming; data base.

management systems, data dictionaries, structured programming, informatiOn

retrieval sYstems, among others. 'Nese made a positive impact, yet the

backlog of programming requests continues. A number of factors contribute

to this situation. One such factor is the increased administrative

awareness of the need for decision lupport systems.and ad hoc reporting

which in turn leads to increased requests for softWare to meet these

needs, Another factor is that each successfully completed project allows

users to discover additional reports or functions that would make their

jobs still easier. requests escalate As user sophistication increases.

Yet another factor contributing to the backlog is systems which do not

satisfactorily meet the user's data and information needs. These result

in requests for changes almost as the applicatiOns are being installed.

(In many shops, maintenance requests occupy 60-8.0% of programmer time.)

All of these factors contribute t8 the applications backlog and support

the need for far greater improvements in the system development Process

than has been achieved to date.

A number of fourth generation software tools have been introduced to

this environment. Included in this general category are such products as

relational data base management systems, interactive applications

development systems, and integrated enhancements to third generation

products. Developers claim that the new systems have the potential to

dramatically improve productivity. Much discussed and still

controversial, their acceptance and utilization remain uneven. While some
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of these tools have been heralded as a means whereby end users can develop

their own applications without professional programmers, this may not be

the most effective utilization of either the technology or the personnel

involved. Do-We really want our Business Managers, Registrars, Deans, and

other administrators to'develop applications with little support from a

dataprocessing department? Few end users have the time or desire to

develop their own applications, despite claims the products are "user

friendly". From an institutional perspective, "productivity" is total

Useful output cbmpared to the resources employed. In systems development

the measure of resources must include not only hardware and computer

center personnel, but management and user time spent in developing the

application. If end users develop their own systems, it could reduce the

baCklog of applications requests in the computer center at the cost of

reduced user productivity in performing assigned institutional functions.

On the other hand, professional programmers resist using these new

tools because 1) they are mbre comfortable with traditional languages andd

established methodologies, 2) "user friendliness" often vanishes when

complex,data handling is required, 3) present fourth generation

applications tools cannot create every type of application that

conventional programming can, and 4) complex systems developed with fourth

generation software tools typically require a heavy commitment of computer

resources and may be much slower to execute than comparable systems

developed with conventional methods.

Most technological improvements - third and fourth generation - have

been aimed at decreasing the time spent on actual programming of

applications. Little has been proposed that can speed up the initial

analysis process. We all know that thorough analysis is essential to
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accurately define users needs and insure that the finished application is

effective. However, there is a basic communication problem between users

and programmers. Users do not understand technical terms or systems

charts and programmers do not understand the details of the users'

operations. Thus traditional systems analysis is extremely time

consuming, exceeding the time required to program an application. Despite

the time devoted by analysts in defining specifications, end users have

difficulty visualizing the needed system in the abstract and, after

implementation,-often revise their perception's of what is needed.

Requests for changes or enhancements produce frustration for both the user

'and the programmer.

In a typical application develeped with conventional techniques, the

greatest number and most e'ignificant problems occur in the requirements

specification and design stages. Ihe expenditure of considerable time and

much frustration accompany this process because both participants - user

and analyst - are dealing with abstractions. What is urgently needed is a

way of moving quickly from the abstract to the tangible..

An Engineering Approach

At this point, it is of value to briefly review the established

procedures for development of new products in other fields. Few

manufacturers would long survive if they used the same development process

used in our computer centers, i.e., refine the product specifications on

paper and go directly into production. In contrast, industry uses an

engineering approach. After a proposed product is identified and

specifications developed, a prototype is created. The prototype is used

to test the design, insure that it performs .the desired functions, and

obtain the feedback needed to identify and make any desired adjustments
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before a final product is 'developed. A clear understanding of how it will

be used also guides se'lection of the, most cost-effective techniques for

a

building the product,.

Paul Hessinger, Director of Reseach at Computer Task Group, Inc.,

suggested the concept of prototyping software applications as a means of

decreasing development time. At a recent seminar on productivity, he

recommended a three-step engineering approach in which identification ani

definition of the "product to be built" is the first step. Second, a

prototype is developed, using fourth generation tools to quickly establish

a basic system. This leads to a clear understanding by users of how the

system works, what information is available, and enables users to identify

any essential changes or additions. Third, the most cost effective

techniques are selected for building the final product.

With the availability of fourth generation software tools, development

of a system prototype is feasible in terms of time and cost. Use of a

prototype to test specifications should increase prOductivity by insuring

that the system wanted by the user is the one that j.s developed by the

programmer. Reprogramming and delays during the implementation stage are

prevented.

Based upon experience, this report recommends a further modification

of the prototyping technique. Prototyping has the potential to

dramatically increase productivity and effectiveness of the systems

analysis process itself. 'It can and should be used by the analyst as a

tool to j_nitially develop system specifications, rather than to test

specifications produced by traditional analysis. With this approach,

steps one and two above become merged into one iterative process:

preiiminary analysis is brief and aimed at idenifying the basic tasks

-5-
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upon which a rough cut prototype is put up by the analyst and presented to

the user as a simple, preliminary version. The fear of making a mistake

-
or overlooking a vital element no longer haunts analyst or uS'er since

there is little need to define the ultimate system at the outset. At this

point, the system is no longer an abstraction; the user can enter data and

play with the system as a means of testing its capabilities. This

establishes a clear understanding by users of how the system works and

what information is available. Analysis continues, using the adaptable

prototype to guarantee that user and analyst are talking about the same

thing. As specifications are developed, they are incorporated into the

model.

After the user is satisfied that specifications have been adequately

defined, the next step is to select the mast cost-effective techniques for

creating the final product. ° At this stage, various options need to be

carefully and pragmatically evaluated. If the application will be used

infrequently or the running time is adequate, it may be most

cost-effective to use the prototype without further development. If

running or response times are a problem with the prototype, there are two

general options to explore: the first is to analyze the application,

identify the problem areas and reprogram only the problem segments in a

traditional language. In other cases - high volume, multi-user

applications for example - the prototype will serve as the blueprint from

which the final system is programmed. The nature of the application is

also a major consideration when selecting programming techniques. Yor

example, decision support systems with their inherent need for flexibility

and ad hoc reporting are most effectively handled with data management

information retrieval software such as INFO from HENCO, Inc. or DATATRIFVE

364
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from Digital Equipment Corportion. In these cases, a refined prototype

may be the ultimate system. On the other hand, standard operational

applications which are subject to little change and heavy use are

candidates for more traditional,languages augmented by application

generators.

Case Study

An opportunity to apply prototyping occurred recently at Canisius

College, a small, private institution in New York State.

A personnel system had been scheduled for development as one part of

an integrated, on-line administrative system. When time and resource

constraints put the personnel component on "hold" only a few general

system requirements had been ,articulated. Detailed analysis and design

were yet to be accomplished.

The Director of Planning and Research had some systems analyst

background and a strong motivation to acquire a personnel system since the

Planning Office is responsible for all off-campus reporting, including

personnel data. After discussing the project with the Compute Center

data base administrator, a decision was made to build a prototype which,

if successful, could serve as a model for the official system.

Project materials assembled during the initial planning stages were

reviewed by the Director of Planning and Research, who also held several

meetings with the Personnel officer, and one meeting with the Academic

Vice President to review system needs. Planning office needs were then

integrated with those described by the two major users and a prototype

system Was established by the Director, using INFO.

The first version had only a few input screens, but they were adequate

to begin loading demographic, academic, and salary data. During the

-7-
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process of refining system requirements, various data elements were added,

deleted, or modified; coding tables were developed and basic reports

identified. Because of the relational nature of INFO and the ease of file

modification, changes-were implemented readily. The definition process

was completed after several additional meetings with the users and the

prototype is currently in use at the' institution.

Two senior computer science students are now completing a

reprogramming of the system to meet the standards used for other College

administrative systems. This structured process includes development of

all basic systems in COBOL aided by use of the RIMS generator (a product

of Information and Systems Research, Inc.). All screens are developed

with a screen generator written in-house, and reports are produced with

DATATRIEVE. This programming standardization produces quality software

for multi-user applications in a relatively short time. Additional

benefits of the reprogramming will be improved response time and an

additional level of security for confidential files.

Conclusions

Several observations made during the development process are pertinent

to the issue of productivity:

- Less time was expended in the development process than would be

required with traditional methods. The Director performed the

analysis and prototyping in addition to regular institutional

duties. Although the process extended over a three month period,

total time devoted to systems development was minimal.

- Announcing the project as development of a simple prototype removed

the personnel officer's fear of making a mistake and overcame the

initial hesitancy in defining system requirements.
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- The prototype served as a catalyst, increasing useful dialog between

analyst and user, which led to rapid system definition.

- The prototyping technique is particularly ubeful when working with

users who have little or no experience with computer applications.

Novice users quickly respond to the/tangible "working model".

- Initial concerns that secretarial staff would be confused by working

with a changing.system, proved unfounded.. All modifications were

immediately added to a users guide and staff needed only minimal

supervision to adapt to changes.

The increased productivity to be derived from using fourth generation

tools is a strong motivation for changing the conventional programming

process. Even more significant however, is the potential to accelerate

the analysis process and eliminate many of the problems and frustrations

encountered with conventional development efforts. The appropriate tools

are available now. The challenge is to convince programing staff to use

them.

Based upon the experience at Canisius College, the author concludes

that the engineering approach to systems development has the potential to

significantly increase productivity beyond that achieved with conventional

methods. As one of the few approaches to streamlining.the analysis and

design process, prototyping deserves broader application and further

refinement.
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-THE ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT OF A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

James A. Pope
Edward M. Cross

Department of MIS/Decision Sciences
Old Dominion University

Norfolk, Virginia 23508

In this paper, the authors conduct a follow-up
evaluation of a decision support system which was
installed five years ago. The original system was
a DSS for small college admissions. The present
paper describes changes in the system, changes in

procedures brought about by the system, and changes
in the organization which may have been encouraged
by the implementation of the system.
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,THE ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT or A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

Introduction

Approximately five ,years ago, Guilftvrd College, a small

private liberal arts college in Greensboro, N,C.. installed a

decision support_ system for fo'recasting and' simulating

enrollment. The design and implementatiOn on that system was

described by the present authors at the CAUSE !81 National

Conference [1], and later was published in a special DSS edition

of, CAUSE/EFFECT [2]. This year,- the authors decided to return to

North Carolina to see how the system had evolved, and changed over

the past five years. In this paper, we .shall present a brief

summary of the system as it was originally installed destribe

several ways in which the system has changed, and outline . ways

in which the system has caused the organization to change. We

look at parts- of the -decision support system which were

originally installed, but which have' fallen into disuse or
discarded entirely; we look at how the use of some parts ,of the,

system has changed over the years; we look at new parts which

have been added to the system as the users saw opportunities to

improve upon the ability of the system to support admissions

decisions; we lobk at how the use of the system has caUsed

changes in the procedures followed by the organization. Finally

we look at fundainental changes in the attitudes and thinking in

the organization which have been influenced by the use of the

decision support system.

ORIGINAL MODEL

Throughout the 1970's and continuing in the 1980's, small

private colleges have faced the dual but-opposing problems of

maintaining acadeinic standards while keeping the colleges

financially ,bealthy. The problems can be described as opposing

because maintaining academic standards generally implies

restricting enrollments,, while maintaining financial health

generally implies expanding enrollments. Admissions officers

have been the focal point of the-effort to balance these two

goals. Although others in the organization are obviously

1
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interested in the problems, they tend to focus on one or the
other of the diffitulties. The faculty and abademic deans are
interested primarily in academic standards (although lately they

have become more aware of the financial implications of their
academic goals), while the business offices and financial
officers tend to do most of the day to day worrying over the
money problems. And because both of these groups look to the
admissions office to solve their problems, the Director of
Admissions must find ways to *atidfy

The situation at Guilford:College was probably typical of
this situation at many small private colleges. Enrollments were
holding steady, u

It
the admissions people were having to run

harder and harder just to keep up. Some technological
innovations such as.the SEARCH system (a service generating indi-

vidually tailored mailing lists) helped to generate more applica-
tions in the short run; but as more schools used the service, its

eEfectiveness wore off and the schools had to maintain the
expense of the service just to stay even. And, as many schools
soon learned, generating more applications did not always result
in increased admissions. Other factors had to be taleen into
accourit which may be broadly characterized as the firmness or
seriousness of the application.

It was in this context that the original decision support
system was designed and installed at Guilford College. Since
the system has been described in detail previously, we shall not

attempt to present the underlying rationale for the system here,
but rather shall cocus on the structure of the system and the
effects of its use. The ultimate purpose of the system was to
provide a real time system for generating enrollment forecasts at

any.point in the year long admissions process of recruiting and
enrolling a new freshman class. It quickly became al5parent, how-
'ever, that the infOrmation required to generate such a forecast
would require a major restructuring of the thought processes of
the top management in admissions (and to a far lesser extent the
operating peoPle), and provide decisibn support far beyond just a
single forecast. And, as is typical with the installation of
almost any new dPcisidn support system; significant'problems with
the integrity of the admissions data base became apparent. The

data base was maintajned using the WISE system on a PDP 11/40.

The first instance of rethinking by top management was in
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the setting of the objectives for the Admissions process. The

admissions director and those at his 1 eI were used to thinking

in terms of a single number as the enrollment goal, usually a
single number representing total enrollment at the college. The

DSS focused on the problem of the freshman class, .so ',A-le top

people were forced to deal with the fact that new admissions 'and

returning students were two (and often more, e.g.: transfers,

readmits) separate groups requiring different strategies._ In

addition, the DSS made explicit the fact that any goal.is siMply

an estimate, and treated it as am interval rather than a point
estimate. This required the top managers to delineate
intervals around that goal and assign probabilities to the

intervals. Further, since the system needed a basis for
comparing the progress of the admissions proCess during the year,

they were forced to define what an ideal progression would be.

And finally, it forced them to think of most of the parameters of

the system in probabilistic erms rather than as fixed values.

The primary output of the system was the forecatt. This was

run every two weeks. Two weeks wat chosen to fit Guilfordls vol-
ume and method of operation, and could easily be changed on any

system where the pss is implemented. The forecast consisted of a

category by category projection of freshman enrollment
culminating in a point forecast, a measure of its variance, and a

statement of the probabilities of the enrollment falling in
various intervals. (See [1] .or [2] for sample printouts.) The

system.has several other inputs and outpUts, however, which are
nearly'as important as the foreCast. The previous paragraph des-

cribes a number of items which the admissions managers were now
forced to consider. All of them had to be entered into the data

files for the DSS. Some were entered interactively by prompting

the persoin initializing the. system. Others were entered by an

operator. Since the system had to reflect the dlinamics of the

admissions process; however, a number of inputs were required
throughout the.admissions year. The most important of these was

the timely updating of the adMissions data base. .As in most
computer based'admissions record systems, each applicant.was

given a record which had room for personal data and a series of
dates relevant to the admissions process. Part of the DSS was an

interface program which extracted the data required by the DSS
from the data base. . If Lhe data base was not kept current, or if
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it contained errors, the DSS output was out of date or in error.

The interface program was run every two weeks as the first step
in a forecast run. Next, a period by period (one period was two

weeks) summary of the.data had to be generated and stored. These

summary data consisted of Atems such as the number of appli-
cations processed by period, the number of admits, the number.of

accepts, the number of withdrawals, and the resulting proportions

and probabilities. Although the only step necessary to prepare
for the forecast was to store these data a file, they were
output in tabular form to provide a runnin4 -record of progress,

and to provide a check-point for errors in the data base. (A copy
of this output is also in [1] and [2].j

The final primary input to the forecasting program was the
number of admits and rejects for the current two week period. To

give the admissions office a consistent basis for determthing the

criteria for accepting and rejecting applicants, a scoring system
was developed. It considered seven characteristics of each ap-
plicant and not only incorporated the evaluator's judgment, but

also any uncertainty the evaluator felt about that judgment. .The

system was devised so the evaluator could use the system inter-
actively on,line or could use,a manual form and batch in 'the
results. It was also designed to provide a reasonable consis-
tency across evaluators. When all applicants had been evaluated,

the DSS computed a score for each and dispiayed thein in sequence

for the evaluator to decide on admits and rejects. As the
decisions were made, this information was entered into the
primary data base for use in the next period. The display of the

group of applicants being evaluated could be printed out and
maintained to insure donsistencylacross periods.

A flnal feature of the system which should be mentioned is
che simulation feature. Any forecasting system may be used for
simulation by altering the parameters to see how they will affect

the forecast. The admissions DSS forecasting program was
designed with that purpose in mind. Each printout contained a
listing of the paramet*ers that went into the forecast, and each

run contained.a routine which allowed the operator to experiment

with different values of the parameters. The operator in this
case would generally be someone with decision making authority in

admissions, because diffexent values'of the parameters had impli-
cations for resource allocation. For example, two of the para-
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meters were the application flow and the acceptance rate of
admits. Resources could be shifted between the tWo, and the sim-
ulation could give guidelines as to the timing and quantity of
the shift.

THE SYSTEM FIVE YEARS LATER

In this section, we shall describe changes in the system
which have taken place over the last five years. We shall use
the format presented in the introduction of looking at five
zspects of-the system: the parts of the system which have fallen
into disuse, the parts of the systemi that have changed, new parts
which have been added to.the system, changes in procedures caused
by the system, and changes n thinking caused by the system.

The primary part of the system which is no longer used is
the scoring system for determining the quality ranking of the in-
dividual applicants. The reason it 'is no longer used is quite
simple--it was a direct replacement for an existing system and
was harder to use than the old system. The existing system was
the NCAA standard table for predicting college performance using
an applicant's SAT scores and high school rank. It was easy to
use and the new system did not prove significantly better in pre-
dicting firstyear performance. This did not have a major impact
on the DSS-since it only required some method of determining who
would 'be accepted and rejected and'waS not particular about the
method for making the decision.

The second part which is used less than intended (although
it is sti4 being used) is,the actual forecast. We found this to
be somewhat surprising until the aSsistant director of admissions
(who is in charge of day to day operations) made the comment that
he did not need a forecast since he already knew from experience
what the final number Would be. We then realized that this was a
typical situation in any organization. He did not w'ant the fore-
cast because part of his value to, the organization was in knowing
the final number, i.e. being able to make his own forecast by in-
tuition. With the DSS being able to do.the same thing for aqone
who 'knew how to operate it, that skill would betome expendable.
Further questioning brought out the fact that he also had not
trained anyone 'else in the office (other than the computer
operator) to operate the system. _He confided that he liked to
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use the simulati.on feature of the system to generate forecasts
that would scare people.. In other Words, by controlling the flow
of information to the decision makers, he could effectively
contiol the decisions. Fortunately for the College, he-was an
alumnus and had only the best-interests of the College in mind.
Also, fortunate .was his exceptional skill at the job whiCh led to
good decisions.

.In addition to the changing use of the forecast, one of the
printouts which had been almost an afterthought became increas-
ingly important; this is the printout desciibed earlier which
cross.tabulated applicants by status and predictive index for
each two week period. the program which generates the printout
also generates the primary input for the forecasting progam.
Although we had discovered previously that the printout was in-
formative, its new relative importance surprised 'us. On reflec-
tion, however, it was not so surprising. The assistant director
was using it as the primary input for making his intuitive fore-
casts. Just as it helps the DSS make good analytic forecasts,
the printout helps the assistant director make good intuitive
forecasts. He also discovered that by usingthe indexing capa-
bilities of the WISE system, he could get selective printouts.
The indexing capabilities allows applicants to be selected by any
field in the admissions record. Thus he could run printouts for
just in-state applicants, for example, or just female applicants,
or just.black applicants, and so on. As it turned out, he was
qUick to use this indexing capability when he extended the system.

Three new parts have been added to the original DSS. The
first, is'a scheduling, program, which was designed or help the
secretaries keep track of all the correspondence required for
each applicant. With the systematizing of theyrocess under-the
D$S, it became a fairly logical ffext step to generate a, schedule
every two weeks for the applicants being considered in that
period. The scheduling program prints out a schedule for each
applicant that yericid for each letter the applicant is to
receive. Rejects get reject letters, of course, but accepts
receive a stream of letters from the basic acceptance letter to
letters from their indicated major department to letters from
extra curricular organizations in which they have an interest.
All of these are timed to continually remind the applicant'that
the College really wants him or her with the purpose of turning
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an Accept into a paid deposit. The present plans are to auto-

mate the letter writing capabilities. The College is installing

DECWord, a multi-user word processor. Instead of printing out a

schedule for each applicant's correspondence, the scheduling

program will feed the schedule to DECWord.which will print out

the appropriate'letter on schedule.

The second additional program generates an admissions pro-

file. It generates three tables. Each classifies applicants by

public or private high school, by in or out of state, and by

freshman or transfer student. In addition the first table clas-

sifies by application status, the second by high school class

quintile, and the third by SAT scores. Once again, the indexing

capability of WISE may be utilized to generate the tables by any

field in the admisSions record.
The final program which has been added to the system also

generates tables cross-classifying applicants. Known as the

REGIONS program, it starts classifying applicants at the contact

stage. It has eleven columns ranging from contacts through de-

cept and reject through percent net paid. The rows in the table

are the counties in North Carolina, the remaining states, and all

foreign countries. This program originated indirectly from the

simulation mode of the forecasting program. That mode allows ,the

admissions director to trade-off resources between functions. If

the director wants to put more effort into getting admits to en-

roll than in 'generating more applications, he or she must know

where to direct the effort. The REGIONS program is a result of

the need to know that information. It shows where the contacts

are being made and how many of the contacts are turnihg into ap-

plications and later into actual students. The indexing feature

of WISE is very effective here. One run we saw had been sorted

according to all contacts who had responded to the SEARCH mailing

(which was highly selective in terms of SAT scores), and all who,

had directly requested that Guilford receive their SAT scores.

The list contained about 1300 highly desirable recruits. They

all met the College's quality standards, amd all had shown an

interest. The printout showed Where they were and how many there

were. Another use we saw, but which the assistant director said

he did not allow anyone else to see sorted the applicants by the

admissions counselor who made the first contact. Thus, he could

see who had made the contacts, and how effective they were in
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following them up. His future project is to be able to enter.the
cost of recruiting in each region to be able to see the unit cost
of recruiti,Rgstudents from each region. The primary deterrent
to implementing this change is the .inability of the accounting
system to generate costs.broken down by region.

The changes in procedures bxought about by experience with
the DSS are, as one might expect, primarily in the dealings of
the admissions people with the computer. One of the problems
pointed out inthe implementation of the DSS is that is data base
integrity. The supposed primary data base was, in reality, used
as a secondary data base after the oid manual system. The manual
system consisted of a card file with all the relevant information
about an applicant and places to check off the statds. The assis-
tant director made an effort to improve the accuracy and
timeliness of the computer data base. When it improved to where
he felt it could be the primary system, he abolished the manual
system. Since the WISE system is interactive, all inquiries
could be made using the computer system. Unfortunately, this
made almost everyone in the office very nervous. There was a
certain security in the card file. So the assistant director
asked the computer center to have the computer generate a set of
cards with the relevant information about each applicant. This
made everyone happy; the computer record was still the primary
record, and the Card file was intact.

Fundamental changes in attitudes brought about by the DSS
were not as-sweeping as one would always like. Anyone who de-
signs and implements decision support systems likes to think that
his or her work will revolutionize the operation of the organiza-
tion. This seldom happens, however. Organizations have a great
deal of momentum. They do change in subtle ways, however, which
may lead to major changes in the long run. Any changes in atti-
tudes at Guilford during this five year period are particularly
hard to evaluate because the administration of the College
changed in the middle of the period. It would be presumptuous of
us to claim credit for our DSS for causing changes when the whole
top administration (including president) changed. We did notice
that there was less of a fixation on numbers than there had been
in the past. There seemed to be less day to day monitoring,of
admissions py top administrators than -there had been in the past.
Admissions was being trusted more to do the job. One change in
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attitudes that probably was partially caused by the DSS was a

lessening emphasis on the number of applications. The DSS showed

quite clearly that the application flow fluctuated randomly from

year to year, and that the more important number was the percent

of those accepted who paid and enrolled. Consequently, the

College was becoming more selective in its SEARCH mailings, nd
was focusing on those applicants who had a high probability of

enrolling.

CONCLUSION

A decision support system, because it is used by people,

will change and adapt just as peoples' attitudes and even organ-,

izations change and adapt. And their changes and adaptations are

not always predictable, or even desirable. The authors went back

to North Carolina with certain preconceived notions about what

the admissions DSS would look like after five years, and found

that almost all of those notions were unfounded. The users of

the system had expanded,it more than we had expected, and in some

imaginative ways. The dropping of the scoring system was not
surprising, and upon reflection, we decided it would have been

better suited for transfer students and older students for whom

SAT scores and high school rank are less meaningful as predictors

of performance. The downgrading of the forecasting system was
disappointing, but upon consideration of the people involved, was

not unusual, and perhaps should have been predictable. The basic

attitude changes that did take place were gratifying, but it
would have been more gratifying if they had been more fundamental

and widespread in the organization. In retrospect, the DSS was

installed at a time when small colleges were in a time of crisis

(and may still be). In times of crisis, .when college administra-

tors have a system they perceive is working, they are reluctant

to try something new. Risk taking is more palatable when the

costs of failure are not catastrophic.
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LONG RANGE SYSTEMS 'PLANNING

MEETING COMPUTER NEEDS THROUGH THE
IDENTIFICATION OF INSTITUTION-WIDE PRIORITIES

David G. Marker
Hope College

Holland, Michigan

Selection of a computer system to meet the instructional, res-

earch, and administrative needs of a four-year liberal-arts col-

lege requires careful planaing given the multitude of options from

which to choose. Long-rwige Systems Planning (LSP) was introduced

recently at Hope College as a rational alternative to "shopping

for hardware." -I.SP is a systematic method of defining computer

needs, assi,gUing institution-wide priorities to the meeting of

those needs, identifying appropriate software -- existing or to be

created -- to

will support

identified.

meet the needs, and finally selecting

the software and do so in light of

The outcome of a six-month analysis

hardware which

the priorities

and search- at

Hope has been the selection of a system -- software and hard-

ware -- which reflects the needs and priorities of the/entire

institution.
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In 1966, a young theoretical physicist with extensive computer experience

.ijoined the Hope ColleW faculty. Because the College had no computer, he

began an immediate search for a .system (really a machine...) which would

perform the calculations required for ,his iesearch. _Further, in order to

persuade College officials to invest in any Computer, the performance/cost

ratio needed to be high. and administrative applications possible.

The 1130 system had just been announced by IBM. It was a "state-of-the-

art" machine, had a well-developed library of tested software, would do scien-

tific calculations, and had the promise of being able to perform administra-

tive functions, as well.

Selection of the College's first computer system was made hy several

interested faculty following conversations ,with representatives from IBM.

Yhrchase of an i130 system was recommended to the College administration.

With the assistance of an N.S.F. matching grant, Hope College acquired its

first computer.

In the next five years, computer usage at Hope grew rapidly. Applica-

tions nxpanded from physics research to physics instruction, then to instruc-

tion in mathematics. The first FORTRAN course was taught by a physicist at

the request of senior students. Simultaneously, a number of admir'strative

functions were computerized; the first applications were keeping student

records and performing accounting functions; controlling budgets and maintain-

ing development records followed.

Increasing academic and administrative usage brought the 1130 .to its

limits by 1972 in spite of several hardware enhancements. A small committee

of faculty and administrators'sought a system (again, really a machine...)

with an acceptable cost/performance ratio that would meet the projected needs

of the College for the next five to seven years. Two'Machines emerged from

-1-
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the search as viable candidates; the Sigma VI system was chosen after careful

comparison and review by committee members. Hence, 'the College's second

computer-was chosen, upon the recommendation of a small, informally-consti-

tuted, committee of interested users.

Predictably, both academic and administrative usage continued to grow

--_seemingly without bound -- in the next eight years. By 1980, approxi-

mately one-half of the College's twenty-two departments were using the compu-

ter as an instructional aid and student-faculty research in ten departments

required computer capability. Data analysis in student laboratories, be-

ginning with freshmen'physics and extending to senior-level science courses,

was commonplace. A computer science major program, e$tablished in 1972, was

graduating approximately fifteen majors each year and departmental enrollments

were,increasing at a rate of approximately 20% per year. In the same inter-

val, virtually.all administrative functions became computer-based. The most

notable example is a highly sophisticated admissions inquiry/tracking system

which makes extensive ute of the Sigma word processing and editing capabili-

ties coupled to high-speed, data storage and retrieval. Financial'aid rec-

ords, and limited "on-line" ntudent registration were also "brought up."

It became apparent that the Sigma -- at least.as presently configured --

wnuld not be sufficient to meet the.needs projected for the decade of the

80's. Further, technology had brought the sophistication and cost of new

hardware to a point where a significant increase in computing iumer was pos-

sible at a very modest increase in the total cost of computer services.

Finally, the costs of maintaining the non-state-of-the-art Sigma hardware were

growing at an ever-increasing rate.
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Should the Sigma be replaced and, if so, what should replace it? A

cursory examination revealed a number of possibilities, of which perhaps five

to ten systems might he viable alternatiVes.

Historical precedent and "conventional wisdom" suggested that a careful

40study of current and projected needs should be undertaken by the Director of

the Computer Center. A search committee was formed for the purpose of review-

ing those needs and suggesting alternative ways of meeting them. Several

months later, the Committee made the following recommendations:

i) that the Sigma not be retained/upgraded;

ii) that there will be a need for greater distributive processing capa-

bilities in the future--any new system should reflect this need;

iii) that a new central computing system should be acquired to serve as a

nucleus for a distributive processing network; and

iv) that serious consideration of five systems already suggested by

vendors should proceed immediately.

The Committee was then requested to evaluate the five alternatives and to

recommend a system (once again, really a machine...) to replace the Sigma.

The Committee divided its work into five categories:

i) System software

ii) kpplications

iii) Hardware

iv) Conversion and installation

,v) Benchmark preparation and evaluation

Corresponding sub-committees carefully examined the proposals of the

contending vendors submitted in response to a carefully formulated Request For

Proposal (RFP). Several systems "came to the top" each having certain

strengths, often in non-overlapping categories.

-3-



Throughout the process, but at this juncture especially, something which

I call the GM-Ford-Chrysler phenomenon "reared its ugly head." Members of the

selection committee had their hardware/software "favorites" much as automobile

owners tend to be lifelong Chrysler, Ford, or GM drivers. As a result, the

committee's report contained what can be described at best -- and most chari-

tably -- as divided opinions, positions, and conclusions!

Following extensive discussion with the Computer Center Director, a care-

ful cost analysis, a report to the President, and a report to the Board of

Trustees, a new systeM was finally selected, and in June of 1981, the College

placed an order for hardware.

The conversion of existing administrative software began immediately. Iu

several weeks, difficulties of such magnitude emerged that it became clear

that the system chosen would not meet the needs of the College as had been

promised by the vendor and anticipated by those involved in the decision.

Since no hardware had been delivered, the order for the system was cancelled

in the fall of 1981.

The need to replace the Sigma became even more prer,sing, however, as

users of the computer for both instruction and administration continued to

increase.

To return the search and selection process to the "track," a small

Computer Reassessment Committee was appointed by the President. This com-

mittee was composed of the Provost (chief academic officer) who acted as

chairman; the Vice-President for Business and Finance; two faculty members,

including the chairperson of the CompLter Science Department and a member of

, the physics faculty; the Director of the Computer Center; and a consultant

from Deloitte, Haskins and Sells. The latter member was engaged to provide an

objective voice and to assist us in establishing a sound process for making a

-.4-
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good decision. It was clearly understood at the outset that the consultant

would not vote on final decisions involving software or hardware, i.e. would

not participate in making the actual decisions.

The committee began its' reassessment work in October of 1981. In the

next several months, a number of open meetings were held to inform the user

community of the progress of this reassessment. It was not surprising that

faculty and staff became increasingly concerned and frustrated with the set-

back suffered when the order for a new system was cancelled. By now, the Sigma

was severly overloaded; response times were unacceptably long and storage was

severely limited.

Our consultant assisted us in implementing a rational process to insure

that a sound decision would be made - "second-time around." The primary goal

of this process, long-range systems planning, is to construct a foundation for

the selection of computer hardware and software which is based upon insti-

tution-wide needs and priorities for meeting those needs. Unlike earlier

choices, which involved "shopping for a machine," long-range system planning

begins with needs and priorities, moves to software required to meet those

needs in priority order, and finally to the hardware that is able to support

the requisite software. Ideally, it eliminates the GM-Ford-Chrysler phenome-

non!

The principal elements of long-range systems planning are:

I. A determination of all computer needs in the College by interviewing

faculty and key administrators

II. Preparation of system summaries which express those needs as simply

as possible

III. Development of criteria for evaluating systems

IV. Development of system narratives which describe the needs in some

detail
-5-
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V. Assignment of priorities for development and implementation of the

systems required

VI. Preparation of a long-range plan for development and implementation,

in priority order, of those systems

Specific tasks needed to complete the process were identified. Responsi-

bilities for all tasks were assigned to various members of the committee at

the outset. A tentative timetable tor completion of each phase of the plan-

ning process was prepared by our consultant, then reviewed and approved by the

committee.

Phase one in the reassessment process was an update of need statements.

Within one week of the reassessment committee's first meeting, the faculty

.members on the committee had reviewed previously prepared statements of in-

structional and research needs. In addition, they had solicited comments from

interested faculty and staff by circulating a questionnaire and by requesting

written statements. Updated statements of administrative needs came along

shortly thereafter. To more fully involve,the entire College community in the

decisiOn-making process, our consultant agreed to talk directly with'any

member of the faculty or staff who wished to express a concern or opinion.

The second phase of the long-range systems planning process was the

preparation of system summaries. System summaries express each need in two or

three sentences. For example, the system summary for Hope's computer science

major program is:

The Computer Science Department needs to provide introductory pro-
gramming instruction in advanced courses to Hope College students.
It also needs to expose its students to a wide variety of architec-
ture, environments, languages, and applications. The Department
also needs to conduct a research program in experimental computer
science.

Academic system summaries were prepared by the two faculty members of the

committee; the director of the computer center .and our consultant prepared

-6-
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system summaries for the various administrative areas which make use of the

computer.

In approximately one month, the Committee was prepared to develop cri-

teria by which various systems conld be evaluated. Our consultant prepared a

draft of the criteria to be used; the committee reviewed and, where appro-

priate, revised the list. This single set of criteria was used in evaluating

each system identified in the first phase. Included in the criteria were:

Service to students
Service to faculty
Enrollment growth
Academic and administrative record keeping
Cost effectiveness
Physical plant maintenance
Protection of assets
Legal requirements
Planning assistance
Service to the public
Staff effectiveness and motivation
Acquisition of financial resources

Each criterion was defined; committee members then discussed and refined the

definitions until they were clearly understood and agreed upon. For example,

"service to students" was defined as the:

"impact that the system will have on the ability of the College to
provide instructional services that will be meaningful and viable to
Hope students."

These criteria and their respective definitions became the foundation for

evaluating all of the systems identified.

"Weights," indicating the priority of each of the aforementioned criteria

in the College, were assigned by completing an anti-symmetric "criteria matrix."

This matrix is formed by listing the evaluative criteria both "across" and

"down." The elements of the matrix indicate the relative importance (plus

means more important; zero means of approximately the same importance; and

minus means less important) of the "intersecting" criteria. The elements were

assigned in committee by the methods of consensus. It is important to remem-
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ber, in this regard, that the committee consisted of the academic and finan-

cial vice-presidents, the chairperson of the Computer Science department, a

faculty member representing research interests, the Director of the Computer

Center, along with our consultant. Hence, it was representative of all phases

of the College's operations. The vice presidents were able to mike priority

judgments from broad perspectives and were empowered to do so.

"Scores" for each criterion were obtained by summing rows (or columns) of

the "criteria matrix." A constant was added to the scores to eliminate nega-

tive values. Finally the relative weights (priorities) were determined by

normalizing the scores to a maximum value of ten.

Criterion Weight E "Criterion" Score X 10
Maximum "Criterion"

Score

After the weights (priorities) were established, system narratives were

developed corresponding to each of the system summaries which had been pre-

pared earlier. Components of system narratives included:

System Summary
System Users
Functions to be Performed
Assumptions
Anticipated Benefits
Implementation Alternatives
Volume Statistics
User and Facility Impacts
EDP Impacts

Informed by system narratives, each system was examined in light of the

criteria. A rating ranging from 0 to 5 was assigned to each criterion. The

total number of points for a given system was obtained by summing the products

of rating and corresponding weight for each criterion. The number of total

points was taken as the final measure of the relative priority to be assigned

to each system in the overall plan of development and implementation.
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Ideally, the list of systems, in order of total points, would point first

to the necessary software and then to the hardware needed to support it. The

final list, in priority order, is:

Computer Science
Instruction
Faculty/Student Research
Financial Aid
Academic Records
Business Functions
Admissions
Computer Center
Alumni/Development
Academic Administration
Outside Users
Library Circulation
Student Services
Personnel
College Relations

Based upon institutional priorities, software systems which would best meet

the needs - including languages, processors, and administrative data process-

ing packages - were identified.

Immediately following, a revised Request Por Proposal (RFP) was prepared

to identify hardware which would support the software systems. This RFP was

based upon a clear agreement on institution-wide priorities for computer

services. Further, it was much more detailed than the first version, espe-

cially in those sections describing requirements in which actual performance

was not as promised by the vendor chosen earlier. The RIP was sent out in

mid-February and vendors respOnded by March 1. Clarifications were requested

and revised proposals were received by mid-March.

With the vendors' proposals in hand, a number of site visits were sched-

uled to installations with software and/or hardware which simulated as nearly

as possible the system environment envisioned for Hope College. As a result

of the site visits and software requirements, the number of vendors in the

final "cut" was reduced to two. The long-range planning results indeed point-
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ed to final choices of software and hardware made early in May - little more

than six months from the beginning of the long-range systems planning process.

Other decisions involving specific software packages to meet system needs

and detailed hardware configurations were worked out in the next two months.

In summary, the long-range systems planning process provided a rational

alternative to "shopping for hardware." Given the whole host of seemingly

viable alternatives which exist currently, we believe it to be a very- sound

method for making choices of computer software/hardware systems informed by

institution-wide needs and priorities.
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MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE SMALL COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT
Albert L. Barris President

Management/Systems Advisors, Inc.

Microcomputers have had a profound impact on the computer industry in the past
few years. They are expected to have a dramatic impact in the next few years. The sales
potential has been extimated to be over $25 billion over the next 3-5 years. The most
visible area has been their use as personal computers, making their way into millions ofhomes nationwide. They have also become prolific in small businesses, performing amultitude of business functions. They are now starting to have an impact in the small
college environment. As you would expect, individual departments have received grantmoney and been given special budget allocations to purchase microcomputers to enhance
research, increase the level of educational services, and improve delivery systems. But
now, microcomPuters are starting to impact all areas of small colleges.

But, what are microcomputers? What are their limitations? What are theirpotential uses in the small college environment? What should be considered whenpurchasing a microcomputer or a network of microcomputers? This paper will focus on
these questions and explore, in depth, two specific uses of microcomputer networks in asmall college environment.

WHAT IS A MICROCOMPUTER?

Ask any six knowledgable people to defi;e a microcomputer and you may get six
different answers. Some would differentiate a microcomputer by price: a system under$25,000, usually in the $100-5000 range. Others would define a microcomputer as acomputer that uses an 8 or 16 bit/word processor (although they would say there are some16 bit minicomputers). A third definition of a microcomputer would be a computer in
which the CPU resides on a single chip. Another way to distinguish a microcomputer is byits speed, most microcomputers operate at .08-.4 million instructions per second (MIPS).
In the world of computers, this is extremely slow. A fifth definition might be a computerin which there can only be one user at a time (although there are some multi-user micro-computers). Finally, most microcomputers can perform only one task at a time.

Many people would probably combine two or more of the above characteristics (cost,
processor, size, speed, number of users, and number of tasks) and come even closer to anactual definition.

To simplify things, let's establish the definition of a microcomputer as:

an inexpensive (usually under $5000)
8 or 16 bit/word processor
on a single chip
with a speed of .08-.4 MIPS, that
supports a single user (unless enhanced), and
processes one task at a time.

Examples of microcomputers include Radio Shack's TRS-80, Apple, Commodore,
IBM's PC, Osborne, Xerox's 820, Altos, Vector Graphics, Franklin Ace 1000, Olivetti'sM20, Timex, Micro-Five, CROMECO, DEC's Decmate, Hewlett Packard's Series 80, and ahost of others.
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Let's get one thing straight before we go further -- microcomputers are usually
small in size, but not necessarily small in capability. Up to a year or two ago, peripherals
were limited. Now the industry of providing peripheral equipment to microcomputers is as
wide open as the microcomputer field itself. Some of the devices you can attach to a
microcomputer include:

Monitors
Floppy disk drives

5Y,"

8"
3Y," or 3S/2"
14"

Winchester (hard) disk drives
Printers
* Dot matrix
* Letter quality
* Other
Voice synthesizers
Modems (that allow you to talk with other computers)
Analog devices
Cassette tape
Communications interfaces (RS:232)
Cartridge tape
Card readers
Optical scanners (OCR character readers)
Graphics terminals/plotting devices.

The potential for peripherals is expanding daily. As we will see, the limitations
associated with microcomputers are not related to hardware per se, but rather our desire
to utilize microcomputers where once a large mainframe was needed or where the people
resources have not kept pace with the hardware advance.

LIMITATIONS OF MICROCOMPUTERS

There are several limitations to using microcomputers that balance their many
potential uses. The proliferation of microcomputers is limited to our desire to use them
where, just one to five years ago, a large mainframe would have been required. This,
coupled with the inability of personnel resources and individual knowledge to keep up with
the technology, have been the most limiting factors. Most of the limitationS can be
controlled by planning and a knowledge and understanding of each limitation. The
following list highlights the major limitations of today's microcomputer systems.

Relatively Slow CPU

Small word size (8 or 16 bits/word) requires more memory operations to get/store
data. Use of interpretive high level languages also slows execution. Limited
instruction sets sometimes require more code. Finally, arithmetic operations with
large numbers execute relatively slowly.
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Limited Input/Outpui Capacity

Most microcomputers have limited input/output pathS; restricting data transfer
capacity. For example, a typical microcomputer haS eight input/output slots, some
of which may be used for functions other than input/output. Peripherals also tend
to be slower than those used by mainframe computers.

Limited Memory Capacity

Many microcomputers are restricted to 64K (thousand) bytes of main memory, few
can contain as many as 256K or 512K bytes. It should be noted that most programs
that would be of use in a small college can be run within the memory constraints of
most microcomputers.

Single User Constraint

Most microcomputers are single user systems, unless they have been specifically
configured for a multi-user environment. By single user, we mean only one user
can use the CPU at a time. Even when modified for a multi-user environment,
users seldom share the CPU, but the system will contain a microprocessor for each
user.

Qualified Technical People Are Scarce

People technically trained on a microcomputer system are scarce. Also training on
one microcomputer system may be of limited use on a second microcomputer
system. This limitation especially applies to the technical workings and config-
uration of microcomputer systems and the operating systems used by these
machines, as well as knowledgeable people to program and teach their use.

Poor Documentation

A major problem with microcomputers is inadequate or out-of-date documentation
for hardware, system software, and application software. The best documentation
probably lies with the system software. Unfortunately, most application software
developers do not adequately document their software.

Limited Support

Most software, training, hardware maintenance, etc., is difficult to acquire. Only
in the last year or so have computer retail stores become numerous and with these
stores, some "packaged" software has become available off the shelf. These stores
also provide limited training and maintenance.

Haphazard Equipment Service

Equipment service is becomming available in most metropolitan areas, but micro-
computer users outside these metropolitan areas still receive haphazard service.
Also, service is usually obtained by bringing the equipment to the service center, a
major disadvantage of the microcomputer. Quality is also haphazard, excellent at
some places, but poor at others.

Lack of Security

Security is a major problem for microcomputers, both physical (access to the
hardware) and data (access to the data stored). If sensitive data is stored or
processed on a microcomputer, specia,1 security measures are required.
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While the limitations seem lengthy, they should result in concern, not avoidance.
Despite iheir limitations, microcomputers can become a major time and money saving tool
in the small college environment.

POTENTIAL USERS IN THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT

Microcomputers have many potential uses within the small college environment. For
ease of discussion and review, potential uses are addressed by area.

Scientific

Probably the first group to utilize microcomputers was the scientists. They quickly
recognized that microcomputers would be a big help in scientific research and teaching.
Chemistry, biology, physics and mathematics have traditionally lead the way in the use of
microcomputers. They have been used for mathematical computations, condition
monitoring, data capture, data storage and retreival, research and development, and a
myriad of other uses. These uses are usually technical and tied to individual research.
Use of microcomputers ip this area generally encompasses a single user.

In the scientific area, it is generally, the individual that takes the lead in the
procurement and use of microcomputers. Scientists have usually used mainframe
computers in their education or past experience. However, in the small college
environment, the mainframe computers become expensive and are not always available.
The microcomputer solution becomes very viable in the scientific environment.

Acade mic

The use of microcomputers to teach data processing has not become widespread
because of their limitations, but this is changing. Several small colleges are developing
microcomputers into a major data processing teaching tool. The reasons for their
increasing use are their price, their availability, and ease of use. Their limitation is
mainly the lack of qualified technical people that understand microcomputers and realize
that they represent a viable teaching tool, especially in programming skills.

Microcomputers are especially suited to teach programming skills. Most micro-
computers offer some version of BASIC. Other languages include FORTRAN, RPG,
COBOL, and Pacsal just to name a few. It should be hoted that most programming
languages for microcomputers are not ANSI standard, but rather subsets designed for the
specific microcomputer. The emphasis should be placed on the general structure of the
language, the concepts that go into writing the code, and in program testing, debugging
and completion., It should be noted that the lariguages between mainframes are not com-
patable either, but we still teach programming on mainframe computers. ,

In any academic environment, students hopefully learn the basics of programming,
input/output concepts, data and file minipulation, and report production techniques.
These can be done using microcomputers.

Learning Center

Most colleges have some type of learning center. These learning centers are
generally aimed at tne slow learner, the handicapped learner, or any student desiring
additional assistance in learning. Most people have heard of Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAI) or Computer Managed Instruction (CMI). These are merging areas where
microcomputers are beginning play an important part in higher education.
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CAI/CMI capabilities usually are written in BASIC and allow an instructor to create
custom instruction and testing on any subject. Capabilities usually include question
branching, numerical approximation, and multiple choices features. In many CAI/CMI
applications, student data files are created and the educational progress of each student
can be monitored. Instruction can run the entire spectrum of classes, from vocatiOnal to
continuing education, from accounting to zoology.,

When utilized in the CAI/CMI environment, either individual microcomputer
stations or clustered microcomputer systems can be used. When using individual stations,
students get CAI/CMI lessons that are contained, on disks from a central checkout area,
load the lesson, and begin the learning experience. Clustered microcomputer systems can
either be controlled from a master terminal, loading the student's microcomputer with the
needed lesson, or by allowing the student to load his/her system from the master.

Another area is the use of voice synthesizers, coupled with the microcomputer, to
provide audio response to the user. This is very useful to blind students. Using the
keyboard, the student types into the system and receives audio feedback. Answers may
then be typed into the system and immediate feedback received.

Business

Probably the first area after scientific use for the small college would be in the
area of business systems. Financial accounting (accounts payable, accounts receivable,
and general ledger), payroll, and fixed asset management are just a few of the business
systems. Several of the smaller colleges have two or three microcomputers with disk
storage and printers to handle all of their business needs. Data is captured on source
documents, entered into the microcomputer, and reports are produced as needed.
Software is usually written by college personnel or by systems houses that specialize in
writing software for microcomputers.

The business office represents the 'traditional' use of any computer and this is not
unusual in the case of microcomputers. Costs may be relatively low, a system for the
business office with disk storage and a dot matrix printer would cost $4-8,000. Software
would be extra and there would be little or no recurring costs.

Student Information

Student information crosses several offices within a college. Initally, the
Admissions Office creates the student record; the Registrar's Office maintains the
student data. Student information would encompass all personal data about 'a student,
course work history, and, potentially, transfer courses and grade point averages.
Processing student information on a microcomputer will probably be the last frontier in
small college& use of miCrocomputers because of the massive data storage requirements
and the need to access the data base from several areas, thus requiring a network of'
microcomputers. But, I see it coming. When microcomputer networks are discussed, it
will become clear how student information could be processed using microcomputers.

Career Planning

Career planning programs are becom ming numerous on microcomputers. One of
the most widely used, SIGI (System of Interactive Guidance), was developed by ETS
(Educational Testing Service) and runs on almost any microcomputer with a CP/M
operating system. It is my understanding that other career planning packages are being
converted to run on microcomputers.
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Financial Aids

In the area of financial aids, microcoMputers are wed to maintain a data base of
aid recipients, to store aid formulas and coMpute aid needs, and to print award letters to
potential recipients. Other letters and notices, such as aki transcripts, letters of
ineligthility due to income or grades, etc., can be produced, thus greatly reducing the
manual workload in the financial aids office.

Library.

Libraries can use microcomputers for circulation, cataloguing, serials control,
acquisitions, audio-visual servic'es, and library administration. lk)r small libraries where
one terminal could handle-cireulation, the imcrocomputer solution is especially viable.
Again, software becomes a problem, for there is not much software for libraries on the
market for microcomputers.

Word Processina

Microcomputers are widely used in all areas and industries as word processing
stations. There is probably as much word processing software as any type of software for
microcomputers. We hove already mentioned (indirectly) word processing in the area of
student information, business, and financial aids. Professional secretarkII programs use
microcomputers in their labs for instruction.. Several colleges use microcomputers in a
network to provide word processing capability to any student. In this way, all students
have the opportunity to learn'and use word.processing for practical solutions.

Tv:It i neLand_Assesstoep t

tIsing small card readers or optical scanners, the faculty can take advantage of
microcomputers to grade an(1 score tests. Students mark answers on a special card or
optical scoring sheet and the card or sheet is read by the peripheral equipment. The test
can be scored and a list of students and grades produced. In addition, individual questions
can be monitored and a distribution of grades produced.

Curriculum Plannina

If a small college does not have an on-line curriculum planning capability, then the
microcomputer presents an excellent opportunity to automate that area of instructional
development.: Courses and sections can be entered and tracked as students enroll or pre-
enroll. Class Ihnits can be monitored and class rosters produced for attendance and grade
reporting. As schedules are developed, classroom conflicts can be automaticly monitored.
It should be pointed out that this area is new in the application of microcomputers.
Software is not readily available, It does represent a real potential in the area of
microcomputer networks.

Con t im 1.1,t21/1,1ductt t ion

There is.a real lack of automation in the continuing education -area in many small
colleges. Using a microcomputer, mailing lists can be maintained, classes ,scheduled,
instructors assigneo, and CEO credits maintained. This is an area where manual systems
are prevalent, but the workload should point to automation. The microcomputer solution
is very viable,



A lumn i Relations

The tracking of ahimni is a relatively easy task to be performed on a microcom-
puter. If the names, addresses, and other needed information can be received on a mag-
netic media (say a flOppy disk), the creation of the, data base is a relatively simple task.
Mailing labels, donation information, and other relevant information can be maintained by
the alumni relations office alid used to the best advantage of the institution.

Institutional l)eve,19,2ment

Sometiines combined with alumni relations,Justitutional development infOrmation
is a natural area for a microcomputer. Names of domes, institutions, and other people
the school wishes to correspond with can be maintained. Mailing labels and letters can be
produced.

Rook sIo re

The bookstore of a small college represents anothi4 area for the use of a micro-
computer. CourSes can be tracked by instructor and book usage tracked by course and
instructor. Lists can be produced for upcoming terms and can-be distributed to instructors
to 'indicate book requirements. liook requisitions to suppliers can be tracked. Finally,
inventory can be maintained., Inventory .is especially desirable on the high dollar items
(books and other high dollar inventory) within the bookstore.

Security,

Security is another candidate for using microcomputers. One area is physical
security of areas within the college. Microcomputers can read badges and admit card
holders to non-public areas. Access can be controlled by area and monitored.

The second use in security is the monitoring of parking decal issuance and 'ticket
issuance. Security personnel can provide lists of monies owed the school from parking
violations. ID cards can also be tracked and campus alerts printed to -detect the
fraudulent use of lost or stolen student ID cards.

Maintenance

Maintenance and physical plant personnel can use microComputers to maintain
inventories and maintenance schedules. For each piece of college property that requires
some maintenance, frequencies, maintenance requirements and costs for time and
materials can be maintained. For a small investment, the college could save many dollars
in repairs and replacements.

Athletics

Th e. athletics department/area in a small school could make good use of a micro-
computer. Schedules can be created, printed, modified, and reprinted. Averages can be
maintained. Individual training schedules can be produced. Equipment inventories can be
maintained.

:These are not the only areas of use for microcomputers in the small college.. The
uses are only limited by, the availability of technical personnel, the imagination of
potential users, budget copstraints, the ability to get or develop -software, and the
intelligent procurement of microcomputer systems that will realistically do the job.
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PROCI IREMENT

Before we get into microcomputer networks, some words on the procurement of
microcomputers would be in order. There are a wide variety of firms in the

microcomputer field. They may build, support, .deliver, or represent microcomputer
products to end users. Vendors form a complete spectrum and include:

Do-it-yourself component stores
Microcomputer manufacturers .

Turiikey distributors
Semiconductor firms

- Large scale computer companies
Computer stores.

Each of these vendor types tend to specialize in particular levels of the micro-
computer industry. Each may have uniqUe attributes. Exhibit I, following. this page,
shows the vendors and their possible attributes".'

Before jumping into the microcomputer marketplace., there are several steps that
must be taken by the end user. These steps will help avoid being stampeded by vendors-
and falling into the pitfalls of unwise and inappropriate. decisions. I know of several
instances in small colleges where a microcomputer WAS purchased und, af ter the initial
failure, has sat for many years unused.

Know your requirements

Data
Transactions

II Loads
k:Aorage
Reports
Documents

Know your limits

Sta f f
* Money
/4 Processing musts/wants

Technical capabilities
R.esponse requirements

Know your growth-

* Expansion
It Peak periods/seasons

Special uses
* Future dreams

Explore the field

Attend demOnstrations
Seek -education

* Meet other users
Know the marketplace
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MICROCOMPUTER VENDORS
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Type. Vendor
Range

Of Systems
Value

Added
Geographical

Coverage.. Support

Do-It-Yourself .Parts Only Availability Lo Cal MMhnal .

Component Stores

Microcomputer
Mamifacturers

Broad Spectrum,
may or may not
have peripherals

Manufacturer,
Assembly

Broad Good

Turnkey
. Varies Assembly, Sof tware Varies Poor to

Distributors Support fi El.xcellent

Semiconductor
Firms

Boards Only Manufacturer Varies - usually
limited

Minimal

Large Scale
Computer
Companies

Broad Spectruni Manufacturer,
Assembly,
Support

Very Broad Good to
Excellent

Computer Stores Limited Spectrum Availibility of
hardware, packaged
software, limited
support

Local . Limited

:19



PARALLEL SYSTEM EXAMPLE

Master
Microcomputer

128K

(.12 MB Disk

Slave.
Microcomputer

64K

Slave
Microcomputer

64K

fi
To

Slave
Microcomput

Slave.
Microcomputer

64K

Printer

Slave'
Microcomputer

-64K

315K floppy Disk
315K Floppy Disk

Up to I SlaveMicrocomputers
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Define your directions

Short range goals
Long range goals
Expectations of performance
Life cycle usage

Develop a Request For Proposal

Explicit needs
Define expectations
Measurement criteria

Weigh the alternatives

*

Seek expert advice.
Ask questions
Understand what you are getting

Make your decision

*. Get a product tharwill satisfylour needs
Develop an implementation plan.

Even if you follow every ,step above, there is not a 100% probability of success.
The critical element in using a microcomputer in the small college is to locate or develop
the software that will meet your needs. No amount of hardware will make up for a
software package that will not meet your needs.

MICROCOMPUTER NETWORKS

' . Two specific examples are highlighted for a network of microcomputers. If a single
microcomputer is required for an application, the hardware- can be procured from several
sources. 'The software can be purchased, bought as part of a turnkey system, or developed
by the, potential user. In any case, the application should be fairly straightforward. It is
only when microcomputers are joined to create a network system .that the technoldgy ii
new and the-applications become virtually limitless. In these instances, microcoMputers
may rival mainframes in cost and utility.

. One of the examples shown in this paper is currently functioning at a small college.
The second example is being developed and should be installed by. March 1911).: These
represent fairly innovative ways of using Microcomputers in a milti,user environinent.

Parallel Network

Exhibit 2, following this page, depicts a parallel netWork of microcomputers. This
'network is currently in use in the Learning Center of a small college. The master
microcomputr controls all access to the slave microcomputers and to the disk drive and
printer. The master computer is 'booted' and is them used to download specific programs
to each of the slave'microcomputers. Each slaVe then acts usa learning station. Students
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may select CAI/CM! lessons and proceed independently from any other student's progress.
The master maintains usage information by student. The master microcomputer polls
each slave for input/output requirements.

If desired by the Learning Center Director, the master computer may be 'booted'
again with another operating system and can be run Independently of any of the slave
microcomputers. Up to 1,5 slave microcomputers can be attached to each master
microcomputer. This configuration gives the user 16 stations (including the master) that
can be used by Learnihg Center students without significant disk or printer requirements.

In the Learning Center cited, the printer is a letter quality printer that allows word
processing to be performed by a student. Disk is a 32MB hard disk and two 3I5K floppy
disks. The master and slave microcomputers are Vector microcomputers. Either the
Micropolis or OS/M operating systems may be used by the master microComputer. Total
costs for this system is about $50,000 for 16 users, data storage, and a letter quality
printer.

Serial Network r-

The second example, shown on Exhibit 3, is a serial network of microcomputers. In
this example, each user is totally Independent of each other user. This network is built
around a 'Cluster' which is a cabinet that contains a master microcomputer and up to 16
Independent workstations each with its own microprocessor. Using available communi-
cations software, each Cluster's . master microcomputer is connected to each of the
peripherals available to the 'system.' A Cluster can address -up to 7 peripherals. The
Cluster master microcomputers use the MP/M or the newer TurboDOS as its operating
system. Each microprocessor will use CP/M as its operating -system. Each peripheral
contains its own microprocessor and is Airectly addressable by every workstation. The
communications software handles all the communications and networking requirements'.

Theoretically, the rystem described in Exhibit 3 could be expanded to include 1024
independent workstations (users). Each Cluster master Microcomputer can be connected
tO up to 16 workstations. 1Jsing this concept, a system as shown becomes totally /
redundant. If a workstation goes down, a neW one can be plugged In in minutes. If a,
workstation's microprocessor goes down, a new microprocessor board can be plugged in in
minutes. If a master microcomputer goes down, the workstations can be moved and their
microprocessors placed in another Cluster (assuming there was room) and they are again
useable. With .redundant disk and printer capability as shown, the system can afford/ to
lose one of the disks or printers without losing its ability to operate.

In the configuration as shoWn, total costs for a 30 user system is about $1 0,000.
New workstations, along with their microprocessors, can be added tor about $20 each.
If a new Cabinet and master microcomputer is required, the costs are about $5000

Using this concept, information in die system can be reached by any userj assuming
that user has the security necessary for that information. In 'the sm 11 college
environMent, Clusters could be placed throughout the college and be used for ny function
we have described in this paper. Segregation of academic and admInistrat ve functions
would ensure a more secure system; shidents would not have acce s to student
information. Maintenance is also easy. A faulty workstation can be immed tely replaced
and the user is back in business. A fault-y microprocessor board can e immediately

'eplaced and the workstation is back in business. Peripherals and a Auster's master
microcomputer can also be swapped. In otherwords, the system is rep aceable part by
par t.
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SUMMARY

In summary, miCrocomputers can do-almost any job that a computer would be an
advantage to perform. They are no longer limited; the limitations are only in the people
that use them. Microcomputers are accessable and relatively inexpensive. Be careful
when considering them for your college. Usually the limiting factor in using micro-
computer:: is the availability of technical assistance. The time is not far off when micro-
computers will be -the.dominant computing- factor in the small college envirOnment.

ALBERT L. HARRIS

President
MANAGEMENT/SYSTEMS ADVISORS, INC.

305 Crosstree Lane
Atlanta, Georgia 30328

(404) 255-6830
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The State University System of Florida's
Automated Student Follow-up System

Bruce D. Mitchell, Ph.D.
Coordinator of Planning Studios

and
Robert M, Craves

Systems Coordinator

State University System of Florida
Tallahassee, Florida

The State University System of Florida is composed of nine universities

and is governed by a Board of Regents. The Florida System graduates over

21,000 studentF, with Bachelors Degrees, over 5,000 students with Masters

Degrees,.approximately 1,000 students with pr6lessional degrees and approxi-

mately 700 students with Doctoral Degrees each year. The Board. ol Regents

and the individual universities have a need to conduct tollow-up studies of

these graduates to determine the relevancy of the degree programs.offered,

the value of the education offered to both .individual graduates and to the

society at large, and the need for prograM adjustments.

This paper details the development of an automated follow-up system

developed by the Board of Regents Staff to provide the needed follow-up

information. This system utilizes computer data files maintained by the

State University System and by the Florida Division of Employment and Labor,.

Security.

The State University System maintains computer files on all students

enrolled In state universities. The Division oi Employment and Labor

Security maintains computer files containing Workmen's Compensation rolls.

These two sets of records are utilized to conduct follow-up studies. As it

currently existR this system allows the, State University System

to follow-up on the instate eMployment nnd educational patterns of oVer

BOX of its graduates..
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The Need for Supply and Demand Information on College Educated Manpower

Most itatitutions of higher eduqation have continuously expanded Che

academic programs they ofter,while rarely discontinuing existing programs.

Most- new programs are started as a result of newly developed needs oi the

labor market. Once stfirted, however, an academic program develops a life ot

its own and its continued existence may become independent of changes in

labor market needs.

Any substantifel lack of agreement between a university's curriculum awl

the. needs of the labor market would tend to bring about, or accentnate, two

competing pressures; that is (1) the institution's desire Lb coot I oue to

offer programs which, while 'somewhat lacking in their relevance to the

present labor needs of society, nonetheless are deemed to have other values,

and (!?,) the university's Obligation to provide ittylradnates with marketable

skills. Institutions need 'to keep constantly abreast of the extent to which

.thene competing pressures are operating.
1

In recognition of this need, the Florida Board of Regents ham'adopted a

'set of criteria for establishing new academic degree programs. These

criteria must also be addressed in .11 systematic anti periodic review of

existing degree programs. 0 would be expected, the criteria concern the

human, Pirecal and yulterlal resources available to a degree program; acceaa

to the program by the state's citizens; progrAm queljty; articulation of the

program with other degree. ,programa and the role and scope of the university

offering the program. At least three of the required criteria for

27
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establishing new programa nnd tvaluating existing ones necessitate supply

and demand information on college-educated manpower:-

-The requirements ot Nusiness, industry, government or other
institutions.

-The characteristics and geographic sources of students to be served;
and

-The nature and location of employment opportunities. 2

Continuous follow-up study of the graduates. of Florida's state

universities can Provide much oi the intormstion the -Regents and the

universities need concerning the demmul of Florida's economy for university

graduates. Follow-up studies will provide information concerning which

discipline majors are- most In demand, which industries pay the highest or

lowest salaries, and which geographic regions of the state offer the moat or

least employment oppottUnitie8 tO university graduates. Such manpower

supply and demand information is usetul to the Board of Regents in their

decisions concerning program tnittatloo or expansion and In their periodic

evaluation and adjustment of existing programs. in addition, such informa-

tion con be is a useful aid to students in their educational and career

planning.

The Mechanics of the $ tudent Follow-u, S stem

The State. University System Dots Wie consists of a series ot computer

data tape files submitted Periodically to the Board of Regents Office by

each of the nine state universities. One of these computer Hies, the
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> Student Data/Course File, includes information on every student enrolled in

the State University System and the courses the student has taken. Table I

is a listing of the data elements included on this file. A Student

Data/Course File is submitted each academic term by each university. The

Board of Regents Ottice creates a master file for each academic term trom

the individual university tapes.

For the purposes of the followup study, a subfile of information on

only those students graduating within a given year is pulled from the master

files of the academic terma of the year. This graduating student tile

includes all of the data elements of the parent Student Data/Cou'rse File on

each graduating student. From this graduating student file another subfile

tape is generated which includes the names and social security numbers of

all of the graduates. This computer tape is forwarded to the Florida

Department of Labor and Employment Security, where it is matched with

Workmen's Compensation files.

The Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security compiles'

quarterly, data tapes on all employers in the state who provide unemployment

compensation coverage for their employees.. This now coverd all state and

locAl workers, all companies employing one or mOre persona, some

agricultural workers and some domestic workers. The Department estimates

that at least 98% of-all employers in Florida are in thAse files.

Once the Department has the computer file of university graduates'

names and social security numbers, it runs a match program is run to

identify which of the graduates appear on the Workmen's Compensation files

-

as employees. Whenever the Department idenpifies-a university graduate, as

4 u
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Table I
Data Elements Included in the Student Data/Course File

State Uni'Versity System of Florida
Management Information System,

Student I.D. Number
Student Name
Student Birth Year
Sex
Race

Nation of.Citzenship
State at Time of Entry
County at Time of Entry
County of Residence
Student's Date of Entry
Type of Student at Date of Entry
High School Code
Last Institution Code
Degree-Highest Level Held
Degree-Level Sought

Student's Classification Level
Student Program/Institutional
Degree Program

Student's Bu4get Entity
Fee Classification-Residency
Fee Classification-Kind
Fee Waiver Information
Fee Waiver Kind
Fee Waiver Amount
Reporting Institution
Term Identifier
Dual Enrollment Identification
CLEP-College Level Examination

. Program
CLEP-English Credit
CLEP-Mathematics Credit
CLEP-Natural Science Credit
CLEP-Humanities Credit
CLEP-Social Science Credit
CLEP-Subject Exam Credit

Department Exam Credit
Other Tests and Methods-Credit
Cumulative Hours Accepted (Transfer)
Maximum Credit in Supervised Teaching
Maximum Credit in Supervised Research
Doctoral Candidancy Fla&
Total Hours Earned at Current Student
. Degree

Institutional Hours,for GPA
.Total Institutional Grade Points
Term Credit Hours Earned
Term Credit Hours for GPA
Term Grade Points Eained
Degree Granted-Level
Institutional Degree Program ,

Degree Program Fraction of Degree
Granted.

Current Term Course Load
Common Course Prefix
Common Course Number
Common Course Outside Indicator
Course Section Number
Student Section Funding Flag
Course Section Type ,

Course Section Location-County
Course Section Location-Campus
Department/Account Number-Course

, Course Budget Entity Code
Course Program/Program Category
Continuing and Cooperative

Education Flag
Student Section Cre4it
.Grade Awarded

411
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an employee, it'prdVides the following data elements on that individual:

'social security number, employer suffix, year and quarter in which wages

were earntd, first three characters of the employee's surname, number of
.

weeks worked during the quarter, total wages earned during the quarter, and

the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) .code ot the industry where

employed. Table ll is a listing of the SIC codes.

,There is a problem with the use of the SIC code in that it identifies

the industry in which a university graduate is employed, 'but not the

occupation or job of the.graduate . For example-, A secretary who works in a

hospital would have a SIC code for a health related industry rather than'a

business related one. As a result of this, graduates may appear to

working out of their fields when actually they are not.

When.the Board of Regents Ottice receives this employment information

from the Department of Labor and Employment Security, the data is added to

the gradUating student tile. One final step is necessary before the

graduating student file can be used in conducting the follow-!up study.

University graduates may decide to- continue their education by' earning

graduate degrees instead of seeking employment. Accordingly, the graduating

student file from a given academic year is matched with the State University

System Student Data/Course File of the fall academic term of the following

academic year. Whenever a graduate is found to be reenrolled in a state

university during the fall term, the following data is added to the

graduating student tile; the reporting university which the student is now

attending, the degree leVel sought, the degree program and the hours in

4 I
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Table 2
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes

01 Agri. Prod-Crops 51 Whole Trade-Nondurable
02 Agri. Prod Livestock 52 Build Mat Garden Sup
07 Agri Services 53 General Merchanise
08 Forestry 54 Food Stores
09 Fishing, Hunting, Trap 55 Auto Deal A Serv Stat
10 Metal Mining 56 Apparel & Accessory
11 Anthracite Mining 57 Furniture & Home Fur
12 Bituminous Coal, Lign 58 Eating A Drinking
13 Oil & Gas Extraction 59 Misc Retail
14 Nonmetallic Minerals 60 Banking
15 Gen Bldg Contractors 61 Credit Agencies
16 Heavy Const Contract 62 qecurity, Comm Broker
17 Special Trade Contra 63 Insurance Carriers
20 Food & Kindred Prod '64 Ins Agent Broker Sev
21 Tobacco Manufactures 65 Real Estate
22 Textile Mill Prod 66 Comb Real Estate Ins
23 Apparel & Oth Textil 67 Holding & Oth Invest
24 Lumber 4 Wood Prod 70 Hotel & Oth Lodging
25 Furniture & Fixtures 72 Personal Services
26 Paper & Allied Prod 73 Business Services
27 Printing & Publish. 75 Auto Repair, Services
28 Chem 4 Allied Prod 76 Misc Repair Services
29 Petroleum 4 Coal Pro 78 Motion Pictures
30 Rubber & Misc Plasti 79 Amusement & Rec Servic
31 Leather & Leather Pr 80 Health Services
32 Stone,'Clay, Glass Pro 81 Legal Services
33 Primary Metals Indus 82 Educational Services
34 Fabricated Metal Pro 83 Social SerVices
35 Machinery, Exc Elec 84 Museums, Botan, Zoo
36 Elec & Electro.Equip 86 Membership Organizat .

37 Transportation Equip 88 Private Households
38 Instr & Related Pro 89 Misc Services
39 Misc Manufact Indus 91 Exec, Legis, General
40 Railroad Transportation' 92 Justice, Public Order
41 Local Passenger.Transportation 93 Finance, Tax, Mon Poli
42 Trucking & Warehouse 94 Admin of Hum Resource'
43 US Postal Service 95 Environ Quality & Hous
44. Water Transportation 96 Admin of EC Programs
45 Transport By Air 97 Nat Security & Intl
46 Pipe Line Exc Nat Ga 99 Nonclassifiable Estb
47 Transport Services
48 Communication
49 Elec Gas & Sauti Serv
50 Whole Trade-Durable

4 13
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which enrolled. At this point, the graduating student file contains the

data necessary to conduct the follow-up study.

Results of- the Follow-Up of 1979-80 SUS Graduates

Using the mechanisms and procedures just described, the_ State

University System Central Office conducted a follow-up study of- those

students receiving degrees from a state university' in Florida during the

1979-80 academic year; i.e., during the 1979 Summer Quarter, the 1979 Fall

'Quarter, .the 1980 Winter Quarter or the 1980-Spring Quarter. Table 3 is an

example of the general type of information that was generated. For example,

during the 1979-80 academic year, '20,700 Bachelors Degreeswere awarded to
-

state universlty students. Of-that number, it was determined that ,3,3/9

baccalaureate graduates (16.3%) had reenrolled in one of the nine State

University System institutions the following academic year (Fall 1980

Academic Quarter) as graduate students or in some other student capacity.

Of the 20,700 baccalaureate graduates, 17,129 (82.7%) were employed in

Florida during 1980. There,was considerable overlap between those who were

employed and,those still enrolled. Many graduate students combine work and

school. However,_of the 17,129 baccalaureate graduates who were employed,

only 9,612 were .employed full-time; that is, 46.4% of the total number of

baccalaureate graduates. For the purposes of this study, a.person was

defined as "full-time employed" if that person earned a weekly wage equal to

or exceeding the minimum wage ($3.10 per hour) for a 40 hour week; i.e.,

S124 per week or more. Finally, it couldn't be determined what happened to

41



Table 3
Follow7Up Study of,SUS Graduates
1979-80 Academic Year Graduates

Total No:. Still Total Numbet: of
Number of Enrollel Number Full-Tims
Graduates' in SUS Employed

2 .

Employed
Bachelors Degrees

No. of Graduates
% of Total Graduates

Masters Degrees
No. of Graduates

20,700
100.0%

5,074

3,379
16.3%

826

17,129
82.7%

4,052

9,612
46.4%

2,/09
% of Total Graduates 100.0% 16.3% 79.9% 53.3%

Professional Degrees
No. of Graduates 875 34 684 414

4% of Total Graduates 100.0% 4.07. 78.2% 47.3%

Doctoral Degrees
No. of Graduates 699 36 570 255
% of Total Graduates 100.07. 5.2% 81.5%- 36.5%

,Vhere-

Abouts
tnknown

2,308
11.2%

596
11.7%

180

20.5%

93
13.37.

Total All Degrees .

'No. of Graduates 27,347 4,275 '22,435 12,990 3,177
% of Total Graduates 100.07. 15.67. T2.0% 47.5% 41.6%

1

2
As of the 1980 Fall Academic Term
Includes those who are employed while attending a state university dnd working on another

3
degree

Here a full-time employee is defined as one eatning the Same or more than the minimuM wage for
a 40 hour week; i:e., $124 per week or more.

t/followup study of sus grads

415 416
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2,308 (11.2%) of the 1979-80 baccalaureate+ gradu tes.
.

These students

couldn't be ound on either the 1980 Fall Quarter tudent Data/CoUtse File

as being reenrolled in a university, nor on the 1980 Workmen's Compensation

Files. These people could be self-employed, they could be unemployed, they

could be in the military, they could be attending a school or college in

Florida other than a state university or an out-of-state school, they could

be employed out-of-state, they could have died, etc. Of this "where-abouts

unknown" group of 2,308, it is known that 286 of them were originally out-

of-state residents when .they first enrolled in. a state university.

Accordingly, it could be assumed that roughly that many left the state or

country when they graduated.

From the above figures it is apparent that the use of Workmen's

Compensation computer files and State University Syslem computer files of

enrolled students allow the State University System of Florida to 'track the

employment and education of 88.8% ot our_baccalaureate graduates within the

year after they graduate. Comparable figures for state university Masters

Degree, professional degree (medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,' veterinary

medicine and law), and Doctoral Degree graduates are also presented on Table

3. it will be noticed that a greater portion of the professional degree

graduates (20.5%),were not found either working or back in school.. This is

probably explainable by the fact ,that many professional degree graduates

become self-employed and thus would likely not be covered 'by Workmen's

Compensation.

The follow-up study also allows the-generation of some interesting

information concerning ,the salaries earned* by State University System

graduates. Table 4 displays the average salaries earned by 1979-80

4 1 7
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Who Were

Table 4
Average Salaries of 1979-8Q State University System Graduates

Employed Full-time in Florida During 1980 and Percent of Graduates
BST Major Discipline and By Degree Level

Employed

Bachelor
Degree Graduates

.Master
Degree Graduates,.

ProfeSsional
Degree Graduates

Doctoral
Degree Graduates

Average

s
Employed Salary

Average
.Emplbyed Salary

%

Employed
Average
Safary

%

Employed
Average
Salary

Agriculture 34.9% $13,059 25.5% $12,752 21.6% $14,683
Architecture 49.0% 14,416 42.77. 17,638
Area Studies 25.9% 8,619 11.17. 15,896
Biololey 39.1% 11,190 45.5% 12,588 43.6% 13,973
Business 48.1% 14,139 50.67. 22,622 27.3% 24,099
Communications 39.0% 11,920 37.8% 12,839 36.4% 24,827
Computer Science 48.3% 17,124 56.3% 22,477
Education 56.97. 12,613 65.2% 17,244 49.3% 22,086
Engineering 44.37. 19,374 33.9% 18,577 47.4% 19,687
Fine & Appliea Arts 31.27. 11,469 30.37. 11,750 7.7% 22,573
Foreign-Languages 32.5% 10,398 25.0% 14,916 66.7% 22,357
Health Sciences 63.4% 15,896 50.5% 16,755 32.4% $17,462 16,937
tome Economics 42.1% 10,258 88.9% 12,921 13,117
Law 44.2% 196,988 56.2% 16,797
Letters 3,5.2% 10,899 41.27. 13,373 41.5% 17,403
Library'Sciences 72.2% 9,831 43.1% 14,237 28.6% 28,040
Mathematics 47.17. 14,098 49.3% 13,452 22.2% 20,754
Physical Sciences 32.77. 12,905 28.2% 17,094 9.8% 12,205
Psychology 41.4% 11,600 54.4% 13,531 27.3% 21,179
Public Services 50.7% 13,160 54.3% 15,811 13.3% 21,593
Social Stiences 38.4% 12,129 42.4% 14,793 35.6% 20,523
Interdisciplinary 30.3% 14,171 44.47. 12,379

Studies

All Disciplines 46.4% $13,577 53.37. $17,230 47.3% $16,967 29.17. $20,300

*Here a full-time employee is defined as one earning the same or more than the minimum wage for a 40
hour week i.e., $124 per week or more.

416
41.
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graduates who were working full time during 1980.

displayed bY the graduates' major discipline categories

tecture business, etc.) and by the graduates' degree

average salaries earned by baccalaureate graduates in

This information is

(agriculture, archi-

levels. The highest

Florida during 1980

.were those earned by engineering majors ($19,374), computer science majors

($17,124) and health science majors ($15,896). Likewr, the highest

average salaries earned by Masters Degree graduates were those earned by

business majors, by computer science majors, by engineering majors, add by

architecture majors. This salary information can be displayed by individual

degree program (forestry, interior design, elementary education, chemical

engineering, law entorcement, etc.); by university; industry ot employment

(banking, general building contractor, eating and drinking establishments,

etc.); by graduate age, sex or race; or by any other data element included

in Table 1. Obviously, this information could be useful in degree program

planning and evaluation and in student counseling.

Advantages of an Automated Student Follow-up System

There are several major advantages to tbe use of this graduating

student iollow-up system. The first is its low cost. The traditional

method of conducting follow-up studies involves mailing a survey to either

all graduates or to a sample of them. Mail-out surveys are rather expensive

when you are following up on tens of thousands of graduates. The only

direct costs involved in conductiong a, tollow-up based on Workmen's

Compensation files and SUS Student Data/Course Files is programming and

computer/machine time. lf you decide that you want ccimplete information on

all graduates, you only have to send a mail-out suryey to those students who



aren2t found employed or back in school; a much.less expensive prospect than

sending the survey to all graduates.

The second major advantage of this system is that it allows very

extensive analysis and, _accordingly, can be used-to address a wide variety

of needs. For example, the Florida Division of Community Colleges uses this

-
system to track the graduates of the state's 28 public dOmMUnity colleges

into the State University System and/or into employment within Florida. The

Division provides individual reports to each public community college with

detailed information on the graduates of the college'S separate training

programs including the industries employing the graduates and the wages

paid. This information is useful at the college level and to individual

students. Although the Board of Regents hasn't sent individual reports back

to SUS institutions yet, this is an option which may be utilized in the

tuture.

Another major advantage df this system is that it allows continuing

longitudinal follow-up ot SUS graduates. A graduating student file will be

produced for the graduating students each academic year. That file can.be

used to conduct a graduate follow-up study after one year, after five years

or after any other period. It gives the State University System a very

flexible tool at very low cost to follow our graduates.

1

Franklin L. Duff, "The Job Market 'Vs. Collegiate Curricula: A-Potential
Conflicting Pressure;." a paper presented at The Association for
Institutional Research Forum; May 3-6, 1976.

2_ . _ _

The Role and Scope of Florida's Public Universities: Planning Guidelines
for the State University System ot Florida; adopted by the Florida Board of
Regents on February 6, 1978, p.26-.
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PELL GRANT TAPE EXCHANGE
AT

CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

JOYCE A. WINELAND
MANAGER OF STUDENT SYSTEMS
CARNEGIEMELLON UNIVERSITY

PITTSBURGH, PA 15213
DECEMBER 1, 1982

Carnegie-Mellon University (C-MU) has developed a system which helps in the

processing of Pell Grant awards by the Financial Aid Office. The major

feature of this system is the exchange of magnetic tapes between the Pell Grant

Program and C-MU. The secondary benefits have been the increased accuracy

of the Pell Grant awards 'and the lessened amount of time that it takes a

Financial Aid officer todprocess the awards.

Over the past few years the amount of money and the number of students

receiving Pell Grants has declined because of tighter student need requirements.

However, the Tape Exchange program is needed as much as ever because the

validation requirements have also increased. Much cross-checking of need

information im..rt :tAl be done by hand by the Financial Aid Officer, but

checking the student's eligibility and calculating his award is quickly done by

the computer.

The computerized validation process is now so thorough that C-MU does

not need all of the features that the Pell Grant Tape Exchange offers. In this

paper I will describe how C-MU handles the Pell Grant Tape Exchange system.
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PELL GRANT TAPE EXCHANGE
AT

CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

Joyce A. Wineland

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW OF CARNEGIE7MELLON UNIVERSITY

Carnegie-Mellon University (C-MU) is a private, co-educational university in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The University is comprised of 6 colleges and 25 academic

departments with a student body of 5400 of which 4100 are undergraduates and 1300

are graduate students. C-MU is particularly strong in Computer Science, Drama, and

Management Sciences. Also, the University has recently signed a contract with IBM for

a joint research venture to cvelop a network of personal computers which are tied in to

the mainframe computers in the Computation Center.

Most computers at C-MU are manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC). The Computation Center has 6 DECSYSTEM 20s and 2 PDP-I 1 s and 1 VAX.

All are linked together by DECNET. Most printing is done 'on a Xerox 9700 laser

printer.

The Financial Aid Office is directed by Walter C. Cathie. He has a staff of 4

professionals, 1 data entry clerk, and 9 support staff plus many student workers.

The Financial Aid Office is proud of the fact that it "guarantees" its awards.

When a student applies to the university, his need is calculated and a package of

financial aid is compiled from all of the available sources. Many, like the Pell Grant,

are identified on the Financial Aid Master File as "estimated" awards. When the

appropriate forms arrive the amounts of the awards are adjusted on the Financial Aid

1423



Master File and identified as "actual". C-MU 'grant funds can be included in the

package and can be adjusted to compensate for any changes in the other awards.

OVERVIEW OF THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM

The Pell Grant Program, formerly known as the Basic Educational Opportunity

Grant Program (BEOG) is the largest federally-funded financial aid grant program.
^

About 4_ years ago, the Pell Grant_ Program institute4 a- program -of "ex-changing -eon-fp-Cita

tapes of the information that would otherwise be recorded on paper.

Carnegie-Mellon University began participating in this program during the 1981-82

academic year. Computer programs verify student eligibility and compute accurate

awards as they cross-reference several files ot information. One program writes a tape

which is sent to the federal goveriunent as documentation of the Pell Grant expenditures

to-date. In addition, the programs generate accurate transactions to the student's

account.

PROCESSING PELL GRANTS BY HAND

When the Pell Grant Program is administered by hand, this is roughly the flow of

paper:

1. Student files an application with the Pell Grant Program.

2. Student receives a Student Aid Report (SAR) from the Pe11,,Grant- Program.

3. Student takes the SAR to his Financial Aid Officer.

4. The Financial Aid Officer validates the SARs.

5. The Financial Aid Officer calculates the student's Pell Grant award from the
Aid Index on the SAR and the institution's costs.

6. Periodically, the Financial Aid Officer mails the validated SAR forms to the
Pell Grant Program in Washington, D.C. along with a, Progress Report of
expenditures to-date.

7. After the final Progress Report has been filed, the Pell Grant Program in
D.C. mails to the institution a Student Validation Roster (SVR).

8. The Financial Aid Officer corrects the SVR and returns it.
4

9. The Pell Grant Program in D. C. mails the Final Roster to the institution.

2
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PROCESSING PELL GRANTS BY TAPE EXCHANGE
PELL GRANT PROGRAM OFFICE'S PERSPECTIVE

A Recipient Data Exchange Specialist ,can .be reached at (202)447-9001. The

address is Systems Support Section, Pell Grant Branch, Division of Program Operations,

OSFA, U. S. Dept. of Education, Room 4651 ROB-3, 400 Maryland Avenue Southwest,

Washington, D.C. 2020_2, A.ttention:_Recipient/DWa _Exchange_ Spteialist.

The same application processing organization in California which sends the

Applicant Tapes to the schools also sends a tape of eligible students to the Pell Grant

Program in D. C. This information is kept on a Recipient History File and is used to

check. the SARs that the schools return. The Student Validation Roster is 'also produced

from this file at the end of the academic year.

PROCESSING PELL GRANTS BY TAPE EXCHANGE
C-MU'S PERSPECTIVE

sTuDENT's PERSPECTIVE

A student may apply for a Pell Grant by using any f th applications processed

by one of .several organization.. After the Pell Grant Program processes the application,

it sends the student a Student Aid Report (SAR) which he takes to the Financial Aid

Office of the school that he is attending.

If the student's financial situation changes, he notifies the Pell Grant Office and

he is sent a revised SAR with a revised Aid Index. He must take this revised SAR to

the Financial Aid Office where the change is entered into the system which calculates

the revised award. The student's C-MU award may be modified to counterbalance the
4)-

change in the amount of the Pell Grant award. Both the change in the Pell Grant and

the c-mu award are then reflected in the Student Accounts Receivable file.

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE'S PERSPECTIVE

When a student brings in his SAR, the Financial Aid Officer who is responsible

for the Pell Grant Program, Linda Anderson, verifies the information with his IRS 1040

Federal Tax Return, Financial Aid Form, and other information in the student's folder.

3
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The data entry clerk then enters the Aid Index by using an on-line data entry -program

which calculates the student's actual Pell Grant award and puts it onto the SAR

Facsimile File.

The Pell Grant Program' in California sends a tape monthly of all students who

recruestad tha: their -informatia be sent to C-MU. This tape is -the Applicant ioster

tape. It is used to print a report of those students who are eligible for a Pell Grant

but who have not turned in their SARs. The Financial Aid Office then contacts those

students.

Periodically, a program is run which checks the current status of the students. It

recalculates each student's Pell Grant award. The prOgram .updates the file of SARs and

writes transactions which will be used to update the .Financial Aid Master File. These

transactions may also adjust the C-MU award to compensate for the change in the Pell

Grant award.

In November, March, and July, C-MU writes a tape of' all SARs which have been

received since the last SAR tape was sent, along with the amount of the payments. This

SAR tape s sent to \Pal Grant Program in D.C. along with a tape dump, a transmittal

form, and a Progress Report from the Financial Aid Office. The Pell Grant Program

processes this tape' and returns it to the Financial Aid Office along with an error report.

A pe of the errors is also returned, but the Financial Aid Office does not use it.

The Financial Aid Office at C-MU has decided to not make use of the tape

exchange of the Student Validation Roster (it contains the information concerning all of

the students which C-MU sent on the SAR tapes and verifies the ,exact amount of Pell

Grant expenditures) because the verificatiOn process is simple puough at this point to
handle
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ADMINIMATIVE SYSTEM'S PERSPECTIVE

Administrative Systems, the applications programming department, has written 7

programs and subprograms and queries to process the Pell Grant data ,and exchange

information by magnetic tapes. (A minor problem arose when we discovered that the

Pell Grant Program used EBCDIC but the DEC computers use ASCII.) The programs

and subprograms are written in COBOL and the queries are written in a DEC query

language called IQL. One program runs on-line and the rest are run in batch.

Processing the transactions to adjust the awards on the, Financial Aid Master FIle and

the Student ACcounts Receivable File is done using the regular batch file maintenance*

procedure.

One new file now exists because of the Pell Grant Tape Exchange system. It is

called the SAR Facsimile File because it contains all of the information that is needed

to recreate a SAR and process the tapes.

The programs which were written especially for the Pell Grant Tape Exchange are:

1. On-line. data entry of Student Aid Reports onto the SAR Facsimile
File.

2. The mass update program which recalculates the Pell Grant award
and updates the SAR Facsimile File: This is needed because information
on one of the other files which were used to calculate the award in program
#1 can change. The output of this program is a report of these differences
and a file of transactions to -update the Financial Aid Master File with the
revised awards:"

3. A subprogram for program #2. writes transactions to update the Financial,
Aid Master File with the recalculated Pell Grant award and the adjusted C-
MU award.

4. A subprogram to programs #1 and #2 to recalculate the Pell Grant
award: It reads the SAR Facsimile File to- find the Aid Index; the Student
Accounts Receivable file to find the Tuition charges which identifies whether
the student is full-time, 3/4-time, or 1 /2-time; -the Student Records
Biographical file to determine whether the student is enrolled and his housing
status; the Financial Aid Master file to find the current Pell Grant award

. and C-MU award. Finally, this subprogram looks up in a table the Pell
Grant award and returns it to the calling program.

5. The Applicant Tape program: It reads the Applicant Tape and the other
files mentioned above searching for students who are eligible for a Pell
Grant but who have not turned in a SAR.
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6. The program which writes the tape of SARs three times a year from
the SAR Facsimile File. It also updates the file with a flag so that, unless
the student turns in an updated SAR, that SAR is not sent on the next tape.

7. The queries get simple lists of the students who are on the SAR Facsimile
File.

CONCLUSION

Walter Cathie anticipates that the type of institution will partly determine the

usefulness of the Pell Grant Tape Exchange system. A Community College which has

many low income students will have a higher percentage of them receiving Pell Grant

aid and will find the system very useful. However, a Private College may have higher

income students and a lower prcentage of them receiving Pell Grant aid, so the system

ma); have less priority for them.

When the Financial Aid Office began planning the use of the Pell Grant. Tape

Exchange system several years ago, they expected that the most useful part wbuld be the

Applicant Tapes. However, the most useful facet has been the SAR Facsimile*.File.

Since so much validity checking is done by hand and by computer, the program to write

the SAR magnetic tape is very simple. There are so few errors that there is no need to

computerize the processing of the error tape that is returned. The Student Verification

Roster tape facility ii also not used because there are so few students with

inconsistencies that Linda Anderson says "it is easier to do it by hand".

"Accuracy is the most important thing" about the System, says Linda Anderson. It

catches people who are not enrolled, part-time and graduate students, and calculates the

accurate award.

One advantage that Mr. Cathie has found in this system is that he is more

confident in guaranteeing awards. Since he gets better accuracy by using this system,

Mr. Cathie can more carefully budget the money from the various sources at his

disposal.

THE END
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THE EXECUTIVE DATA BOOK:

KEY DATA.SUMMARIES FOR EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
C.'

Nicholas W. Andrews
Director, Office of Budget and Management Studies

Cuyahoga Community College
CleVeland, Ohio

The development of a computer produced EXecutive Data-Book has fulfilled
a long-standing desire by executive management of Cuyahoga Community
College for concisely formatted, timely.data that clearly communicates
information on internal operations as well as on key indicatorsof the
external environment. Over the past five years, the College has- signif-
icantly upgraded its computer hardware and.software. .New administrative
computing systems have been instaAled in the areas of financial account-
ing and reporting,tudget preparation and administration, student regis,
tration and records, faculty assignment and workload reporting, and
position control and payroll systems.

These new systems have resulted in an explosion of available data and
reports. 'The sifting of this information, the formalization, consoli-
dation and structuring of the data for executive management has made
available, in the Executive nta Book,.a looseleaf set of reporti-__
generated by the computer and designed for executive overview of key
areas of interest. The Executive Data Book has.been created, by.using
report formats stored in memory combined with periodically Odated data
files. Maintenance and update of data files is the responsibility of
the organizational, unit with functional responsthility related to the
content.of the data files. .The successful production of this summary
data for executive management has been made possible by: 1) the avail-
ability of data-base extracts of key operating and summary data to
largely_eliminate the manual effort that would otherwise be required;
2) a powerful computer driven financial modeling package that automates
the data file manipulation process and the production of desired reports.
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THE EXECUTIVE DATA BOOK:
KEY DATA SUMMARIES FOR EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Cuyahoga Community College has, over the past five years, significantly,

upgraded its computer hardware and software.resources. Althoygh the bulk

of this effort has focused on improved transaction processing, the sizable

exi5enditUres made-for these enhanced capabilities has raised executive

management eipectation% for authoritative and highly relevant*data for

decision making.

This paper will de-scribe the processes followed by the College in

producing executive level reports in the format of an Executive Data Book.

These processes will be described under the following headings:

o Upgrading of Computer Resource

o Acquiring a Powerful Modeling Package

o Developing the Executive Data Book Concept _

o AUtomating the Creition of Summary Data Files

o Applications.

UPGRADING OF COMPUTER RESOURCES

During'the recent upgrading in computer hardware, the College has

:acquired a Honeywell computer (Level 66/DPS Model 1) that handles both

academic and administrative functions. More than 300 terminals have

been provided for on-line communication with the Honeywell computer,

giving Co-llege executives and administrators on-line access not only

to the computer's database, but also to user-created data files.

A concurrent upgrading in software has resulted in the installation

of four major modules to provide integrated processing of the College's

430
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detailed transactions.

o The Financial Accounting Module: This module shapes the overall

structure for accounting information in the general ledger system,

including balance sheet, accounts payable, accounts receivable,

monthly finzncial_reporting_t9.budget unit heads,_financial

accounting, auxiliary enterprises, restricted funds, and other

specialized applications.

payroll/Personnel/Position Control Module: This module yields

detailed information regarding each budgeted position in the

College, each College employee, 'budgeted salary amounts as well'

as etailed payroll information processed for each pay cycle.

o Budget Preparation Module: This module produces on-line creation

of budgets for planned financial expenditures, as well as author-

ized positions. Following finalization of the annual budget, this

information is incorporated in the Firiancial Accounting Module and

the Payroll/Personnel/Position Control Module to facilitate monthly

budget reports to budget unit heads.

o Student Information System: The Student Information System

provides detailed information regarding each section scheduled.

TWeNeformation includes number of students, amount of faculty

effort, time and location, faculty member assigned, historic

enrollment, current enrollment, and projected enrollment.

During the software upgradihg process, numerous reports were defined

for each of the above modules to display details of transactions as well

as summarized data. However, the summary repoi-ts generated from each of

these modules were the result of a fixed set of pre-programmed applications

that were cumbersome to modify and were not particularly responsive to the

-2-
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changing information needs of executive management.

ACQUIRING OF A POWERFUL MODELING PACKAGE

As' part of the computer upgrading process, the'College was seeking a

software package to support the modeling of long-range financial projec-

tions. EDUCOM's EFOR,'6Valiable-on .a,Sime-sharing network', was used
- _

initially for this purpose for about two years. However, the need for

direct access to the College's.database as part of the modeling process

.
led the.College to acquire the Interactive Financial Planning System (IFPS)

from EXECUCOM Corporation, Austin, Texas.

In addition to its powerful modeling capabilities, IFPS provides several

features that strongly recommend it for creation of specialized reports:

o Ease of use,

o PoWerful set of executive commands.

o On-line access to data files.

o Ability twmanipulate, consolidate, edit, scale, recombine; etc.

data files.

o Ability to use "templatt" models.with a variety of different data

fileS.

o Great flexibility in formatting reports.

As a result of having these IFPS capabilities, the College moved from

using the modeling package for long-range financial analysis only, to

making far more comprehensive applications. It sooh became.apparent that by

properly designing the College's information producing resources, it would

be possible to use IFPS to produce a series of execOtive level summary

reports that could respond.to the dynamic information needs of the College's

top management.
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DEVELOPING THE EXECUTIVE DATA BOOK CONCEPT .

The impetus to develop the Executive Data Book grew out of several

information needs expressed by the dollege's executives:

o Data consistently formattted and aUthoritative..

o Data provided on a regular and time* basis.

o A, unified presentation of data (withinone cpver) that would

incorporate the bulk of executive information needs.

Although the regularly produced transaciion-driven reportS provided

abundant details to describe the ongoing operations of the College, the

unique inforMation needs of top management dictated somewhat different

perspectives on that information:

o Trend displays rather than pOnt-in-time reporting.

o Insights into relationships, performance standards, ratios, and

Operating statistics, requiring combining data from several souites.

o Flexibility to display information in varying configurations and

for diverse purposes.

Several improvements were added during the upgrading of the College's

computing capability that, when combined, made possible a management

information reporting system that could support executive management's

requirements. These included:

The capability to either automatically extract summary data from

the database and store it in data files for on-line access or,

where necessary, to build data files manually.

The acquisition of a powerful modeling package that could access

these files., incorporating data file manipulation and offering

complete report format flexibility.

The systematic structuring'of the institution's operational data

-4-
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to facilitate analysis by organization, by program, fund, revenue

and expenditure categories.

The following are the key steps thatmere taken in developing the

Executive Data Book:

o Assigned organization units with functional responsibility for

specific data to build and maintain datafiles to support the

special information requirements of the Executive Data Book.

This approach was appealing because it is much easier to simply

update a data file than to manually produce a report as well.

o Assigned organization units with executive reporting responsibility

to.develop report formats that could be used by IFPS to periodi-

cally produce the desired reports by drawing on the available data

files.

o Used IFPS to make the necessary row and column calculations as well

as to print plot points of trend data. The report formats stored

in memory could then be used to automatically produce the desired

reports using a letter-quality printer. This would eliminate the

need for manual typing and improve the accuracy of the reports.

o Assigned the Office of Budget and Management Studies to provide

overall coordination ensuring compatibility among applications

and availability of needed data elements and reports.

AUTOMATING THE CREATION OF SUMMARY DATA FILES

Although the computer system upgrading provided summary level hard copy

reports, the same summary level data was not available in on-line data files

for access by IFPS to create the desired executive level reports. The next
OP

step, therefore, required the Computer Center to program a few special
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reports that would generate data files with key summary data rather than the

usuallhard copy reports.

Automated data files are currently operating or planned for each of the

following modules:

o Budget Preparation--Provides prior year actual, current year

budget, and next year's request for each of some 400 organization

units.

o Financial Accounting--Provides original budget, current budget,

current month expenditures, year-to-date expenditures, and encum-
e

brances for each organization unit.

o Payroll/Personnel/Position Control--Provides current budget And

current actual for each employee category and for ea6h orgA.Ozation

unit; contains full-time equivalent as well as 4lary numbers.

o Student Information--Provides budgeted enrol*nt, actual,

.enrollment, budgeted faculty, and actual falty for each

discipline and major site.

APPLICATIONS

The information areas that have.been incorpo ated in the Executive Data

Book are those that support the annual planning,.budget preparation,and

budget administration processes. The follbwin provides a brief description

of each,of these activities:

o Long-Range Financial Projection: .IFPS provides a powerful tool

in projecting the College!s financial budget over the next several

years. Revenues, as well as expenditures, are projected with a

goal of maintaining a positive fund balance'during each of the

projected years. This application provides executive management

-6-
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with the,opportunities to alter key operating vaniables, te'st the

results, and finally designate the combination of variables that
-

will represent the best available policy options for the future.

The projections and reports resulting from this Long"-Range

Financial Plan then become a crucial part of the Executive Data

Book.

o Resource Allocation: After determining the variables that make up

the Long-Range Financial Plan, the expenditure amounts are estab-

lished for the coming,year and allocated among various organization

and program units of the College. The Resource Allocation Program

used by the College takes advantage of access to data files con-

taining historical expenditure information, current buc6et plans,

as well as major programmatic objectives and organizational

analyses--a second key document for the Executive Data Book.

Enrollment Plan: The College's annual Enrollment Plan for the

next fiscal year (developed at the macro level during the long-

range projection phase) is translated into more detailed alloca-

tions by-quarter, by subject area, and by campus. (Cuyahoga

Community College has three campuses as well as an extensive

off-campus instructional program). The allocation of enrollment

to each subject area results in an automatically generated base

financial budget for the coming year based on some 25 operating

factors unique for each of some 80 subject areas. This self-

documenting approach to allocating resources for the principal

mission of the College--providing instruction to students--gives

top Management the opportunity to review the key elements of the

allocation. Thus, the consideration of projected enrollment
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numbers (both College-wide and detailed), planned.faculty produc-

tivity levels in the context of historical experience, and a review

of the values assigned for the key operafing factors for each of

,the 80 subject areas finally results in a set of Executive Budget

Guidelines for the instructional programs of the College.

o Position Budgetiu: Additional data files are created and made

available on-line to-give position budget information for each

organization unit of the College. These data files contain detail

for each employee type, for total salary costs as well as total

full-time equivalent employee numbers. Two separate data files

are maintained; one for current employees, another for vacant

positions. Using IFPS to add these two data files together

results, of course, in the total number of budgeted position's or.

total amount of budgeted salary for a given fiical year. During

the budget preparation phase, executive management can facilitate

examination of the impact of proposed positions by entering them

in a separate data file. This provides executive management with

the opportunity to keep proposed positions separate during the

consideration of the budget while measuring the potential impact

(considering long-range financial projections and/or the effect of

reallocation of existing internal resources) on the operating base.

o Financial Budget Requests: The Budget Preparation Module provides

the capability to enter detailed revenue and expenditure budget

requests on-line at each campus site. During the several weeks

that financial budget requests are being ente,-ed, College

executives are provided with summary reports Oling the status

of budget requests. Budget requests are analyied both by major

-8-
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program and major organization unit, as well as compared to amounts

prOvided in the resource allocation and position budgeting plan.

o Budget Administration: Following finalization Of the annual

budget, the budget detail is transferred in the computer to te

Financial Accounting System for use in comparing, on a monthly

basis, monthly and year-to-date revenue and expenditure figures..

Each month, summarized data files are created to facilitate macro-

level organizational and program analysis of current operatiOns.

Annually, this information is combined with information ektracted

from the Student Information System to provide analysis of direct

program costs for each subject area,,thus facilitating program

evaluation and review.

Conclusion

Production of the Executive Data Book has been the culmination of the

successful integration of several key elements:

o On-line accessibility to data files created either by the Computer

Center or by the user.

o On-line access to a powerful modeling and reporting software

package.

o Availability of numerous terminals linked to the host computer to

facilitate accessibility to data.
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STANFORD'S TERMINALS FOR MANAGERS PROGRAM:
TWO YEARS LATER

Cedric S. Befinett
Deputy Director,

Administrative Information Systems Division

Center fOr Information Technology
Stanford University

January 3, 1983
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OVERVIEW

In August ot 1980, Stanford University began a unique experiment
in which terminals were placed on each of the-desks of one hundred
principle university officers, including the president, the vice
presidents, university counsel, and other,senior directors and
managers. Software, which had been specifically designed for
neophyte users, was installed. This softrre and terminal
combination provided users with easy accets, to an electronic
messaging network which extended throughout the campus.

By August Of 1982, the user population had grown to one thousand
users. Not only were the initial one hundred executives still
using the system, but - other officers, professional staff,
managers, administrators,- and support staff had also integrated
these facilities into their daily .work lives. In addition, the
number of available management oriented tools had also grown.

These users still had. a very easy to use electronic messaging
facilitity which connected them to a very large and growing
network. And they also had the means to reach or create other
databases, as well As the _ability to do business calculations,
modeling, graphics, add text processing. In short, they had the
beginnings.of a very fine professional work station facility.

At the same time that the origina] terminals and supporting,
software was being installed, a group of faculty researchers were
asked to examine and report on the 'effects of this experiment.
This group, with representatives from Engineering Economics,
Communications, Education, Psychology,'Anthropology, and Business,
conducted their reserach during the first year of the system's
life and used the original one hundred participants as the sample
population. The results of this work are discussed later in this
artitle.

THE EXPERIMENT

The purposes of the original experiment were two: (1) to educate
executives and 'others in information technology and (2) to provide
uteful management oriented tools for those executives.

The project team understood that most systems runni.ng on computers
today are Oriented toWard the operational environment of the

institutions. These systems are primarily transaction oriented.
The team felt that in order to be successful in providing
management oriented tools and education to organizational leaders,
the orientation of facilities provided had to be much less

transaction based and much more decision based. The team at

Stanford defined "decision based" to mean "...the provision of

such capabilitity as communications, text, data storage and
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manipulation, and computation." A choice was made to'begin With
communications support; electronic messagimg was selected as the
first major product. The experiment wag proposed to the Vice
Presidents. They agreed, not only to support the experiment
financially, but to provide the necessary role models by actually
using the systeill themselves.

SYSTEM INSTALLATION

The teardput as much effort into planning and installing as they
did in, building and creating the underlying software. A great
deal thought and energy went into handling such' issues as
syste1 friendlinesS, training, documentation, and user acceptance.

The software itself was built with extreme user friendliness and
helpfulness in mind. An underlying principle was DWIM (Do What I
Mean): The Principle of Least Surprise. That is, the system had
to act in predictable ways; ways which made sense to end'users who
were used to particular office functions: An example of this
prinqiple is demonstrated by.the delete instruction which allows a
user to eliminate .a message from her/his file. The team
understood that that should not mean to delete the message in the
typical data processing transaction sense, but rather in the sense
of throwing something away in the wastebasket. And that means
that the thrown, aWay.item needs.to be accessible for some period
of time after the delete has been used (just as 'if it were still
lying in the wastebasket).

We planned for and provided individual instruction for each of the
original participants. A member of the training team would spend

.up to an hour and a half with each of these individuals showing
them how to use the system (on a terminal which was already
installed on ,their desk). Members of the team were always
available for later consultati-on, follow-up instruction, or
on-line electronic message consultation.

Documentation is supplied in several forms. The most useful
printed document is a very small pocket size.card which provides a
reminder of all of the .basic instructions and .commands for using
the electronic. .message system and for getting logged on and off
the computer itself. Manuals, of course, are supplied (but rarely
used) except in some educational situations.

, Probably the useful form of documentation is contained in the
system itself. The system includes a full set of on-line
tutorials and help. At any point in the Operation of the system,a
user may obtain information about where they are and what needs to
be done next.
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The team also paid attention to the fact that many of these users,
because of their lack of familiarity with terminals and computers
would be afraid Of :?.ither -4-destroying something important- or
perhaps of looking foolish before others. Our approadh in this
case was twofold: On the one hand, during/ the instructional
sessions we demonstrated to them that there was very little they
could do to hurt anything either intentionally or accidentally.
On the other hand, we dealt with their .unfamiliarty with the
terminals and the keyboards by providing them with electronic
games that were located on the central computer itself. We made
it very easy for them to reach these games and play them if they
wished. The purpose of this, of course, was to allow them to
interact with the terminal and keyboard in a totally
non-threatening environment. We are fairly certain that this
facility was used to some extent at the beginning. It did
accomplish what we had intended.

THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM

The original system, which'is now called CONTACT/EMS* (it Was then
, called TFM), contains several major components: an Electronic

Message System, an Electronic Filing System, a Tickler System and
a Text Preparation System.

The Electronic Message System

The Electronic Message System provides a wide vari_ety of options.
First of all, one may SEND messages. Included here are suc)1
'features as carbon copy to one or more recipients, optional
printing, default chronological filing, positive notication of
message receipt, optional entry into the reminder system, and so
on.

One may also BROWSE through incoming messages. This is equivalent
to flipping through the contents 'of an in-basket. Browsing an
in-basket provides an ordered list of messages with information
like sender name and identifier, day and date and time, and
message subject and length. -

The system user may, of course, READ messages. Messages may be
read individually by selecting specific items or by examining the
contents of the in-basket in sequence. After a.message has been
presented to the system user, s/he may choose to exercise a

variety of actions such as: reply, forward, print, file, delete,
reminder, and soont

4 4
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Another major feature of the Electronic Message System is the
ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY. .The directory performs several supportive
functions. It translates receiver names or three-letter initials
into specific computer account identifiers and interactively
resolves duplication with the message sender. It provides a "who"
function to allow for the lookup of individuals by either
initials, name, or computer account identifier. Finally, it
supports a "distribution list" function. Any participant -who
sends messages regularly to groups of system users may define a
-distribution list. The name of this list may be used in place of
entering each receiver's name every time a message is to be sent
to that group.

Also, hard-copy OUTPUT optiong are available as a part of the
message system. Mard-copy may be directed to local printing
terminals or word processors or to the central printer attached
directly to the computer.

The Electronic Filing System

The Electronic Filing System is an 'importaftt and powerful
component of CONTACT/EMS. Any message which is FILED
electronically is automatically ifidexed by the receiver, the
sender, the date, and each word in the subject. In addition
spacific keywords may be added to aid in subsequent retrieval.
The RETRIEVAL of messages is accomplished through simple English
like expression in which any .index or combination of-indices may
be used. This is easily accomplished since all of CONTACT/EMS is
based upon the SPIRES (TM) Database System.

The Electronic'Reminder System

The Electronic Reminder System accepts a message for subsequent
AUTOMATIC RETRIEVAL. Any message may be sent to the'reminder
system with an indication that it is to be brought back to the
sender's attention either on a specified date, after some
specified number of days has elapsed, or on some day in the next
week.

The Text Preparation system

Text Preparation is accomplished in a variety of ways. The basic
editor for entry of messages Ls the WYLBUR line editor. Word
processors equipped with communications facilities may also be

5 443
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used as entry and message sending devices. In addition, SCRIPT is
available for the preparation of long documents. A very high
speed laser printer which includes definitions for nearly 100
different print fonts may be used for obtput at the central
facility.

EVALUATION

At the same time that the original software was being installed, a
group of faculty members was asked to do an evaluation of the
impact of this facility upon users at Stanford. This evaluation
team which consisted of faculty from Engineering Economics, .
Communictions, Education, Anthropology, Business and Psychology,
performed their examination during the first year of the system"s
life. ,They used two survey instruments as mell as system
maintained statistics to gather both user opinion and .usage.
information over time. The evaluators were interested in the
answers to several fundamental questions:

How Much Is CONTACT/EMS Used?

System usage measurement showed that users were sending 4.5
messages per user per day (users in the upper quartile .were
sending in the excess of 10 messages per user per day).
Interesting enough userqperceptionyas that they were using the
system 40% less than actual. And this perception changed over
time; by the end of the survey these same Uiers felt they were
using it only 66% of actual use. We've assumed that this wide
difference between perception and actual use is caused by their
own increae in lamilarity with the facility and tools.over time.
That is, they no longer notice how much they are actually using
this facility.

Users were also asked for their own perception of the relationship
betweenAhe use of CONTACT/EMS for communicating with their staff
and other forms of communication, iuch as face-to-face contact,
telephone, and writing. At 15%, the electronic messaging system
is being used as much as half as much as face-to-face contact, the
most popular form of communication.

444
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How Ie CONTACT/EMS'Used?

This question was answered primarily by asking users. Over 90% of
the users felt that the CONTACT/EMS was extremely useful for

.exchanging information, asking questions, generating ideas,
exchanging opindi,orend generally staying in touch. Only a small
percentage felt' hat it was useful for resolving disagreements,
bargaining or negotiating, or getting to know someone.

We also examined the length of messagee which were being sent
(measured by the number of lines in messages). It turns out that
the greatest number of messages are very very short. The average
length of messages sent over the system during the evaluation
period was 14 lines. But 50% of the messages sent were actually
between 6 and 8 lines. This indicates that the bulk of messages
are very brief and are probably equivalent to very short,
hand-written notes.

Has the Use of CONTACT/EMS Changed User Behavior?

Several statistics do indicate that it has. For example, only 30%
of messages sent are ever printed. This is an indication that
people are using electronic messaging as a new and distinctly
different form of communication. Also, over 26% of the users
reported taking terminals home at least once during the evaluation
period; in many cases users took terminals home more than once and
sOme have them permanently installed in their homes. About 10%
have carried and used portable terminals while traveling. Users
have also reported that their communication networks have expanded
through the use of CONTACT/EMS. Over 44% reported sending
messages to people they have never communicated with before and
57% reported receiving mes'eages from people they have neyer
communicated with before.

Most significantly, the users of CONTACT/EMS have reported that
the number of calls received and the amount of paperwork received
has been reduced. Furthermore, they feel that both the quantity
and quality of their work has increased all as of a result of
Using this tool.

How Satisfied Are Users of CONTACT/EMS?

This is the question which summarizes all the 'others. It is
answered in several ways. First of all, an examination of the
number of users on the system showes an amazing rate of grovith.
Beginning with no use in August of 1980, system usage has grown to.
over 1000 by August of 1982.
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From a more anecdotal point of view, users report that they can
work better and faster. They tell us that the use of CONTACT/EMS
saves them time; they are able to regulate the flow of

communication to a much greater degree than before, and that much
less ."falls through the cracks".

A different kind of satisfaction is demonstrated by users who have
begun to use the system independently to set up- their own

communication networks. For example, the Governmental Affairs
Office at Stanford has sponsored a network which stretches across
the United States ahd links major University Associations, such as
AAU and COFHE, with nearly 50 other institutions. In another
sitdation, the Cash Management Office is using CONTACT/EMS .to
communicate with a bank in New York on a regular,basis.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT RESOURCES

The evaluation took place during the initial year of the system's
installation and concentrated on the impact of a computer-based
electronic messaging system within the Stanford community. During
that same period, and since, the project team has been working
with user advisors to find the most appropriate ways to extend
these facilities into a true, decision-based, professional work
station system. Given the definition of decision-based which
includes communiations, text processing, data storage and
manipulation, and computation, the team knew that it was important
to provide additional kinds of facilities. While this work is an
ongoing project, some capability in.each of of these areas is now
provided. It is now possible to not only reach an electronic
messaging facility and the other users an that network, but a
variety of other management augmentation and office information
tools.

For example, additional capability has been provided to assist in
text preparation. Simple, easy to use programs can be called upon
which will aid users in the preparation of memos, letters, and
reports. Also, a very comprehensive business calculator has been
provided. This calculator provides most of the capability of a
hand-held financial calculator -but enables users to see what has
been entered and to make changes either for the purposes of

correction or for modeling particular situations.

The electronic filing capability is extended both by showing users
how to use and organize their message files to file other,personal
business related information. A facility which helps to create ail
individual file, such as a name and address list has also been
supplied. Users have-also been given easier ways to access files'
And ditabases which contain information of general utility (in the
sense of information about particular facilities, special events,
etc.). Of cdurse, these same terminals can be used- to access

446
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information from specific application databases (but only when fhe
particular user has been authorized for such access by the owner
of the database). Local office databases and, in. some cases,
entire subsystems have been created to support particular needs
within local offices. A way to perform particular budget and
other financial evaluation for grants, contracts and operating
budgets has been provided. A system for keeping track of personal
leave time is also available to offices.

The team is beginning to evaluate various ways to provide graphic
facilities for both analytical and presentation purposes.
Finally, consultation on, and in some case4s assistance' in
building, modeling systems is being provided for offices that
request such support.

We are in the process of gilding an electronic conferencing
capability to allow groups otousers to jointly communicate about
specific organized subjects (e.g., a building project). We are
also looking toWard the ability to support a meeting scheduling
and room scheduling capability. Stanford is also working with
EDUNET on the inter-campus MAILNET. And we are in the process of
building such links amongst the many computers on our own campus.

This program has been extremely successful; it is accomplishing
its objectives. The users of the system have coMe a long way in
understanding information systems and information technology.
They like the facilities and have integrated them into their daily
work environments. It is the users who are telling us how they
are able to increase their own effectiveness and it is the users
who are, in the final analysis, the final judges of such
facilites.
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DOCUMENTATION AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL

Judith Hagen
Marist College

Poughkeepsie, New York

The responsibility for documentation of computer systems.has

been a point of contention between usera and programmers

(providers) at Marist College. Users expect providers to supply

documentation when systems are delivered; however, due to the

small programming staff and excelerated pace of implementation,

documentation is not high on the programmer's list of priorities.

This siivation has reeurted in high levels of frustration for

staff and managers in major operational areas, and has had an

impact on the productivity of providers as well. In an effort to

resolve this problem, users and providers have reached an

agreement whereby users document their systems, and providers>,

review the documenta.tion for accuracy.

_This paper describes the experience that one college had in

using this approach and notes the impact the results have had on

users, managers, and providers of_administrative systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The information resOurces of a College or University are

among its most valuable assets. With a declining student pool,

and increasing costs and competitiOn, the institutions that

survive in the 80's will be those that manage information as a

major resource.

A common method cf managing information (the product of data

analysis and synthesie), is through computerized sYstems. A

requirement for succ ssful implementation of computer systems is

user involvement wi1i and successful utilization of the system.

Ideally, when syste s are delivered to users, providers

(programmers) will also deliver documentation for the system.

Documentatio is human readable material that supplements a

computer readable program. Documentatiori should accurately

represent what the system does, and how the system can be used.

At a minimum, d cumentation should consist of a"users manual and

an operators m nual. A user's manual describes in user language

all the infor ation needed by the user to successfully use a

program. An operator's manual is directed solely at the

execution o the'software product on the computer.

Despi e the fact that documentation is essential to the

understan ing of a so.ftware product, this activity falls low on

,

the prio ity schedule of many providers, particularly when'a

system is written and implemented "in house". Of the 8-10
-01e

admin strative systems that have been implemented in the last 2

yea s at Marist College, have been documented by programmers

fo users.

-1- 44;
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This paper describes the effects that "no documentation" had

on the College, and a viable solution to this dilemma. It also

suggests.that a user produced documentation effort can be a tool

to better manage the information resources of the College.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In order to fully understand this approach to documentation,

it is necessary to recognize the environment in which it

functions. The following information about Marist College is

intended to provide a-basis of comparison for other institutions

that may be interested in utilizing such"an approach.

The College

'Marist College is an independent co-educational liberal arts

College located on the Hudson River in Poughkeepsie, New York,

midway between New York City and Albany.. The institution was

founded by thv Marist Brothers and chartered as a four year

College in 1946. In 1969, ownership of the College was

transferred to.the Marist College Educational Corporation with an

independent Board of Trustees.

Marist is tuition intensive with a large proportion of

revenue provided by sponsored programs. The 100 acre campus

accomodates 2100 full-time equivalent (FTE) undergraduate

students and-100 FTE graduate students.

A strong working relationship between students and faculty

is an important aspect of.the learning process at Marist. The

College's programs emphasize liberal arts with a professional

orientation.

-2-
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The Technical Environment

The Computer Center organizationally falls within the aegis

of the Vice President for Administration and Finance. The Center

provides all computer support for both administrative and

academic users at the College; there are also ten external

organizations using the Marist system. Users are served by an

IBM 4341 operating under VM and MUSIC. One hundred and ten ports

provide interactive access to the system.

The current Computer Center staff consists of (in ful/-time

equivalents), one Director, one Associate Director, 1.6 Systems

Programmers, two Applications Programmers, one Operations

Manager, one night OPerator, .4 Academic Coordinator, one

Secretary, 1.8 Student Programmers, and one Student Clerical

assistant. APL is the primary programming language.

User Organization

A structure consisting of two user committees, both of which

are chaired by the Director of Institutional Research, currently

exists at the College.

The Information Management Committee consists of middle

managers who are Directors of major administrative functions.

The primary purpose of this committee is to provide a cOntrol

structure for distribution of computer resources to and

implementation of computer systems in the administrative areas of

the College. The committee also provides a forum for

communication between Directors of major operational areas, and

aims to facilitate good information management practices at the

College.

_3_ 45i
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The Operations Committee consists of operational staff and

office Managers. The purpose of this committee is to clarify and

coordinate procedures to manage the data 'gathering and daily

operational activities of the administr.ative offices.

THE PROBLEM

Both users and providers were effected by the chronic lack

of system documentation for users. In many areas of high

turnover, the manager was the only.staff member who was aware of

the impact the computer had on operations in the area and was

often only remotely aware of the specifics of using the system.

The small programming staff was often unwilling or unable to

spend precious time training new staff to utilize systems or to

repeatedly answer questions from continuing staff on details of

how to utilize seldom used applications. The result was a high

level of frustration and a low level of productivity.

THE SOLUTION

Members of the Operations Committee were particularly

concerned about the lack of documentation of systems, probably

due to the fact that they were the most intimately involved in

operating the systems. In an effort to resolve the problem,

members of this committee and their colleagues agreed to document

their own systems with assistance from programmers. The project

has been coordinated and clerical support provided by the Office

of Institutional Research.

-4-
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The activity is an ongoing one; it has not yet been

completed. Aside from the production of a manual, the purpoee of

this activity is to insure that users are aware of all Options in

their system, and more importantly, how and when to use them.

A simple outline (see Appendix A) was developed as a guide

for users when "doing" their documentation. Once a user

completes the.fundamentals, the documentation is sent to the

Office of InstitutiOnal Research, where it is entered into the

word processing system and reviewed for completeness. If

necessary, the Director of Institutional Research works with the

users to refine the format of the documentation, and to further

clarify explanations.

Documentation is then sent to the programmer representative

for the area where it is reviewed for accuracy. If necessary,

the programmer works with the user to consolidate or streamline

the menu, fill in gaps in function by writing new application

code, and explain or clarify how to use specific features.

RESULTS

The projeCt has allowed the user and provider to look

together to see if what the syStem does is appropriate.to the'

needs of the user. In essence, the user's documentatibn is an

evaluation of the effectiveness of the computer in his/her area.

The overall quality of communication between users and

technicians has been enhanced by the project. Frantic calls to

the CQmputer Center have diminished. Management has benefited

from the project in that use are not only documenting their.

-5-
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. systems, but are documen-Eing and clarifying both inter and intra

office policies and proceduresas well. Users, both at the

opera4p al and,management levels have taken an interest in

enhancing their systems, and in integrating their,systems with
..

those in related areas.

DISCUSSION

Several:queitions come to mind when one is giving

consideration to the mounting of a documentation effort.

'How should documentation be ori'giriated and maintained?

There are a variety of methods for'doing doctimentation.

Programmers may provide documentation upon delivery of a system

to a user. An organization may engage an external consultant or

writer to documentsystems. Or, as suggested in this paper,

users may write their own documentation. Each method has its

advantages and disadvantages; Institutions must examine the

unique characteristics of their situation and choose a method

accordingly.

The method an institution chooses to use to originate

documentation will probably determine who is responsible for

maintaining the documentaton. The importance of maintaining the

documentation cannot be overemphasizeN Obsolete documentation

can be more confusing to a user than no documentation at'all.
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What makes documentation valuable?

Documefitation is valuable to the extent it.is used and

understood.' USer documentation should be written in user

language. It should be simple to follow and easy for someone who

has never used the system to understand.

One of the most valuable aspects of documentation as

discovered through utilization of the approach suggested in this

paper was the process of "doing" documentation. A user's ability ,

to explain an operation often indicates how well that operation

is understood. Inforthed users can contribute more to an

organization than can uninformed users, particularly in the area

of information management.

How can we motivate users to take on such a project?

One of the first steps toward resolution of a problem is the

agreement of parties to be responsible for it. Both users and

providers at Marist agreed that a problem existed. Neither group

wanted to take the time to address it. Both groups however; were

ultimately able to get beyond this consideration in the interest

of the College as a whole. Several elements were important in

fadllitating the process. Both users and providers agreed that

1. user documentation and user training were inadequate.

2. programmer skills could best be used in the coding
and implementation of systems.

3. users were the experts in knowing how well they
understood their system aug how well their system
supported operations in tftir area.

4. a division of labor was necessary. Each user area
was responsible for the documentation of its system.

-7-
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Trogrammers were responsible for documentation of
general system functions,(sign on, batch submit,
generalized reporter, etc.).

5. the documentation effort would.be coordinated and
clerical support provided by a neutral office
(neither user nor provider).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONi

This paper has described one College's experience in mOving

towards resolution of a problem experienced in many institutions

who choose to implement their own systems. Perhaps a statement

by Richard L. Mann sums up the spirit of this effort:

"No matter how sophisticated the hardware, how capable
the staff, how inexhaustible the financial resources or
how willing the users, the effective use of computers in
higher education ultimately depends on how well the
users and providers understand the constraints and
problems that they face and how they deal with their
productive resolution."

456
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APPENDIX A
Outline for User Documentation

I". Operating Instructions (PROVIDERS)

A. Signing On

B. Purging a file

C. Saving a problem

D. Changing the password (if applies)

E. Printing a file f"-

Explanation of User Applications Available (USERS)

A. Menu options - what you can do
1. What is the purpose of each option?

a. Identify the impact that the option has on
data'(eg. add new records, transactions,
journal entries; edits; deletes records;
updates a field; no impact on data - is a
report).

b. If.the optilm does have an impact on data, -

identify the source document used to justify .

data Modification (eg. buffers; other files;
terminal entry from specific document).

2. What are the policies/procedures affecting the
use of each option?
a. Who can use the option?
b. When-is fhe option used (deadlines; certafn

situations; etc.)?
c. What impact does this option have on other

files (yours and/or those of other offices)?
d. What precedes and/or follows this option

chronologically?
e. How is output from this.option handled

(where does it go, is it secure, etc.)?
f. What audit for accuracy should be checked.

(ie. how do you know the option worked)?
- What if there is an error (ie. it didn't

work)?
3. Specifically explain how to use each option.

This includes:
a. Questions asked mben using the option (eg.

semester/year)?'
b. Possible alternative answers to each

question.
c. The format for entering answers.

-9-
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d. The method/methods for generating output
from each option (from a terminal, from
batch, etc.).

e. Examples as necessary.

B. Field Data
1. Identify each field description as it appears

on the screen
2. Identify the field number, name, length, type

(character or numeric)
3. Describe any input.specifications for each

field
4. Identify individual value descriptions for each

field
a. Identify the source for each code
b."Indicate possible codes and an explanation

of each

III. Other useful information (PROVIDERS)

A. Memo facility

B. Batch facility

C. 1000 Reporter

D. Miscellaneous - other Computer. Center options (i.e.
forms, command language, etc.)

E. Procedures Manual

17
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An Investigation into Combined Versus Separate

Academic/Administrative Information Systems

This is an investigation- into combined versus separate academic/

administrative information systems of various colleges and universities. An

overall profile of some major trends in organization structure is provided

along with individual profiles of college and university organization and

hardware. The presentation involves a panel discussion by representatives

from each of four institUtions; two representatives of combined systems and

two representatives oF separate systems. Each briefly describes that system

and is open to discussion with the audience.

f
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This is an investtgation into combined versus separate academic/

administrative information systems. An overall profile of soMe major trends

in information systems is provided along with individual profiles of systems

organization and hardware. The overall profile is provided by the CAUSE

organization (the Professional Association for Development, Use, and

Management of 'Information Systems in Higher Education) in Charles R. Thomas'

Administrative Information Systems: The 1980 Profile. Individual profiles

are from a survey of administrative officers at the individual institutions.

Thomas surveyed 350 colleges and universities to determine current

trends in system organization and reporting. Pertaining to combined versus

separate systems, the data by institutional type suggest that the complexity

of the institution affects the organizational structure chose.n. The larger

the institution, the more likely that administrative computing will be

handled in a separate installation. ieef--p'arate installations are more likely

to report to the administrative vice president, or to another officer bel ow

the vice presidential level , than are the combined academic/administrative

installations. Combined installations report to the business vice president

more often than.do separate systems.

For the current paper, a random survey of twenty institutions with

combined or separate academic/administrative sYstems was performed and some

variation in administrative information systems reporting was found. Of the

institutions with separate academic/administrative systems: three report to

a vice president for finance, two to an administrative vice president and

one to an institutional research director. Of the institutions with com-

bined academic/administrative systems: one reports to the dean of planning

and research; one to the vice president for planning; one to the vice

president for research; three to administrative vice presidents; two to a

vice president for finance; two to an academic vice president; one to an

executive committee; and, three to another executive officer.

Of the twenty institutions surveyed, four are presented here in detail .

These include two institutes with combined academic/administrative infor-

mation systems, the College of DuPage, and Oklahoma State University, and

two institutes with separate academic/administrative information systems,

the University of Iowa and the University of Colorado.
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College of Du Page

All computing services at the College of Du Page are provided by, and

coordinated through, the Computer Services department. This includes all

administrative as well as academic functions, the only exception being com-

puter science curriculum development and instruction wilich is, of course,

the responsibility of the faculty. The Computer Services department is run

by a director who reports to the Vice President of Planning and Information

(Figure 1). There are four managers who report to the director. Each

manager is in charge of one area of service; administrative, academic, tech-

nical , or operations. While the director is ultimately responsible for the

type of equipment or systems installed, the managers research and make recom-

mendations to the director concerning hardware and software acquisition and

use.

There are three college committees which advise the Director of

Computer services on matters concerning canputer usage. These are the

Administrative Systems Users Advisory Committee (ASUAC), the Academic

Systems Users Advisory Committee (ACUAC) and the Computer Servies Management

Committee (CSMC). ASUAC and ACUAC membership is canposed of users from

those areas, and the associated manager. The CSMC members are the college

president, vice presidents and provosts. This particular organization has

been in effect since the fall of 1979, and so far has proved beneficial to

the college. With one central department serving as a clearing house all

computing functions, coordination is insured and communications between

areas is facilitated. Meetings are held weekly between the managers and the

director to exchange ideas, settle problems, devise schedules and keep one

another up to date on the latest deve nts within and without the

Computer Services area.

This organizational structure has worked well up to this time. No

area is emphasized to the dOriment of the other areas. As additional areas

of responsibility are defined, e.g. the automated office, local neborking;

additional managers can be added without sacrificing coordination and can-

munication. The managerial concdpt seems to provide the flexibility to meet

the challenge of the changin'g environment.

-2-
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Oklahoma State University
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In 1968, all computing and data processing at Oklahoma State University

was organized into one office called University Computing and Information

Systems. This office is headed by a director which reports to the Vice

President for Academic Affairs and Reseaech with secondary responsibility to

the Vice President for Business and Finance (Figure 2). The office of

University Computing and Information Systems has three departments, each

headed by a di,eector, that reports to this office. The three departments

are University Compute'''. Center, Administration System Development, and

Institutional Research.

The University Computer Center provides canputing facilities for

instruction, research, and administration; provides programming and con,

suiting for instruction and research users; and education and training for

al 1 users of the Center. The Administrative System Development department

coordinates all systems development for the central administrative offices

of the university; maintains the data processing systems for university

operations; and schedules administrative data processing activities with the

University Computer Center. The Institutional Research department conducts

special analytical studies for the administration; maintains and distributes

basic management reports; conducts continuing analytical studies of Univer-

sity operations; and supports planning for the entire university. This

department is a user of data processing and computing services.

The primary advantage of the combined organization structure is econo-

mics. It has been wel l documented such a structure has signi ficant savings

in staffkand equipment/software as compared tn two separate canputing faci-

lities. Other advantages are better coordi nation between academic and admi-

ni strative uses of computing wi thout havi ng equipment such as terminal s

dedicated to a certain processor; less competition for university resources

to support two separate centers; better utilization of coniputer resources

leveling out peaks and valleys as academic and administrative canputing

often occur at different times; a nd having one individual at the top manage-

ment level responsible for canputing provides better opportunities for can-

puting and data processing activities to serve the overal 1 objectives and

goal s of the universi ty.
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University of Iowa

The University of Iowa is served by separate administrative and acade-
mic computing facilities. There is a third major center supporting the
patient related information processing functions of the University Hospitals
and Clinics. The three centers are separately staffed am', equipped. There

have been no formal ties between the centers and they are nut physically
interconnected. Coordination has heen infomal and has occurred primarily
at the upper management level. Until recently the centers wre separately
Oministered, each reporting to a different University vice president. In

August of this.year the University created an Office of Information Technology
which now has responsibility for both administrative and academic canputing.

The organizational structure as it existed prior to August of this year
has been essentially the same with regard to computing since the late 1950s

(Figure 3). It is a. structure which overall has worked to the benefit ,of the
University. The chief advantage of the separation has been the lack of can-
petition for resourCes except Nat the highest administrative levels of the
University where each constituency has an advocate. This has in turn
nated the need to 'cake administrative versus academic canpromises at the
operational level . Each center has been able to pursue a course suited to
the best interests of its user community. Choices in operating philosophy,
staffing, and equipment have been made with little concern for their impact
on a second, dissimilar group of users.

What has evolved are two vigorous, progressive, and adequately funded
facilities which are in many ways similar but have some significant dif-
ferences. Both are end user oriented, having a strong sense of a service
mission to their respective user communities. Both centers are on a charge-

back system and both operate in a predominently online environnent. The

administrative center is a single vendor, closed access shop with a strong
appl ications devel opment staff. Al 1 end user application software devel op-
ment is the responsibil ty < of the admi nistrative center staff. Most appl

cations software is internal ly devel oped rather than acqui red from outside
sources. The academic center is an open access, multivendor shop with a
smal 1 appl ications devel opment capabi 1 i ty.
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Strong emphasis is placed upon high quality, easy to use, general pur-

pose software wilich is leased or purchased from outside sources. -Most end

user applications devel opmen-ri s the responsibil i ty of the user.

The primaery weakness in the separate facilities approach as implemented

\ at Iowa is that while the base of management information in the data pro-

cessing system has grown and the level of awareness regarding its potential

value has increased, its utility to the academic community is constrained.

Conversely tools in the academic center wilich increasingly have value to the

administrative community are not easily accessible to that community. The

only mode of data exchange, magnetic tape, is cumbersome and untimely.

Convenient access to both computing facil i ties now requires redundant equip-

ment (i.e. terminals). The fact that there have been no formal ties or

coordination of effort has resulted in some inefficiencies. The exchange of

information and experience at the middle and lower levels of the organiza-

tions have been negligible. There is an obvious redundancy in the indepen-

dent data communications networks serving the three facilities.

In August of this year the University of Iowa created the Office of

Information Technology. The office is the joint responsibility of the Vice

President for Finance and University Services and the Vice President for

Educational Development and Research. The director of this office has been

given responsibility for both the administrative and academic computing

units as well as a planning, advisory, and coordinating role in the applica-

tion of information technology and communication. The creation of this

office is the result of a heightened awareness of information as a valuable

resource and the role of technology in its exploitation. Its creation spe-

cifically addresses the weaknesses previously identified hopeful ly wi thout

adversely affecting the strengths that the structure has evidenced.

Universi ty of Col orado

The Unive,rsiZy of Colorado comprises 16 schools and colleges on 4 cam-

puses. The irigInal and central administrative offices are located in

Boulder. The Health Sciences Cen er, including the schools of Medicine,

Nursing, and Dentistry, two achi ng hospi tal s, is located in Denver.

The university also ope ates urban campuses in Denver and Colorado Springs.

-5-
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Each campus has a chancellor who is the chief academic and administrative

officer of the campus. Each chancellor is responsible to the president of

the university for the conduct of affairs on the campus in confomance with

the' policies of the Board of Regents. Among the myriad of other duties,

each chancellor has reporting to him at least one director of computing.

The Health Sciences Center has two, one for academic computing, and one for

heal th care-rel ated administrative computing.

The university operates two central computing facilities. The

University Computing Center (UCC), located in Boulder, is responsible for

providing research and instructional computing support to all campuses.

The Consolidated Administrative Data Processing Center, also located in

Boulder is responsible for providing administrative computing support to al 1

campuses and the central administration. An unusual organizational aspect

of this arrangement is the fact that the central university academic com-

puting facility reports to the chancellor of the Boulder campus, %bile the

director of the administrative 'facil ity reports ,to the University Director

of Management Systems who reports to a university vice president (Figure 4).

The separate central canputing facilities have continued since the

early days, however, as is typical at most institutions, the organization is

reviewed every 3 or 4 years to see if economies of scale can be achieved or

whether some significant, if not dramatic, improvement in conputing support

can be realized. All such deliberations have, so far, led to the conclusion

that, al thoUgh computing needed to be enhanced and improved, it was not

clear that reorganization would provide enough improvement to justify the

risks (real or imagined) of reorganization. In addition, the concern that

the competition for resources would develop when resources become scarce has

been a strong deterrent to combining canputers or facilities.

There are many advantages to the current arrangement. Each function

and facility has the full attention of its management and administrative

personnel. There is no confusion over the primary mission of each faci,lity,

and priority-setting occurs within each major type of activity; administra-

tive or academic. Each facil i ty is configured (wi th hardware and software)

and staffed to provide optimum service to the type of user which it sup-

ports.

-6-
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The administrative facility is located in the heart of the largest campus

which is al so the largest use of admi nistrative computi ng ; . communication

facilites and costs are minimized. Some aspects of data and access security

are reduced. A greater variety of equipment and software is available in the

institution _than would have been the case if a single computer system had

been dedicated to providing all computing support.

There are some disadvantages to the current arrangement. Communication

between the two facilities is not as easy as it could be, either between

computers or between people. Competition may occur over available state and

institutional funds as it might over conputing capacity in a combined faci-

lity. Many users must cope with multiple operating systems, communication

protocols, 'programming and inquiry languages, etc. Opportunities to achieve

economies from sharing operators, systems programmers, and other support-

staff may be restricted.

FIGURE 1

College of Dupage Infonnation System (June 1982)
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Organization

FIGURE 2

Oklahoma State University Information Systen (July 1982)
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FIGURE 4

University of Colorado Information System (August 1982)
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CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The analytic system described in this documefit is desilned to allow

academic administrators to address questions of the follDwing type:

1. What is the likely departmental workload that will

occur next autumn for upper division undergraduate

courses in English?

2. What is the probability that a junior majoring in
Accounting this fall will be a senior in Accounting

next fall? What is the probability of that student

shifting to Marketing?

3. What are the comparative retention/attrition rates

for students of various majors?

4. What is the credit hour impact of advanced under-

graduate Physics majors on the Math Department as

well as on other departments?

The system consists of three steps. .
The first step, Student Flow Calcula-

tion, computes the relationship of enrollments by major and student level

from one year to another. This calculation utilizes historical enrollment

trends and a simple flow technique to develop the probability-of a student

with a given major and student level being:in another majOr/student level

in-the next year.

The second step is the construction of a historical Curriculum Matrix (CM).

This matrix describes, in credit hours, the relationship between students

majoring in various degree programs and the departments froM which they

draw instructional services.

The third and final step of the system combines the outputs of the first

two steps to produce Departmental Workload Forecasts. The remainder of this

Executive Summary discusses

A. STUDENT FLOW CALCULATION

The student flow calculation computes the percentage of students of a given

major and rank in one period who end up with a given major ,and rank in a

subsequent period. For example, what percentage of junior Accounting majors

in Autumn Quarter 1978, were enrolled as senior Accounting majors in Autumn

Quarter 1979; what percentage graduated; what percentage remained junior

accounting majors, etc.? Figure 1 is a display of student flow transitions.
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AUT 1978

300 Junior
Accounting

Majors
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-FIGURE 1.

TRANSITION
PERCENTS

57%

21%

9%

AUT 1979

171 Senior
Accounting

63 Graduated

11%

TOTAL 100%

27 Junior
Accounting

6 Junior
Marketing

33 Others I

300

B. CURRICULUM MATRIX:

A Curriculum Matrix can be one of two types of reports. The first report is
Credit Hours Taken, which is organized by student:major. It shows the
average number of credit bours taken by eaCh Student-major from each
instructional department. The second report is Credit Hours Taught which is
organized by department and shows the average number of credit hours taught
by each department to each student major. Figure 2 is a simplified Credit
Hours Taken Curriculum Matrix:
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FIGURE 2

CURRICULUM MATRIX

Average Number of Credit Hours Taken by Majors in:

HIST ENGLISH MATH

PSYCH I 3.5
l

1.0 1.0

HIST 6.0 3.0 3.0

ENGL 3.0 6.0 3.0

MATH '2.5 3.0 6.0

TOTAL 15.0 13.0 13.0

This Curriculum Matrix shows that History Majors take, on the average, 3.5

credit hours from the Psychology Department; 6.0 credit hoursjrom the

History Department; 3.0 credit hours from the English Department and 2.5

credit hours from the Math Department.

C. DEPARTMENTAL WORKLOADS:

Projection of departmental workloads is obtaineO by first projecting

enrollments in the various student major categories. This projection can be

.
made by using the student flowtransitions computed in ,Step A. These

projected enrollment data are-then multiplied by the proPer curriculum

matrix elements to give projected departmental,workloads. For example,

_suppose the student flow calculations,are us'ed to project that the Univer-

sity will enroll 300 History majors, 200 Engist majors and 100 Matt

majors. Multiplying the columns of the sample curr4culum matrix, displayed

in Ftgare 2 by 300, 200, and 100, respectively, produces the workload

matrix shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3

PROJECTED WORKLOAD MATRIX

MAJOR
TOTAL PROJECTED

DEPT HIST ENGLISH - MATH DEPT. WORKLOAD

,

PSYCH
.

1,050 200 100 1,350

HIST 1,800 600 300 2,700

ENGL 900 1,200 300 2,400

MATH 750 600 600 1,950

TOTAL 4,500 2,600 1,300 8,400
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Thus, the projected total departmental workload, based on the sample
historical curriculum matrix in Figures 2 and sample projected student
majors of 300, 200, and 100 headcount students in History, English and-Math%:,_
respectively, produces 1,350 credit hours in the Psychology Department.
(3.5 x 300 + 1.0 x 200 + 1.0 x 100). Similar calculations.produce projected
workload of 2,700 credit hours in the History Department; 2,400 credit
hours in the English Department; and 1,950 credit hours in the Math
Department. Projected total University workload is 8,400 student credit
hours.

D. UStS OF THE DATA:

The Credit Hours Taken Report (See Figures 2, and 8) of the curriculum
matrix can be used by a dean or department chairperson to determine in
which departments, and at what course levels his/her majors are taking
courses. Are upper division students taking an unexpectedlylarge number of
credit hours'in lower diVision courses? Are students taking a large number
of credit hours in linexpected diSciplines? If 'so, perhaps the department or
college is not offering a broad enough array of courses. The Curriculum
Matrix can be Used to estimate the effect of planned curricular changes on
departments. For example,"the effect on the Foreign Languages Department of
a new language requirement for Physics majors can be estimated. Likewise,
the effect on the Foreign Languages'Department of expected increases in
headcount Engineering majors or deCreases in Education majors can be
determined.
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A Credit Hours Taught Report (See Figure 9) can be used to determine what

majors and whAt levels of students are taking courses offered by a depart-

ment. Typical questions include: Are an unexpectedly large number of lower

division students taking upper division courses or vice versa? Are studentS

of unexpected majors taking credit hours taught by the departments? Are

non-majors taking courses intended primarily or exclusively for majors?

Different course consumption patterns of male versus female students can be

determined by producing the curriculum matrix first with only male students

included and then with only female students. In fact, any variable may be

substituted for the student major/student level, department/course level

categories traditionally shown in the curriculum matrix.

The Transition Probabilities (See Figure 6) from the student flow calcula-
tion have substantial utility also. For example, by running the student

flow calculation "backwards" a retention study can be conducted. A back=

wards run is constructed by designating the more recent term, the "from"

term, and the more distant term the "to" term. In this configuration
students who are not enrolled in the more recent term, but who were

enrolled in the more distant term are defined as exiting students. IT' this

mgde one can getermine which student majors and student levels within
student majors have higher or lower attrition rates. Transition probabili-

ties for several years can/be compared from like term to like term ih order ,

to highlight trends in stugent major changes. For example, if students are

switching out of the deciArtment's majors into other degree programs,
further analysis could be -umfifdttgd to determine the reason and take

necessary corrective action where apptvpriate.

This data can also be used for financial planning. If productivity ratios
(average credit hours produced per FTE faculty member) are known, staffing
levels can be projected by department then multiplied by average salary to

project departmental faculty salarY needs. Other compone 's of departmental

expenditures can be projected as a function either of credit hours,

headcount students, FTE faculty or headcount faculty, or student credit

hours.

The above applications are illustrative and not intended to be exhaustive

of potential uses, Undoubtedly, each institution and users within each
institution will find new and creative uses of the data and utility.

Indeed, mere perusal of the reports and attempts to explain unexpected

relationships re sufficient to justifYWe'exercise.
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CONCEPTUAL BASE AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

A: CONCEPTUAL BASE:

The underlying conceptual framework for this Student Flow System is the
Markov Process. The Markov model was chosen because 'of its conceptual
simplicity and because among all the curve fitting methods for projecting
student enrollments (See Wing, 1974) it best replicates the real world
student flow process. A Markov process is a stochastic process in which the
transition probabilities depend upon the preceeding state or event. As
applied to university student flow modeling this means simply that the
probability of a student becoming a senior accounting major next autumn
quarter is conditional on his/her student major/level state in the current
autumn quarter. These probabilities are estimated from his/her state in the
previous autumn quarter, etc. Transition probabilities in the Markov
process are calculated from each individual student rather than by groups
of students.

Implicitly, since the model relies on historical data it assumes that
future transition rates will be similar to past transition rates at least
through the time period being forecast. If the future were always like the
past, however, there would be no need for planners and forecasters or for
the system described in this document. Ample provision, therefore, has been
made for modification of historically generated transition probabilities to
reflect anticipated future changes in curricular requirements, student
preferences, etc.

B. SAMPLE CALCULATION

This section describes the processing flow of individual student records
required to produce projected departmental workloads. Historical transition
probabilities are calculated from individual student records and are then
multiplied by the most recent term's headcounts. The results are projected
headcount majors which are multiplied through the columns of the historical
or projected headcount Curriculum Matrix producing a projected Instruc-
tional Work Load Matrix (1WLM). The row totals of the IWLM are the proj-
ected departmental student credit hour workloads. The following sample
,calculation will make this process more clear.

The firsNep is to calculate historical transition probabilities from
individuarstudent records from two semesters or terMs: The calculation
follows a two-step process, as illustrated in Figure 4. The first step is
to build a headcount matrix that simply counts the number of students in
each transition category. For example, the number of students in major A in
1978 who were in major B in 1977; the number of students in major A ip 1978
that were not enrolled in 1977; or the number of students in major A in
1977 who were not enrolled in 1978. The second step is to divide the
headcounts by the column totals to estimate the transition perCentages (or
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FALL

1978

probabilities). Notice that this calculation gives transition rate esti-

mates for exiting students and a prediction of the distribution of entering

students as well as an estimate of the flow percentages between majors.

The next step of the calculations is to use these transition rates as a

predictor of future enrollments. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.

The most recent year's enrollment' is used along*with an estimate of the

number of new students expected. These are multiplied by the transition

percentages from Figure 4 to produce an estimate of the headcount enroll-

ment by major. Thus, projected fall 1979 type A major headcount is 870 (900 A

x .4 + 1,000 x .1 + 1,000 x .1 + 1,100 x .1 + 1,000 x .2).

FIGURE 4
CALCULATION OF.TRANSITION iTRCENTAGES

FROM HISTORICAL DATA

HEADCOUNT MATRIX OF STUDENTS IN ENTERING

FALL 1977 STUDENTS
NOT ENROLLED

MAJOR A MAJOR B MAJOR C MAJOR D 1977) STUDENTS

TWO TIME PERIODS:

MAJOR A 1 400 100 100 100 200 900

MAJOR B 100 400 100 150 250 1,000

MAJOR C 200 150 350 100 200 1,000

MAJOR D 50 150 200 350 350 :1,100

EXITING STUDENTS
(NOT ENROLLED IN

/ 1978)

,

250 200 250 300

.

1,000

TOTAL 1977
STUDENTS 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
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FIGURE 4 (CONTINUED)
CALCULATION OF TRANSITION PERCENTAGES

FROM HISTORICAL DATA

TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY MATRIX,
(HEADCOUNT MATRIX DIVIDED
BY COLUMN TOTALS):.

ENTERING
MAJOR A MAJOR B MAJOR C MAJOR D STUDENTS

MAJOR A .40 .10 .10 .10 .20

MAJOR B .10 .40 .10 .15 .25

MAJOR C .20 .15 .35 .10 .20

MAJOR D .05 .15 .20 .35 .35

EXITING
STOENTS .25 .20 .25 .30

These projected headcount majors are then multiplied through the columns of
the curriculum matrix, producing an Instruction Work Load Matrix (IWLM).
The Autumn 1978 historical curriculum matrix (Figure 5) shows in Autumn
1978 that the average Type A headcount major took 4.2 credit hours from
department 1. Since we project 870 Autumn 1979 Type A headcount majors, we
project the resulting workload induced on Department 1 will be 3,654 (870 x
4.2). Similarly, the 1,005 projected Type B majors will take, on the
average, 2.4 credit hours from department 1, resulting in 2,412 projected
credit hours. Similar calculations for all cells of the curriculum matrix
complete the instructional workload matrix shown in Figure 5.

Finally, by summing the rows of the IWLM, we obtain projected Autumn 1979
departmental workloads and credit hours. In the sample calculation,
projected credit hours are:

1. 16,127
2. 15,848
3. 14,227
4. 13,848
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HISTORICAL

FALL 1978
HEADCOUNT
BY MAJOR

ENTERING STUDENTS
1.000

TRANSITION
PERCENTAGES

FROM
FIGURE 4

PROJECTED

FALL 1979
HEADCOUNT

FIGURE 5

SAMPLE CALCULATION Of DEPARTMENT WORKLOADS

870

1,005

990

1,130

EXITING
STUDENTS 1

1,005

HISTORICAL FALL 1978 A 2

CURRICULUM MATRIX
3

4

.D

PPROJECTED AUTUMN
A 2

1979 INSTRUCTIONAL WORKLOAD

MATRIX N 3

4

48t

A

6.1 3.2 2.4 4.2

4.3 4.5 2.0 5.2

2.6 5.7 3.8 2.1

3.0 1.6 5.8 3.5

16.0 15.0 14.0 15.0

6893 3168 2412 3654

4859 4455 2010 4524

2938 5643 3819 1827

3390 1584 5829 3045

PROJECTED AUTUMN
1979 DEPARTMENTAL

WORKLOAD

16,127

15,848

14,221

13,848

/BUDGET
PROCESS

DEPARTMENTAL
PLANNING
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SAMPLE REPORTS

This section contains sample output reports for:

A. The transition probability matrix of the Student Flow Model
(Figure 6);

B. The projected headcount enrollments report of the Student
Flow Model (Figure 7);

C. A Curriculum Matrix Credit Hours Taken Report (Figure 8);

D. A Curriculum Matrix Credit Hours Taught Report (Figure 9).

A. HISTORICAL TRANSITION REPORT - Figure 6

1 indicates the sending and receiving time periods. In this case the flov,i of
students is from "sending" Autumn 1977 to "receiving" Autumn 1978. 2 is the
sen4ing major code (06). 3 is the sending major name (Math and Physical
Sciences). 4 indicates the level code of student majors for the Autumn 1977
sending term (3-Jr.) 5 is the number of Math and Physical Science juniors,
Autumn 1977 who became senior Math and Physical Science majors by Autumn
1978. 6 67 is 53.17% of 126. This is the "flow" or transition probability.
The value .5317 will be used later to project the flow of Autumn 1978
junior level Math and Physical Science majors to Autumn 1979 senior level
Math and Physical Science majors. 7 is the cumulative transition probabi-
lity through this row of the printout. 8 indicates the total number of
junior level Math and Physical Science majors Autumn Quarter 1977.

3. PROJECTED HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENTS - Figure 7

9 indicates the major level state being projected. In this case major 06
equals Math and Physical Sciences..The student level being projected is
rank 4 which is senior.10 indicates the major level states from which
students will transit in the sending term. 11 indicates that there were 129
junior Math and Physical Science students in Autumn 1978. 12 indicates that c,
53.17% of the 129 junior Math and Physical Science majors in Autumn Quarter
of 1978 are projected to transit to senior Math and Physical Science majors
in Autumn Quarter 1979 producing 13 68.5893 of the 150.7974 projected
Autumn 1979 Math and Physical Sciences senior headcount enrollments will
come from prior year's junior Math and Physical Sciences headcount enroll-

, ments. 14 isthe total projected headcount enrollment for Autumn Quarter
1979 senior level Math and Physical Science majors (150).
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CURRICULUM MATRIX

CREDIT HOURS TAKEN REPORT - Figure 8
15 indicates this printout is an ICLM or Curriculum Matrix Report. 16 is

the student major code. 17 is the student major name. 18 is the code for

the department offering the course. 19 is the name of the department

offering the course. 20 is the number of credit hours taken by Economics

students in each department. 21 is the percentage of all credit hours taken

by Economics students in courses offered by each department. 22 is the

cumulative percent of credit hours taken by Economics students. 23 is the

total number of credit hours taken by Economics students. 24 indicates

this is a Credit Hours Taken Report (i.e., student major to discipline).

CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT REPORT - Figure 9

25 indicates this printout is an ICLM or CM report. 26 indicates this is

a Credit Hours Taught Report (i.e., discipline to student major). 27 is

the code for the department offering the courses. 28 is the name of the

department offering the course. 29 are the codes for the student majors

taking the courses. 30 are the names of the majors taking the courses. 31

is the number of credit hours taken by each mejor in Entomology courses.

32 is the percentage of credit hours taken by the various majors in

Entomology courses. 33 is the cumulative percentage. 34 is the total

number of credit hours taught in the Entomology Department.
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CURRICULUM MATRIX
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PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

Participation of the following companies in the 1982 CAUSE National
Conference was greatly appreciated:

*American Management Systems, Incorporated

Business Systems Resources

*Control Data Corporation

*Data Management Facility

*Deloitte Haskins & Sells

*Digital Equipment Corporation

*EDS Corporation

*IBM Corporation

*Integral Systems, Incorporated

*Management Science America, Incorporated

Midwest Systems Group

*Pansophic Systems, Incorporated

*Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

*Precision Visuals, Incorporated

*Sperry Univac

*Systems & Computer Technology Corporation

*WANG Laboratories, Incorporated

*Westinghouse Information Systems

*CAUSE Sustaining Member 49u



AMERICAN 1777 NORTH KENT STREET
MANAGEMENT ARLINGTON, VA 22209
SYSTEMS, INC. (703) 841-6000

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS EXPANDS TO
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY MARKETPLACE
WITH NEW ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

A presentation was made by representatives of American Management Systems
(AMS) to introduce their new College and University Financial System (CUFS) to
the cause membership. For over ten years AMS has offered custom and packaged
fund accounting systems to a variety of local governments and government
agencies. Within the last two years AMS has extended its fund
accounting/encumbrance accounting experience to offer a packaged financial
system to colleges and universities.

AMS was founded in 1970 and is one of the largest independent computer
systems and services firms in the United States, with over 900 employees and
projected 1982 revenues in excess of $70 million. AMS is headquartered in
Arlington, Virginia and has regional offices in New York, Chicago, San
Francisco, Denver, Houston, and Orlando.

AMS has been a leader in the development of major, complex financial
accounting systems for government and-industry. One of AMS's most notable
successes was the development of the Integrated Financial Management System
(IFMS) for New York City in the wake of,the.city's fiscal crisis in the
mid-70s. Many of the techniques developed in building this large scale fund
accounting system have been utilized in the development of CUFS.

CUFS - the College and University Financal System - is the first completely
online, interactive, packaged financial management system designed specifically
for colleges and universities. It provides fund accounting in accordance with
NACUPO and AICPA guidelines, including.encumbrance control, flexible budgeting
facilities, revenue and expenditure accounting, and extensive grants management
facilities. CUFS handles all of the normal fund groups including current funds
(unrestricted and restricted), endowment funds, plant funds, loan funds, etc.

CUFS is fully integrated. This means that, in addition to general ledger
features, the system includes, in one data base, budgeting, accounting,
purchasing, payables and receivables, indirect cost recovery, and management
and financial reporting - all in a single system.

In addition to the capabilities mentioned above, AMS offers optional
sub-systems to complement CUFS in the areas of job cost accounting, fixed asset
management, investment management, and performance measurement. These
additional sub-systems may be added to the base system at any time.

Since CUFS is a packaged software product, a one year warranty is provided
and an annual maintenance agreement is available. Thus clients receive annual
upgrades to the system based upon development priorities set in consultation
with the CUFS users group. In additidn, a telephone consultation service is
provided to help clients best utilize their CUFS system.

4 9

NEW YORK WINTER PARK, FL CHICAGO DENVER n HOUSTON SAN FRANCISCO
(212) 269-2700 (305).628-5333 (312) 269-0275 (303) 989-7065 (713) 784-8310 (415) 369-67(X)
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AMERICAN 1777 NORTH KENT STREET
MANAGEMENT ARLINGTON, VA 22209

SYSTEMS, INC. (703) 841-6000

ams

Reporting under CUFS is extensive. Over 150 standard reports are provided
including transaction listings, account code listings, budget preparation
reports, budget vs. actual reports, accounting management reports, financial
statements, open item listings, and the three NACUBO mandated financial
statements -- the balance sheet, the statement of changes in fund balances, and
the statement of current funds revenues, expenditures and other changes, among
others.

Among the special features of CUFS which existing clients have found
particularly attractive are the following.

CUFS is tailored to the user's environment through the selection of
options and controls in user-maintained master tables.

A budget modeling facility allows users to test the consequences of
various budget increase or decrease options.

CUFS offers a variety of budget control features applicable to
different institutions, or different funds or administrative areas
within the same institution.

Extensive and flexible support is provided for grants and contracts,
including automated indirect cost recovery and letter of credit
drawdowns.

A full array of on-line facilities is available, including

so Data Entry, for immediate processing or held for later off-line
processing.

o Error Correction of previously entered documents.

so Inquiry of account balances, open items, budget amounts, etc.

Table Maintenance for control options, account codes, and other
reference information.

AMS provides extensive installation support to assist clients with
learning to use CUFS, setting up their 6iart of accounts, selecting
control options, training, data conversion, and initial operations
support.

CUFS is furnished with four volumes of documentation to support
management, accounting staff, users, data entry personnel and data
processing staff.

Descriptive material about CUFS may be requested by contacting AMS at the
above address.

NEW YORK 0 WINTER PARK, FL 0 CHICAGO 0 DENVER 0 , HOUSTON 0 SAN FRANCISCO
(212) 269-2700 (305) 628-5333 (312) 269-0275 (303) 989-7065 (713) 784-8310 (415) 369-6700
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@DCONTIVL DATA
555 University Avenue
Mailing Address/Box 130028
-Sacramento, California 95813

SAM (Student Aid Management) Demonstrated at 1982 CAUSE Convention

Developed by Sigma ,Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Systems Research,,
A

Inc. SAM is available . -

in either on-line mode or batch processing.

All programs are written in ANSI COBOL and come with a comprehensive

set of technical and user documentation. SAM is available on

Control Data CYBER 170 Series 700 or 880 computers.

Student Aid Management (SAM) is a comprehensive package of

computer programs that supports the administration of student financial

aid in colleges, universities and state agencies.

SAM automates application tracking, student need analySis,

evaluation, packaging, notification, disbursement, funds management,

reporting and analysis and compliance monitoring. It also performs

routine clerical functions, thus freeing financial aid administrators

to work on individual situations requiring professional judgement.

The program requires no special application form and can use the

financial ai'd application desired by an institution for initial data

input. It also accepts data for need analysis from the American

CO.lege Testing Service (ACT), the College Scholarship Service (CSS),

the Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS),

and PELL.

SAM also has a U.S. Office of Education-approved need analysis

capability that can be used in lieu of or in conjunction with any of

the nation processors for establishing eligibility for the campus-

based programs of Federal student assistance.
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* * BENEFITS * *

SAM can generate transactions to the business office so that it

can record awards on student billings or accounts. The same data can

be transmitted to the institutional accounting and loan billing systems

to minimize duplicate entry.

SAM also:

Reduces handling of forms and student folders.

Generates follow-up letters on a regular basis.

Eliminates manually addressed envelopes.

Performs need-analysis recomputations immediately.

Avoids lengthy time for award packaging.

The system helps administrators gain control of the entire

process by knowing the status of each application, the balance of each

program, the activity on each campus, the outcome of each payment

authorization, and the results of each revision.

The SAM modules can be used independently or in various

combinations. In addition, SAM can be used independently of any other

institutional systems. It can also be interfaced with other systems

to use existing student data and eliminate the necessity of duplicate

data entry.
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ftr thri you firvl ;n0,_ opon your phono -firectory. It

flcms ortion itros on your ricklpr fii, r.minin.1 you to
win thoso items you'l7c mrrkcd rs Iligh priority. Yt

sch?duls mtings for, you b'2s;" on the F,tt.:..n,.'ePs, meetin
moting rooms you spccify. l'Thr,n it finds tims.

FIrP1-0,rb1 P to ell, it hooks t_11. room, m7rks
r-,:eryoon's Pn.1 informs thc ,r.ttonrio.:.!s. All

automaticly. If you rIcr.!i;ic to (.7,,,ncel th:-:1 meeting, the Dosk

Nirn7gem?nt ?,utometicAlly notifies Pll tho other-
i.7tten,:ls of thr. tho.crnce/Ttion.

.rnothor convenient froturc of th2 Desk v.r1;-gems..nt
function is thr cz'lculator. This cpa,hility lets. you ?r'rform
r wiec voriety of m;-IthPmatical operntions Andepem'ently, 'just"
es you w0010 with r. sc:por..rtc rlesk c.,-3cu1tor. You can thon
inz'orporet.c, tho results in ,'ocuments, reports, ,jrrpns, or
majI !Issiges.

*** PC4!ER iA!4fl PFPFUVANCE UNPAATCUED iN THE INDUSTRY ****

T,ith 711 its functionlity f1jxihi ii ty, DICITAL s
ALL-IN-1 systom is s?tting thc strnra for office
informntion systems. This powerful 1)-kage ,111 usrrs

morr control of th- informtion they ni to eo thcir jobs
wv1].
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MODELING ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
USING STRUCTURED ANALYSIS

As systems analysts begin to develop a new system, they frequently
encounter four general problems: lack of experience; language problems
with users; lack of precision in standard text specifications; and com-
prehension of the size and complexity of the system. EDS' solution to
these problems centers around a design methodology called structured
analysis. EDS' systems analysts are currently applying this methodology..
to the development of an administrative information system (AIS) for The
Pennsylvania State University.

The goals of structured analysis are to solve the size and complexity
problems; to provide precise communications; to use graphics where possi-
ble; and to ensure understanding of the users' needs.

For any design project, structured analysis begins in the first phase of
the project life cycle, the current physical analysis phase. The analyst
examines the current physical operation to understand the users' environ-
ment', policies and procedures.

The analyst begins by Partitioning or dividing the system into successive
levels of processes and data flows. This requires that the analyst exam-
ine and redesign computer programs and also examine the man/machine uni-
verse to understand the.manual processes and flow of information. The
design effort ensures that both manual and automated parts of the new
system function effectively together.

The philosophy also directs that the system be user designed and that the
business needs, not technology or the physical constraints of the envi-
ronment, determine the flow of informatiOn. Frequent walkthroughs review-
ing the documentation produced to date insure that the analyst under-
stands the user's needs and that the uter understands how the new system
will function.

The three design tools of structured analysis are data flow diagrams, i
data dictionary, and mini-specifications. Data flow diagrams are a
graphic representation of the .flow of information through the system.
They.identify the flow of data, define the processes, identify files or
data stores and identify sources or destinations of the data. The data
dictionary defines data flows and data storett as well as data elements.
The dictionary mikes no reference to size,-edit criteria or other details
at this point, but only carries the meaning of data elements. The mini-
specifications describe processes on the data flow diagrams and, to
ensure precise and accurate communication between the user and.the ana-
lyst, 'are written using either structured Englishdecision trees or
decision tables.
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EDS' analysts designing a university AIS begin by interviewing the users
about the flow of information received from organizations outside.their
office and about the processes performed with that information. Using the
description of the processes, the analyst begins partitioning, or break
ing down, the functions performed in each process and creates separate
processes and new lower level,data flow diagrams. Frequent interviews and
walkthroughs with the user facilitate the continued partitioning process
until it reaches the lowest level. At each level, the data dictionary is
updated and information is stored concerning the contents and organiza
tion of the data files and data flows. This iterative process is con
'tinued until .the user is satisfied that the data flow diagrams, data dic
tionary, and minispecifications accurately rellect the current system.

The result of structured analysis is a system description that solves
many of the traditional problems with system documentation. The AIS is
reduced to understandable units through the partitioning process. The use
of the precise communication tools provides for mutual understanding of
both the users' needs and the' system. Because of the continual walk
throughs and reviews throughout development, the user is not presented at
the end of the analysis phase with a massive amount of documentation to
review and approve. Since approval has been continuous, final approval is
only a formality.

During the second phase of the project, the new logical design phase,-the
analyst reworks the documentation developed during the current physical
analysis phaseto provide a new logical design for the AIS and to include
the user's expressed desire for changes and new features. Using the same
goals,- philosophy and tools, the analyst restructures the diagrams_ tor
provide a new system that minimizes the flow of data and the interfaces
between processes.

New specifications are written for each process using the data flows that
have been developed.jrom the data flows and the minispecifications, the
analyst also develops the logical user views of the data to provide a
data base design. The result is a logical restructuring that provides

;data flow diagrams, data dictionary, minispecifications, and a logical
data base design which represent the new system.

The benefits of this structured analysis process are substantial. The
sYstem design includes the automated and manual administrative- processes
of the university and is not limited just to the computer programs. The
system model is logical and is nOt constrained by physical or technical
considerations, thus the system design is determined by the, business

needs of the university as specified by the users of the system. The use
of structured analysis tools and frequent walkthroughs facilitate accu
rate communication between users and analysts. Mostimportantly, struc
tured analysis ensures that the logical design accurately reflects the
users needs and provides a foundation for the success of the new AIS.
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International Business Machines Corporation 10401 Fernwood Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
301/897-2000

IBM has a variety of options available for implementing student
information ayitems. Ultimately, the final decision of Which system to
use is decided after evaluating your institution's requirements against
many factors, such as the functions provided, the cost associated with
implementation and the benefits to be derived.

At.CAUSE '82, we are pleased to present the following offerings. For the
4300, 303x and 308x environments, we have EIS/DB (Educational Infornation
System/Database)and EIS/REGISTRATION. EIS/DB links together over 2000
data elements in eight databases to form a base for a comprehensive
education support system. EIS/REGISTRATION uses those databases to
provide a registration system. Some of the features of EIS/REGISTRATION
includes support of arena style or online registration, add/drop
processing, and an audit trail of transactioni. Various size IBM 3270
Display Terminals are autoMatically supported as Well as the IBM 3279
Color Display.

The IBM 8100 Student Regietration system developed by the State University
System of Florida utilizes the 8140 processor under DPCX. The system, can
be used for a standalone system or in a,41stributed mode. The system
through a registration definition option'ean allow such functions as
course conflict editing, variable grading options, variable credit
.options,.holds, and other options to tailor the registration process to
your institution's requirements.

Additional.information may be obtained through your local IBM marketing
representative or Ferne W. Ridley, Higher Education Industry, IBM
Corporation, NAD, Dept. 60U, 10401 Fernwood Road, Bethesda, Maryland 20817
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SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF SOFTWARE

Industry experts have been developing some hard facts on software lately. They
predict, for example, that the independent packaged software market will grow
by 29 percent per year through the mid-1980's. Furthermore, the total market
size will increase from worldwide revenues of $920 million in 1979 to an esti-
mated $3.5 billion in 1984. During the same period, our industry watchers tell
us, a significant number of existing firms will merge into large "full product
line" software businesses, while an even larger number of new firms will enter
the industry for the first time.

The explosive growth of packaged software brings an attendant dilemma for users.
Simply stated, the question is this, which software should a manufacturer or
service firm choose? As the buyer will soon discover, the fundamental question
of how to determine the proper criteria for software evaluation and selection has
become difficult to answer. Given the rapid rate of change in the industry, it
will become harder than ever to purchase the optimum product at a fair price.
What's more, the margin for error is shrinking; with costs inevitably increasing,
the cost of selecting the wrong product will become all the more prohibitive.

Contrary to impressions created by vendor advertising, there is no clear-cut
solution to these problems. As a result, many business unit managers, MIS mana-
gers, and others who must make frequent software decisions are turning to outside
consultants for guidance.

A fundamental decision that consultants can help clients make is the question of
whether to develop or buy software. Many large organizations traditionally relied
on their internal development abilities because they doubted that an "outhouse"
system could meet their specific-needs adequately and inexpensively. Now, however,
more organizations are discovering that packaged software can provide a permanent
and complete solution to the problems that tend to plague in-house developed sys-
tems. Among these problems are:

o Customized software development costs are escalating rapidly.

o Implementing customized Software requires long development lead'time.

o Customized systems can be difficult and costly to maintain and change.

The skill and resources of consultants combined with a systematic vendor evalua-
tion procedure typically will result in an appropriate software selection. The
methodology for evaluating vendors includes the following steps:

1. The consultant determines the client's system requirements and prepares
a detailed RFP. The RFP should include business requirements, software
requirements, technical' parameters, organizational structure; current
systems and procedures, client goals and objectives, and evaluation
methodology. Although,each RFP specifically addresses each client's
needs, our prior experience and writing tools can materially improve
the quality and efficiency of RFP preparation.

2. After the RFPs are distributedto potential Vendors, consultants work
with the client to construct an analysis matrix. This matrix estab-
lishes weight factors for functional, technical, and product cost
information that willbe included in vendor proposals. Initial

© 1942 Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. 50u
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screening of proposals will identify the adequacy of the vendor's

responses, after which vendors can be notified of any deficiencies

and estimates can be obtained for the cost of correcting these

deficiencies. It should be noted that many vendors have limited
ability and even less desire to modify their software. Peat Marwick

has found that in such cases a consultant may be able to assist in

identifying other business organizations that can provide modifica-

tion support.

The evaluation matrix can also be used to score vendors according 63 how well

they have identified the organization's needs and how successful their track

records (as indicated by reference lists) are.

Although this two:step approach is logical and can help the client select the

appropriate vendor, it is important to note that it is only one source of input

and should be evaluated in the full light of specific function and industry

experience. Peat Marwick's specialists can efficiently prepare evaluation cri-

teria and map vend3r products to these criteria; however, we believe that it is

after this point in the process that the client can most profit from our experi-

ence and ability to address specific questions about impact on user departments,

appropriate organizational changes, and reasonable estimates of maintenance

support.

In summary, Peat Marwick believes that a systematic software selection process,

especially one conducted by an outside consultant, provides a number of advan-

tages to an organization. Among the major benefits are:

o Time saving through availability of relevant information and skilled

personnel. A typical Peat Marwick evaluation takes about 12 weeks,
including three to four weeks for vendors to respond to the RFP.

o Cost savings through competitive bidding. Choosing from a number of

vendors generally results in a lower price for software or in addi-

tional services provided by a vendor at no extra cost.

o Selection of a system that meets present and future requirements. If

available packaged software can not meet specific needs, the consultant

can advise the client and suggest alternatives for software development.

o Proposals from reliable vendors. Knowledge of the software market
enables consultants to solicit bids from only those vendors with appro-

priate products and good reputations.

o Contract analysis to give the client a better negotiating position':

Peat Marwick consultants can review to find weaknesses, deficiencies,

and possible areas of client exposure.

o Impact analysis of major trends or product changes. Careful industry

observation can reveal whether a vendor is planning to deemphasize a

feature or level of support that would be critical to a client.

A systematic software evaluation program can cut through the maze of decisions

thatmust be made in today's complex, changing marketplace. It can't totally

replac' old-fashioned business sense when the time comes to sign a contract for

new so tware, but it will enable a manager to make a decision with confidence

that a 1 critical variables have been prudently examined.

5
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PredsionVisuals.

Introduction to Device-Independent Computer Graphics

This session, presented by Precision Visuals, Inc., provided an overview

of technologies and trends in computer graphics hardware and software.

Incorporated in 1979, Precision Visuals, Inc., Boulder, Colorado, was formed

with the charter to develop and market state-of-the-art graphics software

tools. The corporate focus is toward professional software products, backed

by quality documentation and customer support.

A series of introductory slides presented an assortment of computer graphics

applications in a wide range of industries. These applications indicate

the potential marketplace for computer graphics. The graphics industry is

getting ready to boom. Until recent years the marketplace has been dominated

by CAD/CAM packages. Present surveys forecast that trends are changing.

The business graphics market will be the most explosive segment of the

industry -- growing to nearly four times the current size in the next five

years to approximately a $1 billion marketplace.

There are two basic categories of graphics hardware devices: passive and

interactive. Passive graphics means graphics output to a graphics device

which does not support operator interaction. Interactive graphics allows

the operator to interact with the graphic's program as it is running. Among

the various graphics hardware devices, the emerging technology is the raster

frame buffer device. To generate graphics on any class of graphics devices,

passive or interactive, with a single application program is a concept known

as device independence.

6260 Lookout Road Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA 303/530-9000 TELEX 45-0364/TWX 910-940-2500
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At some point in a device-independent graphics package, device-dependent

output is generated. The module' designated to handle device-dependent output

is called the device driver or manager. Intelligent graphics device managers,

wherever possible, perform graphics functions using the firmware of the

display device. While the device drivers are more complex, the throughput

through the system is much more efficient, less memory is required, and the

general system is more easily configured in a network environment. Precision

Visuals' DI-3000 is used as a model of a device-independent graphics system.

DI-3000 is a rich set of graphics development tools, based on the CORE-system

graphics standard, that underlies all Precision Visuals' software products.

Contouring is a subroutine package that provides the capabilities one needs

to build detailed contour maps. The Metafile System is a package which allows

a user to generate, store, compose, and recall a picture library that is

device- and machine-independent. GRAFMAKER is a high-level graphics software

toolbox for generating line graphs, bar graphs, pie charts, and text charts.

User-friendliness is explored as a misnomer in the computer industry. Several

alternatives exist for a non-programmer interface. They are prompt-,

command-, and panel-driven. After over eighteen months of intensive design

consideration, Precision Visuals has adopted a modified panel-driven system

as a basis for GRAFMASTER. GRAFMASTER provides standardized interface panels

for interactively generating both simple and sophisticated presentation

charts; line and bar graphs, pie a d text charts, and combinations thereof.

5 j
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Series II Family o f Systems
Within the highly technical, swiftly

changing computer industry, a com-
pany's long-term growth and ultimate
success potential is largely dependent
on an ability to accurately predict
future trends in its field of expertise.
That's why SCT established a Soft-
ware Systems Task Force in 1978 to
evaluate and update existing systems,
as well as to recommend and.develop
product lines to meet the projected
needs for the 80's.

Four years later their efforts are
paying enormous dividends, with SCT
firmly entrenched as the pioneer and
leader in providing systems to higher
education. The firm's Series II Family
of Systems include the Integrated Fi-
nancial Information Systems. (IRS/1),
Human Resources Information System
(HRIS/1), and Integrated Student In-
formation System (ISIS/U)for finan-
cial management and accounting,
human resources, and student infor-
mafton processing. The Series II
Family of Systemsthe results of
millions of dollars and thousands of
person-years in laborare the only
fully on-line, totally integrated, data
base managed applicaftons softWare
products for higher education on the
market today! Estimates place this
state-of-the-art technology at least five
years ahead of the competition.

Response from the higher education
community has been overwhelmingly
positive. Colleges and universiftes na-
tionwide are selecting SCI's Series II
Family of Systemsespecially after
careful, extensive evaluations of avail-
able alternatives. They have discov-
ered that the Family of Systems is the

only administrative software product
line for higher education which pro-
vides management and office staff the
information they need, when they
need it, in a form they can use, with-
out technical translation.

The efficient answer to in-
formation needs of the 80's
. . . through functional design
and advanced technology.

SCT's state-of-the-art computerized
systems eliminate many inefficient re-
trieval and clerical tasks, providing ad-
ministrators with timely, accurate in-
formation required for effective man-
agement of such current higher educa-
tion challenges as:

Demands for immediate access to
information;

Multi-campus, off-campus, and
other geographical/organizational
requirements;

Rising costs and subsequent bud-
getary and staffing restrictions;

Increased reporting burden from
federal and state agencies;

Equal Employment Opportunity
regulations;

*Unionization.
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Emphasizing the value of information
and the financial, human, and techno-
logical resources necessary to support
information processing, SCT's data
base management approach' integrates
user procedures and related computer
systems into an efficient administrative
operation. The Series II Family of
Systems provides organized data in a
logical, highly-structured order through
various modules.

Accountability and
Collective Expertise

The use of SCT technical staff, on
site, enables the client to focus ac-
countability and responsibility on a
single source in solving the major ob-
jectives of planning, design, and in-
stallation of new administrative systems,
or upgrading older systems. Under this
approach, the client is able to hold SCT
ar.countable for software development,
implementation, and maintenance ac-
tivitieson schedule. within agreed-
upOn budgetresulting in improved
service levels to users.

SCT offers a cadre of computing ex-
perts who have several Advantages over
individually selected staff, no matter
how skilled. SCT professionals bring to
bear on the client's site a collective, cor-
porate experience which permits rapid,
effective implementation of new pro-
cedures and techniques to solve most
computing problems. Furthermore, the
SCT technical team has easy access to
peers at other SCT sites throughout the
countrya rich and ready source for
problem definition and advanced tech-
nology.
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HRIS/II
cknowledging the challenge of

creating responsive, cost-effective ad-
ministrative information systems, SCT
has developed a data base managed
Human Resources Information System
(HRIS/II) which thOroughly addresses
the management and administration of
personnel and the personnel services
budget for a college or unkiersity.
HRIS/II is comprised of three interre-
lating components, consisting of pay-
roll, personnel, and position budget-
ing/control, which can expedite all in-
formation processing activities while
reducing errors in repetitive clerical
tasks associated with these key func-
tions. The system provides users with
"valuable data"data which is timely,
comprehensive, and easily accessible,
with broad update capabilities. All com-
ponents are integrated and on line, sup-
porting immediate data entry and in-
formation retrieval.

IFIS/II
The Integrated Financial Information

Systems (IFIS/II) offers clients a cost-
effective means to improve financial
data accountability/control, produce
timely, accurate reports, and reduce
manual operations and associated
costs. IFIS/II is divided into five dis-
tinct subsystems: Fund Accounting
System, Budget Preparation, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, and
Fixed Assets. Together they form an
overall integrated management system
which can answer most financial re-
porting needs for any client
whether two- or four-year, public or
private, single facility or multi-campus
environments.

To provide needed student-related
data, SCT designed its on-line In-
tegrated Student Information System
(ISIS/II). ISIS/II collects, processes,
stores, retrieves, and can provide
demographic, biographic, academic
history, and student financial data. It
maintains all student information on
pre-applicants through continuing and
recently enrolled students. Using a

common data base, it streamlines
recordi modification, reduces clerical
work, and insures timely, efficient in-
formation processing for users.

System modules are completely
compatible in order to provide the
proper integration between student
system components and related ac-
counting system components. Togeth-
er, they work to establish a base of
data. The system is designed for
maximum data security to prevent
illegal or unauthorized access.

The unique SCT information system
further provides an audit trail for verifi-
cation of changes, as well as backup
files for recreation or recovery in case of
loss of files being processed. As a fully
integrated on-line system, it provides a
single source of data, allows maximum
access while optimizing updating
capabilities and organizes modules by
administrative functions.

ISIS/II meets the functional require-
ments of each dient institution through
a series of modular subsystems, each

relating to specific administrative
needs. As a result, this sophisticated
computing resource can act as the of-
fidal source of student information for
use by most administrative services of-
fices, including:

Admissions, Registration, and
Records;
Advisors and Counselors;
Accounting and Business Offices;
Deans, Department/DMsion
Heads and Faculty;
Financial Aid and Veterans
Offices;
Educational Planning and
Research.

Systems & Computer Technology Corporation
Great Valley Corporate Center, Four Country View Road,

Malvern, PA 19355 (215) 647-5930
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Minnesota State University System
Project for Automated Library Systems

Dale Carrison Sperry Univac
Dean P. 0. Box 500
Library Blue Bell, PA 19424
Mankato State University -(215) 542-3862

Sperry Univac representatives asked Dale Carrison of Mankato State
University to make a presentation at CAUSE 82 on Minnesota State
University System's Project for Automated Library Systems.

The Minnesota State University System (MSUS) has developed a
centralized, automated library network using 144 ADDS Regent-20 terminals
and 3 Univac V77-200 terminal concentrators (LITC) to utilize the system's
Univac 1100/80A computer. The data base available to the eight
participating institutions consists of over 1.3 million bibliographic records
on six Univac 8434 disk storage units. Cataloging of all MSUS information
resources is done on OCLC, an international cataloging network centered
in Dublin, Ohio, and OCLC archival tapes are used for data input.

Card catalogs have been frozen and are no longer updated at the eight
participating .universities. Faculty and students search for materials by
using the terminals located throughout each floor of the libraries.
Instructions for the use of the terminals are posted on each terminal.
Codes such as AU for author, TI for title, or TE for term are entered by
the users who search online for materials. No logon or entrance
passwords are required. All terminals await user requests throughout
normal library hours. Any bibliography resulting from a search can be
printed locally or centrally on demand from the user who types "PRINT."

The software configuration includes the Univac 1100 Operating System,
Level 37.R2C; the UTC software for the Univac V77-200, Level 7.62; the
Univac 1100 Data Management System (DMS), Level 8R2B, which
manipulates 23 library files and related indexes; the Univac 1100
Communication Management System (CMS), Level 7R2B, which interfaces
the online terminals and user transaction programs; and the library system
program modules writter in Univac 1100 ASCII COI3OL. The system
provides general transaction processing that allows remote terminals to
initiate execution of preregistered TIP program modules.

The Univac 1100 is also used for all academic computing within the eight
state university systems. The library shares the computer and the
communications network that transmits data to and from the remote sites.
The communication network consists of one pair of CODEX 6030 statistical
multiplexers, ten pair of CODEX 6010 statistical multiplexers, and eleven
pair of LSI 9600 baud modems. This network ties the main computer site
to the eight different remote sites.

Currently, the system is used for catalog access only. Circulation,
acquisitions, and serials control are in development. The library system is
currently handling approximately 1,09q0,000 transactions per month at 1.0
seconds computer time per transaction. A search of the full 1.3 million
records takes three seconds on the average.
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A statistics module records data on transaction activity, command usage,
terminal and institution usageresponse time, and processing time. The
system is currently using...about 12$ CPU time and 110%. I/0 time of the total
computer usage.

Early fears about 'the acceptance of the System were found to be
groundless as library users of all ages and education levels readily
operated the terminals. After thirty minutes of, instruction and use, most
people can effectively utilize the system. An explanatory handbook and
knowledgeable library personnel are readily, available near public service
terminals, and an online assistance module called HELP offers assistance.
Users have found that the catalog -search, by cornbining and limiting
search terms, offers retrieval power not possible through traditional
methods. The online catalog is a comprehensive, initegrated, information
access system. with provision for keywork and Boolean searches; format,
date, and language limitors; truncation and substitution of ? for unknown
letters and words; choice of record displays; access by various
identification, numbers; multiple institution holdings and displays; index
browsing capability; demand and overnight printout provision; and COM
catalog and offline special List production. The online catalog software is
available through a license agreement.

Public access to online catalogs demonstrates that libraries are embarking
on a new era of information access. Expansion of access to many diverse
physical locations and by keyword searching enables the library user to
more easily find and utilize all formats of information than -has been
possible in the past. Added information is available and speedily updated
for serials holdings and on-order and in-process materials, as well as
circulation status for all items in the library's resource collection.
Network connections further expand information access. Programmed
online instruction gives the user assistance not feasible in the traditional
card catalog and offers new opportunities 'for effective instruction in the
access and use of information.

5
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ABSTRACT FOR CAUSE '82 NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Presentor: John W. Gwynn

TITLE: SERIES Z,7 A New Concept In Managing The Information Resource

One of the miin problems in managing the information resource is that manage-
ment usually does not control the information resource. It is impossible to
manage something that is not controlled. As long as mana'gement must go outside
of its own organizational structure for the processing of its own data then it
does not have the control needed for truly effective management of its informa-
tion resource. We have gone about as far as we can go with the traditional divi-
sion between providers of information and users of infdrmation. Series Z is a
software package designed to put the control back in the hands of the end user
of the information.

Now it is true that"the information resource includes more than a tomputer sys-
tem with application programs and a data base. But as a significant'component
of the information resource, the hardware, software, and data base must be avail-
able not only for the production and processing of data but also for the modifi-,
cation of systems and processes. With Series Z, management not only has control
of the peoduction and processing of data but also access to the tools needed to
modify existing or create new systems and processes.

Series Z is actually four systems in one; Financial Records, Human Resources
and Student Information, all pulled together and moved along by the Z Support
Software. The three functional systems are fully-integrated applications that
eaCh operate on a single data base. The Z Support Software provides the data
base management, on-line access, and a package of tools such as generalized
inquiry-and update or a generalized data collect that are easily learned and
-used by personnel'in the administrative office.

Traditional data base management systems were developed independently from any
class of applications. On-line was added at a much later date. Application
development systems have been drawing a lot of attention in recent months. Appli-
cations must somehow utilize this diversity of software products, which were never
designed to work together nor provide efficient operation. Series Z, on the other
hand, has been carefully designed to be an intelligent synthesis of the best fea-
tureg of a DBMS, on-line, and an applications development system needed to support
higher education administrative applications. This highly integrated blend of
the best of current technology is the only software that has been designed as
a single unit to include the functional application, data base support, on-line
support, and application development tools.

In addition to the_most comprehensive set of_integrated application software
available in higher education today, the Series Z Support Software provides:
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ABSTRACT FOR CAUSE '82 NATIONAL CONVENTION
John W. Gwynn
SERIES Z - A New Concept In Managing The Information Resource

Security - at three levels: system, screen, and data elements

Help - available at any time without disrupting processinpactivity,
at the touch of a key, at three levels: data element,

screen, and error message

Data Base Definition - to define the data base including editing control
on every data element

Screen Definition *- to easily modify or add new screens

Recovery and Restart - should the hardware fail

Generalized Audit Trail - easily invoked to include any of several levels
of recording

Generalized Inquiry and Update - a very special package that permits easy
access to and modification of the data base from screens
developed by the user without a need for programming

Generalized data collect - for those who want to enter transactions, have
them fully edited-and batch controlled, and queued for later
batch update

Menu'Control - to clearly and easily list all available system functions
but not requiring menu display to access processes

Process Linking - to provide user defined process sequences

Procedure Definition - to permit user written software to easily fit into

the Series Z structure.

Series Z, by Westinghouse.Information Systems is a software package that finally

makes it possible for Management to control its information resource.
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BUSINESS
AND PLEASURE

Ideas. are exchanged as readily during breaks between sessions as they are at formal track presentations. An
important part of the Conference experience are the social gatherings those that are scheduled as official
Conference activities as well as those that occur spontaneously as new friendshilis are formed and old
acquaintances are renewed.

CAUSE 82 featured a number of special activities. One out of four conferees participated in the sports activitiesa
golf tournament, tennis round robin, and mirii-rnarathon. The winners of the events were presented prizes during
the Thursday evening banquet and many found themselves stars on the screen when slides were shown of the
"sporting" events. These events were made possible by three sustaining member companies: Westinghouse
Information Systems (golf); Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. (tennis); and Electronic Data Systems (mini-
marathon).

The CAUSE 82 Southern Country Bash was a swinging success. Conferees tapped their toes and kicked up their
heels to the sounds of Hand Picked, a five-pie6e bluegrass/country band.
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REFRESHMENTS
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Special thanks to Digital Equipment Corporation for sponsoring the Friday morning
refreshments and providing conferees with coffee mugs.commemorating CAUSE 82.
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SOUTHERN COUNTRY BASH
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THE THRILL OF VICTORY ...
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